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South Canyon Fire 

Preface 
Firefighters and fire managers are engaged in a complex business that has 
inherent risks and requires skill, good judgment, and the ability to make dif

ficult decisions. The South Canyon Fire tragedy resulted from a series of 

judgments, decisions, events, and actions with serious cumulative impacts. 
None of the people involved would have knowingly made decisions that 
led to the deaths of 14 firefighters. 

The South Canyon fire lnteragency Investigation Team did not come to this 
assignment with any preconceived notions of why the accident occurred. 
Rather we came determined to be as factual, complete, and analytical as 
possible. We feel a strong responsibility to wildland firefighters every
where, particularly those who lost their lives in this incident, to help reduce 
the risk of a recurrence of the deep, personal loss experienced in the 
South Canyon fire. Our report is presented to the Chief of the Forest 
Service and the Director of the Bureau of land Management. We also 
request that each of you review the findings and analysis of causal factors. 
We further ask you to resolve to provide the leadership needed to give an 
extra margin of safety in all that we do and thus prevent a recurrence. 
We express our sincere thanks to each person who contributed to the 
investigation. 
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Executive Summary 
The Incident 
On July 2, 1994, during a year of drought and at a time of low humidity 
and record high temperatures, lightning ignited a fire 7 miles west of 
Glenwood Springs, Colorado. The fire was reported to the Bureau of Land 
Management on July 3 as being in South Canyon, but later reports placed 
it near the base of Storm King Mountain. The fire began on a ridge, 
which was paralleled by two canyons or deep drainages, called in this 
report the east and the west drainages. In its early stages the fire burned 
in the pinyon-juniper fuel type and was thought to have little potential for 
spread. 

Dry lightning storms had started 40 new fires in BLM's Grand Junction 
District in the 2 days before the South Canyon fire started, requiring the 
District to set priorities for initial attack. Highest priority was given to fires 
threatening life, residences, structures, utilities, and to fires with the greatest 
potential for spread. All initial attack firefighting resources on the Grand 
Junction District were committed to the highest priority fires. In response to 
a request from the Grand Junction District, the Garfield County Sheriff's 
Office and White River National Forest monitored the South Canyon Fire. 

Over the next 2 days the South Canyon Fire increased in size, the public 
expressed more concern about it, and some initial attack resources were 
assigned. On the afternoon of July 4 the District sent two engines. 
Arriving at 6:30 p.m. at the base of the ridge near Interstate 70, the crew 
sized up the fire but decided to wait until morning to hike to the fire and 
begin firefighting efforts. 

The next morning, a seven person BLM/Forest Service crew hiked 2 1/2 
hours to the fire, cleared a helicopter landing area [Helispot 1] and started 
building a firehne on its southwest side. During the day an air tanker 
dropped retardant on the fire. In the evening the crew left the fire to 
repair their chainsaws. Shortly thereafter, eight smokejumpers parachuted 
to the fire and received instructions from the Incident Commander to con
tinue constructing the fireline. Th~ fire had crossed the original fireline, so 
they began a second fireline from Helispot 1 downhill on the east side of 
the ridge. After midnight they abandoned this work due to the darkness 
and the hazards of rolling rocks. 

On the morning of July 6 the BLM/Forest Service crew returned to the fire 
and worked with the smokejumpers to clear a second helicopter landing 
area IHelispot 2l. Later that morning eight more smokejumpers parachuted 
to the fire and were assigned to build the fireline on the west flank. Later, 
ten Prineville lnteragency Hotshot Crew members arr~ved, and nine joined 
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the smokejumpers in line construction. Upon arrival, the remaining mem

bers of the hotshot crew were sent to help reinforce the fireline on the 
ridge top. 

At 3:20 p.m. a dry cold front moved into the fire area. As winds and fire 

activity increased, the fire made several rapid runs with 100-foot flame 
lengths within the existing burn. At 4:00 p.m. the fire crossed the bottom 
of the west drainage and spread up the drainage on the west side. It soon 
spotted back across the drainage to the east side beneath the firefighters 
and moved onto steep slopes and into dense, highly flammable Gambel 
oak. Within seconds a wall of flame raced up the hill toward the firefight
ers on the west flank fireline. Failing to outrun the flames, 12 firefighters 
perished. Two helitack crew members on the top of the ridge also died 
when they tried to outrun the fire to the northwest. The remaining 35 fire
fighters survived by escaping out the east drainage or seeking a safety 
area and deploying their fire shelters. 

The Investigation 
Within 3 hours of the blowup, an interagency team was forming to investi
gate the entrapment on the South Canyon fire. The team first met on the 
evening of July 7. Team members were given their assignments, and the 
team presented a charter to the Chief of the USDA Forest Service and the 
Director of the Bureau of Land Management. Les Rosenkrance, BLM's 
Arizona State Director, was designated team leader. 

In the next few days the team investigated the fire and fatality sites and 
began a series of 70 interviews with witnesses. In addition, the team met 
once or twice a day to discuss progress, clarify assignments, plan their 
report, and review their findings. On July 22, with the interviews and much 
of the investigation report completed, the team adjourned. The following 
week some team members met in Phoenix, Arizona to complete work on 
the incident overview. On August 9- 11, the team reconvened to review a 
draft of the completed report in preparation for its publication. 

Causal Factors 
Direct Causes 
The Investigation Team determined that the direct causes of the entrap
ment in the South Canyon fire are as follows. 

Fire Behavior 
Fuels 
• Fuels were extremely dry and susceptible to rapid and explosive 

spread. 
• The potential for extreme fire behavior and reburn in Gambel oak was 

not recognized on the South Canyon fire. 
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Weather 

• A cold front, with winds of up to 45 mph, passed through the fire area 

on the afternoon of July 6. 

Topography 

• The steep topography, with slopes from 50 to 100 percent, magnified 

the fire behavior effects of fuel and weather. 

Predicted Behavior 

• The fire behavior on July 6 could have been predicted on the basis of 

fuels, weather, and topography, but fire behavior information was not 

requested or provided. Therefore critical information was not available 

for developing strategy and tactics. 

Observed Behavior 

• A major blowup did occur on July 6 beginning at 4:00 p.m. Maximum 

rates of spread of 18 mph and flames as high as 200 to 300 feet 

made escape by firefighters extremely difficult. 

lnddent Management 
Strategy and Tactics 

• Escape routes and safety zones were inadequate for the burning condi
tions that prevailed. The building of the west flank downhill fireline was 

hazardous. Most of the guidelines for reducing the hazards of downhill 

line construction in the Fireline Handbook (PMS 410-01) (see box on 

page 36) were not followed. 

• Strategy and tactics were not adjusted to compensate for observed 

and potential extreme fire behavior. Tactics were also not adjusted 

when Type I crews and air support did not arrive on time on July 5 

and 6. 

Safety Briefing and Major Concerns 

• Given the potential fire behavior, the escape route along the west 
flank fireline was too long and too steep. 

• Eight of the 10 Standard Firefighting Orders were compromised. 

• Twelve of the 18 Watch Out Situations were not recognized, or proper 

action was not taken. 

• The Prineville lnteragency Hotshot Crew (an out-of-state crew) was not 

briefed on local conditions, fuels, or fire weather forecasts before being 
sent to the South Canyon fire. 

Involved rersonnel rrofi le 
• The "can do" attitude of supervisors and firefighters led to a compromis

ing of Standard Firefighting Orders and a lack of recognition of the 18 

Watch Out Situations. 
• Despite the fact that they recognized that the situation was dangerous, 

firefighters who had concerns about building the west flank fireline 
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questioned the strategy and tactics but chose to continue with line con
struction. 

Equipment 
• Personal protective equipment performed within design limitations, but 

wind turbulence and the intensity and rapid advance of the fire 
exceeded these limitations or prevented effective deployment of fire 
shelters. 

• Packs with fusees taken into a fire shelter compromised the occupant's 
safety. 

• Carrying tools and packs significantly slowed escape efforts. 

Contributory Causes 
The following factors contributed to the entrapment on the South Canyon 
fire. 

Incident Management and Control Mechanisms 
• The initial suppression action was delayed for 2 days because of high

er priority fires on the Grand Junction District. 
• Air support was inadequate for implementing stragegies and tactics on 

July 6. 

Support Structure 
• The above-normal fire activity overtaxed a relatively small firefighting 

organization at the Grand Junction District and Western Slope Fire 
Coordination Center. 

• Detailed fire weather and fire behavior information was not given to 
firefighters on the South Canyon fire. 

• Dispatching procedures and communications with the Incident 
Commander did not give a clear understanding of what resources 
!crews and air support) would be provided to the fire in response to 
requests and orders. 

• Unclear operating procedures between the Western Slope Fire 
Coordination Center and the Grand Junction District's fire organiza
tions resulted in confusion about priority setting, operating procedures, 
and availability of firefighting resources, including initial attack 
resources (i.e. helitack firefighters, smokejumpers, and retardant aircraft!. 
This lack of definition limited the effectiveness in the timing and priority 
of the suppression of the South Canyon fire. 

• The lack of Grand Junction District and Colorado State Office man
agement oversight, technical guidance, and direction resulted in uncer
tainty concerning the roles and responsibilities of the Western Slope 
Fire Coordination Center and the Grand Junction District. 
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Incident Overview 
Background 
Colorado experienced record high temperatures during June of 1994. A 
weather pattern of dry thunderstorms caused a rash of wildfires. Red flag 
watches and warnings were issued for western Colorado based on fore
casts for dry thunderstorms 
with strong and gusty Palmer Drought 
winds. Western Colorado 
was in extreme drought, as 
shown on the July 9 Palmer 
Drought Index map. The 
Glenwood Springs area 
had received only 58 per
cent of normal precipita
tion since October 1993. 

The Bureau of Land 
Management's Grand 
Junction District was expe
riencing a severe fire sea
son. Fire danger indices 
for July were at the highest 
levels recorded in 21 years. As of early July the number of fires was twice 
the annual average. Type I and II incident management teams had 
responded to five times the number of fires that they would respond to in a 
normal year. The district's Management Team had issued a directive that 
all fires be initial attacked 

.4 to -.4 Near Normal 
-.5 to -.9 Incipient Drought 

-1.0 to -1.9 Mild Drought 
-2.0 to -2.9 Moderate Drought 
-3.0 to -3.9 Severe Drought 
Below -4.0 Extreme Drought 

.5 to .9 Incipient Moist Spell 
1.0 to 1.9 Moist Spell 
2.0 to 2.9 Unusual Moist Spell 
3.0 to 3.9 Very Moist Spell 

Above +4.0 Extreme Moist Spell 

and suppressed as soon as 
possible. Statewide fire 
prevention restrictions were 
issued for Colorado on June 
29, 1994. 

Colorado Vicinity 

The South Canyon fire 
occurred about 7 miles 
west of Glenwood Springs 
in west-central Colorado, 
burning about 2,000 acres 
in the 3-day period of July 
3-6. The fire site, which 
adjoins Interstate 70 and 
the Colorado River, strad
dles a ridge extending off 
of Storm King Mountain. 
The ridge is paralleled to 
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3-0 Figure of Fire Area 

Storm King Mountain 

the east and west by two 
major canyons or drainages 
that lead to the Colorado River. 

This report calls these canyons 
the east and west drainages. 

The fire was first reported to be 

in South Canyon, but later 

reports placed it near the base 
of Storm King Mountain. 

) 

East 
- Drainage 

At the time of the blowup on 

July 6, the South Canyon fire 

was considered an extended 
attack fire-a fire of generally 
less than 100 acres that has 

Colorado River/1·70 not quickly been brought under 

control by the initial suppres

sion actions and requires more firefighting resources. The South Canyon 

fire had not yet reached a level of organizational complexity which 

required a designated "overhead team" of fire supervisors to assume con-

Organization of South Canyon 
Extended Attack Team 

Incident 
Commander 

1 
l l l 

trol. As is typical in extended 
attack situations, firefighting 

groups arrived on the fire at 
intervals from dispersed loca
tions and blended into the 

existing organization. Also typi

cal was the assignment of the 

highly trained hotshot crew and 

smokejumpers to the most diffi

cult portions of the fire. 

Smokejumpers Prineville Helitack BLM/USFS 
(16} IHC (20} (2} 

July 2 

Crew (11) The following daily account 
describes the events that pre

ceded the accident. 

The South Canyon fire was ignited by lightning on the afternoon of July 2, 

1994. 

July 3 
The Grand Junction District was in very high to extreme fire danger, with 

90 percent of its firefighting resources committed to fires. Lightning storms. 
dur,ing the previous 2 days had resulted in more than 40 new fires, and 
the district had developed a priority list for initial attack. Highest priority 

was given to fires threatening residences, structures, and utilities, and to 

fires with the highest potential for spread. A red flag warning was issued 
for dry lightning, and strong winds hampered the effective use of aircraft 
in fighting wildland fires. 
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At 11 a.m. the Garfield County Sheriff reported the South Canyon fire to 
the Grand Junction District Dispatch Center. This fire was located on a 
hilltop above Interstate 70 about 7 miles west of Glenwood Springs. The 
District Fire Control Officer was notified of the fire and drove to the scene. 
Dispatch called the Western Slope Fire Coordination Center in Grand 

Junction and requested one load (eight! of smokejumpers, an air tanker, 

and a lead plane to respond to this and other fires reported in the area. 

BLM Engine Crew E611 arrived at the scene and met with the Garfield 

County Sheriff. The Engine Foreman completed the initial sizeup and con
firmed that the fire was on BLM-administered land. With only the flaming 

canopies of two trees visible, this fire seemed to have a low spread poten

tial. The Engine Foreman recommended that the fire be observed until fire
fighting resources could be obtained. There were higher priority fires, 

slopes were steep, the fire was inaccessible, and rates of spread were slow. 
The Grand Junction District Fire 

Control Officer arrived at the scene 

and agreed with the Engine 
Foreman's assessment and recommen

dation. 

Three aircraft-Lead 64, Jumper 49, 
and Air Tanker 14-were diverted to 
other priority fires in the area. The 
Fire Control Officer arrived back in 

Grand Junction to assess fire activity 

and plan for the next day. He called 

the Western Slope Fire Coordination 

Center and requested more firefight
ing resources for the South Canyon 

fire. He also called for Grand 

Junction District firefighting resources 

to be released from the Copper Spur 

fire in the Craig District for reassign

ment to the South Canyon fire. 

July 4 
Five new fires started on July 4, two 

of which exceeded 100 acres. In 

addition, 31 existing fires remained 
uncontrolled. Local initial attack forces were committed to other fires. Radio 

communication was inadequate for the fire load and was recognized as a 
potential problem for safe and effective aircraft use. Fire danger through
out the district was very high to extreme. More lightning was forecast for 
that evening. Red flag warnings were issued. 
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The South Canyon fire was given a higher priority for receiving firefighting 

resources in response to concerns of Glenwood Springs residents. At 2:50 

p.m. the White River National Forest, Sopris Ranger District informed 

Grand Junction District Dispatch that it had received a telephone call from 
a resident concerned about the 

fire and that in response it was 

sending an engine crew to the fire 

site. At 3:40 p.m. the Sopris 

Ranger District reported to 

Dispatch that the fire posed no 

danger to structures. Dispatch 
responded that a BLM engine 

crew was enroute to the fire site. 

Photo 1. The South Canyon fire at noon 
on ..July 4. 

At 6:30 p.m. the Incident 
Commander, and BLM and Forest 

Service firefighters met at the bot

tom of the hill. They sized up the 

fire and decided that because of 

darkness and steep terrain they 

would hike up to attack the fire 

: 

early on July 5. Later that evening 
a Forest Service aerial observer 

reported that "The fire is in steep and inaccessible terrain. It is burning to 

the northeast on the ridge. The area is too steep for crews and has few if 

any escape routes. The fire is actively burning in all directions. Helicopters 

with buckets could be very effective." The Grand Junction District Fire 

Management Officer and the Manager of the Western Slope Fire 

Coordination Center discussed the need for more resources for the fire. 

From noon to 10 p.m on July 4 the fire had grown from 3 to ll acres. The 

photo and fire map show the fire at noon. 

July 5 
The morning briefing at the Western Slope Fire Coordination Center 

called for red flag warnings and very high to extreme fire danger. A BLM 
crew of seven walked into the fire from the east drainage. The crew cut 

helispot 1 - a helicopter landing area-on the ridge above the fire and 
began direct fireline construction downhill along the fire edge below the 

helispot. The Incident Commander ordered another district engine crew, a 

helicopter, and a 20-person crew. A load of eight smokejumpers was sub

stituted for the 20-person crew and was sent to the fire. 

An air tanker drop was requested to support fireline construction. The first 

load of retardant was dropped along the f ireline starting at the helispot. 
The Incident Commander and the air tanker pilot agreed that more retar

dant drops would be ineffective because of steep terrain and gusty winds. 
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The next air tanker drop was used to the south on the rocky slope over

looking the river and Interstate 70. The possibility of causing rocks to roll 

on the interstate restricted the further use of air tankers. 

At 5 :30 p.m. the Incident 

Commander and BLM crew left 
July 5 Tactical Map 

the fire to refurbish their equipment. 
Eight smokejumpers parachuted 

into the top of the fire at 5:45 p.m. 

and radioed the Incident 

Commander. The Incident 
Commander directed them to work 

on the fireline from the helispot 
downhill toward the west drainage. 

The Jumper in Charge informed the 

Incident Commander that the fire 

had crossed their fireline and was 

burning actively. The jumpers then 

Storm King Mo<.nteln 

began building a fireline down the east side of the ridge. After sizing up 

the fire, the Jumper in Charge called Grand Junction District Dispatch and 

ordered two Type I crews. 

On July 5 the fire grew from 29 
acres at 8:00 a.m. to 50 acres at 

10:00 p.m. 

July 6 
Thirty-six fires were burning in the 
Grand Junction District. The fire 

weather forecast for July 6 issued 

at 7:30 p.m. on July 5 for the 
Grand Junction area predicted 

increasing high clouds in the morn

ing with winds of 10-20 mph by 11 

a.m. and winds increasing to 15-30 
mph by l p.m. By 3:00 p.m sur
face winds would shift to the north

west at _15-25 mph and would gust 

to 30-35 mph with the passage of 

a cold front. A red flag warning 
had been issued for winds associat

ed with the front. 

Jliy 5 Flrellna 
ana Aolatdent Drop 

/ 
/ 

. /I 
Aetardent 

Drop 

Photo 2 . .July 5 Tactical Map photo. 

Early in the morning ( 12:30 a.m.I 

the jumpers abandoned their line construction on the east side of the fire 

because of darkness and the hazards of rolling rocks. The fire continued 
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to flare up throughout the night, and the jumpers become concerned about 

the fire burning over the jump site where they hod left their parachutes 
and equipment. 

July 6 Tactical Map The Grand Junction Dispatcher 

summarized the fire weather fore

cast for the Incident Commander 

over the telephone. The forecast 

called for windy conditions with 

the passage of a cold front. At 
4:30 a.m. the 11 BLM/Forest 

Service firefighters began their 

' .... -........... -' 

West Flank 

3 112-hour hike back to the fire up 

the east drainage. Arriving at the 
fire sites they cleared Helispot 2. 

At 5:30 o.m. the Jumper in Charge 

ordered a helicopter for gear 

removal and requested a fixed
wing aircraft with an aerial 

observer. An hour later, Grand Junction Dispatch assigned the Prineville 

lnteragency Hotshot Crew to the fire. The Jumper in Charge then request
ed that the hotshot crew be ferried 

into the fire by helicopter and that 

he have use of the helicopter for 
reconnaissance. Dispatch and the 

Jumper in Charge agreed that the 
helicopter would be used for 

reconnaissance instead of the 

fixed-wing aircraft and aerial 

observer. At 8:00 a.m. the 

Prineville Hotshot Crew departed 

from Grand Junction on a bus. 

Because of difficulties in acquiring 
tools and equipment, the hotshots 

did not arrive at the helibase until 

11 :00 a.m. 

Photo 3 . ..July 6 Tactical Map photo. 

At 8:45 a.m. the Incident 

Commander and the Jumper in 

Charge discussed strategy a nd tac

tics for the day. The plan was to 
improve the fireline on the ridge 

between Helispots l and 2 and to 

have the eight jumpers and the 

• 

Prineville Hotshot Crew start build

ing a fireline along the fire's edge on the west flank . 

·, 
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At 9 a.m. the Incident Commander and several of the jumpers pro

grammed their fire radios to the NOAA weather channel and received the 
following general Grand Junction area weather forecast: Windy and cool
er, highs in the mid 80s, west to northwest winds 15 to 25 mph with some 
stronger gusts, sunny in the morning, partly cloudy by afternoon. In the 

evening, cooler with possible record low temperatures, lows 50 to 55, par

tially cloudy with isolated showers, decreasing northwest winds." The 
Grand Junction District Dispatch Center informed the Incident Commander 
that he could keep the smokejumpers on the fire and that eight more 
jumpers were headed his way. 

At 9:30 a.m. helicopter 93R arrived on the fire but was limited to 4 hours 
flying time because of anticipated new fires. The Incident Commander 
and Jumper in Charge took a reconnaissance flight of the fire and direct

ed the jumpers to start building a fireline downhill on the west flank. The 

Jumper in Charge and a jumper on the ground discussed the lack of safety 

areas on the fire. Followup discussion on the ground resulted in continuing 
the original plan. 

At 10:30 a.m. the jumper aircraft arrived over the fire, and eight more 
smokejumpers parachuted down to the fire site. This group was used to 
reinforce line building on the west flank. At 12:30 p.m., the Prineville 

Hotshot Crew Superintendent and nine crew members arrived at Hehspot 
2 by helicopter. The Incident Commander, Jumper in Charge, and Hotshot 

Crew Superintendent discussed strategy and agreed to send nine hotshots 

down the west flank to reinforce the jumpers. The arrival of the second 

half of the hotshot crew was delayed so that the helicopter could be used 
to ferry equipment and for water drops on flareups. 

At 1 :00 p.m. a flareup on the west flank of the fire forced a group of 

jumpers to momentarily retreat up the fireline toward the top of the ridge. 

Several of the jumpers discussed their concerns about the safety of building 
the fireline. After a water drop from the helicopter cooled the flareup, the 
jumpers proceeded down the hill to continue building the fireline. 

Between 12 noon and 1 :00 p.m. winds in Grand Junction increased from 
10 mph to 22 mph with gusts to 30 mph. 

At 2:30 p.m. after a lunch break, three jumpers were instructed to work 
back up the west flank looking for hot spots and improving the line. The 

Line Scout continued south and down the hill past the end of the fireline to 

size up the next section of fireline. 

At 3 p.m. the 10 other Prineville Hotshot Crew members arrived at 
Helispot 2 by helicopter and were instructed to help widen the fireline and 
put out spot fires along the ridge. 
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At 3:20 p.m. a dry cold front with strong winds moved into the fire area. 
Fire activity immediately began to pick up. 

At 3:45 p.m. the fire made several 

rapid runs with 100-foot flame 

lengths within the burned area just 

above the Line Scout. A short time 
later, helicopter water drops were 

called for on the west drainage and 

the ridgeline. At this point, fire activi

ty was so intense that water drops 

were not effective. The people 

improving the handline noticed the 
activity and started walking out the 

fireline. 

Photo 4. Fire behavior at 3:45 p.rn. 

At 4:00 p.m. the fire blew up. It 

crossed the west drainage at the 

base of the gully below the Line 
Scout. Within seconds a wall of flame raced up to the opposite ridge. A 

jumper who viewed the blowup called for the Line Scout to get out of the 

area. The Incident Commander directed the Jumper in Charge to bring 

Fire Blowup seephoto2onpg. 9 

the firefighters up from 
the bottom of the fire

line. The jumper with 
the view of the blowup 

called the Jumper in 

Charge to tell him that 

the fire had crossed the 

main drainage and 

Storm King Mountain 

I I Smokejumper Upper & 
Lower Deployment Sites 

-Lunch Spot 

was "rolling:· 

The fire rushed up the 

west side of the 

drainage pushed by 
30-mph winds. In 10 to 

12 minutes the fire had 

progressed up the 

canyon to a point 
across from the fire

fighters hiking up the 

fireline . 

.. Area of Spread At 4 : 11 p.m., the 
Incident Commander 

called Dispatch to 
report that he was los

0 Sequence ol Events from 
4:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. on July 6 

ing the fire on the side where the homes were and that he needed air 

tankers. At 4:20 p.m. an a ir tanker was dispatched. 
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Between 4: 14 and 4: 18 p.m. the fire was observed to spot back to the 

east side of the drainage below the crew that was walking out the fireline 
to the ridge. As the fire 
raced up the slope, it 
was influenced by 

stronger winds of 40 

mph. The spot fire 
reached the ridgeline in 
2 minutes. During the 
run the fire's rate of 

speed accelerated from 
3 to 11 mph. 

At the time of the acci
dent 16 smokejumpers, 
20 hotshots, a six-per
son helitack crew !two 
on the fire and four at 
the helibase}, and 12 
BLM/Forest Service fire-
fighters [ ll on the fire 
and l at the helibase) 
were assigned to the 
fire. The events occur
ring between 4 p.m. 
and 4:24 p.m. have 
been described sepa

Fuel Types in Fire Area 
Stonn King Mountain 

Legend 
Pinyon·Juniper 
Gambel Oak 

rately to help clarify specific actions. 

I. Jumpers That Deployed Fire Shelters In The Safe Area 
Shortly after the fire crossed the west drainage, at about 4: 10 p.m., 
jumpers Keith Woods, Quentin Rhoades, Sonny Soto, Eric Shelton, Bill 
Thomas, Tony Petrel.Ii, Michael Cooper, and Mike Feliciano met the Jumper 
in Charge Don Mackey at the lunch spot. Mackey told the jumpers to 
move up the ridge to a previously burned out safe area below Helispot l. 

Mackey then left to check on Line Scout Dale Longanecker and the other 
firefighters on the west flank. The eight jumpers headed quickly up the 
steep ridge attempting to reach the safety zone and distance themselves 
from the blowup. Part way up the hill the jumpers dropped their chainsaws 
and gasoline. For this group, dropping their equipment was acknowledging 
their serious situation. At this time the wind was blowing so hard that the 
jumpers had to use the chinstraps on their hardhats. During the ascent, the 
smokejumpers were enveloped in smoke and flying embers and could hear 
the roar of the fire. Once in the safety zone, they had difficulty deploying 

their fire shelters due to the 40 mph winds. Six deployed their shelters in 
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one cluster, and the other two deployed slightly down the hill. By 4:24 p.m. 

all the firefighters in this group were in their shelters. They called Mackey 

Photo 5 . Blow up between 4:30 and 5:00 p.rn. 

but got no response. 

Petrelli described the fire as he 

experienced it from his fire shelter: 

"When in the shelters, the fire made 

three different runs on our right 

side, approximately 200 yards 
away. Inside the shelter it heated 

up to 110 degrees. During the 

hottest run there were glowing fire 
brands blowing into the shelter. 

Between fire runs we would peek 

out lofl the shelter. There wos still 

heavy smoke coming from below 
us. The wind was stil l blowing ash 

and dust." 

After l l/2 hours, they came out of 

their shelters and met Longanecker, who had safely endured the blowup 

near the lunch spot. He had not deployed his shelter. 

Photo 6 . Fireline and deployrnent sites. 

2. The Group On The 
Ridgeline 
At the time of the blowup Prineville 

lnteragency Hotshot Crew 

Superintendent Tom Shepard and 

10 crew members-Tom Rambo, 

Alex Robertson, Kip Gray, Mike 

Simmons, Bill Baker, Brian Lee, Tony 
Johnson, Louie Navarro, Kim 

Valentine, and Bryan Scholz and 

the BLM crew Michelle Ryerson, 

Jim Byers, Mike Hayes, Loren 
Paulson, Neal Shunk, Brian Rush, 

Todd Abbott, Eric Christianson, 

Derek Brixey, and jumpers Sarah 

Doehring and Sabinio Archuleta 

were on the ridgeline. At 4:04 
p.m. the Incident Commander Butch 

Blanco gave the word for all fire
fighters on the ridge to proceed to 

the safety zone at Helispot l. 

Before anyone could reach the safety zone, it became apparent that their 

path was cut off by an approaching wall of flame. Several crewleoders 
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ordered everyone to reverse directions toward Helispot 2 !the second des

ignated helicopter landing areal. From that point Blanco and other 

crewleaders directed everyone over 

the ridge and down the east 

drainage to the interstate. These 

firefighters safely escaped with only 

minor injuries. 

According to Navarro, "As I looked 
up, I saw huge black clouds and red 

glare. The people in front said they 
couldn't make it to the black at H- 1. 
As we turned back, I stayed in the 

rear to make sure everyone was 

together and going in the right 

direction. As I was coming out, I 

was flanked on both sides by fire. 

Some firefighters were tired and 

wanted to deploy. As we moved 

down the ridge, I could feel the fire 

on the west side gasp for air and 

then just surge like a tidal wave. 

When I reached the line that 

dropped off the hill, the fire was 
only on my left or west. It was hot 

and slamming against the ridge." 

Photo 7 East drainage escape route. 

Crews that dropped off the ridge fled down the east drainage. The wind 

blew the fire down this drainage, whose mouth was consumed in flames 30 

to 40 minutes after the lost firefighter escaped. 

3. The Group On The West Flank 
At the time of the blowup, Prineville lnteragency Hotshot Crew members 

Jon Kelso, Kathi Beck, Scott Blecha, Levi Brinkley, Bonnie Holtby, Rob 
Johnson, Tomi Bickett, Doug Dunbar, and Terri Hogen, and jumpers Jomes 

Thrash, Roger Roth, and Eric Hipke were improving and holding the west 

flank fireline. When the fire crossed the west drainage, Blanco and 

Mackey ordered the firefighters up the hill. Mackey proceeded from the 
lunch spot up the fireline to follow them. Kevin Erickson and Brod Hough 

waited at the upper port of the fireline to encourage the crew coming up 
the hill. As the crew came into sight, Erickson sow a spot fire ignite below 

the crew near the bottom of the drainage. He immediately called a warn

ing to Mackey on the radio. 

At this point, all the firefighters were walking in a line carrying all their 

equipment. Hough later reported, "It appeared to me that the crew was 

unaware of what was behind them, as they were walking at what I consid-
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ered a slow pace, tools still in hand, packs in place, and the sawyer still 
was shouldering his saw ... .There was a slight ridge behind the crew which 
obscured our view of the bottom of the fire. The fire roared behind the 

Photo 8. Spot fire approaching ridgeline. 

ridge, and that was the first indica
tion of how bad it had gotten .... The 
fire storm literally exploded behind 
the ridge with approximately 100-

foot flame height. At this point I 
decided I had to run. I can't recall 
if anyone was ahead of me or not, 
nor can I recall what the crew's 

reaction was to the blowup. As I 
neared the crest of the ridge, the 
heat was intense. I topped out and 
headed down the other side about 
150 feet. When I turned around, a 
wall of flame 150 feet tall and 1/4 

of a mile wide was on the ridgetop 
and starting to roll down the east 
side of the ridge." 

As the spot fire rapidly spread, Erickson and Haugh yelled for all to drop 
their equipment and run. Thrash, at the head of line, gave the word to 

deploy shelters. As the fire raced 
toward the crew, Erickson and 
Haugh, who were shouting encour

agement, turned and ran for the 
ridgetop. They were quickly fol
lowed by Eric Hipke, who chose not 
to deploy his shelter but to make a 
run for it. As the three running fire
fighters dove over the ridgetop, 
200-foot flames blasted over the 
ridge, and all three received burns. 

The last jumper over the ridge, 
Hipke, was knocked down by the 
force of heat and flames. Erickson 
and Haugh tended to Hipke's burns, 
and then all three followed the east 
drainage down to Interstate 70 
and safety. Erickson guessed that 
the spot fire spread to the top of 
the ridge in a matter of 30 sec
onds. 

Photo 9 . Fireline and fatality site. 

~ 
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The fire overtook Mackey, Roth, Thrash, Kelso, Beck, Blecha, Brinkley, 
Holtby, Johnson, Bickett Dunbar, and Hagen. They died just short of the 
ridgetop. 

4. Helitack Crew 
Helitack crew members Richard Tyler and Robert Browning had been 

directing helicopter operations from Helispot 2. As the fire threatened to 
crest the ridge, firefighters dropping into the east drainage shouted for 
Tyler and Browning to follow them into that drainage. But Tyler and 
Browning apparently did not believe the drainage was a safe escape 
route and chose to run along the top of the ridge above the jump site. The 
fire funnelled through the saddle at the jump site and cut off a route to the 
east. The slope to the northwest looked relatively flat with rock outcrops. 
The route appeared to be the best. Flanked by fire, Tyler and Browning 
headed in that direction. In 150-200 yards a steep rocky chute 50 feet 
deep blocked their escape. They tried to cross the chute but died when 
they were overcome by the fire in the chute. 

As the fire blew up, helicopter pilot Dick Good dropped his water bucket 
at the helibase and returned to the fire to find the entire mountain in flame 
and smoke. He could not reach anyone. 

The Grand Junction Fire Control Officer Winslow Robertson assumed 
responsibility for the South Canyon fire at 5 p.m. on July 6. He established 
on Incident Management Group of interagency fire people. This group 
managed the fire from 7 p.m. until midnight on July 6. At this time, o Type 
I Incident Management Team assumed control of the fire. 
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Investigation 
As soon as it was known that firefighters had died on the South Canyon 
fire, an interagency accident investigation team was designated by the 

Director of the Bureau of Land Management and the Chief of the Forest 

Service. The team consisted of the following 10 members. 

Les Rosenkrance, Leader, BLM 

Mark Reimers, USFS 

Roy A Johnson, BLM 
Jim Webb, USFS 

John H. Graber, USFS (Union Rep.-f\IFFEl 
Mike Clarkson, BLM 
Paul Werth, National Weather Service 

Sue Husari, USFS 
Dick Mangan, USFS 

Ted Putnam, USFS 

The team was given full authority to use whatever other technical or sup

port people that were necessary to complete the accident investigation 
and was directed to do the following: 

1. Identify factual data associated with the circumstances relating to the 
incident. 

2. Accurately and objectively record the findings of its investigation. 
3. Analyze the findings to determine factors involved and their relation

ships. 

4. As appropriate, recommend actions that should be immediately imple

mented to prevent similar future occurrences. 

5. Develop and submit a factual report and an investigative report to the 

Director of the Bureau of Land Management and the Chief, U.S. Forest 
Service within 45 days of the accident. 

The team first met on the evening of July 7 in Grand Junction, Colorado. 
Over the next 2 weeks, it investigated the fire and fatality sites and con
ducted a series of 70 interviews with witnesses. In addition, the team met 

regularly to discuss progress, clarify assignments, plan their report, and 
review their findings. On July 22, with the interviews completed and much 

of the investigation report drafted, the team adjourned with individual 
members continuing specific assignments. On August 9- 11, the team recon
vened to review a draft of the completed report in preparation for the 
report's publication and presentation to the Director of BLM and Chief of 
the Forest Service. 

The team made every effort to complete its work within the specified 45 

days to facilitate timely consideration of its findings by the lnteragency 

Management Review Team. Some analysis of the entrapment response is 
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continuing. Should this or any other analysis result in any new findings, 

they will be given to the Management Review Team as a supplement to 

this report . 
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Findings 
This section presents the South Canyon Fire Investigation Team's findings, 

which are supported by interviews, witness statements, physical evidence, 
Forest Service standard forms, and other information held in the investiga

tion file in the Bureau of land Management's Colorado State Office. The 

Investigation Team used the "Fire Entrapment Investigation and Review 
Guidelines,'' developed by the National Wildfire Coordinating Group 
(Appendix 12). Following these guidelines, the team assessed (and marked 
in parentheses) how categories of findings contributed to the accident: 
"significantly contributed," "influenced," or "did not contribute." 

Fire Behavior 
Fuels (significantly contributed) 
• The primary fuel type burning on July 3, 4, and 5 was pinyon-juniper. 

• Gambel oak was the predominant fuel consumed on July 6 in the rapid 
run culminating in the fatalities. Gambel oak was recognized as a 

highly flammable and hazardous fuel type in the accident report on the 

Battlement Creek fire [in the Grand Junction District within 30 miles of 

the South Canyon fire), which killed three firefighters in 1976. 

• live fuel moisture in the green Gambel oak was 125 percent. 
• live fuel moisture in the underburned Gambel oak was so low 160 per-

cent) that it reacted much like dead fuel. 

• Both annual and perennial grasses were completely cured. 
• Gambel oak ranged from 6 to 12 feet high. 
• The evacuation route and the successful deployments of fire shelters 

were in the pinyon-juniper fuel type. Unsuccessful deployments along 
the fireline were in the Gambel oak fuel type. 

• The gullies and ravines in the fire area did not block the spread of fire. 

Weather (significantly contributed) 
• No weather observations were taken onsite. 

• No spot weather forecasts were requested for the fire. 
• Some firefighters knew a cold front was expected on July 6. 

• The Investigation Team could find no one on the fire who knew of the 

red flag warning. 

• The Incident Commander and some of the smokejumpers listened to 
NOAA Weather Radio, which continuously broadcasts weather informa
tion directed toward the public but does not broadcast fire weather 

forecasts or red flag warnings. 
• The hotshot crew was informally told of an expected cold front with 

rain but was not given a weather briefing when arriving in Grand 
Junction. 

• A fire weather meteorologist was assigned to the Western Slope Fire 

Coordination Center to give forecasts and briefings for specific wild

fires. He was not, however, used on this fire. 
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• The Grand Junction District Dispatch Center briefed the Incident 

Commander on fire weather at 4:30 a.m. on July 6 but did not men

tion the red flag warning. 

• A cold front moved into the fire area at around 3:20 p.m. on July 6. 

Winds dramatically increased and became very strong. At the time of 

the blowup, winds on the fire were estimated to be as high as 45 mph 

on the upper west slope near the fatalities. 

• Fire weather forecasts were not being effectively communicated to fire

fighters on wildfires. 
• A system was not in place to alert people on wildfires of significant 

weather changes. On July 6 between 12 noon and 1 :00 p.m. winds in 

Grand Junction increased from 10 mph to 22 mph with gusts up to 30 
mph. 

• On July 5 and 6 the Haines Index was 6. The Haines Index correlates 

atmospheric conditions to large fire growth. The highest level of the 
Haines Index is 6, which shows a high potential for large fire growth. 

• Ten red flag warnings were issued for the BLM Grand Junction District 

between June 1 and July 6, 1994. 

Topography (significantly contributed) 
• The fire area was very steep and rugged with 50 to 100 percent 

slopes. 

• The terrain in the fire area is broken and rugged with gullies and 

ravines narrowing sharply at their bottoms. 
• The fire was burning on all aspects. The major fire run resulting in the 

fatalities was on the northwest aspect. 

• Elevations on the fire varied from 5,980 to 7,000 feet at the time of 
the blowup. 

Predicted Versus Observed Fire Behavior 
(significantly contributed) 
Predicted 
• Extreme and hazardous fire behavior on the South Canyon fire could 

have been predicted for the passage of the cold front by using fire 
weather forecasts and information readily obtainable at the BLM 
Grand Junction District Office and the Western Slope Fire 
Coordination Center at 7:30 p.m. on July 5. 

• The predicted spread and intensities are typical of fires that defy any 

direct control measures by handcrews, engines, dozers, or air support. 

• In reevaluating proposed priorities, strategies, and tactics on the South 

Canyon fire, the Grand Junction District did not adequately consider 
forecast fire danger indices for July 6. 

• The Weather Information Management System (WIMS) is difficult and 
time consuming to use. 
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Observed 
• Fire behavior on July 3, 4, and 5 consisted of backing and flanking in 

the pinyon-juniper fuel type. The fire's main carrier was grass. The fire 
made short runs back up the hill and occasionally torched pinyon and 

juniper trees. 

• The fire burned actively on the nights of July 4 and 5. 

• The fire spread into the Gambel oak late on July 5 and spread through 
the leaf litter under the brush across and down slope at a rate of 70 

feet per hour during the night and morning of July 6. 

• A reburn southwest of Helispot 1 in mixed Douglas-fir pinyon-juniper at 
3:45 p.m. on July 6 had 100-foot flame lengths. 

• The fire crossed to the west side of the west drainage between 4:00 
and 4:04 p.m. on July 6 and moved northwest at rates of 1.6 to 2.2 
mph ( 140- 195 feet per minute). 

• Between 4: 14 and 4: 18 p.m. the fire spotted back to the east side of 
the west drainage below the firefighters hurrying up the fireline. Fire 

behavior intensified as the fire moved from the pinyon-juniper fuel type 

to the green Gambel oak to the underburned Gambel oak. The rate of 

spread also increased as the fire moved to a steeper slope with 

greater exposure to the wind. 

• The spot fire grew quickly, accelerating from 3.1 mph [271 feet/minute) 

to 10.7 mph (941 feet/minute) as it approached the ridgeline. The fire 

moved from the bottom of the drainage to the ridgeline, covering 1,190 

feet in 2 minutes. 

• Five minutes after it crested the ridgeline, the fire in the west drainage 
reached the site of the helitack fatalities. 

Indicators Of Drought (significantly contributed) 
• Colorado's West Slope was in extreme drought as determined by the 

Palmer Drought Index. Glenwood Springs had had 8 straight months of 

below-normal precipitation, and precipitation since October 1993 had 

been 58 percent of normal. 
• The burning index in early July was at the highest level ever recorded 

for those days in the 21 years of weather records at the Colorado 

National Monument. 

Environn1ental Factors 
Wind (significantly contributed) 
• Winds of up to 45 miles per hour at the time of the blowup caused dif

ficulty in deploying fire shelters. 

Smoke (influenced) 
• Smoke was not a significant factor before the blowup. 

• Heavy smoke during the blowup reduced visibility. 
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Temperature (influenced) 
• Temperature in the fire area ranged from the upper 70s to lower 80s 

during the afternoon of July 6. 

Terrain (significantly contributed) 
• The fire area is very steep and rugged with slopes up to 55 percent on 

the fireline, making foot travel difficult. 
• The soil in the fire area is thin, and the ground is covered with many 

rocks, ranging from pebbles to boulders. 
• Throughout the fire area are gullies, ravines, and steep rock outcrops. 

Visibility (significantly contributed) 
• Firefighters could not see all of the active fire in the west drainage 

because of the height of the vegetation and the incised drainages that 
obscured the view to the bottom. 

Incident Managen1ent 
Objectives (significantly contributed) 
Policy 
• In the Glenwood Springs Resource Management Plan the South 

Canyon fire area is designated as a Fire Exclusion Zone, an area 
where all fires are to be fully suppressed. The objective for fire sup
pression in the Grand Junction District Fire Management Activity Plan 
for the Fire Exclusion Zone is to have 90 percent of fires controlled at 
10 or fewer acres. 

• On June 14, 1994, because of fire danger, BLM's Grand Junction 
District established a policy to suppress all new fires. 

District Firefighting Resources 
• The initial attack capability of the Grand Junction District consisted of 

two heavy engines and three light engines, with a total of 12 seasonal 
employees. 

• All air support and additional fire fighting forces were requested from 
the Western Slope Fire Coordination Center. 

• The Grand Junction District has averaged 150 fires per year over the 
past 5 years with a maximum of 10 new fires in a single day. 

Fire Situation -
• From June 25 through July 8, 1994, 264 new fires started in Colorado. 
• Forty-four new fires were reported in the Grand Junction District in a 

3-day period from July 3 through July 5. 
• Six of these fires were given the highest priority on the basis of their 

rate of spread and their threat to gas wells, private land, residences, 
and a power transmission line along Interstate 70. 
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South Canyon Fire 
• The South Canyon fire was ignited by lighting on July 2 and was 

reported to the BLM Grand Junction District on July 3 at 11 :00 a.m. 

• The Grand Junction District Dispatch Center's belief that the fire might 

be on private land complicated early actions. 

• The legal description of the fire site was accurate in the initial fire 

report !July 3 at 11 :00 a.m.l, placing the fire on BLM-administered pub

lic lands. 

• The fire was assigned a low priority for initial suppression because of 

multiple fires throughout Colorado, reported light fuels on the site, the 
fire's small size, and safety concerns. 

• Initially the fire was not viewed as a threat to residential structures, but 
as it spread, it became apparent that if left unabated, it could poten

tially become a threat. 
• Starting the night of July 3, initial attack forces were informally request-

ed to attack the South Canyon fire. 

• Initial attack occurred the morning of July 5. 

• Reinforcements arrived the night of July 5. 

• The Incident Commander was concerned that firefighting activites 

would dislodge rocks and debris and cause safety problems on 

Interstate 70. 
• Concerns for threats to residential structures in Glenwood Springs and 

other communities influenced decisions and actions on the fire. 

• The fire's priority was increased by mounting public pressure for action, 

the increased intensity of the fire, and improved resource availability. 
Fireline construction began on July 5. 

• The fire was not considered to have escaped initial attack until 4:30 
p.m. on July 6. 

Strategy (significantly contributed) 
• The strategy was to control the fire using direct attack, starting from the 

top of the fire. 

Tactics (significantly contributed) 
• On July 5 the Incident Commander and six BLM/Forest Service fire

fighters hiked to the top of the fire, started building Helispot l, and 
began a direct attack. 

• Early on July 6 an order for a fixed-wing aerial observer was filled 

with Helicopter 93R, which was used for multiple purposes all day. 

• On July 6 the Incident Commander and the Jumper in Charge flew the 
fire in Helicopter 93R and agreed to continue direct attack down the 
fire's west flank. 

• During the day of July 6 Helicopter 93 R was used for shuttling firefight
ers and gear and for bucket drops, limiting the aircraft's effectiveness 

for aerial observation. Regulations prohibit agency people from riding 
in helicopters during sling load and bucket operations and thus prevent 
an onboard observer from being on such flights. 
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• The Prineville lnteragency Hotshot Crew was split into two groups to 

work both the ridge and the west flank firelines. 

• The map drawn during the July 6 morning aerial reconnaissance did 
not include the fingers of fire in the lower west drainage. 

• Strategy and tactics were not adjusted when Type I crews and air sup

port failed to arrive in time on July 5 and 6. 
• Tactics were not adjusted in anticipation of a passing cold front. 

Safety Briefings And Major Concerns 
(significantly contributed) 
• On July 5 and 6 some firefighters expressed safety concerns about fire 

tactics and fire behavior. 

• Fire weather and red flag warnings were not broadcast over fire radio 

frequencies, nor were they given to firefighters on the fire. 
• The Incident Commander and the smokejumpers programmed their fire 

radios to receive the NOAA weather broadcast frequency for general 
weather information. But such information is not oriented toward fire

fighting. 
• During a July 6 reconnaissance of the fire, the Jumper in Charge was 

asked by smokejumpers on the ground where the safety zones in the 

west drainage were. He replied that there were not any safe areas 

but there were some sparse areas below. 

• Before the blowup on July 6 several smokejumpers discussed the num
ber of 10 Standard Fire Orders and 18 Watch Out Situations that were 

being compromised. 

• Some but not all of the firefighters building and holding the fireline on 
the ridge knew that Helispot 1 was a safety zone. 

• No lookouts were posted. 
• Some firefighters were not briefed on escape routes and safety zones. 

Lacking this knowledge, some of these firefighters chose their own. 

• Reports on the fire during its early stages were contradictory. Some 

reported light fuels with little potential for spread. Others reported 

high potential for rapid spread with extremely high risk for firefighters. 
• The smokejumpers had their jump gear moved from the fire on the 

morning of July 6 because they expected that the entire drainage 
might burn. 

Instructions Given (significantly contributed) 
• Not all firefighters were aware of the suppression plans for July 6. 
• The Investigation Team has not been able to find that any of the fire

fighters received a briefing that included information about a red flag 

warning. 
• The second load of smokejumpers were briefed in Grand Junction 

about predicted high winds. 

• No organized briefing or discussion was held on local fuel types or 
expected fire behavior. 
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• The Prineville lnteragency Hotshot Crew did not receive any briefings 

from the time it artived in Grand Junction. 

Control Mechanisms 
Span Of Control (did not contribute) 
• The Western Slope Fire Coordination Center and the Grand Junction 

District Dispatch Center expressed a concern for safety of ground and 

aviation people because of extremely heavy radio traffic on the Grand 

Junction District frequency. 

• Enough supervisors were on the fire to effectively supervise the 

firefighters. 

Radio And Telephone Communications (did not contribute) 
• All crews had good radio coverage: one radio for two smokejumpers, 

one radio for three hotshots, and one radio for three BLM/Forest 
Service firefighters. 

• Firefighters could talk to the Grand Junction District Dispatch Center. 

• Ground-to-air communications were good. 
• The Incident Commander had good cellular telephone communication 

with Grand Junction District Dispatch and the Glenwood Springs Fire 

Department. 

Ongoing Evaluations (significantly contributed) 
• On July 6 at 9:45 a.m. the Incident Commander and the Jumper in 

Charge flew the fire in Helicopter 93R, prepared a fire map, and 

agreed to start a direct attack down the fire's west flank. 

• The Incident Commander, Jumper in Charge, and Hotshot 

Superintendent continued to evaluate fire behavior from the ground but 
did not adjust strategy and tactics in response to the intensifying fire 

behavior on July 6. 

• Because of higher winds and fire spotting, at about 2:30 p.m. the 

BLM/Forest Service ground crew and the hotshots started patrolling the 
ridge for spot fires. 

Involved Personnel Profiles 
Training/Qualifications/Physical Fitness (did not contribute) 
• Firefighters were qualified for the positions they held on the fire. 
• Contrary to Forest Service regional policy, some Region l smoke

jumpers had not received refresher fire shelter training. 

Operational Period Length/Fatigue (influenced) 
• Before July 6, shifts exceeding 12 hours were common for most of the 

firefighters. 
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• The Western Slope Fire Coordination Center's helitack crew had 

worked 26 consecutive days without a day off, with most shifts in that 

period exceeding 12 hours. 

Attitudes (significantly contributed) 
• Some firefighters questioned the effectiveness of fire shelters in the fuel 

type and terrain of the South Canyon fire. 
• Some firefighters failed to recognize the capability and limitations of 

fire shelters and deployment sites. 
• Some firefighters questioned the value of fire shelters under any condi

tions and may not have been carrying shelters. 

• Red flag warnings were not given enough importance by the helicopter 

pilot and the District Fire Management Officer because of the number 

of such warnings over the recent period. 
• People in the Grand Junction District Dispatch Center expressed the 

belief that most pinyon-juniper fires do not exceed 100 acres in this 
area. 

• The "can do" attitude of the smokejumpers and hotshots compromised 
the 10 Standard Firefighting Orders and the 18 Watch Out Situations. 

• Despite the fact that they recognized that the situation was dangerous, 

the firefighters who had concerns about building the west flank fireline 
questioned the Jumper in Charge, but then chose to continue with con

struction. 
• No evidence was found that fire shelters encouraged tactical risk 

taking. 

Leadership (significantly contributed) 
• The Incident Commander returned to Glenwood Springs from 5:30 

p.m. on July 5 to 8:45 a.m. on July 6 to prepare for the next day. The 

Jumper in Charge assumed the role of Incident Commander during 

that period. 
• Some firefighters were confused about who was making the decisions 

on strategy and tactics. 
• Command and supervisory firefighters did not use all the expertise they 

had at hand in predicting potential fire behavior and its relationship to 

tactics. 
• A squad leader and the Jumper in Charge discussed whether they 

should be building the fireline downhill toward the fire because of con

cern expressed by smokejumpers about the location of the west flank 
fireline. 

• A squad leader and the Jumper in Charge discussed who should be in 
charge as conditions worsened. 

• Several firefighters played heroic roles during the blowup and escape. 
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Availability (did not contribute) 
Personal Protective Equipment 
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• Except where noted, firefighters were wearing required personal pro

tective equipment, including gloves, boots, hardhats, and aramid 
(Nomex) shirts and jeans. Sawyers were wearing chainsaw chaps. 

• A firefighter who received radiant heat burns on his hands had gloves 

but was not wearing them. 

Fire Shelters 
• One or more surviving firefighters may not have brought fire shelters to 

this fire although they could have obtained them. 
• All firefighters who perished were carrying fire shelters. 

Perf onnance (influenced) 
Personal Protective Equipment 
• Although 14 firefighters were overcome by the fire, all personal protec

tive equipment performed within design limitations. 
• Three surviving firefighters received radiant heat burns through their 

clothing and to exposed skin. 
• Because of a broken cinch strap on his glove, one surviving firefighter 

had to remove his glove to deploy his fire shelter. 
• The firefighters who perished did not drop their tools or packs while 

trying to escape. Dropping their tools or packs would have significant
ly increased their chance of escape. 

• When two firefighters began to deploy their fire shelters, most of the 
west flank firefighters also stopped to deploy their shelters. 

• Two flanking line firefighters and two firefighters who had come down 
from the top ran up the hill from the deployment site. Three of these 

four firefighters arrived at the top of the hill and survived. The fourth 
perished close to the top. 

Fire Shelters 
• Eight firefighters successfully deployed their fire shelters without burns or 

smoke inhalation. 
• One smokejumper survived the entrapment without deploying a fire 

shelter and did not receive burns or suffer smoke inhalation. 
• Twelve firefighters who perished did not have enough time to open 

their shelters and get under them. 
• The two fully deployed fire shelters lay perpendicular to the fire direc

tion, compromising their effectiveness. 
• One firefighter deployed a fire shelter over one or two packs with 

fusees that ignited. 
• Two firefighters who fully deployed fheir fire shelters died of smoke 

inhalation and heat. 
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• Fire shelters were difficult to remove when suspended vertically under 

packsacks. 

• Firefighters could remove their fire shelters with one hand when their 

shelters were mounted horizontally on their belts or mounted vertically 

on side locations . 

. "" ' - - --- . 
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• Firefighters who successfully deployed their fire shelters reported difficul

ty deploying them on steep terrain with high winds, 

• 

• Firefighters on the ridgetop failed to recognize areas where fire shelters 

could have been successfully deployed. 

• The location where the firefighter highest up the hill died would have 
been survivable in a fire shelter. 

10 Standard Fire Orders (significantly contributed) 
l. Fight fire aggressively but provide for safety first. 

• The tactics as implemented provided for aggressive suppression but 

overlooked many critical safety factors. 
2. Initiate all action in response to current and expected fire behavior. 

• Aggressive attack continued in spite of onsite indicators of extreme 

fire behavior and increasingly stronger winds. 
• Most firefighters were unaware of or disregarded how intensely 
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Gambel oak and pinyon-juniper fuel types burn during extremely 
dry and windy conditions. 

3. Recognize current weather conditions and obtain forecasts. 
• No spot weather forecasts were requested by fire personnel. 
• No onsite weather observations were taken. 

• The Investigation Team could find no one on the fire who knew of 

the red flag warning predicted to accompany the cold front. 

4. Ensure that instructions are given and understood. 
• Instructions appeared to be fairly straight forward. 

5. Obtain current information on fire status. 
• No one on the fire had a complete picture of the fire's activity and 

status. 
6. Remain in communication with crew members, your supervisor, and 

adjoining forces. 
• Radio communications were good. 

7. Determine safety zones and escape routes. 

• Most of the firefighters did not have clear instructions on safety 

zones and escape routes. 
8. Establish lookouts in potentially hazardous situations. 

• No one could see the part of the fire that presented the most 
hazard. 

9. Retain control at all times. 
• During the first phases of the fire, supervisors effectively controlled 

the firefighters. 
• Supervisory control was generally effective given the blowup condi

tions. 
10. Stay alert, keep calm, think clearly, act decisively. 

• The firefighters were alert, but they failed to adjust strategy and 
tactics in a timely manner. 

• The firefighters remained calm during the events leading to the 
blowup. 

• Failure to recognize the indicators of blowup conditions led to the 
entrapment of the firefighters. 

• Decisive action resulted in the escape of 35 firefighters when the 
fire blew up. 

18 Watch Out Situations (significantly contributed) 
1. Fire not scouted and sized up. 

• The Incident Commander and the Jumper in Charge conducted a 
helicopter reconnaissance of the fire at 9:45 a.m. on July 6. 
Firefighters on foot also scouted portions of the fire. 

• During the sizeup hazards were not adequately recognized. The 
map drawn on the reconnaissance flight did not show the fingers 
on the fire's northwest edge. 

2. Country not seen during the daylight. 

• Not a factor. 
3. Safety zones and escape routes not identified. 
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• Most of the firefighters did not have clear instructions on safety 

zones and escape routes. 
4. Unfamiliar with local weather and local factors influencing fire 

behavior. 

• The firefighters were unaware of the red flag warning predicted for 

the afternoon of July 6. 
• Most of the firefighters were unaware of or disregarded how 

intensely Gambel oak and pinyon-juniper fuel types burn during 

extremely dry and windy conditions. 

5. Uniformed on strategy, tactics, and hazards. 

• Many of the firefighters were unclear or not fully informed on 

hazards. 
6. Instructions and assignments not clear. 

• Instructions appeared to be straight forward. 
7. No communications link with crew members and supervisors. 

• Radio communications were good. 

8. Constructing fireline without a safe anchor point. 

• The fireline was not secured to a safe anchor point. 

9. Building fireline downhill with fire below. 

• The west flank of the fireline was being built downhill along the 

edge of the fire following the burned surface fuels. 

• The fire extended farther down the canyon, below and out of sight 
of the crew. 

• Most of the guidelines for reducing the hazards of downhill line 
construction in the Fireline Handbook (PMS 410- l ) were not fol

lowed. These guidelines are listed in Causal Factors. 
10. Attempting frontal assault on fire. 

• Not a factor. The fire had no distinct head. 

11. Unburned fuel between you and the fire. 

• A significant area of unburned aerial fuels lay between the fire

fighters and the fire. 

• Firefighters were following the burned surface fuels but did not 

adequately consider the reburn potential of Gambel oak. 
12. Cannot see main fire and are not in contact with anyone who can. 

• No one could see the part of the fire that presented the greatest 

hazard. 
• Terrain and vegetation blocked many firefighters' view of the main 

fire. 

• A lookout who could continually view the main fire was not posted. 
13. You are on a hillside where rolling material can ignite fuels below. 

• The west flank fireline was on a steep hillside where rolling materi
al could and did ignite fires below the line. 

14. Weather is getting hotter and dryer. 
• Before the blowup on July 6 the weather was hot and dry. 

15. Wind increases or changes direction. 

• Before the blowup on July 6 the wind velocity increased 
significantly. 

16. Spot fires frequently cross line. 
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• During suppression on July 5 and 6 firefighters encountered some 

problems with spot fires. 
17. Terrain and fuels make escape to safety zones difficult. 

• The steep terrain and dense Gambel oak made escape to safety 
zones extremely difficult. 

18. Taking a nap near the fireline. 
• Not a factor on this fire. 

Management Support And Dispatch 
Coordination 
Management Support (Influenced) 
• In the Glenwood Springs Resource Management Plan the South 

Canyon fire area is designated as a Fire Exclusion Zone, an area 
where all fires are to be fully suppressed. The objective for fire suppres
sion in the Grand Junction District Fire Management Activity Plan is to 
have 90 percent of the fires controlled at 10 or fewer acres. 

• The District Management Team on June 14, 1994, issued the following 
direction to clarify what appropriate suppression would be based on 
severe conditions: "We will not monitor fires, but suppress them." 

• On July 5, 1994, the Grand Junction District Manager also clarified 
the priority for suppression: "Due to the prolonged fire danger and fire 
incidents, it is necessary that all personnel be available to support fire 
suppression action when called upon by Grand Junction Dispatch." 

• Smaller budgets and lower personnel ceilings have reduced the Grand 
Junction District and Western Slope Fire Coordination Center's firefight
ing capability. 

• In some cases employees have been placed in management positions 
without the technical expertise to manage the programs they head. 

Dispatch Coordination (Grand Junction District and Western 
Slope Fire Coordination Center) (Influenced) 
• District Dispatch procedures were not adequate. 

• Fire weather, fire danger, and predicted fire behavior information was 
not being adequately developed, interpreted or communicated to 
ongoing fires. 

• Dispatch records at the District and Western Slope Fire Coordination 
Center were not being adequately maintained to permit analysis of 
how resource orders are placed and filled. 

• District and the Western Slope Fire Coordination Center lacked an 
understanding or acceptance of their relative roles and responsibilities, 
particularly, in setting priorities and allocating resources. 

• Part of the District fire orders for the South Canyon fire were made as 
informal requests by telephone or in person to individuals in the 

Western Slope Fire Coordination Center. No records of these informal 
orders were maintained. 
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• Lack of documentation of resource needs resulted in inadequate fol
lowup by the District or Western Slope Fire Coordination Center to 
acquire appropriate resources through Regional or National logistics 
centers. Apparently, there were intermittent opportunities where addi
tional air support was available on July 3, 4, and 5, but they were not 

used on the South Canyon fire. 



Causal Factors 
Direct Causes 
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The Investigation Team determined that the direct causes of the entrap· 

ment in the South Canyon fire are as follows. 

Fire Behavior 
Fuels 
• Fuels were extremely dry and susceptible to rapid and explosive spread. 
• The potential for extreme fire behavior and reburn in Gambel oak was 

not recognized on the South Canyon fire. 

Weather 
• A cold front, with winds of up to 45 mph, passed through the fire area 

on the afternoon of July 6. 

Topography 
• The steep topography, with slopes from 50 to 100 percent, magnified 

the fire behavior effects of fuel and weather. 

Predicted Behavior 
• The fire behavior on July 6 could have been predicted on the basis of 

fuels, weather, and topography, but fire behavior information was not 
requested or provided. Therefore critical information was not available 
for developing strategy and tactics. 

Observed Behavior 
• A major blowup did occur on July 6 beginning at 4:00 p.m. Maximum 

rates of spread of 18 mph and flames as high as 200 to 300 feet 
made escape by firefighters extremely difficult. 

Incident Management 
Strategy and Tactics 
• Escape routes and safety zones were inadequate for the burning condi

tions that prevailed. The building of the west flank downhill fireline was 
hazardous. Most of the guidelines for reducing the hazards of downhill 
line construction in the Fireline Handbook (PMS 410-01 I lsee box on 
next page) were not followed. 

• Strategy and tactics were not adjusted to compensate for observed 
and potential extreme fire behavior. Tactics were also not adjusted 
when Type I crews and air support did not arrive on time on July 5 
and 6. 

Safety Briefing and Major Concerns 
• Given the potential fire behavior, the escape route along the west 

flank firehne was too long and too steep. 



• Eight of the 10 Standard Firefighting Orders were compromised. 

• Twelve of the 18 Watch Out Situations were not recognized, or proper 

action was not taken. 

• The Prineville lnteragency Hotshot Crew Ian out-of-state crew) was not 

briefed on local conditions, fuels, or fire weather forecasts before being 

sent to the South Canyon fire. 

Involved Personnel Profile 
• The "can do" attitude of supervisors and firefighters led to a compromis

ing of Standard Firefighting Orders and a lack of recognition of the 18 

Watch Out Situations. 

• Despite the fact that they recognized that the situation was dangerous, 

firefighters who had concerns about building the west flank fireline 

questioned the strategy and tactics but chose to continue with line con

struction. 

Equipment 
• Personal protective equipment performed within design limitations, but 

wind turbulence and the intensity and rapid advance of the fire 

exceeded these limitations or prevented effective deployment of fire 

shelters. 
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• Packs with fusees taken into a fire shelter compromised the occupant's 
safety. 

• Carrying tools and packs significantly slowed escape efforts. 

Contributory Causes 
The following factors contributed to the entrapment on the South Canyon 
fire. 

Incident Management and Control Mechanisms 
• The initial suppression action was delayed for 2 days because of higher 

priority fires on the Grand Junction District. 
• Air support was inadequate for implementing stragegies and tactics on 

July 6. 

Support Structure 
• The above-normal fire activity overtaxed a relatively small firefighting 

organization at the Grand Junction District and Western Slope Fire 
Coordination Center. 

• Detailed fire weather and fire behavior information was not given to 
firefighters on the South Canyon fire. 

• Dispatching procedures and communications with the Incident 
Commander did not give a clear understanding of what resources 

!crews and air support) would be provided to the fire in response to 
requests and orders. 

• Unclear operating procedures between the Western Slope Fire 
Coordination Center and the Grand Junction District's fire organiza
tions resulted in confusion about priority setting, operating procedures, 
and availability of firefighting resources, including initial attack 
resources {i.e. hehtack firefighters, smokejumpers, and retardant aircraft). 
This lack of definition limited the effectiveness in the timing and priority 
of the suppression of the South Canyon fire. 

• The lack of Grand Junction District and Colorado State Office man
agement oversight, technical guidance, and direction resulted in uncer
tainty concerning the roles and responsibilities of the Western Slope 
Fire Coordination Center and the Grand Junction District. 
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Followup Actions 
This report was presented to the Director of the Bureau of Land 
Management and the Chief of the Forest Service on August 17, 1994. The 
Director and the Chief have established an lnteragency Management 

Review Team that will review the Investigation Team's accident reports and 
to develop proposed corrective actions that should be implemented by the 
agencies to reduce future accidents of this nature. 
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Appendix I - Weather 
Prior Conditions 
Persistent high pressure resulted in low snowpacks and deficient precipita

tion throughout the western United States during the winter and spring of 
1994. As a result, western Colorado was in extreme drought as shown on 
the July 9 Palmer Drought Index map (Chart W- l]. 

Listed below is the precipitation in inches compared to normal at 
Glenwood Springs between October 1993 and June 1994. 

Inches Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun 

Actual 2.00 .67 .39 .25 1.23 .38 1.55 .39 .77 

Normal 1.57 1.21 1.46 1.60 1.45 1.47 1.73 1.49 1.22 

Dep: .43 - .54 -1.07 -1.35 - .22 -1.09 - .18 -1.10 - .45 

·departure from normal Palmer Draught Map 

Glenwood Springs has had 
below normal precipitation for 
8 months in a row. Since 
October 1993, only 58 percent 
of normal precipitation has fall

en. 

''''' ff? Drought 
:t.,W.il Severe Drought 

.4 to ·.4 Near Normal 
·.5 to • .9 Incipient Drought 

·1.0to ·1.9 Mild Drought 
·2.0 to ·2.9 Moderate Drought 

: ·3.0 to ·3.9 Severe Drought 
Below -4.0 Extreme Drought 

.5 to .9 Incipient Moist Spell 
1.0 to 1.9 Moist Spell 
2.0 to 2.9 Unusual Moist Spell 
3.0 to 3.9 Very Moist Spell 

Above +4.0 Extreme Moist Spell 

In addition to having below 

normal rainfa 11, May and June 
were much warmer than nor

mal. Grand Junction recorded 

its second hottest June on 

record, averaging 5.4 degrees 

above normal. Chart W-1 : Palmer Drought Map, .July 6, 1994 

Hot, dry weather continued into July. The South Canyon fire ignited on July 
2 when dry lightning storms moved through western Colorado. 

Tuesday July 5, 1994 
On July 5 weak high pressure aloft and a hot, dry airmass covered west

ern Colorado. The upper winds, measured over Grand Junction, were light 

southwesterly through 14,000 feet, and then increased to 30 miles per 
hour !mph) at 16,000 ft. Strong surface heating destabilized the lower lev

els of the atmosphere during the afternoon, but the air remained too dry 
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for thunderstorms to develop. The BLM Automatic Lightning Detection 
System {ALDSl detected no lightning strikes on the West Slope. 

Chart W-2: 1800 MOT Surface Weather Map 
.July 5. 1994 

During the morning, a strong cold 
front developed in western Idaho. 
This front was associated with an 
unseasonably cold upper level low 
pressure system, centered over 
northern Oregon. At 1800 hours, 
the cold front had moved into east
ern Idaho and extended southwest
ward into central Nevada (Chart 
W-21. The upper level low was 
now centered near Boise, Idaho 
!Chart W-31. Hot, dry and windy 
weather covered southern 
Wyoming and all of Utah ahead of 
the front. Much cooler tempera
tures and scattered showers spread 
across Idaho behind the cold front. 
A band of strong winds, 30 to 40 
mph at 10,000 feet blew over 
western Utah and Nevada . 

- - Temp 

- Heights 

H 

Chart W-3: 500MB Analysis Heights/ 
Temp 1800 MDT Tuesday, .July 5, 1994 



No weather observations were 
recorded at the fire, but the nearby 
Rifle RAWS [Remote Automatic 
Weather Station) at about the same 
elevation recorded a high 
temperature of 91 degrees and a 
minimum relative humidity of 10 
percent (Table W- 1 l. Winds blew 
light and variably most of the day 
but became southerly 10 to 15 mph 
with gusts up to 20 mph during the 
evening. These evening winds sig
naled the approaching cold front. 

South Canyon Fire 

In anticipation of strong cold front 
winds Wednesday afternoon, July 
6, a red flag warning was issued 
for northwest Colorado at 1920 
hours (Exhibits W- l and W-2). Chart W-4: 0600 MDT Surface Weather Map 

.July S. 1994 

Wednesday July 6, 
1994 

Chart W-5: 500MB Analysis Heights/ 
Ternp 0600 MDT Wednesday, .July B, 
1994 

At daybreak on 
Wednesday, the 
cold front extend
ed across central 
Wyoming, north
west Colorado 
(near Dinosaur 
Notional 
Monument), and 
southwest Utah 
(Chart W-4). The 
associated upper 
level low pressure 
system was cen
tered a little west 
of Yellowstone 
Notional Pork 
with a trough 
extending south
ward into north
ern Utah (Chart 
W-51. 
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'I 
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12 

08 

Chart W-B: 1200 MDT Surface Weather Map 
.July B, 1994 

The cold front continued to move 
south and east during the morning, 
reaching Grand Junction at 1300 
hours (Chart W-6}. As the cold 
front passed, winds over Grand 
Junction grew strong and gusty, 
increasing from 10- 15 mph to 25-
35 mph !Table W-21. The cold front 
advanced up Grand Valley passing 
Rifle RAWS at about 1400 hours. 
Winds increased to 25-30 mph with 
gusts exceeding 40 mph !Table W-
1 J. No weather observations were 
taken on the South Canyon fire, but 
interviews revealed that the cold 
front crossed the fire site around 
1520 hours. Wind intensity signifi
cantly increased and became very 
strong by 1600 hours. Estimated 
winds on the fire, according to the 
Rifle RAWS {modified for terrain!, 

varied from 20-35 mph in the canyon on the west side of the fire to 45 
mph on the ridgetop. Wind gusts, exceeding 50 mph, were likely in the 
chimneys and saddles near the ridgetop. The cold front rapidly moved 
east into the Denver area at around 1800 hours (Chart W-7). Winds on 
the fire remained very strong until 2000 hours and then began to diminish. 

\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 
I 

Chart W-7: 1800 MDT Surface Weather Map 
.July B, 1994 
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The upper level low moved across northwest Wyoming during the day and 

by evening was centered near Sheridan. A trough extended from the low 

across southwest Wyoming and eastern Utah 

(Chart W-8). The band of strong winds aloft 

traversed northern Utah and northwest "" 
~---

Colorado. 

An unstable airmass developed over western 

Colorado, but limited moisture allowed only 

towering cumulus clouds to form over the fire 

site (Chart W-9). A few lightning strikes were 

detected by the BLM's Lightning Detection 

System (ALDS) well south and east of the 

site. At the time of the blowup, the cumulus 

clouds had moved to the east, and skies 

were clearing from the west. Clearing skies 

and the strong winds were visual indicators 

that a cold front had crossed the site. 

Temperatures dropped a few degrees from 

Tuesday's readings, but relative humidities 

remained extremely low. The Rifle RAWS 

reported a high temperature of 84 degrees 

and a minimum relative humidity of 8 per

cent. 
\ 

\ 

- - Temp 

- Heights 

Haines Index 
Chart W-8: 500 IVIB Analysis Heights/ 
Temp 1800 MDT Wednesday; ..July 6, 
1994 

As a tool to measure the contribution of 

atmospheric stability to the growth potential of existing wildfires, the 
Haines Index (Haines 1988) combines two key atmospheric factors known 

to significantly influence the growth of wildfires: moisture and stability. Low 

moisture (relative humidity) adds to the combustive energy of wildfires by 

lowering the moisture content of fine dead fuels. Unstable air promotes 

vertical motion in the convective column. The Haines Index at the South 

Canyon fire was determined by using the upper air sounding at Grand 

Junction. The high-elevation Haines Index was calculated to be 6 on both 

July 5 and 6. On the basis of atmospheric conditions over the fire, a 

Haines Index value of 6 correlates to a high potential for large fire growth. 

The combination of strong cold-front winds and a 6 Haines Index con

tributed to the blowup on the afternoon of July 6. 
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Area Weather Outlook 
1920, Tuesday, July 5 

This weather outlook applies to northwestern Colorado ... including fire weather 
zones 201 ... 202 ... 205 ... 206 ... and zone 207 west of Aspen . 

.. . The cold front will arrive earlier about 8 hours sooner than expected ... 

***Red Flag Warning Wednesday*** 

Weather Discussion: A cold front over southeast Idaho will move into the 
Dinosaur N.P. area about 0900 Wednesday ... and then through Craig before 1100. 
The front should reach Grand Junction about 1400-1500 ... then move through 
Paonia and Montrose about the same time ... around 1700. This is more than 8 
hours faster than previously forecast. 

Craig District: Increasing clouds late tonight. Mostly cloudy Wednesday 
morning and afternoon with scattered showers and thunderstorms. The chance of 
rain: 40 percent. Southwest winds 15-30 mph, shifting to northwest 15-25 
mphbetween 0900 and 1100. Wind gusts of 30-40 mph with frontal passage. 
High temps: 72-80. Low RH: 20-28%. 

Grand Junction District: Increasing high clouds in the morning, with southwest 
winds of 10-20 mph by 1100. Winds increasing to 15-30 mph by 1300. About 
1500, surface winds will shift to the northwest at 15-25 mph. Wind gusts of 
30-35 mph with frontal passage. Skies will become mostly cloudy in the after
noon with a 30% chance of showers and thunderstorms in the late afternoon. 
High temps: 80-87. Low RH: 15-25%. 

Montrose District: Increasing high clouds in the morning. By 1100 expect 
southwest winds of 10-20 mph. Surface winds will increase to 15-30 mph by 
1400, then shift to the northwest at 15-25 mph about 1700. Wind gusts of 30-35 
mph possible with frontal passage. Becoming mostly cloudy late in the afternoon, 
with a 20 percent chance of showers and thunderstorms. High temps: 80-87. 
Low RHS: 15-25%. 

Exhibit W-1 



Hour Temp 
(MDT) (deg) 

0 76 
1 69 
2 68 
3 66 
4 64 
5 60 
6 58 
7 57 
8 61 
9 64 

10 69 
11 73 
12 79 
13 82 
14 84 
15 86 
16 85 
17 91 
18 90 
19 90 
20 86 
21 83 
22 80 
23 79 

Table W-1 

Rifle, Colorado RAWS Weather Data 
Elevation 6120 Feet 

Tuesday, July 5, 1994 Wednesday, July 6, 1994 

Relative Wind Wind Gusts Hour Temp Relative Wind Wind 
Humidity Direction Speed (mph) (MDT) (deg) Humidity Direction • Speed 

(%) (deg) (mph) (%) (deg) (mph) 

9 239 10 20 0 79 11 195 15 
20 346 13 19 1 74 12 25 4 
27 333 10 18 2 74 13 253 6 
31 324 8 17 3 66 19 108 4 
34 327 8 14 4 65 20 136 6 
37 352 4 12 5 60 27 297 5 
40 127 2 8 6 60 29 1 3 
39 240 2 5 7 58 31 349 3 
38 327 2 3 8 61 28 334 4 
30 97 4 8 9 71 22 26 2 
27 82 4 8 10 74 22 335 2 
26 354 3 10 11 77 18 316 7 
22 27 4 7 12 79 14 276 17 
17 346 5 11 13 81 14 287 16 
18 335 5 10 14 84 13 *** 21 
16 130 5 13 15 84 12 276 20 
15 237 3 18 16 83 10 254 29 
12 229 5 24 17 83 8 268 24 
11 197 12 22 18 83 8 272 20 
10 221 10 19 19 78 12 323 14 
10 192 13 20 20 74 14 334 19 
11 199 10 17 21 69 18 332 13 
11 201 13 17 22 62 24 334 9 
11 194 15 22 23 59 25 357 5 

td1=1 

Gusts 
(mph) 

25 
21 
15 
7 

12 
8 
8 
7 
8 
6 
5 

12 
29 
35 
40 
41 
45 
44 
42 
37 
35 
40 
25 
20 



Hour 
(MDT) 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 

Grand Junction, Colorado Weather Data 
Elevation 4843 Feet 

Tuesday, July 5, 1994 Wednesday, July 6, 1994 

Temp Relative Wind Wind Gusts 
(deg) Humidity Direction Speed (mph) 

(%) (deg) (mph) 

Hour Temp Relative Wind Wind 
(MDT) (deg) Humidity Direction Speed 

(%) (deg) (mph) 

75 9 80 9 0 77 12 100 10 
76 8 80 10 1 77 12 50 8 
75 11 50 6 2 76 13 160 12 
71 14 280 10 3 74 15 120 15 
72 26 40 12 4 71 17 60 8 
68 29 150 7 5 69 19 120 13 
68 31 70 7 6 69 19 100 13 
67 32 330 6 7 69 20 140 10 
70 35 140 6 8 74 18 140 10 
74 29 130 8 9 79 17 190 9 
78 22 130 9 10 82 13 270 9 
82 20 190 7 11 82 14 320 16 
86 14 90 7 12 87 13 340 10 
90 12 180 5 13 88 12 300 22 
91 11 200 6 14 89 10 300 20 
93 11 280 6 15 89 9 280 18 
94 10 240 8 16 89 9 270 25 
95 10 210 10 17 89 7 300 18 
94 9 180 15 18 88 8 280 21 
94 8 190 15 19 86 9 330 21 
91 8 200 13 20 82 11 320 29 
84 10 180 10 21 76 13 320 25 
80 12 130 9 22 73 15 320 17 

79 12 120 12 23 68 18 320 16 

Table W-2 

MF' 

Gusts 
(mph) 

29 
32 
35 
32 
35 
33 
32 
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Exhibit W-2 
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Appendix 2 - Fire Behavior 
Analysis of fire behavior on the South Canyon incident is focused on the 

following questions. 

l Could the fire behavior on the afternoon of July 6, 1994, have been 
predicted from known information and forecasts available either on the 
afternoon of July 5 or the morning of July 6? 

2. What changes in fire behavior, if any, could have been surmised on 

July 6 from fire danger indices, drought indices, or other general rat
ings of fire danger? 

3. What fire behavior was observed on the fire? 
4. What was the calculated fire behavior? 

Potential Fire Behavior 
In previous investigations the category Predicted Fire Behavior was used to 

describe predictions made by fire behavior specialists. Investigators have 
sought to contrast predicted to observed fire behavior and to determine 

whether miscalculation was a causal factor. In the case of the South 
Canyon fire, no predictions of fire behavior were made before the tragedy. 
The category Potential Fire Behavior is used here to determine whether the 
fire behavior prediction systems could have been used to predict the fire 
behavior observed on the afternoon of July 6. 

Fire behavior was predicted using 
information and tools available on 

July 5, 1994. The inputs were 

derived from the fire weather fore

cast issued at 1930 hours on July 5 
for July 6 and the National Fire 
Danger Rating System INFDRS) out

puts for July 5. The forecast is 

found in Appendix l, Weather. The 

fire behavior was predicted using 

the BEHAVE system, a software 

program developed by Patricia 
Andrews and Carolyn Chase of the 
Missoula Fire Lab. Similar results 
could also be derived using the 
nomograms, charts in the Fireline 

Handbook or by the using the 

Inputs & Data Sources for Potential Fire Behavior Calculations 

Fuel Models: 5 Model 5 is used to model fire behavior in low 
live brush. It is a conservative model tor the 

Gambel oak fuel type. 

2 Model 2 is used to model tire behavior in 
pinyon-juniper with a grassy understory. 

1-Hr FM 2-5 1 hour fuel moistures were calculated using 
the forecast temperature and relative humidity 
tor the time when the cold front was expected 
to pass based on the forecast for July 6 
issued on the afternoon of July 5 at 1930. 
Fuel moistures were calculated both tor clear 
and cloudy conditions to develop a range. 

10-Hr FM 3 Value from Rifle RAWS Station 

Live Woody FM 59 Value from Rifle RAWS Station 

MFWS 12 Value from forecast for July 6 for time of frontal 
passage. The 20 toot winds were reduced 

HP7l B calculator. assuming that the fuels are partially sheltered. 

Table FB-1 
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Fire Behavior 
Fire Charact::erist;ic• Chart; (Logarit;hmic Scale) 

The inputs and data 
sources for the potential 
fire behavior calcula
tions are listed in Table 
FB- 1. The calculated 
rates of spread (ROSI 
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Potential lire behavior 
for Models 2 and 5 
(pinyon-junlper and 
Gambel oak) 

~.+t-++l-+H~--131.-+-N-++-I~ Potential lire behavior 
for Model 9 
(hardwood litter) 

during the passage of 
the cold front on July 6 
were 129-146 chains 

per hour I 1.5 to 2 miles 
per hourl in live brush. 
The calculated flame 
lengths (FL) in live brush 
were 14- 15 feet at the 
same time. The calcu-

20 40 60 80100 200 400 600 1000 2000 4000 10000 

lated ROS for the 
pinyon·juniper fuel type 
were 241-317 chains 
per hour (3 to 4 mph), 
with flame lengths of 
16- 19 feet. The charac
teristics of potential 
fires based on these 

Heat Per Unit Area, BTU/FT/S 

Figure FB-1 

Flame Fireline Interpretations 
Length Intensity 
(Feet) (Btu/ft/sec) 

<4 <100 

4-8 100·500 

Fires can generally be attached at the head or 
flanks by persons using handtools. 

Handline should hold the fire. 

Fires are too intense for direct attack at the head 
by persons using handtools. 

Handline cannot be relied on to hold fire. 

Equipment such as dozers, pumpers, and 
retardant aircraft can be effective. 

8-11 500· 1,000 Fires may present serious control problems -
torching out, crowning, and spotting. 

Control efforts at the fire head will probably be 
ineffective. 

> 11 > 1,000 Crowning, spotting, and major fire runs are 
probable. 

Table FB-2 

calculations are shown in Figure 

FB- 1. The predicted ROS and FL 
are in a range where crowning, 
spotting, and major fire runs are 
probable. The fire behavior inter· 
pretation chart (Table FB-2) 

shows that fire control options 
were limited on July 6. Predictions 

for the Grand Junction District 
are shaded in the table. The pre
dicted range of fire behavior is 
viewed as resistant to any direct 
means of fire control, and a han
dline is not an effective control 
method. 

The calculations for hardwood lit
ter !Gambel oak litter layer) show 
that flame lengths would have 
been 3-5 feet when the cold 
front passed. These intensities 
would be sufficient to move the 
fire from the surface litter into the 
crowns of brush. This is displayed 
in Figure FB- l. 
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Calculations of probability of 
ignition reveal that the chance 
that an ember would cause a 
spot fire were 90 to 100 per
cent under conditions forecast 
for the time of the frontal pas
sage on July 6. The Ignition 
Component [the chance that an 
ember will ignite a spot fire and 
the spot fire will spread) from 
the NFDRS forecast for July 6 
issued on the afternoon of July 
5 was 100 percent for the Rifle 
Remote Automatic Weather 
Station !RAWS!. The forecast 1-
hour timelag fuel and 10-hour 
fuel moistures and the forecast 
relative humidity suggest severe 

Severe Fire Behavior Potential Related to 
Relative Humidity and Fuel Moisture Content 

R.H. 
(o/o) 

1-Hour 
F.M.% 

10-Hour 
F.M.% 

Relative ease of chance Ignition and 
spotting, general burning conditions. 

>60 >20 >15 Very little ignition; some spotting may occur 
with winds above 9 mph. 

45-60 15-19 12-15 Low ignition hazard campfires become 
dangerous; glowing brands cause ignition 
when relative humidity is <50 percent. 

30-45 11-14 10-12 Medium ignitability - matches become 
dangerous; occasional crowning, spotting 
caused by gusty winds; moderate burning 
conditions. 

fire behavior potential on July 6

1 
i>:'llllllllllilllllll !Table FB-3). Predictions for the 

Grand Junction District are 
shaded in the table. 

In summary, information and materials in the Western Slope Fire 
Coordination Center, BLM Grand Junction District Office, and Glenwood 
Springs Area Office could have been used to predict extreme fire spread, 
high intensities, crowning in oak brush, and spot fires at the time of the 
frontal passage on July 6. 

Fire Danger Indices 
The Grand Junction area has seven fire weather stations where fire weath
er is collected for input to the Weather Information Management System 
!WIMS). WIMS uses the National Fire Danger Rating System INFDRSI to 
calculate the NFDRS indices. The National Weather Service also inputs 
trend data that allows users to view the forecast NFDRS indices for the 
next day. 

The NFDRS indices are used to rate the relative level of fire danger when 
compared to the long-term record for a weather station. The adjective 
classes for fire danger !low, moderate, high, very high, and extreme) are 
based on the burning index. The forecast for every station in the Grand 
Junction area for July 6 was for extreme fire danger. Table FB-4 shows 
the values for Burning Index and Ignition Component forecast for July 4, 5, 
and 6 for the Rifle and the Pine Ridge RAWS. The Rifle RAWS is the station 
closest to the South Canyon fire. The Pine Ridge RAWS is the station most 

Table FB-3 



Forecast 
for Date 

July 4 

July 5 

July6 

Table FB-4 

Fuel Model 

H 
T 
F 
A 

H 
T 
F 
A 

H 
T 
F 
A 

Burning Index Ignition Component 

Rifle Pine Ridge Rifle Pine Ridge 
NFDRS Station NFDRS Station NFDRS Station NFDRS Station 

51 36 
70 68 
37 111 

41 

32 35 
42 66 
24 111 

43 

146 53 
107 114 
51 119 

243 

often used for general fire danger 
in the Grand Junction District. The 
forecast values were available on 
the previous afternoon to assist in 
planning and setting fire manage
ment priorities for the next day. 
Complete data for all stations is on 

file. 

Interpretation of the burning index 

53 
48 
51 

36 
30 
36 

100 
100 
100 

Legend 

F 

T = 
H = 
A = 

49 
46 
65 
40 

58 
52 
78 
47 

NA 
NA 
NA 
90 

Mature closed chamise stands 
and oak brush fields of AZ., UT 
and CO 
Sagebrush • grass types of Great 
Basin and lntermountain west 
Healthy stand of short needled 
conifers 
Western grasslands vegetated by 
annual grassland and herbs 

is made by comparing the forecast value or the observed value with the 
high and low percent l80th and 95th percentile] from the historical record 
for the stations. The high and low percent values for the Rifle and Pine 
Ridge fire stations are shown in Table FB-5. The burning index for July 5, 

Threshold Values for Burning Index (1977-1991) 

1994, for the two stations was below the high 
percentage threshold [95thl for both stations 
for all fuel models except one. The forecast 
burning index for July 6 was well above the 
high percentage threshold for both stations for 
every fuel model due to the predicted winds. 
The marked difference in values !percentage 
change between the 2 days) suggests a cor
responding increase in fire behavior between 
that observed on July 5 and that forecast for 

July 6. 

Location Fuel Model Low80th % High 95th % 

Rifle NFDRS F 43 97 
Station T 56 89 

H 31 44 

Pine Ridge H 31 41 
NFDRS Station T 55 81 

F 44 97 
A 36 47 

Table FB-5 

.. _. .... 
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Trends In Fire Danger Indices 
The Firefamily program can be used to analyze long term trends in fire 
danger indices. Two of the fire weather stations in the Grand Junction 
area, Walker and Colorado National Monument, have been established 

for more than 20 years. Five other stations have been in place for 5 years. 

Colorado National Monument was selected for analysis of long-term 

trends. It should be noted that the graphs of these indices are compiled 

from a database that has not been edited. A thorough and accurate dis

play of the information would require checking and editing the database, a 

time consuming process that was not completed by the investigators. 
However, the analysis gives a good idea of the level of fire danger at the 

time of the South Canyon fire as compared to the average for the previous 

20 years and to 1976, another serious fire season in the record. 

Tables FB-6 and FB-7 display the trends in Bl (burning index! and ERC 
(energy release component! for the station. Missing data in the yearly 
records is graphed as 0 for the July entries. 

The burning index in early July was above the 95th percentile for the sta
tion. The year 1994 defines the maximum values in 20 years for most days 
in early July. 

The energy release component in early July 1994 was above the 95th per

centile for the station. 

The ERC and Bl for the station were above average values for June start

ing when the weather observations were initiated in 1994. Beginning in 

late June the values were well above the average for that time of year 
and approaching the maximum values recorded since 1973. This informa

tion paints a graphic picture of the severity of the fire season. 

Actual Fire Behavior 
Descriptions of the actual fire behavior are a combination of eyewitness 

descriptions and calculations using the BEHAVE FIRE 1 system. Throughout 
the narrative calculated and observed values are differentiated. 

The fire behavior on the afternoon of July 6 is referred to in the body of 

the report as a blowup. A blowup is defined as a sudden increase in fire
line intensity sufficient to preclude immediate control or to upset existing 

suppression plans, often accompanied by violent convection. The fire 
behavior on the South Canyon fire was estimated using the fire spread 

model. Although rates of spread and intensities were high, the observed 
behavior did not violate the assumptions of the spread model. 
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July 3 and 4 
The fire was ignited by lightning on 
the afternoon of July 2. The fuel 
type was sparse pinyon-juniper with 
an understory of cured bunchgrasses 

and annual grasses. The terrain in 
the area of the ignition was steep 
and rocky. Since the fire was ignited 
near the high point of the ridge, 
most of the behavior over the next 
48 hours consisted of backing with 
occasional short runs up the slope. 
Residents and observers reported 
occasional torching of trees lpinyon 
and juniper). The fire covered 3 

1 acres by 1200 hours on July 4 and 
grew to 11 acres by 2200 hours 
(Figures FB-2 and FB-3). 

July 5 
The fire flanked along the west side 
of the ridge toward the northwest 

~~-=~?..;;;;;;;;~, and grew to 29 acres by 0800 hours 

Figure FB-3: 2200 ..July 4 



on July 5 (figure FB-41. It continued 
to back and make short runs in the 
pinyon-juniper vegetation type. By 
2000 hours it had grown to 50 
acres !Figure FB-5) and had burned 

into the large patch of Gambel oak 
IQuercus gambelii) shown on the fuels 
map (Figure FB-6). The brush was 
dense and ranged from 6 to 12 feet 
high. A mat of leaves and litter 
approximately 2 to 3 inches deep 
covered the ground under the shrubs. 

July 6 
The fire remained active throughout 

the night. RAWS data shows little or 
no relative humidity recovery. The 
fire had flanked 1,000 feet by the 
time fireline construction began at 
1000 hours that morning. The fire in 
the litter under the Gambel oak was 

moving laterally at a rate of about 

70 feet per hour and backing down 
the slope at a similar rate. 

Figure FB-5: 2000 ..July 5 

Figure FB-4: 0800 ..July 5 



Figure FB-6: 
Distribution Map 

Observed flame lengths were 6 to 8 

inches long. Few observations of the 
progress of the fire downslope to the 
south of the lunch spot are available, 
but the fire was mapped at 0900 

hours on a reconnaissance flight, 
showing it to be on the slope above 
the west drainage. 

As the morning progressed, the fire 

gradually became more active. By 
midmorning it covered 127 acres 
!Figure FB-7). Crews working on the 
ridgeline conducted a small under-

' burn of patches of Gambel oak litter 
next to the f ireline in the late morn
ing. As winds picked up, the fuels 
dried. As the morning got warmer, 
there were several small slopovers 
along the ridgeline. A small reburn 
originating downslope from the inter
section of the west fireline and the 
ridgeline also ignited a spot fire on 
the ridge. 

Figure FB-7: ..July 6 
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• 
Observers at the heliport along the Colorado River and in the local com-

munity recorded the fire behavior on the sides of the fire away from most 

of the line construction. The fire was 

active all along the perimeter in the 

pinyon-juniper fuel type. It continued 

to back down the slope and make 

short runs with occasional torching of 

trees. Starting at 1543 hours, the fire 

made several runs in the burn south 

of the lunch spot. Three smoke

jumpers observed the reburn of 

underburned pinyon-juniper and 

Douglas-fir forest [Photo 4 on page 

12 of the Incident Overviewl. They 
described 100-foot flames in this 

flareup within the previous burn. 

At 1600 hours as the winds reached 

their highest velocity, the fire 

reached the bottom of the west 

drainage, which it crossed at Point A 

[Figures FB-8 and FB-9 and Photo 

FB- l l. The fire ignited the opposite 

side of the drainage and moved 

rapidly to the top of the opposite 

ridge. The fire moved up the west 

side of the drainage pushed by 30 
mile per hour winds (Points Band Cl. 
The fire took an estimated 10 to 12 

Figure FB-8: Fire Behavior Calculations 

minutes to progress up the canyon to Point D (Tables FB-8 and FB-9). 

Taken from the opposite ridge, Photo 8 (page 16 in the Incident Overview! 
shows the head of the fire on the east side of the drainage at Point D. 

The head of the fire is not clear in the photo in the printed document but is 

visible in enlargements on file. 



Figure FB-9 

Photo FB-1 

South C a nyon Fire 

Fire crosses the west drainage 

The fire was observed to spot to 

the east side of the drainage at 

Point E below the crew that was 

walking out the fireline to the ridge. 

The observer was in a location 210 

feet below the ridgeline. The spot 

fire moved from sparse pinyon
juniper and Gambel oak with a 

grassy understory to dense Gambel 

oak on a slope that steepened to 

50 percent. Racing up the slope, 
the fire was influenced by stronger 

winds of 45 miles per hour. The 

spot fire took an estimated 2 min
utes to reach the ridgeline. 

During the run its calculated rate of 

spread accelerated from 246 to 
856 chains per hour 13.1 to 10.7 

mph). An eyewitness estimates that 
it took 30 seconds for the spot fire 

to move to the ridgeline, but the 

physical evidence on the site and the fire behavior puts the time closer to 

2 minutes. Tables FB-8 and FB-9 show the calculated rates of spread and 

flame lengths between fire behav

ior projection points on the map 

and the calculated times between 

key points on the fire. The firefight

ers on the line were overtaken by 
the fire from below and to the north 

of them. This is demonstrated in 

Photo 8 (page 16 of the Incident 

Overview) and also by the burn 
pattern. 

The fire continued to move up the 

west drainage. Calculated spread 

rates indicate that approximately 7 
minutes elapsed from when the spot 

fire was observed to when the two 

helitack crew members were over
taken by fire at the head of the 

drainage at Point K. 
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Calculated Times Between Points on the Map Once the fire 
moved inside the 

Points Description Approx. Time 
fireline to the under- 1-----+---------------------1-------1 
burned Gambel 

oak, rates of spread 

were approximately 

double those calcu
lated for the green 
Gambel oak outside 

the fireline. These 

A to C 

Cto 0 

E to F 

rates of spread may F to G 

have been as high 
as 1,480 chains per G to H 

hour ( 18.5 mph}. As 

the fire moved high- o to K 

er on the slope, it 

was influenced by 

higher winds 

The fire crosses the main drainage and spreads up the slope 
to the opposite ridge. 

The fire spreads up the drainage on the west side and is 
visible in photo 8 at point D. 

The fire spots to the east side of the drainage and spreads 
uphill through the open brush on the lower slope. 

The fire enters the dense Gambel oak on the lower slope and 
spreads to the steep slope. 

The fire burns through the dense Gambel oak and spreads to 
the ridgeline, overtaking 12 firefighters. 

The fire moves from the point visible in photo 8 to point K 
where it overtakes two helitack crewmembers. 

4 min, 19 sec 

6 min, 24 sec 

108 sec 

20sec 

31 sec 

7 min, 12 sec 

Table FB-8 

(Figure FB- 101. Contributing to this 
maximum rate of spread were a 45 

mph wind, steep slopes, and fuel 

moistures of 60 percent in the brush 

that had been dried by the surface 
fire. 

Calculated Rates of Spread and Flame Lengths 

LOCATIONS RATE OF SPREAD FLAME 
LENGTH 

Chains/ Miles/ Feet/ Feet 
Hour Hour Minute 

East Side 
Upslope to Ridge 127 1.6 140 12 
Upcanyon to Observed Point 177 2.2 195 15 
in photo 8. 

Spot Fire 
Pinyon-Juniper 30% Slope 246 3.1 271 17 
Gambel Oak 30% Slope 591 7.4 650 54 
Gambel Oak 50% Slope 856 10.7 941 64 

Underburned Oak 50% Slope 1480 18.5 1628 86.3 

Table FB-9 
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Storm King Mountain 

Figure FB-10 

Figure FB-11 
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All fire behavior projections were made using the vectors, wind vectors, 

and fuel mapping shown in figures f B-6, fB-8, and fB- 11. Worksheets 

and calculations are on file. 

Fuel Moisture 
The live fuel moisture in shrubs is not sampled on a routine basis in the 
Grand Junction area. Samples of live fuels, however, were collected at 

two sites on July 12, 1994. Samples could not be taken on the South 

Canyon fire because all the fuels 

were consumed. 

Samples of underburned brush were 

taken at a similar elevation and 

aspect on the next ridge to the west 
on the fire (Photo fB-2). The moisture 

content was 59 percent. 

Samples of green Gambel oak were 

taken on a similar aspect and eleva

tion east of the fire area along 
Transfer Trail. The moisture content 

was 125 percent. This is lower than 

the values recorded in green 

Gambel Oak at the time of the 

Battlement Creek fire in 1976. 

Fuel Mapping And 
Models 
Mapping 
The relative distribution of the major fuel types in the fire area were deter

mined using aerial photo interpretation and ground truthing. They are 

shown on the fuel type drawing in the Incident Overview and the fuel 
type map (figure fB-6). Photo fB-3 hows the fuels on both sides of the 

fireline at a location on the west flank of the fire near the bottom of the 

line. Photo 8 (page 16 of the Incident Overview) shows the Gambel oak 
fuels on the inside of the line near the fatality site. Both photos reveal that 

the aerial fuels were intact and continuous both inside and outside the fire

line along the west flank. 

Photo FB-2 



Photo FB-3 

South C a nyon Fire 

Fuel Models 
Model 2 
Model 2 was selected to describe the pinyon-juniper vegetation found on 

most of the south- and east-facing aspects in the fire area. Model 2 was 

selected because the main carrier of fi re in these 

areas is grass that is partially shaded by the trees 

and shrubs. This vegetation type is quite open in the 
fire area. A few areas of very sparse tree-sized 

Gambel oak with a grass understory are a lso cate

gorized as Model 2. 

Model 4 
The Gambel oak on the South Canyon fire ranged 
from 6 to 12 feet in height. It was very dense and 

continuous. It was not affected by frost the previous 

spring and appeared to be green and growing. It 
did not contain much dead material. The age of the 

brush is unknown since no previous fires have been 

recorded for the site. Model 4 was selected to 

describe the Gambel oak fuel type because it was 

found to best match the fire behavior observed in 

Gambel oak on the South Canyon fire. It is the 

model used in the Battlement Creek fire report 

11976) and is also used to described some areas of 

very dense pinyon-juniper with canopy closure. 
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Appendix 3 - Entrapment 
Response And Analysis 

At the time this appendix was written, autopsy reports and coroner photos 

needed for a complete analysis had not yet been released. In addition, 
witnesses who could add new information for the entrapment response 
had not been interviewed but may be contacted later. Until all reasonably 
available information has been considered, this analysis is incomplete. 

Jumper Deployments (No Fatalities) 
Crew Movement 
When the Jumper in Charge gave the order to go back up to the Helispot 
1, eight of the nine smokejumpers proceeded up the ridgeline. As condi
tions worsened, they left three saws, gas, and some tools in small openings 
but kept their packs with them. When one jumper's legs began to cramp 
up, he and another smokejumper deployed their shelters and got under 
them in a small opening on the ridgeline. The other jumpers continued up 
another 100 yards to a larger opening, and all six deployed their shelters. 
This site is on the ridgeline about 100 yards below Helispot l. 

The ninth smokejumper was well below the other eight and on a spur ridge 
towards the South. He worked his way back to the main ridge to the large 
opening designated the "lunch spot." He did not deploy a fire shelter and 

stayed in this area throughout the entrapment. 

The ridge along which all nine smokejumpers stopped has many grassy 
areas scattered among sparse pinion-juniper stands. The larger grassy 
openings on benches along the ridgeline are good deployment sites. 

Site Analysis 
Radiant heat fluxes from fire runs to the south were .5 cal/cm2/sec or lower. 
Temperatures would be 300-800° F. These conditions are usually not life 
threatening even without a fire shelter, but radiant heat burns would be 
likely. Shelters in this area prevented radiant burns and would consider
ably reduce smoke inhalation. 

Only one shelter in this area was examined, and it showed no heat dam
age. Two of five PVC plastic bags were partially melted, and three had no 
damage, showing only spotty burning of ground fuels in the immediate 
area. 

Lower down at the "lunch site" the single jumper did not receive burns or 
significant smoke inhalation. The grass in this opening did not burn. 
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Summary 
With the exception of the smokejumper at the lunch site, all firefighters at 

this location took actions that maximized their safety, comfort, and survival. 
All entrapment sites were well chosen and were the best spots in the 

immediate vicinity. These jumpers remained in their locations for about l 
to 2 hours, then proceeded to the main entrapment site to check for sur

vivors. 

Escape From The Ridgeline 
Crew Movement 
Those who escaped the fire were mainly BLM/Forest Service firefighters, 
Prineville Hotshots, and smokejumpers working on top of the ridge. These 
crews were removing fuels, digging fireline, and catching spot fires on the 
ridgeline. At the time of the blowup there was some indecision about the 

best escape route to take. After attempts to move up to Helispot l were 
cut off by the fire, all three crews decided to drop off the ridgeline into the 
east drainage but chose different routes down. The route out the east 

drainage was not a pre-established escape route. 

Site Analysis 
The heat fluxes on ridgetops would have been up to 1 cal/cm2/sec and 
below with temperatures below 1200" F. A shelter dropped on top showed 

no damage, but packs and tools burned on the ground were likely ignited 

by ground fires after the flame front subsided. Wider spots on the 
ridgetops are generally safe deployment sites in the absence of heavy 

ground fuels. Fire shelters are usually deployed safely on the lee side of 

ridges from the flame front with movement back towards the center of the 
ridge if the other side ignites. 

Spot fires were observed higher up the east drainage, so it was a gamble 
whether a spot fire would ignite below the escaping crews. The crews 
moved quickly down to the highway, arriving there before this canyon 
burnt out. Smoke and visibility were not problems in the canyon, and the 
downhill route allowed rapid egress. Most these firefighters had fire shel
ters and were prepared to deploy them should a fire come up from below. 

Summary 
Under very adverse conditions these people made the decision to head 
down the east drainage. Recognizing that the entire canyon had the 

potential to burn out, they rapidly moved down canyon. They also had 
injured people, and this was the quickest way to get them out for aid. They 

had a backup plan to find alternate deployment sites if necessary. 
Considering the number of people and the rapid descent, this was a well 

executed escape. 
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Entrapment Along The West Flank 
( 12 Fatalities) 
Crew Movement 
When the Jumper in Charge gave the order to escape, he headed north 
along the west flank and met up with the Prineville crew and the smoke
jumpers. This crew was likely digging line at the time. From their estimat
ed location they moved about 1,425 feet to where they were trapped, 
carrying all their tools and equipment as they moved towards the saddle 
at the top of the fireline. It is estimated that they walked 1,108 feet and 
ran the last 317 feet. 

Afternoon temperatures were in the low 80s and possibly cooler under the 
Gambel oak. There was no mention of smoke hindering breathing or visi
bility. Before arriving at this fire, members of all crews would have been 
acclimatized to both heat and altitude. Heat and altitude thus were not 
significant factors. The dense Gambel oak would have hindered rapid 
movement, so the only escape option was back along the fireline. With 
limited visibility, the firefighters may have relied mainly on hearing to track 
the fire progress across the canyon below them. As they started out, their 
main challenge was to pace themselves to get to this saddle as quickly as 
possible. It is estimated that they walked for about 5 minutes, moving 
1,108 feet. 

The fire, which had crossed to the adjacent hillside, kept pace with the 
crew's retreat. When the fire spotted back onto the slope below them and 
started uphill towards the saddle, its rate of spread increased. The crew 
started running toward the saddle, and within a minute two smokejumpers 
stopped to deploy their fire shelters. Nearby, two firefighters observing the 
crew running toward them and two firefighters coming up behind the 
smokejumpers continued to run up to the top of the ridge, 212 feet further 
up the hill. 

Three of the firefighters barely reached the top of the ridge before the fire 
and received radiant heat burns before cresting the ridge. A fourth fire
fighter was caught 121 feet from the top. Below, the two smokejumpers 
fully deployed their fire shelters, but the remaining firefighters did not have 
time to get under their shelters before the fire caught them. All crew mem
bers were still carrying tools and packs when they stopped to deploy shel
ters. 

Site Analysis 
A clear temperature gradient exists from the bottom of this entrapment site 
to the top of the ridge. Six people were found in a group 270 feet from 
the top, five people were found in a group 212 feet from the top, and a 
single person was found 121 feet from the top. 
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For the bottom group of six, estimated heat fluxes were 2 cal/cm2/sec, and 
temperatures were in the 1600-2000° F range. This site was not survivable 

Fatality Site 
t-r~ .• ~ .. ~--~....._--~~~--~-.Rttid~g=e~li~n-e----~----~~---------' 

..:+:---Fire Shelter 

• \ . Pulaski Head 

> .. -Firefighter #1 
Fire Shelter~ 

:<: 

L Custom Hand Tool 

N 

( Firefighter #7 

Firefighter #8 ~ Firefighter #9 

Firefighter #11 -~refighter #10 

\ Firefighter #12 

Fire shelters, chainsaws and 
contents of packsacks were 
found scattered throughout 
this area, but are not shown 
on diagram. 

Pulaski Head____)\ 

1. Scott Blecha 5. Doug Dunbar 9. Jon Kelso 
2. James Thrash - Deployed 6. Roger Roth - Deployed 1 o. Rob Johnson 
3. Kathi Beck 7. Tami Bickett 11. Don Mackey 
4. Terri Hagen 8. Levi Brinkley 12. Bonnie Holtby 

even in a fire shelter. 
Except for fire shelters, 
all items dropped on 
the ground were com
pletely consumed . 

In the middle group 
two people were able 
to get under their fire 
shelters, and the three 
others did not have 
time to get their shelters 
fully opened. Estimated 
heat fluxes were about 
1 cal/cm2/sec, and 
temperatures were in 
the 900- 1600° F 
range. At this level 
some tools and items 
dropped were only 
melted or partially con
sumed. Fire shelters 
have worked successful
ly in these conditions in 
other instances. Fire 
shelter failure was likely 
due to an interaction 
between the heat, 
which would cause 
delamination between 
the foil and glass cloth, 
and extreme turbulence 
which would cause the 
foil to start cracking 
and then tear off in 
pieces. In addition, 
shelters were deployed 
perpendicular to the 
direction of the flame 
front rather than the 

recommended orientation of feet toward the flame front. This shelter ori
entation increased the effect of the turbulence and the chance for flames 
to enter the shelters. Flames under the shelter can cause disintegration 
within seconds. 

,,_. :;!. 
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One person's shelter blew off from the foot end, turning inside out and 
exposing the occupant to increased heat. Packs within the shelter con

tained fusees, which when touching the side of a shelter would easily ignite 

and could have melted the glass webbing hold-down straps. Alternatively, 
the occupant may have moved his feet up away from the fusees, thereby 

releasing the shelter bottom. Also the fusees may have ignited after the 
shelter blew off or after the shelter disintegrated from the heat and turbu
lence of the flame front. 

The other firefighter under a shelter also encountered complications. 
Evidence suggests that the person to his left lifted the edge of the shelter 
off the ground and may have been partially under the shelter. The occu
pant rolled over onto the right side of the shelter, lifting the left edge off 
the ground. Since the flame front was passing from left to right, flames are 
likely to have entered the shelter. Alternatively, shelter failure starting on 
the left side may have caused the occupant to roll over to the right side. 

In both cases, shelters coming off the ground would destroy the shelters, 
voiding the occupants' main protection. It is not clear if conditions at this 
level reflect marginal shelter operational conditions or if human error con
tributed to the failure of the shelters. 

The evidence from burn patterns indicates that the flame front came 
across the fireline at an angle toward Helispot l. The six people at the 
bottom of the site were caught fully in the flame front, with the people in 
the middle more on the upper edge. After the main flame front passed, 
the wind changed to straight uphill to the saddle. This crossing pattern 
gave the people who ran out the top extra time to escape before the fire 
turned back toward them. 

At the top, site conditions were well within the fire shelters' design. Heat 
fluxes were below l cal/cm2/sec, and temperatures were below 1200° F. 
with ground temperatures in the 300-600° F range. Polyethylene canteens 
were partially melted, indicating that this site is survivable in fire shelters. 

Since this crew walked part of the way out, an analysis was made based 
on the assumption that they ran all the way out. Another analysis assumed 
that they dropped all their packs and tools and could move quicker exert
ing the same amount of energy. Both analyses reveal that the firefighters 
would have reached the top of the ridge before the fire if they had per
ceived the threat from the start. 

Summary 
There was a clear temperature and heat flux gradient from the bottom of 
the site to the top. Survivability increased the further up the hill people 
went. Actions such as running and dropping packs and equipment would 
have resulted in greater survival chances further up the hill or over the top. 
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Helitack Crew (Two Fatalities) 
Crew Movement 
When the crews were given the word to initiate escape actions, two heli
tack crew members choose to run north along the ridgeline. The survivors 

yelled for the two helitack crew members to follow them, but the two heli
tack yelled back that the others should follow them. As these two headed 
north along the ridgeline, they passed through areas with high shelter sur
vival rates. At some point they left the ridgetop and headed northwest into 
a narrow chute with minimal survival chances. Possibly brush and smoke 

obscured the chute. From the ridge the land looks smooth and there is a 
large rock outcrop on the other side of the chute, which was their likely 
goal. A game trail contours from the ridgeline over to the chute below the 

rock outcrop and was their likely route. The fire caught them in the draw 

below the rock outcrop. Both people carried their tools, packs and flight 
helmets into this site. 

Site Analysis 
Heat flux here is estimated at 1-2 cal/cm2/sec with temperatures in the 
1200- 1800° F range. Items dropped on the ground were completely con

sumed at the lower end of this site with some partially consumed items 

near the top 140 feet away). Some dissipation of heat is apparent due to 
less charring on the trees further up the chute near the rock outcrop. 

Both victims started to deploy shelters but were overcome by heat and 
smoke before they got the shelters fully opened. Although shelters normally 
work well in rock piles, the funnel effect for heat and smoke in this location 
made the shelters unsurvivable. Helitack firefighters Richard Tyler and 
Robert Browning perished at this site, with Tyler a littler higher in the chute 
than Browning. 

Summary 
It is not clear why the two helitack firefighters did not join the others going 
down the east drainage unless they felt it was ready to burn out. Since 
they left the relative safety of the ridge, they either did not recognize the 

good deployment spots or felt the rock outcrop offered more safety. If so, 
they only needed another minute to get there and possibly would have 
made it if they had run without tools and packs. In addition, smoke from the 
fire below probably interfered with visibility and breathing and slowed 

their progress. 
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Appendix 4 - South Canyon Fire 
Chronology 

June 14 
The Grand Junction District Management Team discusses the high fire dan

ger and decides that, because of severe fire conditions and limited fire

fighting resources, all fires will be initial attacked and put out as soon as 

possible. 

July 2 
Grand Junction District has 22 new fire starts and six carryover fires, two 
of which are Type II. At about 1800 hours Mrs. Temple of the Glenwood 
Springs area observes a lightning strike that hits a tree on the ridge east 
of her house. Shortly thereafter she sees smoke but no flames on the ridge. 

July 3 
Grand Junction District is in moderate to very high fire danger conditions 
and planning level 4 (on a scale of 1-5). Lightning storms over the past 2 

days have started more than 40 fires. The District has developed a priority 

list for initial attack. Winds have hampered the use of aircraft. Initial attack 

resources are taxed, and more lightning is scheduled for tomorrow with a 

red flag warning. 

1100 hours 

1410 hours 

1412 hours 

1416 hours 

Garfield County Sheriff reports the South Canyon fire to 

Grand Junction District Dispatch. The initial report considers 
the fire to be on private land. Reporting the fire to be two 

trees torching and to have a high spread potential, the 
Garfield County Volunteer Fire Department asks if it can 

get air support. The District Fire Management Officer 

replies that the district is fully committed but that air attack 
assistance will be requested if action is needed. Dispatch 

asks if the Sheriff will approve air support (according to an 
agreement for private lands). 

The Sheriff's Office reports to District Dispatch that the fire 
covers a half acre and is very active and that the Sheriff 

approves the use of aircraft. 

Dispatch radios District Fire Control Officer Winslow 

Robertson, asking him to respond. He is enroute from Rifle. 

Dispatch calls Western Slope Fire Coordination Center and 
requests one load of jumpers U49J, an air tanker IT 140), and 
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1414 hours 

a lead plane (641 to South Canyon fire land other fires 
reported in the areal. 

Clay Fowler, BLM Engine (E611) foreman, meets with the 

Garfield County Sheriff along Interstate 70. He completes 

the initial sizeup for BLM and reports that only the burning 
canopies of two trees are visible and the fire has a low 
potential for spread. He recommends that the fire be 

observed because of steep slopes, inaccessibility, low rate 
of spread, and presence of other priority fires in the area. 
The fire is confirmed to be on BLM-administered land. 

Winslow Robertson arrives later at the scene and concurs 
with Fowler's assessment. 

1438 hours Aircraft Jumper 49, Lead Plane 64, and Tanker 14 are off 

the ground to the South Canyon fire. 

1508 hours Air Attack !Lead 641 reports that fire is 1 to 1.5 acres, is 
burning on the ridgetop, is spreading downslope slowly, 
that no structures are in danger, and that continuous fuels 

are in all directions. Dispatch requests that Lead 64 attack 
other fires in the area. 

Winslow Robertson arrives back in Grand Junction to assess fire activity 
and plan for July 4. He calls Western Slope Fire Coordination Center and 

requests more resources for the South Canyon fire. He also calls the Craig 

District to have Grand Junction District resources released from the 

Copper Spur fire. 

July 4 
Five new fires start on July 4, two of which are 100 acres or larger. Thirty
one existing fires remain uncontrolled. Local initial attack is spread thin. 

Radio communication is inadequate for the fire load and is a safety con
cern. Fire danger is very high to extreme with more lightning forecast for 

July 5. A red flag warning has been issued. 

The District Fire Management Officer and the Western Slope Fire 

Coordination Center Manager discuss the need for more firefighting 
resources on the South Canyon fire. More resources are ordered. 

Butch Blanco and Brad Haugh are released from the Copper Spur fire 

and go directly to the South Canyon fire. 

1450 hours A resident reports that fire activity has increased and 

needs attention. White River National Forest relays that an 
engine from the Sopris Ranger District [Shroeder) is enroute. 
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Butch Blanco and crew (Bureau of Land Management) and 
Som Shroeder and crew !USDA Forest Service} arrive at the 
scene to initial attack fire but decide to delay initial attack 
until morning because of terrain, imminent darkness, safety 
concerns, and equipment needs. Blanco and crew return to 

their office to rehabilitate their tools from post fires and pre
pare for the South Canyon fire. 

2100 hours Dispatch receives a coll from a concerned homeowner who 
says that fire is moving aggressively downhill. Dispatch 
requests a report from the Garfield County Sheriff's Office. 
Garfield County reports little change in fire activity. 

2109 hours The White River Notional Forest aerial observer flies over 
the fire and reports that it is burning in all directions on 
steep and inaccessible terrain to the northeast on the ridge. 
The terrain is too steep for crews, and there ore few if any 

escape routes. He suggests bucket drops. 

2320 hours Dale Shonholzer (White River Notional Forest) calls Grand 
Junction District Dispatch and soys that Shroeder, on anoth
er fire, wants him to relay to BLM Dispatch that he is not 
available and that they need to find resources to help 
Blanco on the South Canyon fire. Shroeder has ordered 

July 5 

two crews for the Mamm Creek fire and would send fire
fighters to the South Canyon fire if he does not need them 
all. Dispatch relays this message to Blanco. 

Very high to extreme fire danger with a red flog warning. 

0405 hours Blanco calls Dispatch and requests that Engine 651, Jim 
Byers and Mike Hayes be assigned to the South Canyon 
fire. 

0630 hours Blanco !Incident Commander!, Brad Haugh, Janie Jarrett, 
Neil Shunk, Michelle Ryerson, Loren Poulson, and Brion Rush 
walk into the fire from the east drainage. They cut a 
hehspot IHelispot l I on the ridge above the fire and begin 
direct line construction flanking the fire down the hill west
ward from helispot. 

0819 hours Blanco calls Dispatch to confirm that Engine 651, Byers and 
Hayes, will be assigned to the fire. He also requests a crew 
and helicopter. A discussion of resources results in a decision 
to use smokejumpers. 
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0832 hours Grand Junction Dispatch orders one load of eight jumpers 

with a requested delivery time of 1200 hours. 

1420 hours Blanco orders one retardant drop. 

1500 hours The air tanker drops retardant along the fireline built down 

the hill to the west from Helispot 1. 

1716 hours Blanco receives the second air tanker drop on the flank 
over the highway. The pilot discusses the location of the 
drop with Blanco and the problem of rolling rocks on 

Interstate 70. The pilot says he cannot safely meet Bianco's 

needs and recommends a helicopter with bucket as much 
more efficient. 

1730 hours Taking a route down the west side, the BLM crew leaves 

the fire because all of their chainsaws are broken. On the 
way out, Blanco discusses with the crew the hazards of 
building a fireline downhill. 

1745 hours Smokejumpers Mackey, Doehring, Woods, Rhoades, Soto, 
Archuleta, Shelton, and Erickson arrive. The Spotter 
describes the fire as 30 acres, on extremely steep terrain, 
and burning downhill in all directions. The fire has potential 

to spread the next day if it gets into the bottom of 

drainages. light winds are reported. A smokejumper 
reports that the winds are erratic and that jumpers are 

scattered over the flank of Storm King Mountain. 

1944 hours Jumper in Charge Mackey calls Blanco on the radio and 

reports that fire has crossed the handline to the west and is 

burning actively. 

2000 hours The smokejumpers start building a fireline down the east 
side of the fire from Helispot l. 

2230 hours The BLM crew and Blanco finish preparing their gear at 
the BLM District Office and cache and go home for the 
night. 

2310 hours Mackey orders two Type I crews. 

Not all resources were documented. Blanco may have requested more 
resourcess, but the requests were not recorded on either the resource 
orders or in the dispatch logs. Entries in the dispatch logs are made selec
tively, with a subjective decision made on what entries to write down. 
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July 6 
Thirty-six fires are burning in the Grand Junction District. The fire weather 
forecast for the Grand Junction area: increasing high clouds in the morn
ing, with winds of 10-20 mph by 1100 hours, winds increasing to ~5-30 

mph by 1300 hours. At about 1500 hours, surface winds will shift to the 

northwest at 15-25 mph and would gust to 30-35 mph with passage of 
the cold front. RED FLAG WARNING. 

0030 hours Smokejumpers stop building fireline on the east side and 
return to Helispot 1. Line construction is ineffective and 
dangerous because of poor footing and many rolling rocks. 

0300 hours The fire is burning actively on the ridgeline with 10 mph 
winds blowing from the east. Smokejumpers decide to move 
their gear first thing in the morning because the fire could 
threaten it at the jump site. 

0430 hours Dispatch relays to the Incident Commander via telephone a 
summarized version of the fire weather forecast. The report 
forecasts windy conditions with passage of the cold front. 

0430 hours The BLM/Forest Service crew of 11 begins its 3.5-hour hike 
to the fire, taking an east drainage route that differs from 
the previous day's. Expecting to spend the night, the crew 
carries extra saws, gas, food, and water. 

0528 hours Mackey orders a helicopter with a long line for gear 
removal, reports that fire grew during the night, and 
requests a fixed-wing aircraft with an aerial observer. He 

plans to finish the fireline from Helispot 1 along the ridge to 
the north and gather the jump gear. 

0630 hours Prineville lnteragency Hotshot Crew is assigned to fire. 

0709 hours Mackey calls Dispatch requesting that the Prineville 
Hotshots be ferried into the fire by helicopter and that he 
have the use of the helicopter for reconnaissance. 

0800 hours The BLM/Forest Service crew arrives at the Helispot 2 site 
and starts cutting the helispot. Smokejumpers and the BLM 
crew build a fireline from Helispot 1 to Helispot 2, burning 
out islands of unburned fuel along the ridge. 

0800 hours The Prineville Hotshot Crew departs Grand Junction. 

0830 hours The smokejumpers complete a scratchline between Helispots 
1 and 2 and then go to the jump site to gather their gear. 
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0845 hours Blanco and Mackey discuss strategy and tactics for the day. 

They plan to improve and widen the handline between 

Helispots 1 and 2. They intend that half of the Prineville 
Hotshots work with the jumpers building the fireline on the 

west, and the other half build a firehne on the east side of 

the fire. 

0900 hours Some of smokejumpers and Blanco listen to the NOAA 
radio channel and receive the Grand Junction area weath
er forecast. 

0915 hours In response to community concern, Glenwood Springs Fire 
Chief requests information on how many people and how 

much equipment are on fire. Blanco is told that he can 
keep the smokejumpers and is informed that a second load 
will soon be heading his way. 

0930 hours Helicopter 93R arrives at fire, but only 4 hours of flight time 
are available because Western Slope Fire Coordination 
Center anticipates initial attack needs. Mackey and Blanco 

take a reconnaissance flight of the fire. Mackey radios 
smokejumpers on the ground, directing them to begin build

ing a fireline downhill. The smokejumpers question Mackey's 

strategy, ask him if there are any safe areas, and say that 
they want to talk about the strategy when he completes his 

flight. 

1027 hours The aircraft "Jumper 17" arrives over fire, and smokejumpers 
Hipke, Thomas, Petrelli, Longanecker, Cooper, Feliciano, 
Roth, and Thrash parachute out. Wind at this time is blowing 

at 0-5 mph. 

1113 hours Jumper 17 leaves site. 

1115 hours A tree torches 40 yards from the top of ridge and ignites a 
5-foot wide reburn of Gambel oak. The fire runs to the top 

and causes a spot fire across fireline. The helicopter drops 
water, and the crew controls the spot. 

1130 hours The smokejumpers start downhill, building a direct fireline 
from the location flagged by Mackey on the ridgeline. 
Longanecker is scouting the fireline. The smokejumpers are 
building a 6-7-foot wide line with a 16- 18 inch scrape. 

1200 hours The Prineville lnteragency Hotshot Crew [IHCl arrives at 

helibase. 
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1230 hours Ten Prineville Hotshots arrive at Helispot 2. Mackey, Blanco, 
and Prineville Hotshot Superintendent Shepard discuss strat
egy and agree to send the first half of hotshots down to cut 
fireline with the jumpers on the west flank and use the sec
ond half to build fireline on the east flank. Blanco and 
Shepard go to Helispot 1 to discuss strategy. 

1245 hours Nine hotshots start down hill. 

1300 hours The fire flares up on west flank. The jumpers consider 
retreat but decide to proceed after an effective water drop. 

1300 hours A cold front arrives in Grand Junction. 

1330 hours Firefighters on the ridgehne break for lunch. 

1400 hours Some jumpers and hotshots have lunch on the southwest 
corner of the fire at a designated location known as the 
lunch spot. 

1430 hours After lunch Sara Doehring, Eric Hipke, and Kevin Erickson 
are directed to go back to help hotspot and improve the 
line. 

1445 hours Mackey walks down from the ridgeline and directs 
Doehring and Erickson to carry the chainsaw back up the 
hill. Longanecker goes downhill to scout the next section of 
fireline off the lunch spot. 

1500 hours The second group ( 10} of hotshots arrives at Helispot 2 and 
helps hold the fireline along the ridge. Longanecker goes 
down the hill to scout next section of fireline south from the 
lunch spot. 

1515 hours The helibase reports that fire activity is picking up west of 
Helispot 1. 

1520 hours As forecast, a cold front moves into fire area. 

1523 hours The fire spots across the ridgetop fireline. Blanco asks 
Ryerson to scout the ridgeline. She is joined by Scholz 
!Prineville Hotshots], who reports that there are spot fires 
across the line. Bucket drops are called in. Blanco reports 
to Dispatch that winds have picked up and fire activity has 
increased. 

1530 hours Crews complete widening firehne on the ridge between 
Helispots 1 and 2. 
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1530 hours 

1545 hours 

Longanecker (line scout west flank) requests two sawyers 

and diggers to help in the drainage. Thomas and Petrelli 

are sent. They observe increased fire activity. Longanecker 

gets a water drop. 

Fire rapidly runs up the draw within burned area toward 
Helispot l in several places above Longanecker with 100-
foot flame lengths. Petrelli suggests that Longanecker get 
out of there. 

Longanecker requests a water drop in the bottom. The heli
copter is directed to the ridgeline instead. Longanecker 
directs Petrelli to stay in the gully until helicopter returns. 
Longanecker stays down hill about 200 yards from the bot
tom. 

The firefighters improving the handline noticed the fire 
activity and started moving up the line towards the top of 
the ridge. 

1600 hours The fire crosses west drainage at base of gully below 
Longanecker. It immediately starts to run for the ridge on 
west side. Petrelli calls Longanecker to tell him to get out of 

bottom. Winds become extremely strong. 

1600 hours Ryerson radios for a second bucket drop on ridgeline. The 
fire blows up. Blanco directs Mackey to bring firefighters up 
from bottom. 

1602 hours Petrelli radios Mackey and tells him that the fire has crossed 
the canyon and is running. Mackey asks if the fire has 
crossed main canyon. Petrelli says "yes" and that it's 
"rolling." 

1604 hours Kelso calls Shepard and says that they have a spot below 
them. Blanco directs the hotshots on the ridge and the 
BLM/Forest Service firefighters to go to Helispot 1 into 
safety zone. 

1611 hours Blanco radios Dispatch to report that he is losing the fire 
on the side towards the homes and needs retardant. 

1620 hours Air tanker is dispatched. 

Events between 1600 and 1624 hours are described separately for the 

four main groups involved. 
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I. Jumpers That Deploy Their Fire Shelters Below Helispot 
Thomas and Petrelli notice that the fire is in the gully and has crossed to 
the other side of the main drainage. At about 1610 the jumpers meet 
Mackey at the lunch spot. Mackey tells them to climb the hill and they will 

find a good burned safety area below Helispot 1. Petrelli calls 

Longanecker and tells him to get out of there into the burned area. They 
last see Mackey as he leaves to check on Longanecker. Mackey tells the 

other firefighters on the ridge to go to Helispot 1. The jumpers climb the hill 
to seek an adequate safety zone and to distance themselves from the 

blowup. The smokejumpers drop their Sigg bottles and saws partway up 
the hill. Soto has leg cramps and falls behind. Woods stays back with Soto. 
Woods and Soto deploy their shelters between the upper group and the 
saws. Six other firefighters (Thomas, Petrelli, Cooper, Feliciano, Shelton, and 
Rhoades) move up just below Helispot 1 and have time to clear areas and 

remove their chainsaw chaps. They have difficulty deploying their fire shel
ters because of winds strong enough to blow their hardhats off. The smoke

jumpers radio Mackey between 1619 and 1621 hours to report that they 

are in their shelters. The six smokejumpers at the upper site move into shel
ters at 1624 hours. They do not remember Mackey's reply. They remain in 

their shelters for about 1.5 hours until Longanecker arrives at site. 

Longanecker waits out the fire near lunch spot and does not deploy a shel

ter. 

2. Group on Ridgeline 
Half of the Prineville Hotshots, Ryerson's squad, and the two helitack crew 

members !Tyler and Browning] are on the ridgetop at this time. Byers is 
working the farthest up the line toward Helispot 1, and the hotshots are all 
working the spot fire or are nearby. Fire activity is increasing, with several 

spot fires. Ryerson calls in water drops. At 1604 Blanco gives the order to 
proceed to Helispot 1. They make it to the big rock just below the burned 
area when they receive the message that the way up is blocked and they 
should turn around and go to Helispot 2. Archuleta waits just north of the 
point where the fireline ties into the ridge, until all the firefighters coming 
down from Helispot 1 pass him. He then follows them toward Helispot 2. 

Everyone runs to the red packs, where Blanco and Shepard direct them 
down the east drainage. This is the last point of contact with Tyler and 

Browning, who from the ridgeline yell at everyone to go up the ridge. 
They are told to drop down into the drainage but choose not to. 

3. Group on the West Flank 
The hotshots and smokejumpers are improving and holding the fireline 
between the lunch spot and the saddle. Doehring and Archuleta have 
already worked their way back up the hill with the chainsaw. Erickson 
arrives at the tree from the bottom and stops there with Haugh. Haugh and 

Erickson decide to stay until the crew is in view. Erickson can see the fire 
running up the opposite side of the drainage. As they are waiting, the fire 
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becomes very active, and crews ore directed to move out of the bottom. As 
the crew comes into view, the fire spots across the drainage to the east 
side below them in the bottom of the drainage. Erickson radios Mackey 
between 1614 and 1618 to tell him about the spot fire below him. Erickson 
tokes a picture as the crew comes into view and flames roar over the spur 
ridge behind the firefighters. He puts his camera around his neck, and 
Haugh grabs him to go up the hill. From the ridgeline Doehring and 
Archuleta can see the lost two firefighters in line. Reaching the tree where 
Erickson and Hough ore standing, Thrash says to deploy shelters. Haugh 
turns and runs to the ridge, followed by Erickson. Haugh reports that the 
crew is walking briskly but is still in line, carrying equipment and apparent
ly not aware of the closeness of the fire until Erickson radios Mackey that 
fire hos spotted directly below them. Hipke says that they walked quickly 
when they went up the line until they got to the last steep pitch. Hipke 
does not deploy because of the density of the fuels. He runs around Roth 
and Thrash. About halfway up the lost pitch he sees Erickson and Hough 
telling the firefighters to drop equipment and run. The rest of the crew is 
20 to 30 yards behind Hipke. Hipke is running, while trying to remove his 
shelter from its case. A blast of hot air knocks Hipke to the ground. He 
thinks the main heat passes over him. Haugh described the main fire 
cresting the ridge with 200- to 300-foot flame lengths 2 to 3 seconds 
after he boiled over the top. Hipke dives over the top of the ridge, and 
Hough, Erickson, and Hipke run 200 to 300 feet and stop. Erickson and 
Haugh then attend to Hipke's burned hands. Doehring and Archuleta 
believe that 30 to 45 seconds elapse between when they take their photo 
and when the fire crests the ridge. Erickson believes that the spot fire 
moved from the bottom of the drainage to the top of the ridge in about 
30 seconds. 

The people that dropped off the ridge to the east toke various routes 
down the drainage. The fire moves down to the mouth of the drainage 
about 30 to 40 minutes after the last person has escaped. 

4. Helitack Crew 
The helitack crew !Tyler and Browning) were at Helispot 2 directing heli
copter operations. They ore lost seen going up the hill from Helispot 2. 
Blanco and Shepard direct them down the east drainage, but they contin
ue up the ridge out of sight, yelling "Run the ridge." That is the last contact 
with them. Helicopter 93R pilot Good attempts radio contact but receives 
no answer. Tyler and Browning run the ridge above the jump site. The fire 
funnels through the saddle at the jump site and cuts off o route to the east. 
The slope to the northwest looks relatively flat with rock outcrops. The 
route appears to be the best. Being flanked by the fire, Tyler and 
Browning head northwest. In 150-200 yards they run into a steep 50-foot
deep rocky chute. Trying to cross the chute, they are caught by the fire in 
the bottom. 
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Winslow Robinson assumes the responsibility for managing the South 
Canyon fire at about 17:00 hours on July 6. An interagency Incident 
Management Group manages the fire from 1900 hours until noon on July 
7. At this time, Jack Lee's national Type I incident management team 
assumes management of the fire. 
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Appendix 5 - Witness Statements 
The Investigation Team received statements from people who were directly 
or indirectly involved in the South Canyon Fire. Some of these witness 

statements are included in this appendix to give the Board of Review 

enough information to understand the incident. All statements are included 
in the South Canyon Fire Accident Investigation Report File, which will be 
kept at BLM's Colorado State Office in Denver. 

The following table lists all who provided statements, their agency if applic
able, and their assignment on the fire. Those whose statements are includ
ed in this appendix are marked with an asterisk l"l. 

Any unsigned statement is accompanied by an explanation of why it is not 
signed, i.e., the witness refused to sign the statement or could not sign it 
before this report was published. Blackened out portions are corrections 

made at the witness' request. 

Name Agency Incident Assignment 

l. Abbott, T. BLM Firefighter 
2. Andrade, T. FS Casualty Team Command 
3. Arcand, R. BLM Acting District Manager 

2 4. Archuleta, S. FS Smokejumper 

5. Bidgood, M. Private Contractor Pilot Air Tanker T-23 

6. Blanco, B. BLM Incident Commander 
7. Blanton, R. BLM Smokejumper Coordinator 
8. Blume, P. BLM Fire Management Officer 

9. Boody, L. BLM Assistant District Manager 
10. Brixey, D. BLM Firefighter 
11. Brown, C. FS Logistics 
12. Byers, J. BLM Firefighter 
13. Caballero, R. BLM Dispatcher 

3 14. Cardoza, B. BLM Helitack Crew Member 

15. Chambers, D. FS Air Attack, 5AK 
•4 16. Cheney, F. BLM Dispatcher 

17. Christianson, E. BLM Firefighter 
5 18. Cook, S. BLM Engine Crew Member 
6 19. Cooper, M. FS Smokejumper . 

20 . Cross, S. BLM Smokejumper Spotter 
21. Dissell, B. BLM Helitack Crew Member 

2 22. Doehring, S. FS Smokejumper . 
23 . Erickson, K. FS Smokejumper 

6 24. Feliciano, M. FS Smokejumper 

25. Ferneau, D. FS Air Tactical Group Supervisor 

26. French, C. BLM Dispatcher . 
27 . Good, D. BLM Pilot, Helicopter 93R 
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28. Grabinski, T. FS Dispatcher 
·1 29. Haugh, B. BLM Firefighter 
l 30. Hayes, M. BLM Firefighter 

31. Heffner, P. BLM Manager, Western Slope Fire 
Coordination Center . 

32 . Hipke, E. FS Smokejumper 
33. Jarrett, J. BLM Firefighter 

4 34. LaDou, T. BLM Dispatcher 
35. Lincoln, A. BLM Dispatcher 
36. Linden, M. BLM Dispatcher . 37. Little, S. FS Helitack Crew Member . 38. Longanecker, D. FS Smokejumper . 39. Lotvedt, D. BLM Fire Management Officer . 40. Lowery, M. FS Assistant Manager Western 

Slope Fire Coordination Cntr 
5 41. Lucero, M. BLM Engine Crew Member 
3 42. Medina, P. FS Helitack Crew Member . 43 . Moore, B. BLM Colorado State Director 

44. Mattice, M. BLM Area Manager 
45. Naveaux, C. FS Lead Plane Pilot 

5 46. Nelson, R. BLM Engine Crew Member 
47. Olshove, D. FS Dispatcher 

7 48. Paulson, L. FS Firefighter 
·s 49. Petrelli, T. FS Smokejumper 
•9 50. Prineville FS Firefighters 

lnteragency Hotshot Crew 
8 51. Rhoades, Q. FS Smokejumper 

52. Robertson, W BLM Fire Control Officer 
5 53. Root, D. BLM Engine Crew Member 
7 54. Rush, B. FS Firefighter 

55. Ryerson, M. BLM Squad Boss 
56. Schroeder, S. FS Engine Crew Member 
57. Shelton, E. FS Smokejumper . 58 . Shepard, T. FS Hotshot Crew Superintendent 

5 59. Shunk, N. BLM Firefighter 
2 60. Soto, S. FS Smokejumper 

61. Sullivan, R Private Contractor Pilot, Air Tanker T- 127 
5 62. Tabor, M. BLM Engine Crew Member 

63. Taft, 0. Private Contractor Air Attack Pilot, 15VZ 
64. Temple, J. Private Citizen 

2 65. Thomas, B. . FS Smokejumper 
66. Tupper, M. BLM Smokejumper Spotter 
67. Voth, K. BLM Public Affairs Officer 
68. White, L. Carbondale, CO Tanker Truck Driver 

Volunteer Fire Dept 
5 69. Winter, B. BLM Engine Crew Member 
2 70. Woods, K. FS Smokejumper 
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Abbott, Brixey, Christianson, Hayes, and Haugh were interviewed as a 

group, and their statements are identical. 

2 Archuleta, Doehring, Soto, Thomas, and Woods were interviewed as a 

group, and their statements are identical. 

3 Cardoza and Medina were interviewed together, and their statements 

are identical. Medina was also interviewed separately. 

4 Cheney and LaDou were interviewed together, and their statements 

are identical. 

5 Cook, Lucero, Nelson, Root, Tabor, and Winter were interviewed as a 

group, and their statements are identical. 

6 Cooper and Feliciano were interviewed together, and their statements 

are identical. 

7 Paulson and Rush were interviewed together, and their statements are 

identical. 

8 Petrelli and Rhoades were interviewed together. 

9 Some members of the Prineville lnteragency Hotshot Crew chose not to 

be interviewed individually but did participate in a group interview. 



USDA 
Forest Service 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

South Canyon Fire 
3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last, First, Middle) 

,.· 

Arcand, Rich 
7. HOME ADDRESS (St., City, State, ZIP Code) 

10. EMPLOYMENT (Occupation and Location) 

Actin DM ELM Grand Jun 

STATEMENT 
(Reference FSH 5309.11) 

4. SOCIAL SEC. NO. 

8. DRIVER'S LIC. NO. 

12. LOCATION STATEMENT TAKEN 13. NAME OF OFFICER TAKING STATEMENT 

Hilton Hotel 
Grand Junct' 

15. STATEMENT 

Rich Arcand 

Page _l_ of-'-± tp..<J.. 
1. CASE NUMBER 

5. DOB 6. SEX 

9. PHONE (HJ (Area Code) 

11. PHONE (W) (Area Code) 

14. DATE/TIME STARTED 

Rich is the Acting::BJ..M Grand Jung~ibn District Manager. He 
has been in this posiJ~lofr-·s·irice:::::AP'fYi;'·Bf.~is year. His regular 
position is A~soci~;E..e ~~i.sJ~~+~q·-c .~.--~~S-~A .. ~s'~<:1nt Distr~ct Mar:ager 
Resources. Since s(po~~i'On p:aS"'tlE)t i·b~~;pilled during this 
period he is es sen . a1ry filling: three 1fo-sf·~ions. 

Rich indicate&;;thaji h~w0;~ proy;i;.~ :lJ:/3 with the District 
organiz<:1tion chart.'~ T~t-. O-~st~~'l\ encqmpas~es 2. ~ million <:1cres 
of public lands. As1 Acting\ J;;).:tS\t~~c.t · Manag~ he is responsible 
for fire operations'.,_;in:4he,·,p,r,~~lfinctfan\ ~~strict as well as all 
other programs. .f ;;,~ -, _.:'?!r.."'::~~i~(.i':t. :;-:, · / ,·:;, 

District FMO has t'ot:al dis·cretio:rt~~to. ha:Jldle fire situations 
until he no longer;:~·~ handle._ ~~:~A Distri~~-~nager establishes 
priori ties betweeri~~:~4i"es with. in the. Dist~~S. 1:~~ Prioritization is 
based upon Resource!\.M'an~~It\en,1: .B.J:.~:q-~a.ad:,'.9i~rict fire 
suppression plans, w~i,th,:i.n¢lud~ :~t'i<?---1--~tack procedures and 
identifies priority areastr:<'":z:The, ·o.i::s~:flcti·'~does follow a Dispatch 
Plan for sending resources to fi£i~. (This plan available and 
will be provided.) Each morning local area network notifies all 
offices in the District about fire activities. 

Rich has some fire experience and has received training in 
Incident Command Systems, Fire Weather, Basic Fire Fighter, 
liaison, etc. He has also attended Fire Management for Managers 
in 1985 or 1986. 

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of -3_ pages. I fully understand this statement and declare that the foregoing is true, 
accurate, and c·omplete to the best of my knowledge. I have signed or initialed each and every page and have been given an opportunity to 
make any corrections or additions. 

I made this statement freely and voluntarily, without threats or rewards, or promises of reward having been made to me in return 
for it. 

~~ (~:,,p. ~CTT'-~ 4) 
SIGNATURE OF PERSON GJVING STATEMENT 

16. DATE/TIME ENDED 

7/10/94 1000 
18. WITNESS' SIGNATURE (If Applicable) 

F&-5300-1 IS (4/85) 



USDA 
Forest Service 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

South Canyon Fire 
3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT {Last, First, Middle) 

Arcal'l:d, Rich 
7. HOME ADDRESS (St., City, State, ZIP Code) 

10. EMPLOYMENT (Occupation and Location) 

STATEMENT 
(Reference FSH 5309. 11 r 

4. SOCIAL SEC. NO. 

8. DRIVER'S LIC. NO. 

12. LOCATION STATEMENT TAKEN 13. NAME OF OFFICER TAKING STATEMENT 

15. STATEMENT 

Page .2_ of -+.4-~ 
1. CASE NUMBER 

5. DOB 6. SEX 

9. PHONE (H) (Area Code) 

11. PHONE (W) (Area Code) 

14. DATE/TIME STARTED 

Recognizes that there is some conflict between District and 
Western Slope Fire Op.~~:a~l.9_n,s. Fee~~~J:.gey are completely 
separate operations .:::/Weste:tn~:Slope>;artswe~ directly to the State 
Fire Management Of_*e~ .. ,,.._.,·_f)i~fr!€F~~--..,t · . ve its own initial 
attack helitack c~~~E!'t"ajrt1.~..rw.~uc., ns lead to the 
elimination of thati\$.tp. Sorne~;-years, use(gf the Western Slope 
helicopter is OK, b~ ;~ y~ ,t.~~- thi:~}apeW it really reduces our 
fire fighting effecizlv~essL .I~ Di$1;:.rict~imust rely on the 
Western slop helita.~ ' '4 ew?}f~~~~tia'l.=-::-a_tt~k, but that crew can 
be dispatched to a ;:,f/i ou;4sli.~. '~ Dist;Li~ without notice, 
leaving the Grand ~i;inc:.t.:.on~:rjl1$i~ . ;~itho.ut;:;,that capability. 

Prior to July: ··?6 ~fia~:e/wei:-e~nume.rou:s"· ;f.il;t~s throughout their 
District. Several;_:;· ·-"" ge fire.s.¥.·~e our hi~~ :t priority. (Daily 
situation reports~~ . be made."''ava.ilable _.$ e investigation 
team. ) '<~ ->:/~:j~ '1 -· • -, ...,_ , ~.,,·~~ \·:_'i-:·> 

south canyon Fi~e:~~:"as,:~1 lo~~;pµe_tlfa ue to fuel and 
predicted low rate of -sp·r..~acb.-,· ...... Felt:':'.:tfif,9>~ ire could wait for 
additional resources. No other'Z::'resources available. 

7 /4/94 
Rich held a District Management Team meeting where the high 

fire danger was discussed. Due to limited fire fighting 
resources, all fires were to be initial attacked and put out as 
soon as resources were available. Did not want to tie up 

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of __ pages. I fully understand this statement and declare that the foregoing is true, 
accurate, and complete to the best of my knowledge. I have signed or initialed each and every page and have been given an opportunity to 
ma~e any corrections or additions. 

I made this statement freely and voluntarily, without threats or rewards. or promises of reward having been made to me in return 
for it. 

~~ (~,,;;/pd~. 4J 
SIGNATURE OF PERSON GIVING STATEMENT ~ 

16. DATE/TIME ENDED 

18. WITNESS' SIGNATURE (If Applicable) 

fu-Ji 
F&-5300-18 (4185} 



USDA 
Forest Service 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

STATEMENT 
(Re,'erence FSH 5309.11 J 

3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last, First, Middle) 4. SOCIAL SEC. NO. 

7. HOME ADDRESS (St., City, State, ZIP Code) 8. DRIVER'S LIC. NO. 

10. EMPLOYMENT (Occupation and Location) 

12. LOCATION STATEMENT TAKEN 13. NAME OF OFFICER TAKING STATEMENT 

15. STATEMENT 

Page~ of -t± llJJ.. 
1. CASE NUMBER 

5. DOB 6. SEX 

9. PHONE (H) (Area Code) 

11. PHONE (W) (Area Code) 

14. DATE/TIME STARTED 

resources on extende~.fires. That's why,. South Canyon Fire was 
initial at tac k7d on }f//!!i97:;,-::~ .... ~·::r;:?71~'9''!1F'[?!2.t~"t\, . 

Escaped Fire lysis ~.,~ ~ne u~~l after the 7/6 blow-
up because it was si~~ ~~~\~ ~acked. This was 
prepared by the ~'}. O a~.that t~~ ~it could be given to 
the IC team that ''to tak.eov_¥ .the fire·:~'.';,/ 

. Had high rega ~ Tc~~ an. · ''la1~li ties as a fire 
fighter and IC. ~-::::i. ;:• '•'f1~,~· ~;.:.1 

?.'\ ff~~. l~ . -~;~~:~ ~~~ 
I I "'"i ;r. .. · !Bi • ·-.,.ll /_,.~ 7 5 94 fl.;- ::; H ~, ... ';~' ~.f.~. 

Signed memo tfi!t "~e ~~~~" ~tl,r.e·/dan~er that all 
employees were sul1feG.t "·t:'ef~'be ccl:~led :t~f' supp$~tt fire operations. 

7 /6/94 ~l ~L -";;1;·,.~,~~ . ,:'ff .. ~J 
At time of n}jji;~w"'iiiP~}~~ .. ~~:t~tP'¥\1Y9ii<:et~~·{-e, Rich was at a 

friend's house. He··~at~.-Ji.Ci:.t:.Jeai'in 1":0"£,:f:he"::..~sual ties until about 
·--· ~:; :;;.·~.-·· .. ~: • . -,.; .... ~ ... -... ~.~-;·; .. ·.·. ':;;._!·---

8: 45 p.m. when he receiv~d~a::ca·J.;i;.:·frt5:tn his staff. He made the 
decision to bring in the class i~ IC. Designated Mike Mattice as 
Resource Advisor to IC. Left office at about 2:00 a.m. on 7/7. 
He had no indication prior to 7/6 that this fire had much 
potential. He was always told that the fuels in that area were 
sparse. 

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of __ pages. I fully understand this statement and declare that the foregoing is true, 
accurate, and c·omplete to the best of my knowledge. l have signed or initialed each and every page and have been given an opportunity to 
make any corrections or additions. 

I made this statement freely and voluntarily, without threats or rewards, or promises of reward having been made to me in return 
for It 

~&~ c~~~tnt~4) 
SIGNATURE OF PERSON GIVING STATEMENT 

16. DATE/TIME ENDED 

18. WITNESS' SIGNATURE (If Applicable) 

FS-5300-1 e (4/85) 

t+ii 



Page 4 of 4 

CORRECTION AND CLARIFICATIONS OF STATEMENT WITH REGARD TO SOUTH 
CANYON FIRE 

Page 1 of 3 ; Third Paragraph: The District FMO has total 
discretion to handle initial attack and suppression activities and 
strategies within the guidelines of the Resource Management Plans 
and District Fire Management Activity Plan with resources assigned 
to the District. The statement "until he no longer can handle it" 
is misleading. The resources available at the District level is 
the critical factor that determines whether a fire can be "handled" 
or not. Before initial attack and suppression capability are 
beyond the scope of the District's resources the FMO is encouraged 
and expected to request outside assistance through the fire 
dispatch centers. The District Manager establishes priorities 
between fires within the District via the Resource Management Plan 
and District Fire Activity Plan by identification of fire 
management zones and respective responses required. The District 
Manager relies on the FMO to utilize these documents to determine 
strategy and priority on a daily operational level. Copies of 
pertinent parts of the Resource Management Plan for Glenwood 
Springs and the District Fire Management Activity Plan were 
provided to the team. 

Page 1 of 3; last paragraph: Fire Management for Managers training 
course was taken and completed in May 1990. Copy of SF-182, 
Certification of training was provided to the Team. 

Page 2 of 3; 7/4/94: I did not hold a District Management Team on 
7 /4/95 as specified in this statement. The meeting/discussion 
referenced was on June 14 and 15, 1994 with the Area Managers and 
Assistant District Manager for Support Services. A copy of the 
Local Area Network (LAN) memo on this matter was provided to the 
team. 

Page 3 of 3; 7/5/94: A memo was not signed as indicated. The 
message to "all employees" was via the Local Area Network (LAN) 
which identifies sender, day and time for verification of automated 
records. A copy of the LAN message was provide to the Team. 

Page 3 of 3; 7/6/94; last sentence: I was not told that the fuels 
in the area were sparse. I told the Investigating team that on the 
morning of 7/5/94 I personally observed the fire from the 
Interstate on my way to Glenwood Springs for a meeting. At that 
time I observed that the fire was currently burning in sparse fuels 
with low rate of spread. 

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of 3 pages. I fully understand 
this statement and declare that the foregoing is true, accurate, and complete to 
the best of my knowledge with the above corrections and additions noted. I make 
this statement freely and voluntarily, without threats or rewards, or promises 
of reward have been made to me in return for it. 

~~~ 
Signature of Person Giving Statement 

"*' 



-USDA 
Forest Service 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

South Can on Fire 
3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last. First. Middle/ 

Blanco, Butch 
7. HOME AOORESS (SI .. City, State. ZIP CodeJ 

10. EMPLOYMENT (Occupation and Location) 

12. LOCATION STATEMENT TAKEN 

15. ST A TEMENT 

Paqe -L_ of~-

1. CASE NUMBER 

.ST.ATEM ENT --
<Reterence FSH 5309. t t} 

4. SOCIAL SEC. NO. 5. DOS 6. SEX 

a. DAIVER·s LJC. NO. 9. PHONE (H1 (Area CodeJ 

11. PHONE (W] (Area Code) 

14. DATE/TIME STARTED 

Johnson, & Sue Husari 7 9/94 0800 

(Attached Personal Statement) 

J have read the foregoing statement consisting ot _.:s_ pages. I fully understand this statement and declare that the foreooing is true, 
accurate. and complete to the best of my knowledge. I have signed or initialed each and every page and have been given an opponunity to 
i'nake any corrections or additions. 

I made this statement freely and voluntarily, wilhout threats or rewards. or promises of reward having been made to me in return 

17. OFFICER'SSIGNATURE 

~t--~-· 

ili=' 

16. OATE/TlME ENOEO 

7/9/94 0900 
18. WITNESS' SIGNATURE (II Appl/cable) 
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Blanco, Butch 

Interview with Butch Blanco: 

Page 2 of 5 

7/4 I left the Copper Spur fire and drove to the South Canyon fire. I met with 
Sam Schroeder. He returned to the road from the canyon to the west of the 
fire. We talked and decided to wait until morning and then take action on 
the South Canyon fire. I met up with Jim Byers, Mike Hayes, the Canyon 
City engine crew and Michelle Ryerson and her crew. We went to the 
District Office to prepare the initial attack equipment for the next morning. 

7/5 We hiked in up east drainage & cut H1. One saw broke down. I was 
working with the crew as they started· down the west side from the helispot 
cutting direct fireline. The second chainsaw broke down. There were two 
retardant drops on 7/5. One was a good drop along the handlinf: The 
second was a drop on the fire above the highway. The air tanker pilot did 
not like dropping on this fire. I did not ask for more drops because of rolling 
rocks on the 170 side. Also, retardant is not effective without the people to 
support it. 

Then the smoke jumpers came in up north of H2. I set up radio 
communication with Mackey on the BLM work channel, and advised him 
that crews has begun handline construction. I advised Mackey that the BLM 
crew would head out and left. I did not meet with Mackey physically on 
July 5. I knew that Mackey would looked at fire from the air before they 
jumped and that he would make a decision on what to do with it after we 
left. I did not feel that smokejumpers needed additional guidance. Mackey 
informed me that the line we had cut during the day was lost via radio. 

In summary, the fire was creeping and 20-30 acres on this date. I came 
back to office to repair saws and stayed till 2230. We geared up to go back 
to the fire and spike out until the fire was out. I called Dispatch and talked 
to Pete. Pete said there would be a helicopter & shot crew on the fire the 
next day ordered for 0600. I had an order in for 2 type II crews. The 
smokejumpers asked for a type I crew. I told dispatch that I needed people 
and air support. 

716 We hiked back in. We had left J. Jerret down at the bottom since her foot 
was hurt. I think she drove some of us to the fire & returned to the BLM 
office. I had 5 more people than the day before. I met Mackey. I talked 
about extending line off helispot 1 at 0830 or 0900. The smokejumpers had 
built a line from H 1 to H2 at night. They had worked on the East side, but 
had pulled out because of rolling material the night of 7 /5 sometime. 

**' 
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Blanco, Butch 

Page 3 of 5 

Mackey and I discussed widening the line using the BLM crew. I directed 
the BLM crew to widen the fire line between H 1 and H2. 

Rich Tyler, Don Mackey and I took a recon flight of the fire from H1, on the 
way to the helibase I asked Rich Tyler what he thought of strategy. I talked 
to Mackey about the strategy. About an hour + later I flew the fire again 
with Mackey and Tyler. We got back and the new he I is pot was complete 
(H2). The pilot did not like the first helispot. Mackey liked the direct 
strategy instead of indirect. Mackey flagged a line location dropping off the 
west side and going direct to the west. The smokejumpers started 
constructing the line down the hill. Mackey and I decided to split the 
hotshot crew and take the first group down the hill. I talked to Shepard 
(Hotshot superintendent). I asked if he was O.K. to put 1 /2 of his crew with 
jumpers & 1 /2 of his crew on the ridge. I talked to Shepard and walked 
from H2 to H1. Shepard and I talked about going direct anclindirect on east 
side as a future action. We had a conference at the drop off point. The 
decision was made to go direct. 

I listened to the weather forecast NOAA with Mackey and Shepard. 
remember that there would be winds or a frontal passage. It was a typical 
weather forecast. The jumpers punched the weather frequency into their 
radios. Dispatch indicated that out of .the ordinary weather conditions were 
expected. No on site weather was taken. There was no indication that a 
spot weather forecast was needed. 

The second half of the hotshot crew arrived. Mackey and the smokejumpers 
were already working down the hill. Mackey requested another saw team 
and I sent Haugh and Brixey. 

Tom Shepard asked me what the fuel moistures were. I didn't know, but 
said that the fuel moistures were probably low. I said that it was a dry 
season with big fires. 

Shepard, Tyler, Browning, and I were standing above the red bags near two 
trees at a location where we could see the drainage. We could see 
Mackey's crew working the bottom and Haugh and Brixey working near the 
upper part of the line. 

The helicopter did bucket work. 

Other half of the hotshot crew started widening the line up on the ridgeline. 
They started working behind Ryerson. They were going to work from where 
Byers was to H 1 . 
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Mackey kept asking the pilot to look at parts of fire he couldn't see from his 
location. The water source was directly NW. When the pilot was incoming 
he had a view of the scene. IJ( did not hear any transmission between them 
that indicated problems. 

I called dispatch and told them that things looked good. 

Two helicopter bucket drops came in just before the fire blew up. When the 
first bucket drop came in, somebody said, "No go ahead and take it" on the 
radio from down below (Mackey or Longnecker). Pilot said - Mitchelle, 
how's it looking, "I'll be right back." Mackey was asking the pilot, "What's 
it's look like up there" while 93R was returning for the last drop. 

I was with Rich, Tom & Robert during the last water drop. We were looking 
down and moving towards the water drop carrying cubitainers for the 
jumpers down below. As the second drop was approaching it just 
happened. I did not hear anything about a spot fire on my radio. Tom or 
Rich saw that the fire was active and blowing up. I couldn't see well from 
my location because of the trees on the ridgeline. I was with Tom Shepard, 
Rich and Robert. I used the radio work channel and started hollering for 
people to get out. Tom directed the Hotshots to get out. Some of the 
hotshots were with Mackey and jumpers at the bottom of the line. I 
directed BLM to go to H1. They couldn't do it because the fire would cut 
them off. Michelle said on the radio that they couldn't get to H1 so I think I 
told"lhem to turn back. They turned back and they all ran through the saddle 
below H2. Tom Shepard and I threw the rel{d bags into a depression. I told 
each person to go down the drainage. 

Tyler and Browning went up instead. I hollered at them to go down the 
drainage. 

Some of the smokejumpers came out from down the line where Mackey and 
the jumpers and some of the hotshots were working. All were directed into 
the drainage. After I dropped into the drainage I ran into the two burned 
jumpers. I hung around & waited to see if more people came off the hill. 

During all this I notified dispatch of the situation and called for more backup 
(structure protection, tankers) and EMS. 

Emergency services were waiting at the mouth of the canyon when we 
exited. I began accounting for people in the drainage as soon as we got to 
the bottom. I drove to the helibase with Brian Schotz and Sarah (7) from the 
jumpers to complete the list. 
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I confirmed with Winslow Robertson a list of the missing and the people 
who had made it out. 

I went to the BLM office to check in with the crews there then went to the 
hospital to confirm names of those taken to the hospital. 

4i@ 
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Western Slope 
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DATE: July 21, 1994 

I nvesti9a.t ion Team, South C:rnyon Inc ldent 

FROM: Rick Blanton 

My primary role befo.r;e, duz:ing and after the South canyon 
Incident has been smokejumper coordinator for Grand Junction 
smokejumper operations. I also flew several ATGS missions prior 
to the incident. During this period the Rocky Muuntain Area has 
expexienced extreme fire behavior including rapid rate of spread 
and long spotting distances. 

On the morning of July 5, 1994 an order for additional 
smokeju111pers to WSFCC <Western Slope Fire coordlnat1on Center) 
was processed and filled. The smokejumper booster came out of 
Santa Fe, New Mexico. By approximately 1515 hrs. eight of the 
seventeen smokejumpers ordered arrived via Casa 117BH on the 
WSFCC ranp. An outstanding jump request for the south canyon 
Incident awaited this first group of jumpers. After jump gear had 
been readied and a short briefing completed these jumpers boarded 
jumpship 490AS and jumped the South Canyon Incident. The briefing 
that the jumpers had prior to suiting up for the Ei~e included a 
ou:rninq conditions update identifying that both 1000 hr. and live 
fuel moistures were several ~eeks ahead of where they should be. 

The second qroup of 9 jumpers from Santa Fe arrived in Grand 
Junction at approximately 2200 hrs. This group was also given a 
briefin9 which included current burning condition information as 
well as a forecast for high vinds for the following day which 
were predicted to arrive in the area sometime after 1100 hrs. The 
forecasted wind information had been passed on to me earlier 1n 
the evening by the WSFCC assigned meteorologist. 

Sometime between the dropping of the first group of jumpers fzom 
Santa Fe on the South Canyon Incident and the arrival of the 
second group into Grand Junction, twenty jumpers demobed from 
fires back into WSFCC. At approxi~ately 0620 on the mournjng of 
July 6, el9ht of these twenty jumpers departed Grand Junct10on to 
jump the the Burn Incident. 

At approximately 1000 hrs. on the mo.c:ning of the July 6, a jump 
Eequest for the South canyon Incident came across the ws~cc 
aiTcraft desk. The jumpers that filled this request included 
Hipke, Thomas 1 P~tz::llli, Longanecker, Cooper, Feliciano, Roth, 
and Th:r:ash. 

At approximately 1400 h~~. on the same <lay, 26 smokejumpers 
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departed WSFCC via bu~ £or a ere ... action on the South Ganyon "1J 
Incident. Fo:r:casted high winda had ~rrived ahead of schedule at N 
approximately 1300 hrs. 
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Forest Service 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

South Canyon Fire 
3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last. First, Middle) 

_,. 

Blume, Pete --· 7. HOME ADDRESS (St .. City, State, ZIP Code) 

10. EMPLOYMENT (Occupation and Location) 

STATEMENT 
(Reference FSH 5309.11) 

4. SOCIAL SEC. NO. 

8. DRIVER'S LIC. NO. 

FMO, BLM, Grand Junction District, Grand Junction, co 
12. LOCATION STATEMENT TAKEN 13. NAME OF OFFICER TAKING STATEMENT 

Hilton Hotel 
Grand Junction, co Les Rosenkrance 

15. STATEMENT 
(includes attached Chronology·by Pete) 
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1. CASE NUMBER 

. 5. DOB 6.SEX 

9. PHONE (H) (Area Code) 

11. PHONE (W) (Area Code) 

14. DATE/TIME STARTED 

7 10 94 00 

I have read the foregoing statement consisting pages. I fully understand this statement and declare that the foregoing is true, 
accurate, and complete to the best of my knowledge. I have signed or initialed each and every page and have been given an opportunity to 
ma~!! any corrections or additions. 

I made this statement freely and voluntarily, without threats or rewards, or promises of reward having been made to me in return 
for it. 

SIGNATURE OF PERSON GIVING STATEMENT 

16. DATE/TIME ENDED 

7/10/94 1430 

18. WITNESS· SIGNATURE(/! Applicable) 
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USDA 
Forest Service 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

South Canyon Fire 

STATEMENT 
(Reference FSH 5309.11) 

3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last, First, Middle) 4. SOCIAL SEC. NO. 

Blum~, Pete 
7. HOME ADDRESS (St., City, State, ZIP Code) 8. DRIVER'S UC. NO. 

1 O. EMPLOYMENT (Occupation and Location) 

12. LOCATION STATEMENT TAKEN 13. NAME OF OFFICER TAKING STATEMENT 

15. STATEMENT 

Page ---2- of ---6_ 

1. CASE NUMBER 

5. DOB 6. SEX 

9. PHONE (H) (Area Code} 

1 11. PHONE (WJ (Area Code) 

14. DATE/TIME STARTED 

was 80 to 90 acres. .Fire starts were everywhere, but running 
fires were our prio~~~~S?:~~:;.:D:f,,-~~~-ra~"ze fires were running. * 'Y\\:e: W~"-E F\~~j/~e:G - ~~·-~.;fi"~t.lb \J..l~i:~:-''a?:r C6""-T'tt'1TtbtJ 1"0-. o~ 
7 / 4/94 'P\~. Wl't\I;; . ~ ~·z..c:~)i.,:'f(tf~~ ";· 1'~ 

The Pyramid ~ re and_ orse 'Ttilef.f::. re~d immediate 
threats. One was reatening :i:;:anch houi~~ the other power 
lines near the fre "' m ~y. de~wjk~p some limited 
capability for prioitji~fA n~ .i~~ey;~obilized a Class 2 
team for the Pyrarn~~ ~e ~o wft~~ ,Vfiority request to 
release I.A. crews:~~s dJbori~ .. .. ble. c:·'.·j "'''i.': 

South Canyon {ire:,{~~~~;r~~~" ~a_?~, ~13,:yput was not moving or 
considered a threat ... "''' Never considered ·as:.La ::monitor fire. Most 
pinyon/juniper fi~~~,.:do not ..eK:ee-€'-d 100 acj~s.:jtn this area. No 
resources availabt~:t.Q, hit this fire. N:i.ght-/of 7 / 4, Pete 
received a call t~7~~-;;~~· .f;&p1,irt;:tf:.'c'"~nyori.)::: was active. He 
called the Garfielct''·\¢:9'.u4t;~(~§her'.iff:":~:o£i:i;ce· who took a look at 
the fire and said it wii's"'~d'K:':·":'::'--,_ '::::'·~~~-"-~.,·-. 

7/6/94 
Pete ~alked to Western Slope Center, said that the South 

Canyon Fire was now his number one priority for resources. Other 
fires in District were being taken care of. Therefore, it was 
agreed that additional smokejumpers would be trucked to the fire 

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of __ pages. I fully understand this statement and declare that the foregoing is true, 
accurate, and c·omplete to the best of my knowledge. I have signed or initialed each and every page and have been given an opportunity to 
ma~!" any corrections or additions. 

I made this statement freely and voluntarily, without threats or rewards, or promises of reward having been made to me in return 
for it. 

16. DATE/TIME ENDED 

SIGNATURE: OF PERSON GIVING STATEMENT 

17. OFFICER'S SIGNATURE 18. WITNESS' SIGNATURE (If Applicable} 

FS·5300-18 (4/85) 
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7. HOME ADDRESS (St., City, State, ZIP Code) 

10. EMPLOYMENT (Occupation and Location) 

12. LOCATION STATEMENT TAKEN 

STATEMENT 
(Reference FSH 5309.11) 

4. SOCIAL SEC. NO. 

8. DRIVER'S LIC. NO. 

13. NAME OF OFFICER TAKING STATEMENT 

Page3 __ of _6_ 

1. CASE NUMBER 

5. DOB 6. SEX 

9. PHONE (HJ (Area Code) 

1 1. PHONE (W) (Area Code) 

14. DATE/TIME STARTED 

15. STATEMENT l\.\li\Ai).':I lt\.P8 
11.us it.JFo~VV\.l\ito.J w Mo" c...1rnH\£'Lb F'Rt>l'Y\ StiM.~ 5Vl\.1'LO"f i"e;~, bv,.1t.1t..)'1 1'ij6" e;ft~L.'f STAbe5 

oF 'i'Hi::. b1~"°"TE'R, '"' o~bsl Th 1\-Von:) AbVE:::lSE:t.'i A-f'l='~T1~~ 1"'!-4-e:t>-:: l>E"~fo~c.s. 

since predicted stro~§L_~~s would not -~J;_low them to jump. 
(Other jumpers on f~1;;~~: .. '-~· ':::.~3-~~~~7:¥~5\,and morning of 7 I 6.} 

Pete found out,i.;.¢bout tJre;,;;.-:e-~~ties -- the fire when he 
received a phone c;iif.~. ,~sJl>~jl{~l>J;,S·' .. ·. Winslow said there 
were 11 or more ~. , ~ n the ~o~1:::tf.=-~i.. tch for ambulance, 
medivac~ sheriff,.~ . _-th ·-" t:"~ :s?ir the purpose of~ 
evacuation of resict;~~ .. · tff t. :_ es~:cl'r'Jfr;#e. Pete called 
Western Slope Fire ~~r ~n e~~ .. a ~;rauma Team. Was told 
BLM does not have o;hje rBier~~ cal](~ J;l;ie Glenwood Resource 
Area and asked therfoi't&~on.~ " . -;·, 1 ag&t,cf.$s for trauma help for 
crews ( survi vars) G_omi~.#:e·:J.f:B:'f':..~~- -~f >.~\ 

"::- - ..-~,.., .. , .. ~· ~.j ..,.,~ ··.- ~-:'..:;·~~~~\" 

Prior to 6/2~/~~4'; employee~~~'W'ere gett~pg>~days off on regular 
basis. Since 6/2~;·'.e~+,gy_:::~ have b::ep,,,.,<?'?~'?-9'/all out: ~gine \l~f 
crews worked a lot··b>.f:·~¢.ys_;1rr,·- ~\~'t0.~1"?1:1-t:.;nqt: all on fire. ScA€ W.'t'\ u.1s:~fb'' tf. 

This year the tH._s.,~,;LC.t:_}-:~a1'1z·~~~J;1eve used their heli tack 
crew that they had a feW 'years''·ag.o~-:~·-·sometimes felt really 
hamstrung with outfit. · 

Butch Blan'.'co is the engine foreman at Glenwood Springs 
Resource Area. He has managed multiple crews and multi agency 
fire~ ~n the P%n;-Ri@ts,faj§£fu~o~~ his job ~eriou~ly .. He ~s 
qualified as if·.._ ........... -- iiiili9.~"He~~ required fire fighting 
courses. lf/"'" 

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of __ pages. I fully understand thisstatementand declare that the foregoing is true, 
accurate, and c·omplete to the best of my knowledge. I have signed or initialed each and every page and have been given an opportunity to 
ma~~ any corrections or additions. 

I made this statement freely and voluntarily, without threats or rewards, or promises of reward having been made to me in return 
for it. 

16. DATE/TIME ENDED 

SIGNATURE OF PERSON GIVING STATEMENT 

17. OFFICER'S SIGNATURE 18. WITNESS' SIGNATURE (If Applicable) 

FS-5300-18 (4/85) 
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6/27 - Monday: 

CHRONOLOGY OF OFF-SITE EVENTS 
PRIOR TO SOUTH CANYON FIRE DISASTER 

AS RECALLED BY ROBERT P. BLUME, DFMO 

Hart's Type II Incident Management Team assumes command of 
Buniger Fire (1600 acres). 

6/28 - Tuesday: 
Interagency coordination to establish Fire Restrictions. 
Statewide Multi-Agency restrictions effective by Friday, 
7/1. 

6/29 - Wednesday: 
Long Canyon Fire (620 acres) begins and is added to Hart's 
Team at Buniger Incident. 

6/30 - Thursday: 
Battlement Mesa Fire (approx 500 acres) begins. Aggressive 
Initial Attack by Grand Junction BLM. Fire ultimately held 
to private lands. Adams' Type II Incident Management Team 
assumes fire 7/1 a.m. 

7/1 - Friday: 
More Severity engines arrive. 

7/2 - Saturday: 
First Major Lightning Bust. At least 22 known fire starts. 
Copper Spur most significant. Threatened structures at 
McCoy Colorado. Turned over to Craig BLM jurisdiction after 
I.A. 

7/3 - Sunday: 
District takes Long Canyon/Buniger back from Hart's Team. 
Colbert Flats (160 acres) and Sunnyside (80 acres) Fires 
take off. Second Lightning Bust with total of over 45 known 
fires on District for 7/3 - 7/4. District Radio System 
inadequate for amount of fire and aviation traffic. 
Available Initial Attack resources being restricted to 
running fires or those with imminent threat to life and/or 
property. 

First report of South Canyo~ Fire. Initially reported 
fire on private land. SizEfr.-up by District I.A. engine 
Fowler) recommends monitor because of limited spread 
potential and threat to improvements. Fire reassessed 
Winslow Robertson (AFMO), concurrence on monitor. 

'*i'=' 

as 
(Clay 

by 
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Management Actions: Advised state AFMO (Paul Hefner) of 
problems with radio frequency congestion and workload of 
multiple starts. Late P.M., called in IC and Ops Chief from 
Hart's team to discuss possibility of assigning geographic 
area to them for control and Initial Attack of fires within 
the zone. Intent to split workload and get radio traffic 
onto another frequency/system. IC doesn't feel it's 
necessary. Called Asst. Area Coordinator (Chris Fletcher) 
to get Regional perspective on committing ~ype II Team to 
this kind of assignment. OK with her. Decided to give it 
one more day. 

7/4 - Monday: 
Close-out with Hart's Team in a.m. Pyramid Rock (approx. 
180 acres, threatening ranch house and outbuildings) and 
Horse Thief III (approx. 600 acres, threatening Interstate 
Power Transmission Lines) take-off. 

South Canyon Fire in monitor status. Approx. 1545, fire re
assessed by Sopris Zone FMO. No immediate threat to 
structures, will make do with available resources. Fire 
estimated at 5-10 acres at 1900 hrs. by Air Patrol. Approx. 
2100, Dispatch took call from concerned homeowner that fire 
was moving aggressively downhill. Blume called Garfield 
County Sheriff's Office and requested size-up. Garfield 
County reported back no change in fire activity. 

Management Actions: Reassigned Communications Technician 
from Hart's Long Team to District to develop options for 
another radio frequency to relieve congestion on District 
Frequency. Very helpful, but NICC Radio Shop won't release 
equipment for this purpose. Ordered Type II Incident 
Management Team in order to zone fire workload. Hart's Team 
already re-assigned to Wake Fire (MRD) . Wake Fire became 
number one Rocky Mountain Area/Western Slope Zone priority 
for scarce resources, due to imminent threat to homes. New 
team coming from R-1. 

7/5 - Tuesday: 
First Ground Forces on south canyon. A.M.: Engine 675 (3 
persons) Ryerson Squad (5 persons) . Fire requests 
reassignment of Engine 651 (Abbott) and Byers/Hayes from 
Copper Spur Fire. Assigned upon release. Fire gets two 
loads of retardant. Fire requests Helicopter and two type 
II crews. WSC gives us H-93R for 7/6 only. P.M.: Load of 
Smokejumpers (Mackey) . Mackey requests two Type I crews for 
7/6. First crew filled with Prineville IHC for 7/6 A.M. 

Management Actions: Turned over Pyramid Complex/Debeque 
Zone to Stone's Type II Incident Management Team. Worked 
with WSCC to acquire helicopter priority for South Canyon. 
Hunter Canyon Fire (approx. 100+ acres) takes off. Initial 
Attack by GJD, turned over to Pyramid Complex for 7/6. 

,.,__,,, 
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7/6 - Wednesday: 
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South Canyon Fire: Second load of jumpers, Helicopter 93R, 
and Prineville Hotshots arrive on scene. 

Manaqement Actions: Worked with SAFMO {Paul Hefner) to get 
resources for fire. Due to availability of a large number 
of smokejumpers and forecast high winds, 30 smokejumpers 
were assigned and planned for ground transport to fire. ETA 
mid-afternoon. 
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Byers, Jim 
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(see attached statement) 
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~o~th Canyon Fire 
Byers, Jim 

.t.'l6VITNESS STATEMENT: JIM BYERS 
~ Y BLM GLENWOOD SPRINGS 

7/6/94 ~N,l..,.f [ • ..J ~ i111 • .'tO """....c..'d' 
I arrived at the area office 1M ±while I waited for Michelle and Butch to get their things 
together. We walked up to . Michelle Ryerson gave us the assignment to go from H2 to HI and to 
widen the scratch line to twenty feet wide. • r-

-S:. otc.IJ ~ .. ~ ~iua:-- f 
The fire activity on the ridgeline was quiet. Around noon Mackey caine up tom~ ~he fire is ~, '" ~ ._: 
starting to push the line up ahead". He asked the crew to go up ahead and help~ called Michelle Ryerson 
to ask and got no reply. I called Haugh and went up ahead to help on the hot area. I finally got a hold of 
Michelle and told her. When everyone arrived there was a flare up in a cedar, which the smokejumpers 
plus the BLM squad isolated and took care ofit. ... ~~ o.A °'" 5~"'"°~, 

,.Jlo 1! ....... °""'0- I 
I w'.15 •informed of th~ tactic.s 09 ~e.~ . ckey asked for another saw down the hill. One of 

the Jumpers asked me to go down the hilt'Ryerson an Blanco both said no. Th<!}' ask:f ~!i'!¥:t(~\-~-t "'4-&~e.( 
ridge line on the way up to HL I walked up the ridge toward HI and fo~ T,.. "'" __ ,;_ , ..._ ~ . ..__\ +. 

'"""'~nt an hour woi:pne the. sp..ot at the hook in the line the un9F~~as smoking. The Prineville hot · e.-\e-•l. · 
V""slois' 'It-Ct f';il r~he~ 'tJlt t!ere. Then I went back to the lesf.' c~~w, . "'f\t.A"\_ +t'~ 
••••At this,Qm.e two out of out four cPfrin saws were broken own again. :t .~I~ +.,..-.e. 4f"\,lo4'f °"' b~ 
"4'j ~1<~- o.-.-.~c.......... '\'o """\de"" \ \ ~ 'Tb""'• .,.fj S. -'\ .:l , .,,.... t. Sr. ...,, 

~--· • ~·.p-""'~ ,J It took a long time to get the hot shots into the fire. The pilot of 93r MS"ii:ptable, )>:e had to keep b ""6 ... •.,.;f 00 

switching from shuttle missions to bucke~it took till 1400 hrs until the wnole;f re~ 'diade it up to the fir ............. l '-:--.: 1W°', 
~ co..t" '- ~~ 

Took our first break at 1530 hrs after we had finished brushing out the fire 20 feet wide. While we were ~ ~ ...,..... • 
sitting there the winds were calm est 5 mph.etit of habit uritb th 1 A e_jta.rted asking each other wha~ould 
•do if things go bad, where is the ~pape route? Bae on.ar,d$(P.._Tthings hit the fan do~into the 

ge. Hl not being consi&;red as'a SM'efY"Jff ~c usei h!'a never really seen it.. Fire activity was 
quiet consisted of dutfFs.9~im:'dcl~ rus lt was very smokey. There was really no change in 
fire activity no flare~skl.iiie of the guys said there was a flare -up, the Oak brush burst into flames and 
jumped the line, and started building line in the slash, helped Michelle and her people line and isolate the 
slop over. ~ 

.(~ ... 
Michelle called for a bucket drop, and 93R missed on the drop.1he winds-started to kick up~93R had 
to approach from the east because the winds were picking up. The increase in the winds caused the flare
up and caused us to bacically lose the spot fire. The Hot Shot crew was working do~)lq!ijp and wereC 
able-bo help us. At this point the radio traffic indicated that the people down below~need efbucket :f ~~ 
support, Longanecker and Mackey were talking on the BLM tatical channell and were saying ~~"1 ~ 

~""""~ ~ .' ¢ ,3!Uf '-!a.l '· zsdMia~phrollxima~edlyhl600eeded-1615 hrs. I toldbMik'chellhe that thaskine~plehdohawnd t:!. -(~• 
~~~ ~ below'llMQI& 1.mcKet support.an c e e sai s e n one more uc et, s e was g w o 
~~ .,..Jr pnority, 3r brought one more bucket up to Michelle's spot. Right after the second bucket drop on ~ 
~ V\,,1. Al t.. Michelle's spot all hell broke loose. • _Jcl .,... IL ..... o.~ ttJ..ftl"-\ ' f ~tar 
\JJ: ~""' ~"»'o ""''""'"" ,. "( """':A .-. wait I .""""'u-1:. • 
~cl t~ I don't remember any radio comm~ations with)lfe pilot of93R.1't this time I remember all of us 
~_,,,. heading up to Hl because it was ot!.f safety zotw,""'about 200 hundred feet from the top we got cut off and 

- \ turned around. After we turned around and headed back do,things seem to go into slow motion. The 
fact that anyone got out of there is amazing .... the guy wi the orange hat r-as standing at the Nlli _ ~\~""'°" ~ -f'kQ ._and directing everyone to get out 1 At-.-..a&&l-. ' l,...._.J Ii~ 

o.J J.-~ ~ c.--r·- ~i--
-'- :r .. 10. ~;At ~ 



South Canyon Fire Page 3 of 3 
Byers, Ji~ ... ~~~ 

r::lt ~ \l1'-~~~ 
~~~/. v 
~d to pull out our shelters. thought I saw fire on the east side of the ridge, every one went down the 
east drainage.•••••••••••·· Eric, Derek:, Brixey and myself went out with 'Ille "........, of +t..1 

Hooked up with Fico and Prineville wanted to stay to see what happened to the rest of their 
seen the fire front hitting the top of the ridg&g with the hot shots so that we could show 

A""' \,.tt' them the way and knew not all the orew had not made it out. Never did see or talk to the two helitack 
;1Jll"" ~o people. Feel that the blowup was caused by a sudden increase in the wind. z.,&o 41....J'S. or c.""'"""'..J ~ b--uiki "'f 
~\ "'-'" lN1~ +. ......_ -.+ ~ ~ .f ~ b(o....,~ -

'***' 



USDA 
Forest Service 

STATEMENT 
{Reference FSH 5309.11 J 

1 2 Page __ of __ 

1. CASE NUMBER 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

4. SOCIAL SEC. NO. 5. DOB 6. SEX 

DDRESS (St •• City, State, ZIP Code) 8. DRIVER'S LIC. NO. 9. PHONE (HJ (Area Code) 

10. EMPLOYMENT (Occupation and Location} 11. PHONE (W) {Area Code) 

12. LOCATION STATEMENT TAKEN 13. NAME OF OFFICER TAKING STATEMENT 14. DATE/TIME STARTED 

Bill Baden & Jim Webb 7 10 94 1413 
15. STATEMENT 

Che,t'ney Flint, Tucke;~ ~Dou ..... ~ 
? Fire weather":$:7j:~Er~-~~:q~~-f.e~~ng. 
1523 winds pi · 'ng u~:~-~':'11; 45 m · utes prior to blowup. 

Normal dispatch- ~c:f$!.~ ua~. i it up and makes a 
report--once a f1 riJthes a 'ze tn ~l s IA then they go to 
expanded dispatch Expanded t to West "n Slope this time but 
not always.. South~: a n1fi ni~~ ee days and never 
really. con~idered i~ ca~f ii.. .:i;;., . .,. p. Not aware of ICS 
209 which is normaify oneg fi·r hes 100+ acres. 

Request for a~*i. or!:•. . .... ~7/6 :·. . cancelled per Donna. 
Flint will check qn ··.. .-~ti 1~'1~,-"~peri~aps due to scarcity 
f 

-~~· ...,.·'4":: ..... :i ,..> ~-·.. ..,. • • ~ "' ... < .\ o resources. ;:_.. ':""1"'' _,._,_ .. ., ....... ~-.:.:::, 

93R was assi4]i~ to lot-S-'"~{~:f~ther s~i~~J ·· Crew order C-1 and 
C-2 were cancellect~. tcr~. et Type I crews.~. ;':C'"-~J replaced C-4. 

Transition be·fit" ... ' 1ff!~l;·o?•r:an~'!~;(~c-i·:)!n IC? 
5VZ = air atta:ck·ji.J;:iirl;e.' : ., ___ ·: ·"'7-:.~!.~:.;,::.::..~~,,: 

.... ,.,~·;.. ;-;.·?~?"?:>. .. ;~; ·::.::&::;.·-.·:;.1• ~· -
Do Differently: Retardant earlier. Wake Fire using all the 

air tankers. (Nothing out of ordinary}. 
Rained on it the 3rd. ?::? llO spr.<ok wa:..s VtS; b/e_ a.·{fev 

(0 l V'\ ~ S e-Ve.rc:LJ · f\ Qt..rYS .. 

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of _2_ pages. I fully understand this statement and declare that the foregoing is true, 
accurate, and c'omplete to the best of my knowledge. I have signed or initialed each and every page and have been given an opportunity to 
mak~ any corrections or additions. 

foril 
I made this statement freely and voluntarily, without threats or rewards, or promises of reward having been made to me in return 

TEMENT 

'+*{' 

?f;;J7. 9/ 16. DATE/TIME ENDED 

7/15/94 1500 

18. WITNESS' SIGNATURE (II Applicable) 

FS·5300-115 (4/85) 



USDA 
Forest Service 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

South Canyon Fire 
3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last, First, Middle) 

Chenpey, Flint 
7. HOME ADDRESS (St., City, State, Zf P Code) 

10. EMPLOYMENT (Occupation and Location} 

Page-Lof-L 

1. CASE NUMBER 

STATEMENT 
(Reference FSH 5309.11} 

4. SOCIAL SEC. NO. 5. DOB 6. SEX 

8. DRIVER'S LIC. NO. 9. PHONE (HJ (Area Code) 

11. PHONE (W) (Area Code) 

12. LOCATION STATEMENT TAKEN 13. NAME OF OFFICER TAKING STATEMENT 14. DATE/TIME STARTED 

15. STATEMENT 

: .... 

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of __ pages. I fully understand this statement and declare that the foregoing is true, 
accurate, and c'omplete to the best of my knowledge. I have signed or initialed each and every page and have been given an opportunity to 
ma~e any corrections or additions. 

I made this statement freely and v untarily, without threats or rewards, or promises of reward having been made to me in return 
for It 

16. DATE/TIME ENDED 

18. WITNESS' SIGNATURE (fl Applicable} 

FS·5300-1 e (4/85) 



USDA 
Forest Service 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

South Canyon Fire 
3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last, First. Middle) 

Cross, Sean 
7. HOME ADDRESS (St .• City, State. ZIP Code) 

10. EMPLOYMENT (Occupation and Location) 
s~~.,,,_ s'~ 

~I BLM, NIFC, Boise, ID 

STATEMENT -· 
(Reference FSH 5309.11 J 

I a DRIVER'S uc. NO. 

12. LOCATIONSTATEMENTTAKEN 13. NAMEOFOFFICERTAKINGSTATEMENT 

FAX Mike Clarkson 
15. STATEMENT 

(see attached personal statement) 

Page --L-- or___;.__ 

1, CASE NUMBER 

5. DOB 6. SEX -9. PHONE (HJ (Area Code) 

14. DATE/TIME STARTED 

7 04 

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of __3_ pages. I fully understand this statement and declare that the foregoing is true. 
accurate, and complete to the best of my knowledge. I have signed or initialed each and every page and have been given an opportunity to 
inake any corrections or additions. 

I made this statement freely and voluntarily, without threats or rewards, or promises of reward having been made to me in return 
for it. 

SIGNATURE OF PERSON GIVING STATEMENT 

h}i§d 

16.(0A!E/TIME ENOEQ 
time faxed} 

7/15/94 1833 
1 S. WITNESS' SIGNATURE (If Applicable) 



.SMOKEJUMPERS 2083892399 07-15-94 18= 33 Cl 7J 
\ ·-

~ou th• Canyon Fire 
Cross, Sean Page 2 of 3 

Narrative statement of smokejumpez· ope.r:e:t.L.i..ons on 7-5-94., fire 
V-891, by Sean Crose, emokejurnper spotter. 

Ac 1722 hours on 7-5-94 I departed the Grand Junction airporL as 
the srnokejumper spotLer on BLM jumpship N490AS (DHC-6 Twin Otter) 
co Grand Junccion BLM district fire V-891. On board were eight 
smokejumpers, one spotter, and one pilot (Kevin Stalder). We 
carried 3.S hours of fuel. ETE to the fire was 25 minutes. 

Twenty minutes out from the fire, Scalder and I spoke to the pilot 
of Tanker 127 on VHF 122. 925. T127 was inbound LO GJT after 
dropping recardam:. on fire V-891. He told us that tez·.t·i:ll.u was 
steep at the fire, thac he was doubcful as to the effectiveness or 
che recardant due to that, and that we might.. have a hard time 
finding a place co drop jumpers. We thanked him .Coe the 
inforrnat.ion. I told Kevin that if we couldn't find a suitable 
place to drop the jumpers we could suggest landing at the Glenwood 
airport so that the jumpers could reach the fire by ground. 

Ten minutes out from the fire I est.abliahed radio contact w.iLh rire 
IC Butch Blanco. I learned from him that he had 15 firefighters on 
the fire, that the fire was not rolling or po~ing Loo much of a 
problem at that:. time, but that both the chainsaws he had were down 
indefinitely. He said he could use the eight jumpers if we could 
find a place t:o drop them. I told Blanco I would .t-alse him once we 
were over the fire. 

At l. 745 490AS arrived over the £1.c.·e. The fire was 20 - 30 acres, 
there was almost no wind on it, and it seemed co be backing down 
slowly into the drainages on the E and W aides, and down l..he spur 
ridge that ran co t.he sw off the main knob that: the fire was on. 
After a.bout six passes around the area at about 1500 !eet AGL above 
the fire, Stalder and I determined that we could put the jumpers 
into a saddle on che same ridgeline as the fire about i/4 to 1/2 
mile N if the wind conditions were satisfactory. We had only one 
pattern choice due to terrain considerations, but we felL l..hat it 
would be sufficient for both jumpers and cargo. I briefed Blanco 
on what. we were going to at:.t:.ernpc, and after clearing .i.t.. wlth Grand 
Junction dispacch went to the back of the plane to begin 
:smokejumper operations. 

In the back ot: the plane, I asked Stalder for a soo feeL AGL 
observat.ion pass. I used this to determine wheLhe.r there wa:s 
turbulence near the ground and to look over the jump spot with 
Mackey, who was firsc in the door. To further reconfirm that 
Mackey and I w~re looking at the :same. jumpspot we made a second 
pass at 500 feet. 

A!cer climbing to 1500 feet, inicial streamers showe<l Lhat we would 
need to fly a downwind (nonstandard) pat tern. Check streamers 
indicated that the winds were very light. Smoke from the £ire, 
which was rising straight up chen drifting sligh~ly to the We~L 
also indicated light winds. 

***' 
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South Canyon Fire 
Cross, Sean 

2083892399 07-15-94 1s:34 (17] ;t3 

Page 3 of 3 

Mackey and I decided che condit:.ions were acceptable, and after one 
pass to hook up Mackey and Doehring and give. them a prejump 
briefing, t:hey exited the plane. Mackey landed exactly wh~.t·e we 
had planned and Doehring, though slightly long, was right in Lhe 
ballpark. I had told Mackey that I would wait to hear from him on 
t:he jumper air/ground FM frequency before dropping the rest c.J.C 1,..he 
jumpers. He called me short:ly after hitting the ground and 
confirmed t.hac t:.he spot: and conditions were acceptable. He t..uld me 
there was hardly any wind on t:.he ground but that the jumpers should 
hold up high. Mackey said that the exll... po.int.. was acceptable. I 
relayed this information to the subsequent sticks durlng their 
prejump briefings. The remaining six jumpers reached the ground 
safely and in t:he general area of the selected jumpspot. 

Cargo operat:ions took six passes and wenL smoothly, and by 1840 
hours a.11 the jumpers and cei.i::·gu we.t·e on the ground. 

Stalder climbed L.o 1500 feet and continued to circle t:.he Ci.1::ea as I 
waited for Mackey to establish cont:.act with Blanco on the BLM FM 
frequency. Mackey· s radio was giving him difficulty aa he was 
trying to program the new frequency, ao I asked Blanco .i.f he could 
raise Mackey on the jumper air/ground frequency, which he did 
almost immediately. A:.i ::1uu.u as contact was establiehed Mackey and 
Blanco immediately began talking about how to put out the fire. 

It was determined that Mackey•s crew would head up the ridge to the 
fireline and begin cutting direct line t:.o t.he right, or We::sL, 
toward Blanca's crew. Blanco reminded me that bol...h hl.s saws were 
out of commission and that he would be pulling his crew out, but 
that they would be back in the morning. I ~old him that I thought 
Mackey' s crew should be able Lo mi:ik.e excellent progress by morning. 
I told Blanco t:.ha~ I t:hought the fire looked like it could be 
caught, but that ic could become a problem lr lk got into the 
drainage bottoma. 

At this r.ime t:.he fire appeared fairly c.:a.lm. There was almost no 
wind on it, and no act:.ive flame that I could see from the air. The 
fire was backing down slowly into the d.r:·e:1.l.nages, and although the 
terrain was steep and t:.he brush heavy in place:.i, I Lb.ought it could 
be caught. 

I contacted Mackey and Blanco and told them t:.ha.1.. 490A.S was leaving 
the area. 1 cont:.acted Grand Junction dispatch, gave them an update 
of the jumper stacus on the fire, and headed back to Grand 
Junction. 



USDA-· 
Forest Service 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

South Canyon Fire 

.STATEMENT --
<Reference FSH 5309.11) 

3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last, First, Middle) 4. SOCIAL sec. NO. 

Erickson, Kevin 
7. HOME ADDRESS (St., City, State, ZIP Code) 

10. EMPLOYMENT (Occupation and Location) 

Smokeium_Q_erL FS, Reqion 
12. LOCATION STATEMENT TAKEN 

Hilton Hotel 
Grand Junction, CO 

15. STATEMENT 

8. DRIVER'S LIC. NO. 

1 , M_i s S..QU..l..a..z.. MT 
13. NAME OF OFFICER TAKING STATEMENT 

George Jackson, Sue Husari 
& Mike Clarkston 

(see attached personal statement) 

Page -J.- of -4-
1. CASE NUMBER 

5. DOB 6. SEX 

9. PHONE (H) (Area Code) 

11. PHONE (W} (Area Code) 

14. DATE/TIME STARTED 

7L_l a_l2_4 DOO 

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of---4._ pages. I fully understand this statement and declare that the foregoing is true, 
accurate, and c·omplete to the best of my knowledge. I have signed or initialed each and every page and have been given an opportunity to 
make any corrections or additions. 

I made this statement freely and voluntarily, without threats or rewards, or promises of reward having been made to me in return 
for it. 

~fl.,;;,1 c!J 81..Jf;h.ti,f1,>-rz 16. DATE/TIME ENDED 

SIGNATUR!: OF PERSON GIVING STATEMENT 7/18/94 1500 

18. WITNESS' SIGNATURE (If Applicable} 

FS-5300.1 8 (4/85) 

'***' 



Sou~h Canyon Fire 
Erickson, Kevin 

Kevin Erickson 

Interview 

Page 2 of 4 

We flew from Santa Fe to Grand Junction. I was in the group of 14 
jumpers with Wayne Cook. I was at the bottom of the load. I .... 
went instead of C.Robinson. I got off th" plane, boarded another 

d fl · d' t 1 t ~mg~ an ew immme ia e y o re. We _ the saddle. We got our 
stuff. We headed up hill. We arrived at Hl just after BLM left. 
Their saws were broken. I didnt talk to them. I am not sure if 
Don had contact with Blanco or not via radio. Blanco plan~ed to 
hike back up in the morning. We went to the helispot and decided 
to cut down off the east side at night. We followed the f~re edge 
and after working for awhile we dec~ded to head back up to the 
top. We were working down in chutes. It was steep, with rolling 
rocks and dangerous at night. We tried cup trenching but could 
not hold the line. We came back up to the helispot. 

We got back to the top at about 2400. (guess}. We ate, 
talked and tried to sleep but it was windy and cold and no one 
could really sleep. At first light we got something to eat ~Aq.tod. l 
put a line down the ridge to H2. The fire was flaring up tiililill ic~~ 
below in the brush on the west side. We dug and cut line through 
the saddles and then about 0830 or 0900 we headed across to get 
the gear out of trees. I figured if it blew it would run through 
the saddle where the gear was. We sacked up the gear and brought 
~@'l.Jl· Blanco and his crew showed up. We went past them to work 
7ZSM J them brushing out the ridge. Don went up in a helicopter 
to recon. He radiod to see if we wanted to go start cutting line 
down the hill. I thought it looked ugly down in there. He said it 
was sparse in the bottom and we could probably get away with it. 
There were some sparse areas in the bottom. 

little walk down the hill. 
down the hill a tree about 
started a little run about 
spotfire on the ridgeline. 

~o~~"thc:spotfire. 

Mackey and I took a 
We looked at the area. While we were 
40 yards down from the top. It 
5 feet wide to the top. This starte~ a 

The smokej umpers a.J.'.l'i1t1'c.4- CIWJ 

The other jumpers arrived. Longnecker was out front scouting. 
They were opening up a 6 oe 7 foot wide line. There was a 16 to 
18 inch scrape. 150 to 200 feet down the hill the hotshots 
arrived in behind. Hot shots come in about 1200. They went 
direct. Good breeze. Oakbrush dried out from underburn. It looked 
good for a reburn. There were no real good sa areas. Tried to 
pack black with it. The ground fuels burned clean . .J.t was kind of 
cloudy all day. This helped and kept the temperature down. The 
line construction was not tough. At 1500 he sat down and ate on 
the north side with Doring Roth had dropped back to 



South Canyon Fire 
Erickson, Kevin 

, J J .... II rp ~ Page 3 of 4 
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8-'f-91 
stop at the felled tree. A couple of hotshots went back to saw 
the tree. Doring, Erickson, Cooper, Feliciano and Thrash worked 
on the cup trench started by the hotshots. At about 1630 Mackey 
came down to the bottom and Thrash, Feliciano and Cooper went on 
and left Erickson, Doring and Kelso. Someone bumped down water 
from the top. Mackey took one of the cubitainers on down to the 
hotshot crew and told me and Dohring to check the line. We were 
looking for hot rolling material across the line. Roth 
had the cubitainer. I asked if I should take it back to Hotshots. 
I volunteered but Roth said he would do it. I met Haugh and 
Brixey at the tree. Archulata came down the hill. At this time 
the column picked up and there was more radio traffic. The 
traffic was about fire activity here and there. We werent too 
worriedi about it. Then Sara walked up the hill'lllll .... • 
........ ~to meet Archalata on the top. Brixey walked up the 
hill. Brad stayed at the tree. I asked him about brush. Brad said 
it burned hot. I could see the coluinn really pick up. Lets· get 

...._crews out of here type of stuff on the radio. A few minutes 
later you could see fire jump to opposite sidelJ~h to north and 
uphill. Haugh and I decided to stay to see if , __ I could help the 
people coming up the hill. The fire went to the north on the 
opposite side. The fire spotted on the west side directly below 
the line at the bottom of the drainage. The spot grew quickly and 
I could see hardhats above it. The spot moved fast. I did not 
feel a perceptible change in winds. I could tell that they were 
mving as fast as they could. At that time the lead guy and the 
group were 75 yards away. We were yelling at them to go faster. 
They looked tired and werenot going fast. Thrash was in the lead 
and Mackey was second to the last. They were in a close group. At 
this time I asked Haugh pull out my camera. I took a picture. I 
saw them through the viewfinder with fire everywhere behind them. 
As I took the picture Haugh grabbed me and turned me around. I 
took one more look back and saw a wall of fire coming up hill. I 
ran for the top and made it over the top of hill. I got off the 
back side. I heard them yell a few times. Then it was quiet 
except for the fire. They went fast. I fell on top of Brad. It 
was hot up on top. I ran into IU:pke as he came stumbling back 
from the right. We bandaged u~1iands. I asked Haugh about 
shelters. I thought it might spot below and he said he been down 
the drainage before. He said that the drainage exited at the 
highway. I followed him out and kept talking to Eric to keep from 
going into shock. 

I sensed that they felt they were in trouble just when it spotted 
underneath them. The spot was just barely off the bottom of the 
drainage. I ran up hill as hard as I could. 

Other comments: 

I didn't like going down in there. I talked to Mackey about it. 
Not burning too ative .... 111 .... 111111111 ...................... .... .................. ,,.a .. •t.. I was going by his judgement~ His best 

**" 



·South Canyon Fire 
Erickson, Kevin 

Page 4 of 4 

I··-ilt·oo'•J.f ... ~.~./. W.'lf •. S .*.· ·/iz·J·~-~ .qi~.· • judgement was to go direct. a • 
He said that he didn't know who the IC 

was, him or Blanco. He asked me if I wanted it. I said yes. He 
just smiled at me and said "We'll see what happens.". He had a 
pulaski with him. He did some work on the line but mostly talking 
and then looking. 

Longnecker was scouting out ahead. 

Early that morning there was a weather forecast but I didn't 
listen to. it. I gathered that there was a cold front. No time 
given. I attributed the winds to the cold front. I talked to Don 
about that before we started buiiding line. I thought the cold 
front had passed and these were the winds that were following it. 
Don may have throught the same thing. I didnt expect the cold 
front to have a major change in temperatures. 

When the spot started I radioed Ma~key that there was a spot 
below him It was probably not more than 30 seconds after spot 
started that it made it up to the top. 

Main fire went to the north and slipped accross the bottom. It 
was close across the draw. The flame lengths ••••••••••• 

J111t- curled over the top and were 150 feet high or more. 

Did not know who the IC was until I 
ran into him in the drainage on the way out. Blanco never came 
down the fireline. 

I still have my fire clothes. The shirt has burn holes and scorch 
on it. Ted Putnam can get my pg bag down at Grand Junction. I 
will send the shirt and pants. 

The crew when I saw them were moving out fast but not running. I 
called and told them that it was right below them. The fire was 
probably not chasing them on their side. I did not realize how 
much trouble they were in until it hit them. 

Advice for us: 

I have been in this situation before with unburned fuel below. 
Only other choice was to go indirect. I had never been in that 
type of fuel before. I know chaparral. This brush didnt look so 
bad because it was a surface fire. I didnt think it would burn 
because it was so green. 

I don't know 
drainage. 

if know if Don knew about the fingers in the 
.. ~ 

the hill and north~ yards from the 
in the bottom. It was right across the 

The spot was straight down 
tree Rhodes felled. It was 
hill. 

*~~cf)&~~ 
&··Cf-W 

t}f@ 



USDA 
Forest Service 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

STATEMENT 
(Reference FSH 5309.11) 

~-........ ~ c .::i..i-'-'-l \;:'"\. \'.<... E. 
3. PERSON MAKING STATEMEN7(Lasl. FirJI, MiJ;idlel r-

c..,. -:::,~~5 ~\{<,E. 
4. SOCIAL SEC. NO. 

l c.. G~ \.? L::: . .!::- 9-~ "-
7. HOME ADDRESS (St •• City, State. ZIP Code) 4 l4. .. ~:nle.~ A...:>e_ 8. DRIVER'S LIC. NO. 

10. EMPLOYMENT (Occupation and Location) 

12. LOCATION STATEMENT TAKEN 
~ ,"f°"" +-· l....t 'S 1-l~~ 
'P 

13. NAME OF Of~ICERTAKING STATEMENT 
J. Ll.A..l'o-. U....:::<e'l.414, )..,...( l ¥:c.C./ Are. ~~J 
""?"""""" \ LU L!'a l-L) ~ ...... i!o \..l,.._ sn .. :c'(. \ 

Page __ ot __ 

1. CASE NUMBER 

5. DOB 6. SEX 

9. PHONE (H) (Area Code) 

11. PHONE (WJ (Area Code/ 

14. DATE!rlME STARTED 
\. '3.":3.D 

7 / L!/7''4 ,. y 

his statement freely and voluntarily, without threats or rewards. or promises of reward having been made to me in return 

16. DATE!rlME ENDED 

l'3.3S-

FlMl30C).1e141851 
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USDA 
Forest Service 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

South Canvon Fire 
3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT(L.ast. First. Middle) 

Hau_qh, Brad 
7. HOME ADDRESS (St.. City. Slate. ZIP Code) .. 

10. EMPLOYMENT (Occupation and Location) 

Page ...l.._ of~-

1. CASE NUMBER 
STATEMENT 

(Reference FSH 5309.11} 

4. SOCIAL sec. NO. 5. DOB 6. SEX 

8. DRIVER'S LIC. NO. 9. PHONE (HJ (Area Code) 

Fireficrhter 1 BLM Grand Jtlnc+- inn Distric•, Grand 
j 

11. PHONE (WJ (Area CodeJ 

Junct,i._onL CO 
12. LOCATION STATEMENT xKEN 13. NAME OF OFFICER TAKING STATEMENT 

11'1.J. torv"Hotel <d Ltj S 
14. DATE/TIME STARTED 

07ac - / / ·a0 
7/8/94 ' ~nc+-Lon_,_ CO Sue Husari 

15. STATEr.fENT 
(personal statement of 7/14/94 1430 attached} 

Derek and Brad working down the line near top--made contact 

with Brian ( PIHSC} · .·tf-~2.:;_?;~-::_s_;-:;~"ESJf'!f.~':ii~;\_ 
Sequence (Brad Haug~ ~-;-::.,7 ~F~\~ ~~ 

Brad on f~re~f!:~::~a~bne :\'·ru.r ... :te_R)?f~:fopper Spur Fire July 
4 to come to fire 'V;~e;wed fire ~-.;:om halfwa¥,.:petween C. Creek and 
south canyon exit. ~;~s~; s~~l.~htl}~P~:fi'.l'{e on knob. Decided 
not to hike in at 1e.:?o::,--pn fl;/ ~it~ ~~- . -~ y;.\ 

it'!/ ~~- ~~ j,;~~f~ --~.~::... l~~ 
7 /5/94, Supervisor t.jBu~g:h JP ... ¥.¥~~~ · =~~ ~~ 

0630: Hiked UP;j soµ.th ...r.t:~BY9J'.l:L~~~nag~', ·:~_idehilled up to build 
helisoot 1. Built :;helispot and~ started";line·~ construction west. 
Pulled off fire at/~~~o. First/~;eight) j~timoer.;s arrived on fire 

..... ,, . "' , _ ...... ., _,,,,,_ .... ~ .... :'4'1- ... ; 

in evening (indire~t?t! Two slurry drops c~~.z::~ng day. Estimated 
size 20-30. acres. :i::Z{£f~~~.iz:ig,.,P.~~~~1:1-r,i_n9.~s1hs. period. ~umpers 
to widen line. Fire .. ' r.t2_ileg,·-0~ve;rr fi!=l.ispgt. ..:and line that night . 

.. ,~::: .. ·;·~~-::··f .. ~.... . . .. :-.. _,, .... " .. ~~..;:;:~~.;.;;:....,;r 
7/6/94 J-1.a~i.:S ..... ,,,~~=.·····~:\-'-.~~-

Eleven/people--hiked in higher up drainage. Two groups. 
Blanco Hges'f .Abbot tied in with jumpers and met them at helispot 
2. Don·Mad\:ey: Butch and Mackey discussed strategy. Handline up 
ridge. From helispot 2 toward helispot 1. Indirect. Jumpers 
had burned out starting. at ,hel.ispot 2 _to helispot 1. Just 

;.. f'r I C .)/• '• '..,:; _ -:,w::;:: ) 

I have read the foregoing :statement consisting of J.a. pages. I fully understand this statement and declare that the foregoing is true, 
accurate. and C'omplete to the best of my knowledge. I have signed or initialed each and every page and have been given an opportunity to 
make any corrections or additions. ...... 

I made this statement freely and voluntarily, without threats or rewards. or promises of reward having been made to me in return 
for iL 

SIGNATUR: OF PERSON GIVING STATEMENT 

17. OFFICER'SSIGNATURE 

~~ 

16. DATE/TIME ENDED 

7/8/94 

18. WITNESS" SIGNATURE (II Applicable) 



Paqe ..z._ of _x_ 
1. CASE NUMBER 

USDA 
Forest Service 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last. First. Middle) 

STATEMENT 
(Reference FSH 5309.11} 

4. SOCIAL SEC. NO. 5. DOB 6. SEX 

7. HOME ADDRESS (Sl. City, State, ZIP Code) 8. DRIVER·s LJC. NO. 9. PHONE (HJ (Area Code) 

10. EMPLOYMENT (Occupation and Location! 11. PHONE (W) (Area CoaeJ 

12. LOCATION STATEMENT TAKEN 13. NAME OF CF::ICERTAKING SiATEMENT 14. DATEiT!ME. STARTED 

15. STATEMENT 

conserved the litter. Planned to put P:?:ine,rille some build:.ng 
line on east, others .. ,~,.._west. Flare~t;o.::;::.along the line. Either ... -·- ~-- ~~~"' ..... .- -""·· " 
the blackline or the:>f.ife::;Jiac..::i].i:nped::;."tne· ).:·ine. Started a burnout 
operation at 1200 J.§' ge~~1:~¢""'pf~~~nc,l.~. --t%:?inon flared up and a 
tree on the otherJ.fid~ ... ~~J.t:'h~_. lpf:r'::tdf.F,£tlid·J~Got a couple bucket 
drops on tree and "~~~l't' line ~Siund tree;,, ,:.·:·;CBL."f + seven jumpers.) 

Did more work closer ~t..c b.e.:J.is:Oat 1 to-• ..w.id.en line to hold fire on 
•• ·). .,.. ~·.""' •• •• :- ..:.·~·-.-':'.' ,""'\~¥· ...... - ..... ,: .. ;.j 

west side of ridge.'~4. O~)c b~::s:I.!.::!t.:~=1~ .. :\feet ;~~ll ~n places. 
Average 5 feet. Typa..ca~ 6;: 1.:fe.~.1;.>.ac:i:9:ss r::l:,C.geline. 

Eight more junip'ers1 carii.eJ.1'5~a.t: llOo.:..iloi:~h of helispot 2. 
Fire still creepin¥/ ari~ sm9,{?.i~~~c[; r;..Gof)a ~~.eather forecast over 
the radio from disp-a tcn~..:'.'Pti.J.le'<;i up :No-AA· .~"'radio. on work 
channels: Grand Jt.ri)'.Ctlon gave_ -~-:~w:x foreca·~t~~:'-.t.alked about a cold 

., ·1 ·~·-· t _..,,,,.. .. _,,,.... .. _ • ;:-, ... 

front, exoect snow.: at.; 11, 000-12, 000 feet,-~wi'Iids 5-10/11-13 
qusti;ig t;, 20-25 mpJt~:lt~R ~;zy~~ ~~aa~~g>~:nd increasing. . 

Blanco--no wx~~~f.;';.-..~~PL~r~;f\f~~Jl.t_.~through people Wl. th 
radio to make sure ~hey)UP9'.E7r.5.\<;()~:~:~rti::Lli.ea'rd the WX. Probably 
heard just because 1 t came over~:-·· 

• Half Prineville crew delivered to helispot 2. Went 
down the west slope. 

• Jumpers below the two BU1 crew people working just 
below the intersec~ion. 

• Jumpers down west flank. 

1 have read the foregoing statement consisting of __ pages. I fully understand this statement and declare that the foregoing is true, 
accurate, and c·omplete to the best of my knowledge. I have signed or initialed each and every page and have been given an opportunity to 
i:ia~e any corrections or additions. 

I made this statement freely and voluntarily, without threats or rewards. or promises of reward having been made to me in return 
ror ll 

16. DATE/TIME. ENDED 

SIGNATURE OF PERSON GIVING STATEMENT 

17. OFFICER'S SIGNATURE 18. WITNESS' SIGNATURE(// Applicable} 

4f H 



USDA 
Forest Service 

2. NA TIJRE OF INVESTIGATION 

3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last. First. Middle) 

.......... 
7. HOME ADDRESS (SL. City, Slate. ZIP Code} 

10. EMPLOYMENT (Occupation and Location) 

STATEMENT 
(Reference FSH 5309.11J 

4. SOCIAL SEC. NO. 

a. DRIVER'S LJC. NO. 

12. LOCATION STATEMENT TAKEN 13. NAME OF OFFICER TAKING STATEMENT 

15. STATEMENT 

• Lunch at X • 
• Bryan 

Page ...J...._ of~ 

1. CASE NUMBER 

5. DOB 6. SEX 

9. PHONE (HJ (Area Code) 

11. PHONE (W) (Area Code) 

14. DATE/TIME STARTED 

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of __ pages. I fully understand this statement and declare that the foregoing is true, 
accurate. and c·omplete to the best of my knowledge. I have signed or initialed each and every page and have been given an opportunity to 
make any corrections or additions. 

... _ .. 
I made this statement freely and voluntarily. without threats or rewards, or promises of reward having been made to me in return 

foril 

16. DATE/TIME ENDED 

SIGNATIJR!:OF PERSON GIVING STATEMENT 

17. OFFICER'S SIGNATURE 18. WITNESS' SIGNATURE (If Applicable) 

FS.5300-11 (41151 



USDA 
Forest Service 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

STATEMENT 
(Reference FSH 5J09.11) 

3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last. First, Middle) 4. SOCIAL SEC. NO. 

7. HOME ADDRESS (SL. Cily, Slate. ZIP Code) 8. DRIVER'S LJC. NO. 

10. EMPLOYMENT (Occ1.1pation and Location/ 

12. LOCATION STATEMENT TAKEN 13. NAME OF OFFICE::! TAKING STATEMENT 

15. STATEMENT 

/(/ 
Pa9e --4__ of-~ 

1. CASE NUMBER 

5. DOB 6. SEX 

9. PHONE (HJ (Area Code) 

11. PHONE (WJ (Area Code! 

1 4. DA TE/TIME STARTED 

1527 hrs. Took break (Derek and Eric)\ Bryan:~winds 
getting squir:-elly, ~~2:~S; .. L~-- got d~~C:::~Xr::·.:·.~.~t- the hots.hots and the 
jumpers at bottom pu+.,f.l.ng·:.-c:>t.it~.:.·:=J\ept;::cutting line. Told them to 
bug out. Sudcen ip§rea.~.e -irr··?inct:'f]:om. we".s~.~ Line on ridge 
kicked up. A~ke<?-&fo~o.p.·s...)(R~~i-st3ni;:1~CQt~~e):: groups also asking 
for drops, buildirig\up-(Mackeyb (Got soaked 100 feet from 
bucket drops.) ~t~. ~~ ~~ ~~;~;.:~ .:-:::~,,~ =-~f 

Fire exploded./~ ca_i11s::cq*1e;~;·over~-'.radio_l Same time Mackey is 
requesting buckets .{P~9_f.ab:~Y-:_PRI~~.d :··o.µ-;:J... ':\ 

Later, 1600 aoproX\J.matel1:·;;'~:,~~~ited::_:!;oi~:§ee crew come out. 
Derek waited at: tr,~¢ t~<?lse:~_~'Pif!i~~-~+Je ?..#d-:Jumpers come out. 
Hectic radio traffi.:C on .'.V:{O-rX:- channel:~·;- Fi.re ·:picking up at the 
bottom. Jumped the~raws to_ .. ~h~.,f?ther side·> .. Derek and Brad 

--J ... t - - • .J ••. -:"I - i • 

water the fire crosS-~~raw and come back up-:to flank the line. 
"Get the hell out;;:_.d·a.n·~.~~ c~~~- .}I~ .... tl:i~ •. .ra~·~d'..-;i:: / 

Last radio triffTc~ '.; ,, =-.:: ; ; i. • ~·"" .... ·'. : • • :. .. ·_. ::.. 
~- ··,·-· ~ .. ~ ..:;,..., -.: : -i..:--; ;;.; -~: ._; ·:: . .-:·_ .... ".: . .-·.~· 

• Butch get oiit:;-:7cjqc~P-. to·=-tfl-e--h-elispot. Asked which 
helispot? ·· · ·. ; ··· 

• Make sure which one to Michelle. 
• Got word to go up the hill to helispot 1. 
Hot back. Running up hill to where the widened canopy line 

quit. Could see fire coming from west towards the line. 
Realized could not reach helispot 1 because of fire and 

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of __ pages. I fully understand this statement and declare that the foregoing is true, 
accurate, and c·omplete to the best of my knowledge. I have signed or initialed each and every page and have been given an opportunity to 
ma~e any corrections or additions. 

I made this statement freely and voluntarily, without threats or rewards, or promises of reward having been made to me in return 
for it. 

16. DA TE/TIME ENDED 

SIGNATUR!: OF PERSON GIVING STATEMENT 

17. OFFICER'S SIGNATURE 18. WITNESS' SIGNATURE (If Appficable) 

4f €' 
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Page -5,_ of ...:!'.:!:.. 

1. CASE NUMBER 

USDA 
Forest Service 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last, First, Miccfe/ 

STATEMENT 
(Reference FSH 5309.11} 

4. SOCIAL SEC. NO. 5. 008 6. SEX 

7. HOME ADDRESS (St~ City, State, ZIP Code} 8. DRIVER'S LIC. NO. 9. PHONE (H) (Area Code} 

10. EMPLOYMENT (Occupation and Location) 111. PHONE (W) (Area Code1 

12. LOCATION STATEMENT TAKEN 13. NAME OF OFFlCERTAKING STATEMENT 114. DATmlME STARTED 

15. STATEMENT 

exhaustion. {Michelle and three Fores~ Service and Prineville 
(surviving scr..;.ad)) ... 'I'~Q.J1elitack peopl_e:~~ere not with them (were 
at helispot). Miche:J;-fe'·"anct:::Pr:,inevfrre··-5il:d reverse order. Byers 
and Christianson w~fe clJ~ser-~'"t:o='=I?.~sppt f~;· Turned around too 
because of fire a~ib~~~es·!. ~··At:Ydu.f.15~-0 '.ful.nutes saw two bucket 

-;,::~ ~"#'': ,,J -:,"' .1·; •.• ·_1111; ·'~·;J • • 

drops. All ran pa~:t~ ~ye"llow P<;~k.s, red pac_k!3 and tied into 
heli tack. Overtoole?n.~9- ~: f~~.fe:. and~.·}:-A~. fj;re was following red 
packs. Sonny helpi~~ ·p~op:le ,P~.s.t.: .:$;:-.ar't~d off the ridge past 
helispot 2 at steep:.~JSB?.f. ;_~P~~~-~(i.;·?cinnY:., :R~d packs c::i tical 

t Sonny back up ""'o·o ... · --~. · · · • -- · · spa . . . .. '-.---1 • ?:; .-~?:.':(:...';_} 'r -:--.. .;.·~~ ·,:.~. . 
Dropped into cany9I).. ~ .. g~n:r.1?Y~Z::S/ Sara,· Eric, Derek went into 

canyon. Helitack -W:anted:~_to ~b.iri:' the ridge .. ·'And Tyler and Eob 
wanted to run the ):@<;e. Todd :and Butch :B;Lanc.o al.most at road. 

Spotting lOO:~n o.fj yards ahead .. of fire;;.: '~J 
2-3 minutes/f.:..rcn::.....:u~e__ , ... ,.,: 0.·< :/ 

• ";. • • * I .' ! : ~ - ·- ""'\...,, ~ :" • •·: . 

Waited at tree,,-:t:c- see· the· crew· .. ~\·Saw, the crew (brown X). 
Rounded the corner. ·~;,w·ere:~.i~o:..J·eet·:~'¢io~'-·tree. Kevin came up to 
the tree. Got out a camera. ·Take a picture. Closed pack. 
Heard a roar. Roared up the ridge. Could see 10 people. Stowed 
camera. Guy with dark hair and beard said deploy. Brad turned 
and ran. Dolmars swollen. Chose to run. Bailed over ridge. 2-
3 seconds after over ridgeline. Roared over with 200-300 foot 
flame length. Ran into Kevin and Eric (injured). Ran. and fell 
200-300 yards over side. Wrapped Eric, put water on him. Hooked 

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of __ pages. I fully understand this statement and declare that the foregoing is true, 
accurate, and c·omplete to the best of my knowiedi;e. I have signed or initialed each and every page and have been given an opportunity to 
ma~e any corrections or additions. 

I mace this statement freely and voluntarily, without threats or rewards, or promises of reward having been made to me in return 
for it. 

15. DATE/TIME ENDED 

SIGNATUP.!:'. OF PERSON GIVING STATEMENT 

17. OFFICER'S SIGNATURE 18. WITNESS' SIGNATURE (II Applicable) 

t:• .............. , ....... 

€tif'·1 



Page _s,_ ot _-:fl!!' 
1. CASE NUMBER 

USDA 
Forest Service 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last, Fitst. Middle) 

STATEMENT 
(Refetence FSH 5309.11 J 

4. SOCIAL SEC. NO. 5. DOB 6. SEX 

7. HOME ADDRESS (St~ City, State. ZIP Co<:Jel 8. DRIVER'S UC. NO. 9. PHONE (HJ (Atea Code) 

10. EMPLOYMENT (Occupat1on anct Location) 11. PHONE (WJ (Atea Code/ 

12. LOCATION STATEMENT TAKEN 13. NAME OF OFFICER TAKING S7ATEMENT 14. DATE/TIME STARTED 

15. STATEMENT 

up with Blanco at bot~om of-drainage. 3 o~ 4 people who Eric+ 
Kevin. . ·;~-:_~, ::-:····-: ··-·- . ·:-:::o·~ :.?::··.· _:;::,. 

..... ., .. · ... ; .. : .. ·:· -
• • .;":·/' ...... -r..,~ ::· :"""-:.· ... _ 1.~ ~ 

Communications ::«.;; -~"' ·:; :::' .. ;::) ~ ,._) ,=::{:!"-:.): -...... -,~\ 
• BL"! Dis·~~i~.fi~ri'g raqio (Brad.l,_~:..'T9_qa, Michelle, Jim) 
• BLM work~~\-~ C?~. "" :·.-/ 
• Smokej umo·e\r ;-worx·? :~·;.::.-:~~ ;'):::.~ -'~j 
• Jumpers-:..M,}~JSey :~ad:_~'.~.i~~<;l' &i~~~ ·pf~gram. .Heated (maybe) . 

At bottom, '.chec'kip_cj:~·:$~a'rted;i~-, ··::;\ 
. l '·"'~-J ·- ~···'*""_ ....... ·, ... -~ .• .. . 

• Grand Junction USFs·:.'J;k,;Lan-:;-fi~s't"-out--went to District 
off ice, _g:ot ·ainbulan.ce~-~-ti.adio-:~tra'ffic--run run run go 

go go .~.{(~ . .... _, .. ~~~': . . -· . '~g Si 
This event happen.est very quicklY: .. -· ·?a:d .. '.!:alked about escape 

routes informally: -:'".Qne,· n,i.iriut:e watching, .. ·d±scussing potential, 
next minute, blowup".':· :::nJ.sC:t1ss~d 'es'ca:p_e·~:t.autes all day. 

Around 1200. Reafized ·that ... tirey-~ere understaffed. 
Expected to be lifted-out, thought would and be reinforced. 
Coyote it. Surprised even kept jumpers. 

Butch on phone Tuesday night, asking for resources. Plan 
cut indirect, burn out next day. 

Colorado State Patrol at highway--was there when Brad go to 
highway. One officer/older car. 

1 have read the foregoing statement consisting of __ pages. I fully understand this statement and declare that the foregoing is true, 
accurate. and c·omplete to the best of my knowledge. I have signed or initialed each and every page and have been given an opportunity to 
ma~e any corrections or additions. ' 

I made this statement freely and voluntarily, without threats or rewards, or promises of reward having been made to me in return 
for it. 

16. DATE/TIME ENDED 

SIGNATURE OF PERSON GIVING STATEMENT 

17. OFFICER'S SIGNATURE 18. WITNESS' SIGNATURE (If Applicable) 

Htih' 



USDA 
Forest Service 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

STATEMENT 
(Reference FSH 5309.11 J 

3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last., First. Midcle) 4. SOClAL SEC. NO. 

7. HOME ADDRESS (SI~ Cily, Slate, ZIP Code) 8. DRIVER'S LIC. NO. 

10. EMPLOYMENT (Occupation and Location} 

12. LOCATION STATEMENT TAKEN 13. NAME OF OFi=ICER TAKING STATEMENT 

15. STATEMENT 

Best plan formulated wi~h resources available. 

/(./ 
Page-1.._of~ 

1. CASE NUMBER 

5. DOB 6. SEX 

9. PHONE (HJ (Area Code) 

11. PHONE (W} (Area Code/ 

14. DATE/TIME STARTED 

Neec more 

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of __ pages. I fully understand this statement and declare that the foregoing is true, 
accurate, and complete to the best of my knowledge. I have signed or initialed each and every page and have been given an opportunity to 
ma~e any corrections or additions. 

I made this statement freely and voluntarily, without threats or rewards, or promises of reward having been made to me in return 
foril 

16. DATE/TIME ENDED 

SIGNATUR: OF PERSON GIVING STATEMENT 

17. OFFICER'S SlGNATURE 18. WITNESS' SIGNATURE (If Applicable/ 

'4#8 



July 31, 1994 12:05 

TO WHOMEVER: 
This statement is being made to hopefully correct some of the confusion 

caused by the joint statement which was given on 07-08-94 by the crew of E-651, 
myself, and Mike Hayes. I have also enclosed the supplemental statement which I 
prepared on 07-14-94 giving a more detailed account of what happened from 15:27 
on 07-06-94 to approx 19:00 on the same date. I have not included much of what 
happened after we were removed from the fire and taken to G.W.S. as I didn't feel 
that had much bearing on what occured. If you have questions for me you can reach 
me by phone at 303-244-3100. Thank you for the opertunity to be a part of this 
investigation. Would it be possible to obtain a copy of the photo taken by 
Kevin Ericson as I have developed a unique kinship to those who perished while I 
was allowed to live. Thankyou again. 

Respectfully, 

Brai[lug 



SOUTH CANYON FIRE #V-891 07-31-34 11:25 

Per my conversation with John Graber on 07-27-94 I am re-writing my statement as 
the copy which was sent to me is somewhat confusing and is not my s~atement alone. 
I am enclosing the additional statement which I authored on 07-14-9~ as a 
supplement to the statement taken on 07-08-94 with Roy, Sue, and Paul. 

07-04-94 16:00 E-675 (Blanco & Haugh) were on the Copper Spur fire and were called 
off to respond to a fire near Glenwood. Enroute we contacted Sam Schroder of the 
Sopris Ranger district, and received an update on the fire. We sto?ped E-675 on 
I-70 between the South Canyon Exit and the Canyon Creek Exit and tied in with 
Schroder who was hiking back to our location as the route he had chosen was to steep 
to be effective. We all pulled back to the Canyon Creek Exit and me~ up with 
M. Ryerson's crew of 6. The decision was made to move to the South Canyon Exit for 
another size up and discussion. At approx. 19:30 the plan was to release the 
Sopris Engine and E-675 and Ryerson would return to the B.L.M. Office in Glenwood 
to prepare for an early morning asault from the South Canyon Exit, #"'ith the 
understanding that Sopris Engine and crew of three would also join ~s. We 
re-tooled and loaded supplies knowing that we would be hiking out on the evening of 
07-05-94. Blanco spent the evening on the phone trying to round up ~ore resourses 
to aid in suppression. Sometime during the night the Sopris Engine ~as taken away 
from us. 

07-05-94 06:00 We drove to the sight and began our hike into the fi=e, Blanco went 
ahead scouting and flagging the way in. All crew members were heavily loaded with 
extra fuel, water, ect. About 10:00 we made it to the North side of the fire, took 
a short break and began building a helispot in hopes that if one would become 
available we would be ready to take advantage of it. The Stihl saw from E-675 broke 
down with a drive-sprocket malfunction(it broke), leaving us with one operational 
saw. The spot was built, we broke for lunch. The fire was creeping downslope and 
occasionally torching as it reached ladder fuels. After lunch we began construcing 
a direct handline down the N-W. flank towards the Canyon Creek Estates with the 
understanding that we would work down and out to the Highway. Blanco plus three 
built handline while the remaining three cleared out the canopy. By approx. 17:30 
we were 400' downslope and were beginning our hike out, which was delayed by the 
arrival of the first load of jumpers. The gameplan was passed on t~e the lead 
jumper and we finished our hike out. At the bottom we met up with 3yers and Hayes 
of the G.W.S.R.A. and Engine 651 from Canyon City B.L.M. We all ret~rned to G.W.S. 
to prepare for the next days asault with the idea that we would stay on the fire 
from 07-06-94 untill it was out. It was beleived that a helicopter would be made 
available to us sometime during the day. All gear was loaded and "Jane" was 
given the job of driving gear to the heli-base when it was set up as she had injured 
her foot on 07-05-94. 

07-06-94 06:00 We drove to tqe sight and began the hike with Blanco, Hayes, and 
Abbott going in first to scout a new route and tie-in with the jumpers on scene. We 
learned that sometime during the night the fire had made a run and breeched our 
line built on 07-05-94. At approx. 09:30 we arrived at the area which would become 
H-2, rested up, and were briefed by Blanco on our new plan, which He and Don Mackey 
had devised. While there I dialed up the weather channel on my King Radio, and 
listedned to the forecast. We all began widening the line, sawing and swamping. 
The Jumpers requested that we all bump up to an area that was being ?Ushed by the 
fire which they wanted to secure with a burnout operation. While working on that 
a tree spotted across the line and was quickly extinguished with saws, water drops, 
and handtools, the area was lined and we were given new assignments. My swamper 
Derrick Brixey and myself were instructed to saw and swamp down the line that was 
being worked on by jumpers and shots, which we did. Sometime during the morning 
another load of jumpers, and the shots arrived on our fire. At approx. 14:00 
Brixey and I took lunch for 15 mins. (see page two for a continuation) 

LVll' 



Soubh Canyon Fire 
Haugh, Brad 

page 8 Of 8 

This statement is being prepared by Brad Haugh as a supplement to the statement 
given 7-8-94, to the team investigating the Canyon Creek Incident which occured 
7-6-94. This statement is focusing on the period of time between 15:27 and 19:00.rt"-nun,tx:-<r 
At 15: 27 myself, and Derrick Brixey were working the handline which led from the ol-11- q 'f 
ridgetop down the northwest flank of the fire. After taking a short break we a~ ~le 
continued widening the line by sawing and swamping. Within just a .few minutes i- t1 ·,,,; :" 

the fire breeched the line on the top of the fire and the helicopter was sent to do { · f · 
bucket work. Shortly thereafter, the fire breeched the line near the bottom of the Ci h! ,.. ;,c_ _ 

fire. I did not witness these events but heard them over the radio. The lower S · r-rni· 
breech may have been caused by a log which had rolled over the line, as I remember 
hearing someone calling for the saw to bump back and cut up a log which had rolled. 
Mackey called for some bucket work on his section of the fire, but the helicopter 
was now involved in ferrying gear to the top. The pilot asked Mackey if he could 
wait a few minutes and he said yes. Within a very few minutes the order was given 
by Blanco to move up to the safe zones, when asked which one he replied the old one 
which has since become H-1. From my vantage point under "the tree" I noticed that 
the fire had spotted over the drainage W.N.W. of my location. I reported that to 
Blanco he replied get out and don't tie up the channel, I replied that I would start 
up and out when I had a visual on the crew. At this point I sent Brixey to the top 
of the ridge with the chain saw. Kevin Ericson made it to my location and we 
chatted for about 45 seconds, he ask me to get his camera out of his pack because 
that was his brother-in-law down there and his family would never believe this. I 
had the entire crew in sight at this time. It appeared to me that the crew was un-
aware of what was behind them as they were walking at what I considered a slow pace, 
tools still in hand, packs in place, and the sawyer still was shouldering his saw, 
the crew was still spaced about 5' apart. I shouted down uHey kids let!s pick up 
the pace and get the Hell out of here." There was a slight ridge behind the crew 
which obscured our view of the bottom of the fire. The crew was walking through 
Gamble Oak approx. 7' tall. As best as I can re-collect the fire roared behind the 
ridge, and that was the first indication of how bad it had gotten. Jumper Thrash 
made it to our location at the tree and said should we deploy? I replied no we have 
to make it over the ridge. The fire storm literally exploded behind the ridge with 
approx. 100' flame height. At this point I decided I had to run. I can't recall 
if anyone was ahead of me or not, nor can I recall what the crew's reaction was to 
the blow-up. As I neared the crest of the ridge the heat was intense. I topped out 
and headed d?.'f! the other side about 150' when I turned around a wall of flame 150' 
tall and ~"Cide was on the ridge-top and starting to roll down the East side of the 
ridge. I ran aprox. another 150' when I litterally ran into Kevin Ericson. I am 
not sure if we spoke or not but, at the same time Eric Hipkey emerged from the brush 
with his hands badly burnt. Sensing real danger we opted to go lower on the ridge 
before we stopped to dress Eric's wounds. Using T-shirts, towells, and bandanas 
we wrapped Hipkey's hands and hurried him down the ridge to the drainage at the 
bottom. We hooked up with other survivors and hiked out to the interstate. In 
retrospect I cannot remember if Ericson's pack was still on his back. If his 
camera survived it will show that the crew did not know how grave of danger they 
were in. Despite what the photo may or may not show, I know in my heart that the 
12 persons who died in that part of the fire were unaware of what was happening and 
did not have a chance to flee in time. 

14:30 
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USDA 
Forest Service 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

South Can on Fire 

STATEMENT-· 
(Reference FSH 5309. 11) 

3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last, First, Middle} 4. SOCIAL SEC. NO. 

Heffner Paul 
7. HOME ADDRESS (St., City, State, ZIP Code} 

10. EMPLOYMENT (Occupation and Location) 

12. LOCATI N STATEMENT TAKEN 
Hilton Hotel 
Grand Junction, CO 

15. STATEMENT 

8. DRIVER'S UC. NO. 

Les Rosenkrance 

Page _l__ of -L 
1. CASE NUMBER 

5. 008 6. SEX 

9. PHONE (H) (Area Code} 

11. PHONE (WJ (Area Code) 

14. DATE/TIME STARTED 

7/10/94 1900 

West Slope Center works under the direction of the State Office 
Fire Management Officer. Provides support for BLM, NPS, FS 
and State Lands. Has some multi agency funding, bu t is 
prim~rily. funded 9·Y:.:';!J~~::., ... Sl,~~t~·:·~:f~~·~~ employees. 
FTE 1s ma) or const:ra1nt··-.fo:i:;-:,hx·.rih9' ad~ate personnel. 

Staff consists of 
Coordin§ttor 
filled with 

1(, .. .'"..; :: ; : ; ; . -~~ ~· F ~~:' f;; _..... .,~~ • . 
3 ~~~e~·-pos~:~1<;>1l~·:\·i .~·~;tn~r, Log7s~1cs 

and .. Tra'in1ng S...1.:u~c1al 1st. -~. f)iher pos1 t1ons are 
seas·o:~·a,:L. :~:~e~_!of.~. A":.f';~~Tfl~r 

. ,..,~ ,_' •J. • W ,., "J' 

West Sl~e does set pri~~.;i~ie$; ~h~~~:\.he·;~~•;.?r~~mul ti.ple requests based 
L.1Ft s?b-Jon "val 1;1es at :i.slt' ._~nd ;·.f i~~-~'.)~P.:~ent'f~l ~;s expressed by the 

(JIY- requesting office- :"· ·· •·.p~...:,.•·:._, .• , .-~ lt·'· 

· . ';}L ... ,/: ·::::;~·1>,1 ~i.;N·i' :· ~rti ~\ 
Prior to Wake fire there we're som~( reso'ur(.;eS:·~at?.~ilable at West Slope 

Center. But Wa;'l<!~:~.~ire bec .. cidii,,''the pri~~-
\~."~ .~~· ._,._. ~~~·· f~ .. \·~~~·' ~~~w 

7 /4 Paul indicated tl.ta~":if~ ,~~~Tf ~J~\)Ci·i.~fussion and Pete told him 
he really needed "',i::"<?'/.~~t::~~.fu ,...,.,. ~~:$.lie South Canyon fire. 
West Slope then orde'red.Hmf..i~~:?;;e·s«';'tttces. niv 

,,. ,.i 11'1ft I. fh'Tlk' If' ,,,, 
West Slope has no responsibility for~fire operations. Only getting 

the resources that are requested by the Districts. 

I have read the foregoing statement consisting pages. I fully understand this statement and declare that the foregoing is true, 
accurate, and com lete to the best of my knowledge. I have signed or initialed each and every page and have been given an opportunity to 
make any corre ons or additions. 

for it. 
t freely and voluntarily, without threats or rewards. or promises of reward having been made to me in return 

RE OF PERSON GIVING STATEMENT 

16. DATE/TIME ENDED 

7/10/94 2030 

ATURE (If Applicable) 

FS.5300-1 e (4185) 



Page_!__ of _2_ 

1. CASE NUMBER 

USDA 
Forest Service 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

South Canyon Fire 
3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last, First, Middle} 

Hipki:, Eric 

STATEMENT 
(Reference FSH 5309.11) 

4. SOCIAL SEC. NO. 5. DOB 6. SEX 

7. HOME ADDRESS (St., City, State, ZIP Code) 8. DRIVER'S UC. NO. 9. PHONE (HJ (Area Code) 

10. EMPLOYMENT (Occupation and Location) 11. PHONE (W} (Area Code) 

Smoke Jum er, USDA FS, NCSB, Winthro , WA 
12. LOCATION STATEMENT TAKEN 13. NAME OF OFFICER TAKING STATEMENT 

Mike Clarkson, Paul Werth, 
14. DATE/TIME STARTED 

Hospital 
Glenwood 

15. STATEMENT 
7/9/94 

Not REAL spooky. Scouted it well from air. Jumped morning of 
tragedy. Fire was creeping around. Built about ~ mile of line. 

, . -i!.\l\\\.e. \\o.\4\l>t.:S . 
1400 ate lunch w/R-1 jumpe~-s?:~'d. then 2~t.' -b"El:'ck 1445 to check.- line 
for rollinge~,.: ~V\~"~~;~-. ."~P1t~c;b IV\ problell"\J'll"c-c-.S. 

Noticed ~lare up in 1.. :;a:~:f11'cfo~,i,i"~'"""'~afb:~~·o~W~anyon below lunch 
spot. Figured best th"·· g to do was:;; to move a:Lqng line toward H-2. 

1615 

~~~~\ \~~ ~.j-_-~J ./11:::~ ,_)(~~¥-:~ --~-~ 
Within a minute or two i;pt:~sD~.y .aµ~I:l,~s<a:-nd tl'ley notice it had crossed 
canyon. Picked up paceci';tcr.1:~ast h£'ke0 - k'ep't. eqe,ipment. When they 
got to last steep pitch]Tngsh:;~ii;i:d-; ~"'.shelt~.E'.·':~ Thrash, ')tl(oth, 
Hipke, Prineville IHC7 r-;~ck:!!f is Qllf~~.r;.;:_:W/~:r'hrash. l:eading. No doubt in 
Eric's mind sheltering.:'1ras·O:it&,t:;: good1 ide~~~":'":.WentiParound Roth & Thrash 
& kic~~A.-!S- !~u~~. }'ft:1.~t ·r w~y -~~the last-~;pi~tch saw Ericks~n & . 

~augh~~efo~ks t~ qi;op equipt ..:. Rest were;:-~0-30 yards behind him. 
~1qiunning & trying to ge-f_ difft~J;,!-:r out & us.~.,.i.t:~of! shield & a blast 

of hot air knocked him;'-'t_o<:ifLeF§r-o.urtd' .. \ ;J.>ri<in !. t''_ :n_ave gloves on -
Had hat on backward which_J~>.-ii:~~·c~~:~:Hf'ine'<.:.:il.~kc~i!rdn Thinks blast 
went OV;t~;;,· '";::~-~4ofo~~f-·- t~.st11~~k-podc f'ro~c-kJ \,<>Ck. 

He was"•NTop! Got back up", dumped pac..,.. ~ill he felt st:Ee •. tt __ 
• ..,_Ml• (IO·.v ~""!! n-.:.-•~!ilof ,,_.,, {.$llo~-

J oi ned Erickson & Haugh. They wrapped han s itn - nirta ~ soaKe s~s 
w/H20. We down u which} eJliter-n.e( 
~. They were first down gully & were always ahead. ,,.PP.or'-Gtl/ 

1!'>"\ + \1611~ ly i-\..e i°"'.:\t'"t.,..'S'f c;:&...:01CC'i 6.H- 1.I- -~ cf~~r o{l ~hi-"1 CUl.d. :hcstJJ: krf n..e. 
c:tP \C kes+ --r ou ~, .,.1rov111d ), 

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of_2_ pages. I fully understand this statement and declare that the foregoing Is true, 
accurate, and c·omplete to the best of my knowledge. I have signed or initialed each and every page and have been given an opportunity to 
make any corrections or additions. 

I made this statement freely and voluntarily, without threats or rewards, or promises of reward having been made to me in return 
for it. 

16. DATE/TIME ENDED 

SIGNATUROFPERSON GIVING STATEMENT 7/9/94 1720 

17.0F~A~ 



USDA 
Forest Service 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

South Can on Fire 
3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last, First, Middle) 

Hip~e, Eric 
7. HOME ADDRESS (St., City, State. ZIP Code) 

10. EMPLOYMENT (Occupation and Location) 

STATEMENT 
(Reference FSH 5309.11) 

4. SOCIAL SEC. NO. 

8. DRIVER'S LIC. NO. 

Page -2.._ of ---2.. 
1. CASE NUMBER 

5. DOB 

/ 
/ 

6. SEX 

9. PHONE (H) (Area Code) 

11. PHONE (W) (Area Code) 

12. LOCATION STATEMENT TAKEN 13. NAME OF OFFICER TAKING STATEMENT 14. DATE/TIME STARTED 

15. STATEMENT 

I 6 g'}_ 

~ 

• 

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of~ pages. I fully understand this statement and declare that the foregoing is true, 
accurate, and c'omplete to the best of my knowledge. I have signed or initialed each and every page and have been given an opportunity to 
make any corrections or additions. 

I made this statement freely and voluntarily, without threats or rewards, or promises of reward having been made to me in return 
for it. 

'6 - r -er 16. DATE/TIME ENDED 

18. WITNESS' SIGNATURE (If Applicable) 

FS-5300-18 (4/85) 

hti#M 



USDA 
Forest Service 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

South Canyon Fire 

STATEMENT 
(Reference FSH 5309.11) 

3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last. First, Middle} 4. SOCIAL SEC. NO. 

Little, Steve 
7. HOME ADDRESS (St .. City, State, ZIP Code} 8. DRIVER'S UC. NO. 

10. EMPLOYMENT (Occupation and Location) 

Firefighter, USDA, FS, Savannah Riv. Forest Sta.-
12. LOCATION STATEMENT TAKEN 13. NAME OF OFFICER TAKING STATEMENT 

*By Tele hone John H. Gr 
15. STATEMENT 

Page_l_ of _5..._ 

1. CASE NUMBER 

5. DOB 6. SEX 

9. PHONE (H) (Area Code) 

11. PHONE (W) (Area Code) 

14. DATE/TIME STARTED 

* John Graber called from the Hilton Hotel in Grand Junction, CO and 
spoke with Steve Little at the Savannah River Forest Station in 
New Ellenton, SC. 

Experience: 4 years as , f,d1:1-~um~,. ..f,iref:Jgh~r .. 
.. .-· . ''.::· .. : ~:.·".:-:;=·.-''.~.'-, ~-· · ... :~~ ;~ 

7 I 6 / 9 4 ;-(!t - •• -."\ ~:;f i:.. ~) .! ;: .. ~~ \ ·! ~- /"'iJ., :: •. ~}, 
.·.·:·\.~ :·.,. 1 ; j '.).. ,...:-. "' ,"": .(~; ... ..,:"It £-.q 

Via helicopter, flew f;rpm .. 'Grand J~tjction co;··t;~ canyon Creek Estates 
helibase. Dick Good was p'.i.ilo:tf·:.aan~·;~1'l:ober,-t;.;.;:..~,raW,hing and Rich Tyler, 
who were fellow member~._;of)Jthe.I hEi~1$~:<t_ck{:;~re-\V ,;Jwere also passengers. 
H 1 . t 9 3R :. ·; f,ij t~ -·:~t·:.~·,, · -.·:, ..... f.il e icop er was . .-. . : f·. f: ~·.·r•-:;.; . ..;-.,. ''~·~'' ·>loi 

. . ,· ~ c: ,-.;;:~~~>: ,·::-\ ··~;~·\ "·S~ 
Between 0900-1000, mad~:· reeionr)-1 ~ $°U't1.J.ght{'.;in~·~93R of fire. Fire was 
just smoldering or creepirlg~-w~A::ti·' , ;,nge1i:-~:· .. ·J:;:f'.lt~ ~~ack paint. Northwest 
side of ridge had big ·g~en -pocke:t;'(;q,f vegeta~~'iii· East, southeast, and 
south faces of ridg7 .'W .. ~;-:~ black ·si:><Yi~. Pic~.~·d,,._'. Don Mackey an~ i<.;c.\ r11t..
Butch Blanco at hel1sp.ot.;"..ij'.f and went back,,J;~·<'fi ibase. I P iii .s.J. • 

. . ·• . ,. .,..,..._ ., .. A""''- . 'l 

was along on flight, Good'{wia.'S';:'ft::i:'.itQl~; ~;!... 'l'Y . .:' d Blanco discussed 
tactics and strategy ori'--hoW, .. ~tt('·~.tt:'a~k~'.~ 1 ,~;-~~~'e., go direct or indirect. 

-• .... ;;... • -,"·•'1:.,.f:'a,.~·~·•" I 'f.f. ......... i.:"~·-
Th is discussion took place at·ct·Ma1t~l-f'b'ase. 

~~.,,.-

Going indirect, they knew they would get a good burn-out, but weren't 
sure they could hold the fire. They decided to go direct with the 
knowledge that more resources were coming. 

93R then took Mackey:, Blanco, Br-ewniftg; and Tyler back to the fire and 
landed on helispot H2. Helispot Hl wasn't being used because of too 

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of-a.- pages. I fully understand this statement and declare tha.t the foregoing is.true, 
accurate, and c·omplete to the best of my knowledge. I have signed or initialed each and every page and have been given an opportunity to 
make any corrections or additions, 

f made this statement freely and voluntarily, without threats or rewards, or promises of reward having been made to me in return 

tor it ~-

.-~c:JQ. ~ fl, <j'/ :7'-f. 16. DATE/TIME ENDED 

srGNATuR: oF PERsoN G1v1NG sTATEME r r 1118/94 121 s 
18. WITNESS' SIGNATURE (If Applicable) 

FS.5300-1814185) 

§}#€' 



USDA -
Forest Service 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

South Canyon Fire 

STATEMENT 
(Reference FSH 5309.11) 

3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last. First. Middle) I 4. SOCIAL SEC. NO. 

Little, Steve 
7. HOME ADDRESS (St., City, State. ZIP Code) 8. DRIVER'S LIC. NO. 

10. EMPLOYMENT (Occupation and Location) 

12. LOCATION STATEMENT TAKEN 13. NAME OF OFFICER TAKING STATEMENT 

15. STATEMENT 

Page_2 __ ot_S_ 

t. CASE NUMBER 

5. DOB 6. SEX 

9. PHONE (H) (Area Code) 

11. PHONE (W) (Area Code) 

14. DATE/TIME STARTED 

much slope. Helispot H2 was 200-300 yards north of helispot Hl. 

After bucket drop, 93R went immediately back to helibase and dropped
off bucket. Trip .between- fire -and helibas-e takes 5 minutes. Heard 

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of __ pages. I fully understand this statement and declare that the foregoing is true, 
accurate, and c'Omplete to the best of my knowledge. I have signed or initialed each and every page and have been given an opportunity to 
make any corrections or additions. 

16. DATE/TIME ENDED 

SIGNATURE OF PERSON Gt ING STATEMENT 

17. OFFICER'SSIGNATURE 18. WITNESS' SIGNATURE (II Applicable) 

FS·530C>1 I (4/85) 

4¥·' 



·USDA ·· 
Forest Service 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

South Canyon Fire 

3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last, First, Middle} 

Little, Steve 

7. HOME ADDRESS (St., City, State, ZIP Code) 

10. EMPLOYMENT (Occupation and Location} 

STATEMENT -· 
(Reference FSH 5309.11) 

4. SOCIAL SEC. NO. 

8. DRIVER'S LIC. NO. 

12. LOCATION STATEMENT TAKEN 13. NAME OF OFFICER TAKING STATEMENT 

15. STATEMENT 

Page _3_ of -5.-
1. CASE NUMBER 

S. DOB 6. SEX 

9. PHONE (HJ (Area Code} 

11. PHONE (WJ (Area Code) 

14. DATE/TIME STARTED 

radio traffic from ground ordering personnel to get out. This was first 
indication of blowup. 93R went back to fire solo. 

Duri ~g blowup, asked IC -'~f;;,,.S;~;f-Jl .. c.~.'t-1:"~~-,~J?,;'~~,.J:S~),pn was nee~ed. . IC said 
the it was already taken:· care··'oL.:«:·~TS was 'l_a.st communication with 
the IC. ,;' / .,...., < <_' ~ ;, :. l,:4 ?7;;:\ , . '-i-J.?t~, 

~ ·~ . ' .• .;l ~"~ ~ ~ ,;.' ~! "'~"' .~ 1·-~ 11 "' ,_ -: ::- .;"~~~. ··~-·: .. 'J,·~-., .,.,r.: ; ·1 ·~ .J..•-- " ~. ~~ :.;;~ !~t ;Ii 

About 10 minutes afteV:~~~~-i ~ commu.x{~,i::ation ·~4{~1i}/Ic, harnessed-up with 
Dissel along with trauma, ~~ts:, 1~nd~J#.aj tegi:~~ ~}3R. Went back to fi '\"'e 

in 93R and spent 6. or ?,.;m~.~ut~~ Q~~~·> it{rf: .. Ha~\~ommuz;ications wi~h 
ground crew that fire ~l1,-1el:~e7~.i ,:,-;:~~p.tqt:~~, 11~ut didn 1 t know with who. 
From 9~R, could see 5 ()f ~;}fu~e ... ,, ~.:~.~;~rs u~cr~e and 2 dowz;s1ope on 
spur ridge. Saw an add1 t~_q'pa:t:l .~~·+;t:;.~t,.: Bort.fitwe!3:~ o~ spur ridge and 
below the 2 downslope ciepr"'r-m.e.nt·s .J ... ~ Sn~gttH~ ... ~··waSir:,sh1ney copper color 
with black over it. 011!=~ firefight,~!;(;: waved fi;<. roup of 5 or 6 
deployed shelters. "·f~:..:.. _,..;,:{;::;;..1•t;... !.-:·":. ·~ 

~-~=~ .. ~·.:..;; 6, .. ~.:$ .\~ . .,.,,_ ·~~;., ..... ' . •. ~ ~'<, -;."t ...... .~7 
Made several passes OV-!E!l;'' 4~PL.~~9· ·~~'C.~'-·'iJl.1rl:9:'!}east side of ridge. 
Went back to helibase ",.· ... :.: ,;;_,;,~~ ·l,~r. .4.\.4 "'" .. fl .. ~~""=§'" 

• . .. _,;,;:::. \j~i'?:~;i~t'.\•':~~:,:r;:;~..,W..":& ~~., 
Winslow Robertson took reconnisanc&/flight with 93R (not sure if Dissel 
was along) . 

Helibase was very busy. 

There was confusion.-on whether a..ll p-i-1-0.ts were on same t::i:eguency. .. 

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of __ pages. I fully understand this statement and declare that the foregoing is true, 
accurate, and c·omptete to the best of my knowledge. I have signed or initialed each and every page and have been given an opportunity to 
make any corrections or additions. 

I made this statement freely and voluntarily, without threats or rewards. or promises of reward having been made to me in return 
tor it. 

16. DATE/TIME ENDED 

SIGNATURE OF PERSON GIVING STATEMENT 

17. OFFICER'S SIGNATURE 18. WITNESS' SIGNATURE (If Applicable) 

4-Jii 



Page _4 __ ot __ 5_ 

1. CASE NUMBER 

·USDA 
Forest Service 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

South Can_yon Fire 
3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last, First, Middle} 

Little, Steve 

STATEMENT 
(Reference FSH 5309.11) 

4. SOCIAL SEC. NO. , 5. DOB 6. SEX 

7. HOME ADDRESS (St., City, State. ZIP Code} 8. DRIVER'S LIC. NO. 9. PHONE (HJ (Area Code) 

10. EMPLOYMENT (Occupation and Location) 11. PHONE (W} (Area Code) 

12. LOCATION STATEMENT TAKEN 13. NAME OF OFFICER TAKING STATEMENT 14. DATE/TIME STARTED 

15. STATEMENT 

Medivac from Grand Junction, CO, St. M~ry's Hospital arrived at 
helibase. About 4 minutes later, another Medivac copter arrived at 
the helibase. • 

.! •• "o-~,,~~·:·''','.;:•;:s$;;~)~:t'} .. ," 
When ~obertson returne.Q.('in ab.9ut,:.:iC1,7~i:P:.~t~s, '\~ wanted to take 
smokeJ umper' s back t?.t{\b,~) j~.:.t.~n~\:·Pe~~~I(~ tlt 
Hot shot crew, smokej~mpers, and i!ther crew~a.i:~ had different work 
rad~o frequencies, excel?ty~~or:r,ta~~{.c!s. ~~rt~'.w~it hard. to contact 
ind1 vidual crews when r~Y~fg ~o ~~~'.j, 1~:1=-~. oi\'~those accounted and not 
accounted for ,,. · ,.... l· ~ '"l'i""··-'~: ...-« . .;'4- ~~ . .· ':' :''~ ;:: 2i'.·;:~:~;:3\. ~.~.:f:~' \~~-
30 smokejumper' s were fer;~jed·".'t;,o~\f.i;~.i~;'i'ffPr ~l!far~h and resue. It took 

s or 6 loads. r~:::~~;, ··<i::~,'.·y · _,,.;.:l.iL.l..... .;: ;·~,~;L~·~:.~;/~~ 
93R flew out firefigh~e~~ who deployed fire, . .:'abe{f)ters ( 3 trips). 
The faces, and cloth~''if·~ ... ~~~,;?r,1(~.~~~- f..,i,!E1~~l"t:~'~~· .~~re covered with 
soot and ash. One f ir~.~.1.glit.~.t::-llf'l-4..1'~~~\·r.E'f.4!_~-':/i"tre shelter stuck to 
his shirt (male 6 feet tal.;l;',;;·'.}?~'9-":1b*''"'.'='~~..J,'.~ti''!f€ of these firefighters 
saved their shelters. ..,~,_ ·/;:)'~···""· 

~)·' 

At about 2030, the smokejumpers at the fire reported via radio that 
there were 6 fatalities. 

At about 2100, coroner at helibase was trying to get body bags to the 
··- S·i te. "93R Good refused saying lie- haa -enough. Sheri ff and coroner · 

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of __ pages. I fully understand this statement and declare that the foregoing is true. 
accurate, and complete to the best of my knowledge. I have signed or initialed each and every page and have been given an opportunity to 
make any corrections or additions. 

I made this statement freely and voluntarily, without threats or rewards, or promises of reward having been made to me in return 
ror it 

16. DATE/TIME ENDED 

17. OFFICER'S SIGNATURE 18. WITNESS' SIGNATURE (ff App/lcable) 

FS.5300-1 ti (4/8SI 



USDA 
Forest Service 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

South Canyon Fire 

STATEMENT -· 
(Reference FSH 5309.11) 

3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last, First, Middle) 4. SOCIAL SEC. NO. 

Little, Steve 
7. HOME ADDRESS (St., City, State, ZIP Code) 8. DRIVER'S LIC. NO. 

10. EMPLOYMENT (Occupation and Location) 

12. LOCATION STATEMENT TAKEN 13. NAME OF OFFICER TAKING STATEMENT 

15. STATEMENT 

decided to wait until the next morning. 

Page _5 __ of _.s_ 

1. CASE NUMBER 

5. DOB 6. SEX 

9. PHONE (HJ (Area Code) 

11. PHONE (W) (Area Code) 

14. DATE/TIME STARTED 

At about 2145, drove back .to motel in Glenwo.od Springs. 15 mph wind 
sock at helibase. 3/4 tQ'·:a-l:l::~;the;~".!'laY.f.','$'~fifd~l:tfJ out, throughout the 
day with winds south-sp1;:rthwes~ ;irC dJi::e~~ion .·-.~.:~Winds changed direction 

to West-northwest wh~);·~~oJ~:_<?9c~;~.?i~9t.\\/~()~· >J~ 
Dissell instructed Pat:Medina andf;·~rian Carao;l:il. to warn residents to 
get ready to evacuate irom'?C~fon:~:~tee~.:<.B'S'eatf~s after blowup occurred. 
Fire marshal visited ea.lii'l~'r t{n ~:fo.~;ab~.:t poti'~ntial evacuation 
warnings. Jannie J arreeti/yas !::'a t;.~~.f!;ijj;;;bas:a;:~~j; ~out 0900 making sure 
cubis and packs would ,get• .\r.P tp;~#~~: .~'f'.~relffl~:· 'ir~.She helped get supplies 
to the fireline notawarei ·~f an.Y:~f.Weai:ther fo".i;;iaC:a,sts. Had radio on 
work channel and heli,t«ick '{:;r:ew 'ir~«:tuena:r~:~~o.J.1:1.~1 

' . , l "'· ""' . i ,.,.1.".,, .•• ::: :.-.~~:. 
' i ~~ ..... t· ~~·;· ii:.~~]~,.._ ~" :~·"" l_:,{li..1 

Paul Heffner has rol~">'·(: .. ;film of pictures t~~~·~~of fire from helibase 
- would like it back;.,·\· ... :,~:·.,-,..... . .,~-.'!'"!.''·· .~>1 

..,:.: .: :':- ! r1r.~nr nr- ~~GR~t. .. u :·~/t~rt 
Will probably be back a'b.J~·s:t:E!.l:;A.~ .. s"i·o~~~ei.icenter on 7/24/94 on detail. 

... !. ·'-~ ~ ~~~~ ~ :"· .. ·):~~ .. ;...~:. t: .:'\ ..... ' 

Dissell has manifests. They shou{~;ve been posted in van at 
helibase or be in Dissell's manifest book. 

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of __ pages. I fully understand this statement and declare that the foregoing is true, 
accurate, and c·omplete to the best of my knowledge. I have signed or initialed each and every page and have been given an opportunity to 
make any corrections or additions. 

I made this statement freely and voluntarily, without threats or rewards, or promises of reward having been made to me in return 
for it. 

16. DATE/TIME ENDED 

17. OFFICER'S SIGNATURE 18. WITNESS' SIGNATURE (II Applicable) 

FS·5300.16 (4/85) 

r+ti-i' 



USDA 
Forest Service 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

South Can on Fire 
3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last, First, Middle) 

L.o~~.e.r 
r, Dale 

1. HOME ADDRESS (SI., City, Stale, ZIP Code) 

STATEMENT 
(Reference FSH 5309. 11) 

4. SOCIAL SEC. NO. 

Page ....l..;_ of ..-3.. 
1. CASE NUMBER 

/' 
__/ 

5. DOB 6. SEX ---
14. DATE/TIME STARTED 

15. STATEMENT • ,A. M. Lo•id 
Knew cold front was coming through. Jumped~with Cooper & Feliciano. 
Fire wasn't very active. Brush patch was concern. Saw team leader. 
He had a radio communicating with Mackey. Folks knew going downhill 
was Bad Deal - But with lJi__jumpers & IHC C~~ they could do it. Had 
helicopter look it & it .,~~7~fiil:~::a::.~tifa/~1:·}oo. Had asked for 
additional ai: supportj.tj'O fer~};iGffe~~~~~ ~rlf;~_anker av~ilable •. Couple 
T~r7h Outs prior ~o B ~;fi\~~-~f~\~~~~)ard. View of fire was 
limited. Pa tr ell i sa io1i.,J'l1cia spo ed acl"b.S·:S ._,:';";fTBot tom blew out and 
came out & up then. S . yed on .th pot l.lh.reTh.eyfa te 1 unch cause it had 
bl.Jrned earlier. OThersh'~ ~a~fb : ? lf}fOi:_~etj helicopter & crew 

.. ~ 1-: - -~-.? ·: \ ;. .. - ~. -,.. £"< -~ • 

working from bottom may:;- h~l ~ I~~-I)-Ot ~tware of any action 
from bot tom. Did not .· S'~e ;};.. wa-:i:i:t:f i4~. Hipke passed al 1 
felks on fireline. Foi:}ts '.. ar;~ . ~hig o\it,:yw~n Patrelli called. 
Fire shelters are of nP:,ius~f •. in/.;t:~: . f.!::~l\,ty_p~e!~.\Thinks there was BLM 
person IC (name startefdf with~?) Ifµprefis"."fori.'.t-fr~y'd give them what
ever they - BLM wante<:Fl~t necesSia·;·±.'"1,.y what jump~r.s ordered. 

Im12re s s i ans ;~~\~¥:1;!; i F'- ~-:;~ •\G:)~'· .·--~-i~i ,j) ~ L 

Got its energy not from re burns, ·bti'.tvf'r·c)m new area where spot occurred. 
No real weather event just torching"& then blow up. Was depending 
on wash to hold & did not anticipate going around & flanking them. 
Not sure where helicopter was. But thinks it may have been fueling. 
Willing to go back on site and review events. 
He felt whole wash was safe. 

*Phone interview also attache 

I have read the foregoing statement consisting ot _3 _pages. I fully understand this statement and declare that the foregoing is true, 
accurate, and complete to the best of my knowledge. I have signed or initialed each and every page and have been given an opportunity to 
make any corrections or additions. 

I made this statement freely and voluntarily, without threats or rewards, or promises of reward having been made to me in return 
for it 

16. DATE/TIME ENDED 

7/8/94 1033 

17.0FF~~ 
If Applicable} 

FS·5300-1 8 (4/85) 

'**i' 



South Canyon Fire 
Longnecker, Dale 

Dale ::..ong:necker 

Ti~e: ate lune~ it was 1400. 

Page 2 of 3 

7/if5/ 7tf 
/700 -

I started out that morning in Grand Junction. Rick Blanton said 
that a cold front was expected to go through that day (July 6). He 
said that it would make the small fires bigger. It was calm when we 
jumped the fire.with nice air. When we got on the ground we got 
our gear together. Archulata called Mackey to get instructions. He 
said that he wanted us to start down the west flank building direct 
1 ine. I had looked at it from the air. I could see the bottom 
finger in the drainage from the airplane. It looked sparse enough 
in the drainage that it looked like a safe area, especially when 
compared with the continuous fuels in the brush field. Don had 
gone up in the helicopter and looked at it too. I met with Mackey 
to discuss the planned action. We lo~ked it over. The line was in 
a hazardous area. We questioned whether we should be in here at 
all. We looked at the area. The winds were light at that time. 
There was not much fire activity. I figured that with 16 
smokejumpers and a hot shot crew we could hook the fire before the 
front passed. The line construction proceeded well through the 
brush patch. The line construction took a little longer than I 
expected. I remember one time when were about half way through the 
brush patch. There was some fire activity and Mackey may have 
considered pulling out from the line. He pulled a couple of saws 
back to work on the fire and used water drops to cool it down. 

:====-~~~~=~~~-=~~DKL The fuels looked sparse down lower and it had a 
southerly exposure so it was not as continuous. In the area of the 
double draws there was an obvious open area in the draw with an 
occasional tree and a lot of bare ground. I identified the lunch 
spot and the draw as a safety zone. I sat down to eat and 
finished first. I decided to scout out the spot fires out ahead. 
There were active places in the existing burn. I left the group. I 
told them it was a relatively safe area if the fire blew up. I told 
Petrelli that I was going to check it out. I got to the first area 
of active burning. It was small. I called Tony to tell him to send 
a chainsaw but first I would get a bucket drop. I got one drop and 
then the fire activity picked up on top so they asked for the 
bucket and gave it to them. After I lost the bucket I told Tony to 
stay out in the wash until we got the bucket back. I stayed near 
the active area which was a fair shag from the bottom -- 200 yards. 
When I was checking out the spot I was in a bad location to see 
what was happening. Tony was out in the open wash and could see. I 
did notice some torching in the interior. At that time the 
helicopter pilot said the activity was picking up and shortly after 
that Tony told us that it had spotted across the canyon. I kwew 
that I needed to get to the safety zone. I could see in the bottom 
that it had crossed the canyon and burning at a high rate of speed. 



South Canyon Fire 
Longinecker, Dale 

Page 3 of 3 

C<l.."-yo•\ 
C::-cssed over • the ....._ straight across fromJhe double drainage. 
T!J.e fire spotted to the other side. I •if.ii not e #s''=>n when it 
c=ossed back to the side I was on again. Then it was obvious that 
we needed to get out. I sent Tony up the ridge. ••••••••We 0 J"'-""'r-· 

*id t\c.th~a.char.ce in brush patch. I was separated from the other jumpers. 
They went up the ridge to a place not too far from the top. When we 
stopped for lunch I recognized the lunch spot as safety zone so I 
went there. There was not too much heat. I did not use a fire 
shelter because it was not threatening enough. 

Don called on the radio to see if we were OK. I said yes, tha~ we 
were in a safe zone. I think that he called when he tied in with 
the people on line. Don was not too far behind us when we took the 
lunch break. La~er during the buckets on top, Don may have gone up 
to see what was going on up top. I'think he went back down into 
the brush patch to make sure everyone was getting out. 

I worked with Mackey and not Blanco. I couldn't tell you who he 
was. 

I talked to Don about the weather. We discussed that winds were 
predicted with the cold front. We throught that we could hook it 
before the front hit. 

From the air I could see that the brush patch was the problem. Once 
we were through the brush patch I breathed a sigh of relief. 

Perspective: I would make another situation that shouts watch out. 
When you dont receive the resources that you need or you are 
debating with the dispatcher about the resources that you need. 
Needed more of everything on this fire. Dispatch didn't want them 
to use retardernt. Wouldn't give us more thatn one helicopter. I 
understand there were a lot of fires in the area. Dispatch seemed 
to be placing more value on houses than on lives. There were 
firefighters' lives on the fire. Houses can burn as long as the 
people have been evacuated. 

When the fi~.fdid start to blow. Don requested a load of retardant. 
Dispatch a.st\'. 

1 
it was threatening houses. He said we have a real bad 

situation here. We got everything if houses were threatened. 
llse.. of gsc.ape -rou.fes ~ .54fe17 ~0"'-e.s ~'"~ve ..... -r f'et.T-ci,/;ties"' 11.<::>T filf'~ she.lfer.s:, 

'it.¥§ 



USDA 
Forest Service 

.STATEMENT 
{Reference FSH 5309.11) 

Page_l_ ot _4_ 

1. CASE NUMBER 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

South Can on Fire 
3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT {Last, First. Middle) 4. SOCIAL SEC. NO. 5. 008 6. SEX 

.Lotvedt, Don 
7. HOME ADDRESS {St~ City, State, ZIP Code) 8. DRIVER'S UC. NO. 9. PHONE (HJ {Area Code) 

10. EMPLOYMENT {Occupation and Location) 11. PHONE {W) (Area Code) 

M Colora1o SO, Denver, co 
12. LOCATION STATEMENT TAKEN 

Hilton Hotel 
13. NAME OF OFFICER TAKING STATEMENT 14. DATE/TIME STARTED 

Grand Junction co Les Rosenkrance 7/13/94 1330 
15. STATEMENT 

Don Lotvedt (Interview and also personal statement attached) 

Don is the BLM State of Colorado Fire Manager Officer. Don is 
located in the Coloi;:a.,09:.~~%t..,.,~}:.~,. ~ftis;!~,·7~;~~s supervisor is Ron Cole 
Branch Chief for EngJneer'in'g' ·aftq:. ... ·:suI'.),f:iorf\{·$,ervices . 

..... . / '::~ ,..~· :.~::~~:- ~ ~: .. {,:;'.; ';... \y~ .. 

Don indicated he ··,~~d~:;~~ff.\.ra~e l~ 5-~fblfi~()ti;!}background, but I_iad 
over 10 years of management e . .»p,:erience ~:.'an Area Manager prior 
to his current pos·i.t:i~n. ,:r:Bori,:£·~:~ateq·;;.ti'Jfi~·;he is delegated line 
officers authority .. Q.u!:Jng t(th~KiJ:f~.:;-e {:t~asori;~ 

·' .! rt·; r~ t.:~}·i?~::~;::· ·-·;:~,~:~~-. {.~ 
Hated that the Colora~ f.:!.F.e'fi·:~;;,q~~'.t,am ha:s,i ~en hurt in recent 
years due to budget an\1 FTE::':!t'~d.'\le.~.ipns .f'·i S:e.asonal fire crews have 
been reduced. (He·; .... ~aifr';fi:'~ 'wou~d fctflew:.:t,m~~~ith a statement about 
the extent of thi«~ L:i;npact) . ·"·-'!;~I~N... ~;;;?;fy! · 

;}. ·:,.s;~I. ):~: .. ..i"9 
Wh7n asked about pl:_e''r"~~ll~~b·rt " :rt.~f~4..s9.f,7 fire meeting, D<?n 
sai~ that he and th~ :P+~t;!LC..tt: ~~;s:.;;~· the Rocky Mountain c,erJ~,,.,,.J 
Region Interagency fit'"e rt¥egf;i;~g§;:.}lri:J··sp<t1ng and fall. No managers 
attend (i.e. District Managers~:,>6r State Director) . Don is not 
hooked into the IAM & systems at the State Office. He would like 
to be, but hasn't been able to get that done yet. Says he really 
doe not know too much about IAM's. Not sure of how the spot 
weather forecasts are transmitted to Districts, Resource Areas or 
fires. As·sumes- they all rece·ive-the· .information. 

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of __4_ pages. I fully understand this statement and declare that the foregoing is true 
!'!Ccurate, and c·o~plete to th: ~est of my knowledge. I have signed or initialed each and every page and have been given an opportunity t~ 
make any corrections or additions. 

for it. 
I made this statement freely and voluntarily, without threats or rewards, or promises of reward having been made to me in return 

16. DATE/TIME ENDED 

7/13/94 1430 

18. WITNESS' SIGNATURE {If Applicable) 

FS·5300-1 !S (4/8.5} 

'***' 



.USDA ·· 
Forest Service 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

South Canyon Fire 

.STATEMENT-· 
(Reference FSH 5309.11) 

3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last, First. Middle) 4. SOCIAL SEC. NO. 

Lotvedt, Don 
7. HOME ADDRESS (St., City, State. ZIP Code} S. DRIVER'S LJC. NO. 

10. EMPLOYMENT (Occupation and Location} 

12. LOCATION STATEMENT TAKEN t 3. NAME OF OFFICER TAKING STATEMENT 

15. STATEMENT 

/ 

Page_2 __ ot_4_ 

1. CASE NUMBER 

5. DOB 6. SEX 

9. PHONE (HJ (Area Code) 

11. PHONE (WJ (Area Code} 

14. DATE/TIME STARTED 

Fires are not critiqued, but Don ~ attend close out of 
Incident Command Teams. He is not awar~ of any District Managers 
conducting fire. Crit;.~qli~~;:~,~:d~~J:r.f~~@\t";'.'~~,es. He h<;1s not gotten 
to Gl~nwood Spring!?.,/ felt J:~.,:W<=>:~t~;d~1e., of "~:e use in Grand 
Junction at west ,,~t·of.:{jftJ~~~~m~~t:;;:i;~':n~~~~he should be. 

Don stated he would: prepare al~siatement s~¢wing actions taken to 
p7epare for extreme /+zre ~e~~ffe~'.fre~fttitd(;'Jfor Cs>lorado. Colorado 
did apply for seve!\·~t~~~u~~:;J, . ·.,d ~~f.:~i~ $162, 000. money was 
to be used to supp6:rtt,.1'-istl:r, .;·r.~e P~_r~s. 

; .-: ~ :;:j L.~ ~:~Vf~52:~~~}F~~- :;~ -~::~ -~~~~~ 
Don seems to be aw~re ·;.¢1; .. ,~:t:,?:<ai!lJ.eC:f"·W9~.K~ifg ~lations between Grand 
Junctio,n Dist;ictt:·~~ WE!St Sl?).t~ coora~n~p .,center. ::z: .(;./,!- ~;;JI';<. , 
;;,,. s.,,~ ....... ifJ'?'iJI -""~"7-''.;,;1!~1-""""'"'""'3.:..·*"'"~ t;,,,~;1--,,,,. c-.. -'W:7...;,,,,,,,c: 
Feels that State ;f.-4."~ •. ~anagement posi!:.~~:.¥W too low in the 
organization to be.:~··eitf'Eia'f.!i~~-~· r-,r- 1.rl!'z~f\)\:'./)t 

·". c;,,~;~~;~~~;t;~~;~;S,1:n..#>' 

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of __ pages. I fully understand this statement and declare that the foregoing is true, 
accurate, and complete to the best of my knowledge. I have signed or initialed each and every page and have been given an opportunity to 
make any corrections or additions. 

·s statement freely and voluntarily, without threats or rewards, or promises of reward having been made to me in return 

16. DATE/TIME ENDED 

18. WITNESS' SIGNATURE (If Applicable) 

FS-5300-1 a (4/85) 

4-¥=' 



Pa'ge ---3-. of _a._ 
1. CASE NUMBER 

.USDA .. .STATEMENT -·· 
Forest Service (Reference FSH 5309.11) 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last, First. Middle) 4. SOCIAL SEC. NO. 5. DOB 6. SEX 

7. HOME ADDRESS (St., City, State, ZJP Code} 8. DRIVER'S LIC. NO. 9. PHONE (H) (Area Code) 

10. EMPLOYMENT (Occupation and Location} 11. PHONE (W} (Area Code) 

12. LOCATION STATEMENT TAKEN 13. NAME OF OFFICER TAKING STATEMENT 14. DATE/TIME STARTED 

15. STATEMENT 

Personal Statement Faxed to Fire Investigation Team at the Hilton 
Hotel in Grand Junction, CO on 7/14/94~3:14 p.m. 

Pl-..- ,x1fjlt 

.. .l~);····i~~!··~tr_·~~._:~~J~--:~~~1:.~'.SJTf5~:~".~~.-\jt~ . 
During the later Wt o,! .,.J"~~, ·:;:~fat.~.P~_str\~~s were gett7ng . . . 
stretched, ~ut w~ l:P~l.t~ pretif.j\,~rt~!.A.c~uct effecti ~e initial 
attack. Craig was·~,pratt--kbly in .he most~,..~r~ical shape sine they 
historically, have''the most f;~ tio~~.· · /!.} 

I J•·~'U ~·.prJl ..;."".·;·.:::·M. -if·)~~~ 'F-4•/ 
·~ :·; ~·~. .~S,-!" ,"•·:· ....... '·. ··~., 

In mid-June Paul l{~bi~ s~a ' ~of.ls·, 1-o ~~th the Districts to . 
prepare a severit¥.· .. ·r~~es1t7 .,... :: ... ~it 'W 1_tt~omin"! app~rent me-&E- ""f"\"la.:t 
would be necessary~ '-~~wait'· ~t~X;~~.d of.i:~.nMie.J maJor fires started 
breaking out tha~ · .. bec~~'l:teg ~pal""R:is~#lt¥s for available 
resources (list i~·::~ttached) !.Vr.,fl..t that fi.:':i.m~. we were finalizing 
our severity requ~~t~ and S:i;:~;)@f~t':inplement~~~ statewide fire ban 
in preparation f©,'-E,: ~ ... :J:uly 4 weekei: J<~.;.r~W 

";,~ •• ""I'.:: ! ~·,:J ~-;. ~"'~t .n~- ~ r !.i• ,~·' ~!~~'f 

The holiday weeke~a::b{~.~~.~~,if J~~ing and many new 
ignitions. Hour glass f i?¥--~~-1tt"'-priori ty for resources that 
weekend 

due to threatened structures. IJ:; -:r ~d,, &All 

r)-?ovnl""? ~.-'I· JT-f'D#""',. skp~ .n;u·,.,..,~;;.-...., So .nr-~ ..C;~"> ~~#1--hd '1 ~ 
our Coordinating group met every morning at 9 a.m. through the C!4. ~n 
holiday weekend.. C'J.,.,11' ~··>-..~~ /?7~~.tt;;~ 7 ?-V.J? ..;-~>/47 ::>J< 7/...,_, 
~ 4. I V"-f ,, -.:r...;, '-'! '%- ' .. 

I have read lhe foregoing statement consisting of __ pages. I fully understand this statement and declare that the foregoing is tr e 
~ccurate, and c'o":'plete to the best of my knowledge. I have signed or initialed each and every page and have been given an opportunit ut ' 
make any corrections or additions. Y 

0 

statement freely and voluntarily. without threats or rewards, or promises of reward having been made to me In return 

16. DATE/TIME ENDED 

18. WITNESS' SIGNATURE (II Applicable) 

FS-$300-11114185) 



Page_Lot-L 

1. CASE NUMBER 

-USDA .. .STATEMENT-· 
Forest Service (Reference FSH 5309.11) 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

South Can on Fire 
3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last, First. Middle) 4. SOCIAL SEC. NO. 5. 008 6. SEX 

Lotvedt, Don 
1. HOME ADDRESS (St., City, State. ZIP Code} 8. DRIVER'S LlC. NO. 9. PHONE (H) (Area Code) 

10. EMPLOYMENT (Occupation and Location) 11. PHONE (W} (Area Code) 

12. LOCATION STATEMENT TAKEN 13. NAME OF OFFICER TAKING STATEMENT 14. DATE!TlMESTARTED 

15. STATEMENT 

On Tuesday, July 5, I attended the group meeting in the morning., 
finalized the severity _request memo ai:;~~left Denver for,. Montr?se 
at 5 p.m. / -?: n4---. ~c-'}·-:::&.;-t·r!:-~·:Jff;.:~~f;(fjf~'i_.,,,. ~......,..,s ""/P"'.r?/ ..1.r?r/c..:J 
~ ?U?k ~;~-~~--~~.!.(q.--~!J~f'.~,-~t1--~,.e/ -:S>'->:"-rVt..o._,, 
I hadn't heard o~~fiJ:h.~(9~1;,J:i.'.:Ga:n.y~\1'-¥t~ai;..y at that time, but as 
I drove past GlenW-§.)dd\.$prings .t+ noticecF"a ,. oke column north of 
I-70 a short distance West o:BfiJ_enwoo_d ..... _i\S i drove by that area 
I noticed som~ ~ireti;~~tef'£~ ~-~~era,t.f'f'"i}'. ¢je North side ~f I-:-70 
apparently waiting_;.-10~~ some 00~ \-'.!',::~_oo~~d up on the hillside as 
I passed by and saw.· sr'tne ~l ... s::-.:·~nd 'Bu):ni'#g areas, but nothing 
that i saw looked 'parit:~cu~a-iti~/ffeY3#hr,eat~rili:tl!f. I assumed they 
would have it unde;r cq~t;poJi' ·s<f~I:i':··'i' ::;(,LJ~iy ;~.,r may not have seen 
the whole fire ar"e;~·at that ti.Ute). ~,' ... ~:::;; . 

-,> t ~:::::-: _.,,.,::?,,;·;;>,... S:;;: ·,~~ 

I '?onti1:med on to,;:·~~~~ ... ?:5:. and the ,r:-,.<;.?5/·f._(.~'if,~ flew the District's 
going fires (sever?_~,: '.f/,::i,p_Er:~f".:~'E~fitt".! .. ~~~.~~O A~exander. In late 

-{)afternoon we proceea~q~\h~-'~%91c''fi.9"W~.~;1'li~i t with the ~ype II 
.iJ.- ..... Team_( ... ) and get brier~cr--~~?.>E·rre·"Wake Fire. It was in that 

{:f,r camp that I received word of the shelter deployment. We drove 
· pack to Montrose and FMO Ellis arranged a flight for me to Grand 

Junction where I arrived about dark on Wednesday July 6, 1994. 

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of __ pages. I fully understand this statement and declare that the foregoing is true 
~ccurate, and co~plete to th~ ~est of my knowledge. I have signed or initialed each and every page and have been given an opportunit t~ 
make any corrections or additions. Y 

s statement freely and voluntarily, without threats or rewards, or promises of reward having been made to me in return 

16. DATE!TlME ENDED 

17. OFFICER'S SIGNATURE 18. WITNESS" SIGNATURE (II Applicable) 

FS-5300-18 (4/851 

htid·1 



Page -J._ of --3-
1. CASE NUMBER 

USDA .. .STATEMENT -· 
Forest Service (Reference FSH 5309.11) 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

South Can on Fire 
3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last. First, Middle} 4. SOCIAL SEC. NO. 5. 008 6. SEX 

7. HOME ADDRESS (St~ City, State, ZIP Code} 8. DRIVER'S LIC. NO. 9. PHONE (HJ (Area Code} 

10. EMPLOYMENT (Occupation and Location) 11. PHONE (WJ (Area Code} 

12. LOCATION STATEMENT TAKEN 

Hilton Hotel 
13. NAME OF OFFICER TAKING STATEMENT 14. DATE/TIME STARTED 

nkrance 7/15/94 2200 
15. STATEMENT 

Lack of FTE. Not enough people at west slope to do the job. Not 
even flow meters at retardant base. 

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of-3- pages. I fully understand this statement and declare that the foregoing is true 
!lCCurate, and c·omplete to the best of my knowledge. I have signed or initiated each and every page and have been given an opportunity t~ 
make any corrections or additions. 

I made this statement freely and voluntarily, without threats or rewards, or promises of reward having been made to me in return 
for It. 

16. DATE/TIME ENDED 

NT 

18. WITNESS' SIGNATURE (If Applicable) 

&tii' 
FS·5300-HI (4/85) 



.USDA -· 
Forest Service 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

.STATEMENT -· 
(Reference FSH 5309.11) 

3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last, First. Middle) 4. SOCIAL SEC. NO. 

7. HOME ADDRESS (St., City, State, ZIP Code) 8. DRIVER'S LIC. NO. 

10. EMPLOYMENT (Occupation and Location) 

12. LOCATION STATEMENT TAKEN 13. NAME OF OFFICER TAKING STATEMENT 

15. STATEMENT 

Page -2_ of _..l_ 

1. CASE NUMBER 

5. 008 6. SEX 

9. PHONE (HJ (Area Code) 

11. PHONE (W) (Area Code) 

14. DATE/TIME STARTED 

Leadership in this state sucks. State EMO didn't have a clue
Extremely frustratin_g.t. Forest Servic:~.-~s no different, they 
didn't have - f ir.es;··:a'..:t;:;:t:h;is .... :~.i-~~.~::~·:·~F .. ~:..:; . 

.. ..: ... ~ '¥ .... ~· •• ••• •• : ·.:~·~~·.~.::'f.:'·.;"·-: .. """'" \~!'\, 

Sent here to act .-;~~~.~?t()l~fn~fil.~:\o/~st~~ Slope Coard. Center. 
Ended up by beini}: a: .. '(:;JJ manag~t with" pa~l ,4!!/ Too busy for one 

person. ··._ \' •. ····"'·· l'r;J g}.. . .. -, .. ·~-· · 1.1r ~ : .• 1,~ ,.,. ... If:{./ -... ... it~ .'~i·, 

First word he got ~~c#l inc:i:/ . Nkw .:;i f:t on S> Canyon Fire was 
about 3: 00 p .m. b:{ '_P~c:11e ~r~*-'.t:~~~:e :Bl~ .\0 Requested retardant to 
protect residences:· · •' '.l ... :\.!'·~,::;? ·:::•.:.. "'· ... d t;, . . J \P; ... ,./f' .,, ... ~{-::\:·~·,:;_, .. 1 r~:-....... iz 
The first time mf.~~~-kne·w'. anY,j?fa.,~_sonn~l W, ;, in trouble was 5: oo-
5 :J>l!ll.~. From t.µp.e..-.of first~·e~11 thingsdi got really busy. 

20: so before mik~:,\;~Tt1n~~· -~~rrf.Ig~~~s. Also pretty well 
. ..# . . . '., .M.#:, :'. ~ :~..,\ Q ,. .... ~ - .;~--~i~·~·' 

confirmed who they we~.e:~;::~J'!>........... ,,.,..,,,-'f,1.'_:i.;;;-:..;;.· ',_ ""·:· ,:, ... ~:.:-.::f:·::::~:~~:;;~4!'?°t .. .;:;..-

23: 35 briefing with agency re:t:ffesentatives. Knew at that time 
there were 14 missing. Initial deployment information sent to 
boise. 

7/7 1:30 Dick Mangan, et. all arrived. Briefing and Manifests. 
s·tarted to get information-·abouf-·fatali ties. 

I have read the loregoing statement consisting of __ pages. I fully understand this statement and declare thattheforegoing is true, 
!lCCurate, and c·omplete to the best of my knowledge. I have signed or initialed each and every page and have been given an opportunity to 
make any corrections or additions. 

his statement freely and voluntarily, without threats or rewards, or promises of reward having been made to me In return 

16. DATE/TIME ENDED 

18. WITNESS' SIGNATURE (If Applicable) 

FS-5300-HI (4185) 



.USDA .. .STATEMENT --
Forest Service fReterence FSH 5309.11) 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last, First. Middle) 4. SOCIAL. SEC. NO. 

8. DRIVER'S L.IC. NO. 

10. EMPLOYMENT (Occupation and Location) 

12. LOCATION STATEMENTTAKEN 13. NAME OF OFFICER TAKING STATEMENT 

15. STATEMENT 

Page _3_ of ---3.... 
1. CASE NUMBER 

5. DOB 6. SEX 

9. PHONE (HJ (Area Code) 

11. PHONE (WJ (Area Code) 

14. DATE/TIME STARTED 

~ Ae..ftL 
stumbling 

I have read the foregoing statement consisting ot-3.. pages. I fully understand this statement and declare that the foregoing is true, 
!JCCurate, and C'omplete to the best of my knowledge. I have signed or initialed each and every page and have been given an opportunity to 
make any corrections or additions. 

is statement freely and voluntarily, without threats or rewards, or promises of reward having been made to me in return 

NT 

18. WITNESS' SIGNATURE (II Applicable) 



Page_L ot _4_ 

1. CASE NUMBER 

.USDA .. .STATEMENT -· 
Forest Service (Reference FSH 5309.1 1 J 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

South Can on Fire 
3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT {Last, First, Middle} 4. SOCIAL sec. NO. 5. DOB 6. SEX 

Moore, Bob 
7. HOME ADDRESS ($1., Cily, Stale, ZIP Code} 8. DRIVER'S LIC. NO. 9. PHONE (HJ (Area Code} 

10. EMPLOYMENT (Occupation ana Location} 11. PHONE (W) (Area Coae} 

14. DATE/TIME STARTED 

Hilton Hotel 
0915 

15. STATEMENT 

Bob Moore 

Bob has been State Director of Colorado since January 1990 • 

.} · :.;---'::;/:·:··:::~.~:r. · ... ; .... , -~ . ~ "'' ~ ,, .. · .. :;,~; r~; ~;·si: .. . 
Bob works through the Deputy· ·St~t'e''·trirec't~'0.J:'.' of operations and the 
Branch Chief fo7 ~P,<Ji;::,~~f.r:i;ari~E~f;Pp,~7~ ·~~h include~ fire. 
Due to an on goin.g:_. Cll4?-.&-@"e> to a;: .. new b:tq''i'-}~·z.~ion there is no 
Deputy of Operatic#~·· · Instea~:·:~~he Divis"ip~ of Operations is 
being combined with ·th.a Di"Vis~o.n. of_,~in~tration. Therefore, 
Gil Lucero is the Dephly ~~erF·:fiI'e .~~: ... Roh tdole is the Branch 
Chief. Ron does ndt fl~ve Ea~)lj:~~kgrG,~\1!19 ~~ fire management or 
operations. Gil Lucet-9, tpeif.''Q~p)it,y, d~i:;'~~ot have much 
experience in fire;; e:li~ep£:' ,:'f~:ij.:1po·asi.bl~.'.facfrijinistrative functions. 

:'. • #:. "·.,, ·:i '..f:;~._.~• / !·· .. ~ ::./ :·\::.~~·;.~:.r;_.~··'.! I ~~;~~ 

Don Letvedt, the -~~ate Fire.Matli~.i;i.ement 0:$~.:f\~r· has very limited 
fire experience. ;.,":f?.'fiJ?r to Bob coming t~:f~02tff<:rado State Off ice 
Don was. rea~signed·~_.to';~ .. ~~~~?~t~R!:n~~~~~~.r:'.~?get 7educt~oi:s and 
reorganizating the ··~oni;.f;".QSlif~ t>i.sl:~ ~ 'a~J~it1tlated his position. 
Reductions in budget ··a::n&~"Ftttl:l{3,§'.: "''11.a.ted management options 
for employee placement and reqttires managers to settle for 
placement of employees in less then optimal positions and • ~,1• 
experience/ qualification mix. In some cases employees are pl~ed~~, 
in positions where they do not have the technical expertise in 
the program they are charged to manage. f= 

N 
.. :1::I, • 

.• ':> : 
-..J .. -

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of_4_ pages. I fully understand this statement and declare that the foreg9!gg is truaf~ 
!!Ccurate, and co~plete to th~ ~est of my knowledge. I have signed or initialed each and every page and have been given an op111Q1'tunity to - -
make any corrections or add1t1ons. • • : 3-'.. 0 ·~ ~z: 

I made this statement freely and voluntarily, without threats or rewards, or promises of reward having been made to m~n retu;n -· 
for it 

16. DA TE/TIME ENDED 

SIGNATUR!: OF PERSON GIVING STATEMENT 7/14/94 1045 

18. WITNESS' SIGNATURE {If Applicable> 

FS·5300-18 (4/85) 

41¥1 



Page ...,2__ of -4.._ 

1. CASE NUMBER 

USDA .. .STATEMENT -· 
Forest Service (Reference FSH 5309. I 1) 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

South Can_y_on Fire 14. SOCIAL SEC. NO. ~ DOB ~ SEX 3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last, First, Middle) 

Moore, Bob 
7. HOME ADDRESS (St., City, Slate, ZIP Code) 8. DRIVER'S UC. NO. 9. PHONE (HJ (Area CodeJ 

10. EMPLOYMENT (Occupation and Location) 11. PHONE (WJ (Area Code} 

12. LOCATION STATEMENT TAKEN 13. NAME OF OFFICER TAKING STATEMENT 14. DATE/TIME STARTED 

15. STATEMENT 

Bob is aware of conf i~cts between the W,.est Slope Fire Operation 
and the Grand Junctio-n~lfl~c:e: ·"1P.e .. .ajr1hsn~~~~~'I.his has been a 

~~.·.-· \ .•. -'·'r··:-."-~*,.,,. i;.-.• ... 

consis~ent proble~.~Ner ~J:r:¢¢:·~~~:p .... ts~ S'l._?Re operation was. 
established back .~Jl .. i.??Pf·}.: ... )'her.e~~;)3·~~n~x-umerous attempi:s to 
resolve this confl:i.ct\.M. 'th va~iying de~ees;~f success. 

r.r-;·-·:t ...... .:~·i 

Fire Management PlaJ?~J\g l'pfas,,:~~-~ .. n. c;,~ltift"i,;7#4ct. at .some level in all 
Districts. Strateg'~~1 fo~ E~l~e'~ .. f it,i;~ is not as good as he 
would like · · ,,:·; I;• .~.:..<il;:·:··:\·.. . ... ::~~ ~:~ 

. : ':' ~ :~ .~1 ~:'.f'.~~t:;:::j;~:~t'. .:. "\:,~ -~~'~ 
Bob is aware that .somi:{·:r:~':S6Ur<F.e ·s~~~!:iJist'§ .. and managers are 
reluctant to supp"<:t1;t aggressiJT,~, inftial ~attk~ck actions. This is a 
fairly general at;it!Jude here";.'~·-eBlj:orado) ~~;)yell as other parts of 
the Bureau. Excapt.~~~re managers hay~\~~avy fire work load or 
managers have gooa:::-~~~''.:~~~~~~~~!-~~~~~4*ground . 

.. • ~ -~~; :~ ~- ~-::~;} • .:
1

~~~;~~ .... ·~·, u ~ :~.~~~~:7-\'!_;;;rtt..·~·.::.~--
How did the State prepare·-rn:;;ll'J.;,f.:f"·trad year? Management was not 
too involved early on. After 'it was obvious that we were into a 
bad fire year more management attention was paid to fire. It was 
only recently that top management started to focus their 
attention because it was so obvious. 

I have rea~ the foregoing statement consisting of __ pages. I fully understand this statement and declare that the foregoing is true 
~ccurale, and co~plele to th: ~est of my knowledge. I have signed or initialed each and every page and have been given an opportunity t~ 
make any corrections or add1t1ons . 

. I made this statement freely and voluntarily, without threats or rewards, or promises of reward having been made to me in retu 
for 1t. rn 

<2JcWlon\.f. 7/28/q4- 16. DATE/TIME ENDED 

SIGNATUR: OF PERSON GIVING STATEMENT 

18. WITNESS' SIGNATURE (If AppticableJ 

tttiM 
FS-530Q..18 (4/85) 



Page 3 of 4 
1. CASE NUMBER 

·USDA .. .STATEMENT-· 
Forest Service (Relerence FSH 5309. 11) 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last, First, Middle) 4. SOCIAL SEC. NO. 5. DOB 6. SEX 

7. HOME ADDRESS (St., City, State, ZIP Code) 8. DRIVER'S LIC. NO. 9. PHONE (H) (Area Cocle) 

10. EMPLOYMENT (Occupation and Location} 11. PHONE (WJ (Area Code} 

12. LOCATION STATEMENT TAKEN 13. NAME OF OFFICER TAKING STATEMENT 14. DATE/TIME STARTED 

15. STATEMENT 

Past fire review - the Associate State Director always attend 
along with Area Manag~rs & District Maq.agers. Hold both BLM and 
Interagency fire re:Vj;-~:S~tt·:~:~o,~,{'~~~~.Z~strict Managers hold 
critiques of indi'!~~faal .f.J.-~::~·~"~:~~·e1A~~~s \~~Y do, but it has not 
been elevated to N-s ,...;ki.e;"ats.l~ .. i ~ ····''-~t~. 'i·~;;,·-;.,. ';,;t~ 

·.'~ ~~,:~ :~ ~! ... ~.) ~ ~ ... /; ~ '~ j ~~ ..... ~· !..:i' 
Secretary came to \Colorado a~f..visi ted tl)~f fire line on June 30. 

This really got cotd,£add[tt ~l~enti~tt;.;; ~ere was considerable 
concern by Governot;i ~erf,~a~ij:~:t~h~5;',&9st ~~~f fighting fires. The 
governor became very ti~ vo~v~~.1:·;:~P,:(the~'::;:f:~rJi~p.ct iv it ie s including 
the Wake Fire. He."t.:'C3!~1 ge.~9ij:;;·~~i. ~wfti~}~l~ of qu~stions about 
the cost of these .. fir~:s ... ~·:YPart..icular~;iz~~.thE%f~?Jake Fire. He called 
Bob and wanted td:·'ctiscllss thiS.·~ Bab··was .. t~bining to Grand Junction 
to visit with fi:t;:$::9peratiort·s? .. :&~-west Sl~ji>~and go on to Montrose 
to meet with the ;,G~nor. The GoverD.Qt:,--w1~ concerned about the 
costs to t~e stat'e.:</~~~143~0H~-:P!:~!.W.i\J'~Th~; secret<:1ry and the 
Governor give emphasi.~t"~~:t::t~,;~·1.~~&~'-e;:.;i-of the fire program. 

···~J~~.:.,:~·??:.~··'· 

Bob flew over the South Canyo~~Fire at 6:15 p.m.on 7/6. There 
wasn't any knowledge of the fatalities at the time. Bob arrived 
at West Slope. Paul Hefner told Bob of the fatalities, 11 
confirmed at the time. Bob went to Glenwood Springs right after 
th.?'-t. 

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of __ pages. I fully understand this statement and declare that the foregoing is true 
~ccurate, and c·orr:plete to th~ ~est of my knowledge. I have signed or initialed each and every page and have been given an opportunity t~ 
make any corrections or add1t1ons. 

I made this statement freely and voluntarily, without threats or rewards. or promises of reward having been made to me in return 
for it. 

GckY111 at \.e-
16. OATE/TIMEENOEO 

SIGNATUR!: OF PERSON GIVING STATEMENT 

17. OFFIC~~R'S GNATUR~ 

I -~ '-...," ~~ ~ --- .L [~...... -
18. WITNESS' SIGNATURE (If Applicable) 

f;}ifii 



Page ...4.._ of ...4.._ 

1. CASE NUMBER 

.USDA .. .STATEMENT-· 
Forest Service (Reference FSH 5309.11) 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

.s.o.u±..h C'~nvnn Fire 
3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last, First, Middle) 4. SOCIAL SEC. NO. 5. DOB 6. SEX 

7. HOME ADDRESS (St., City, State, ZJP Code) 8. DRIVER'S LIC. NO. 9. PHONE (HJ (Area Code) 

10. EMPLOYMENT (Occupation and Location) 11. PHONE (W} (Area Code) 

12. LOCATION STATEMENT TAKEN 13. NAME OF OFFICER TAKING STATEMENT 14. DATE/TIME STARTED 

15. STATEMENT 

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of __ pages. I fully understand this statement and declare that the foregoing is true, 
i!CCurate, and complete to the best of my knowledge. I have signed or initialed each and every page and have been given an opportunity to 
make any corrections or additions. 

I made this statement freely and voluntarily, without threats or rewards, or promises of reward having been made to me in return 
for it. 

17. OFFIC~~R'S GNATURE 
r--ef .,,, ~ ~- -~i 

(_,.,/ ...... ' -v- .. - _,,. --
16. DATE/TIME ENDED 

18. WITNESS' SIGNATURE (If Applicable) 

hlii' 
FS-5300-111 (4/85) 

I 



USDA 
Forest Service 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

South Can on Fire 
3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last, First, Middle) 

Petri.lli, Anthon c. 
7. HOME ADDRESS (St., City, State, ZIP Code) 

10. EMPLOYMENT (Occupation and Location) 

STATEMENT 
(Reference FSH 5309.11) 

4. SOCIAL SEC. NO. 5. DOB 6. SEX 

8. DRIVER'S LIC. NO. 9. PHONE (H) (Area Code) 

11. PHONE (W) (Area Code) 

13. NAME OF OFFJCEATAKING STATEMENT 14. DATE/TIME STARTED 

15. STATEMENT 

See Attached 

I have read the foregoing stateme.nt consisting 01_'7_ pages. I fully understand this statement and declare that the foregoing is true, 
accurate, and c·omplete to the best of my knowledge. I have signed or initialed each and every page and have been given an opportunity to 
make any corrections or additions. 

I made this statement freely and voluntarily, without threats or rewards, or promises of reward having been made to me in return 
for it. 

16. DATE(TIME ENDED 

7/16/94 1800 

18. WITNESS' SIGNATURE (If Applicable) 

FS-5300-1 & {4/85) 

4i3=1 3'-10-~ 



WITNESS STATEMENT: ANTHONY C. PETRILLI 
JULY 16, 1994 

On the 4cti of July I jumped my first fire in Colorado; it was called the Oil 
Springs Fire. The size was 20 acres of rolling hills of PJ. We twelve 
jumpers from Springerville, A:l worked the fire most of the night with only a 
little cat nap. We demobbed on July 5 to Grand Jct. I clocked off at 2400. 
I watched The Weather Channel to see the forecast of a dry cold front was 
coming the next day with winds. My main concern at this time was jumping in 
the winds. 

When I arrived to the airport the morning of the 6th the word came of a fire 
call. There was plenty of time to ready gear. The pilots were not scheduled 
to be on until 0900. The briefing consisted of: 1. that we were 
reinforcements 2. The fire was 20 minutes out 3. Blanco was the IC, 'he was a 
good guy, uses jumpers a lot and do him a good job. When we were getting 
suited up Eric Hipke, Roger Roth, and I were given radios. I don't know why 
we were given 3 radios instead of 4. I didn't consider it to be any big deal. 

In the air over the fire I saw it was 30-40 acres on top of a mountain. It 
looked steep, rocky, brushy. The fire had many fingers. I would call it 
messy. The windows in the Casa jump plane are few and small. During streamer 
passes I couldn't get a good look at the jump spot. The spotter, Mike Tupper 
said that there was 100 yards of drift. Billy Thomas and I agreed it looked 
more like 250 yards. The exit point was correct. The wind drift was straight 
and steady with very little turbulence. I expected turbulence from the 
terrain. The spotter told us that Sonny Archuletta was at the jump spot 
with a wind drift streamer. Eric Hipke and Billy Thomas were the first 
stick. After they were out the door I could see the spot well. Dale 
Longanecker, who was my jump partner, discussed our jump strategy. I would 
take the side of the jumpspot closest to the highway. Dale and I had an 
intense jump, but both of us did well and made the spot. The rest of the load 
made it in or near the spot without any major problems. The time was approx. 
0930. Picture #1 looking towards the fire with the helicopter with a bucket 
in the background. While at the jump spot Sonny Archuletta programmed my 
radio with the fire frequency. All jumpers gathered gear to get slung out by 
the helicopter in the morning. I remember Longanecker asked Hipke if he 
wanted to keep the radio. Hipke said that he didn't want it and that 
Longanecker could have the radio. Billy Thomas and I decided to be a saw team 
and readied the saw and sig pack. After everyone from my load gathered at 
the spot Sarah Doehring led us to the fire. On the way to the fire Billy and 
I stopped at H-2 to do 10 minutes of saw work. 

Billy and I arrived at the fire at approx. 1010. We had a short jumper 
reunion. A bucket drop was made on a burning tree on the top of the saddle. 
It was apparently slopover. I gave Quinten Rhodes a sig of gas and oil. At 
this time it was my opinion that Mackey was in charge of the line building and 
that Blanco was the IC. 

Throughout the fire I didn't see Blanco. Although I was not looking for him, 
I never saw him. I didn't hear him talking on the radio very much. Again, 
although I was near chain saws, I did hear a lot of other radio traffic. I 
have been an IC a few times on fires between 10 and 50 acres. I know I was 
constantly on the radio and walking the fires constantly from top to bottom. 



Other jumpers were already headed down the hill. Billy and I bumped around 
the diggers to the #3 saw position. The winds were 6-10 up canyon. The 
flamelengths were 6-10 inches. There was no problem next to the flames. At 
approx. 1025 at the 100 yard mark down from the saddle the chain came off; we 
were fixing it when I took picture #2. I could see an area further down the 
hill on a slight ridge that was smoking up. I was concerned enough to keep 
watching the area while Billy was fixing the saw. After fixing the saw we 
bumped around the diggers to the #3 saw position again. At approx. 1035 
Mackey came back to us and said that we were pulling out. Longanecker called 
him back on the radio and said to wait and that bucket drops could help. The 
bucket drops cooled the area so we started back down again. We were sawing 
again when the #1 and #2 saws with a few diggers bumped ahead to another area 
that was heating up. At approx. 1300 Rhodes felled the tree on the bottom hot 
corner of the line. A couple of bucket drops cooled that area. The saw team 
from the hotshot crew joined us as we tied the in with the line that was made 
by the folds who bumped ahead. At this time we had four saws and many 
diggers. Work was at a high level output. We started working up the hill 
towards the lunch spot. We made it there at 1400 without any trouble. 

During lunch I noticed that the jumpers from the 1•t load were looking beat. 
Those jumpers were Rhodes, Soto, Woods, Shelton. Jumpers from the second load 
were Thomas, Cooper, Feleciano, Longanecker and Petrilli. After eating, 
drinking,, resting, and talking trash they started looking better. I wasn't 
very hungry so I just snacked and drank. I noticed that the hot shots weren't 
eating much either. At approx., L425 Mackey called for the hotshots ~o come 
back down the line to hold and improve-the cup trench. Soon after-that 
Longanecker to me that he was going further down the hill to look around. 

At approx. 1510 he call us jumpers to come down to where he was. Cooper and 
Feleciano stayed at the lunch spot. The six other jumpers headed down the 
hill about 75 yards. I saw Longanecker across the gully of the same mountain, 
not across the main canyon. He was approx. 300 yards away. He wanted all of 
us to come down. I told him that I didn't think it was a good idea making 
more line since we are having trouble holding the line we already had. It is 
my opinion that you need people to hold line and we were already spread thin. 

He then asked for one saw and a couple of diggers. Thomas, Shelton, who had 
the other radio in our group, and I started down. We walked 10 yards and 
stopped. The fire made a run in the crowns up the hill from Longanecker. We 
were impressed with the 100 foot flame lengths and the radiant heat we were 
feeling even though the fire was 250-300 yards away. What was even more 
impressive was that the ground fuel was already burnt from earlier during the 
fire. The fire would travel 150 yards in 15 seconds. Photos #3,4,5 were 
taken during these three different runs. I told Longanecker to look beside 
him where the runs were starting. He said that he saw them and that he was 
fine. We told Longanecker that we didn't want to come down and I thought that 
he should get out of there. The winds were starting to pick up a little may 
be to 15 mph. 

It is my opinion that these runs that were 150 yards from the bottom of the 
canyon drew our attention towards that area and not the bot~om of the canyon. 

I don't know if the radiant heat from those runs could have started the 
bottom of the other side of the canyon. It is also my opinion that the fire 
started across the canyon 30-40 yards up the canyon from the runs on the other 
side. There may have already something burning in the bottom of the canyon 
that we didn't see. 

At approx. 1600-1605 it spotted across the main canyon I called Mackey on 
the radio and told him that it had spotted across the main canyon and that we 
were coming back up the hill. I knew I didn't want to be where I was. He 
asked me if it spotted.across the MAIN canyon. I replied yes it was across 



the main canyon and its ROLLING. At this time its flame front was 50 yards 
wide and had traveled 50 yards from when we first noticed it as a spot. It 
was definitely push by high winds, approx. 35 mph. This was a very narrow 
spot in the canyon where the winds were also being funneled. 

As we were coming up to the lunch spot Mackey met us and we all agreed that 
the place to go would be in the black up the ridge from the lunch spot and 
below H-1. The one place I knew I didn't wan~ to go was back down the line. 

To the right was the gully that Longanecker was in. The area where we were 
didn't look safe either. This is also where we met up again with Cooper and 
Feleciano. At this point the winds were at approx. 45 mph. As we were going 
up I was at the tail to see if we had everyone. I thought Mackey was with us, 
but I didn't see him. I figured he was going back down the line to get 
everybody else. He didn't have to come to direct us, but he did. He didn't 
have to go back down the line to get everybody else, but he did. 

As we were scurrying up the ridge, Shelton said he was putting his sig pack 
down. This was approx. 150 yards above the lunch spot. It was then I 
realized I still had my saw. I put my saw down beside the sig pack. I knew 
this wasn't the best place to lay the saw, but putting down jacked the pucker 
factor up one more notch. My pace increased at this point because of the 
lesser weight and the higher pucker factor. The steep slope, smoke, ash, and 
blowing dust were some of the difficult factors we had to deal with. So~o and 
Woods were dealing with muscle cramps and dehydration. The noise of the 
fires~orrn in the canyon was like' a jet during take off. The wind was still at 
45 mph. Soto and Woods began to fall behind. I passed them, but kept 
encouraging them to keep coming and ensuring them there was good black up the 
hill. The area we were going through was black, but the aerial fuels were 
still there. I didn't want to stay there because I just witnessed previously 
the hillside reburn with very high intensity. I still didn't know what was 
going on with the fire below us. There was still very heavy smoke coming from 
below. 

Between 1614 and 1618 I heard Erickson telling Mackey on the radio that there 
was a spot below them and telling them to get out of there NOW. When the 
six of us reached our deployment sight between 1619-1621 I called Mackey and 
told him we were sheltering up. I do not remember any reply. I felt more 
comfortable when we reached the deployment sight so I took my time when 
getting into my shelter. I checked to see that everyone in our group was 
shel~ered up. I laid down inside my shelter and checked my watch and the time 
was 1624. On 7/14/94 Quinten and I made a test run from the lunch spot to the 
deployment sight. It took 8 minutes to go 450-500 yards. The actual run on 
7/6 started 75 yards below the lunch spot. 

When we were in our shelter I talked to Longanecker he said he was on the 
ridge below us and that he was fine. I told him that we were OK. To keep 
spirits up we talked and joked. Ken Wabaunsee called us from the helibase. 
Wabaunsee was in charge of a group of jumpers that had been bussed to the 
fire. They just arrived to see our fire shelters on the ridge. He had no 
idea what had happened. I told him that there were nine of us on the ridge 
and we were OK, but we didn't know what the fire was doing below us. 
Wabaunsee then told me that Erickson and Hipke made it to the highway and 
needed an ambulance to take them to the hospital. He then told us that 
Archuletta and Doehring made it to the freeway. We started getting a head 
count of all the jumpers. We were missing Mackey, Thrash, and Roth. I called 
them on the radio. No reply. I called them again. No reply. I remembered 
when Wabaunsee was talking to Erickson I couldn't hear Erickson's 
transmissions. I had hoped that Mackey and Roth were by the freeway and 
couldn't get radio transmissions in or out. 

When in the shelters the fire made three different runs on our right siae 
approx. 200 yards away. Inside the shelter it heated up to 110 degrees. 
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During the hottest run there were glowing fire brands blowing into the 
shelter. Between fire runs we would peek out the shelter. The wind was still 
blowing ash and dust. There was still heavy smoke coming from below us. 
Inside the shelter there was much less ash, dust, and smoke. 

At approx. 1730 an air tanker dropped a load in our area. At approx. 1800 
Tanker 10 dropped a load that landed directly on us. Smoke from below was not 
as heavy, but the retrained gave us a little more reassurance. Soto and Woods 
carried their shelters closer to us. At approx. 1830 we decided to get out of 
our shelters. Longanecker came to our area. I asked him if he had to shelter 
up. He said that he hadn't and that where he was it was fine. We were trying 
to organize a sweep of the hillside to look for the missing. He said that he 
was going to the helispot. As he walked away I looked at his fire shelter 
pouch and saw a folded rain fly. That is not to say he didn't have his fire 
shelter inside his pack. 

As we were looking into the canyon we noticed something below the saddle on 
the line that didn't look like the surrounding area. Instead of sweeping I 
headed straight for that area. I walked straight to the lower group of 
bodies. I called the helicopter and said that I had found five. He asked if 
we needed medi-vac. I told him that it was too late for that. I walked up 
the hill and found six more. Called the helicopter again and informed them of 
the additional six. After I found the twelfth body I walked over to the 
helispot. 

I boarded the helicopter on 
we flew out I saw nothing. 
fireline. I wanted to help 
possible. 

Watch Out Situations. 

the last load of the nin~. I viewed ·tne line as 
At the helibase I drew a map of the fire and the 
the search and rescue jumper crew as much as 

1. Fire not scouted out and sized up. The map that was drawn by Mackey and 
Blanco was incorrect. We needed somebody walking the fire, lookouts posted 
and an aerial observer. 

3. Safety zones and escape routes not identified. Escape routes were too 
long. The crew had to travel approx. 600 yards to the safe area of the 
saddle. For us it was 500 yards to a good black area where we felt it was 
safe. There really weren't any saf:ty zones. 

4. Unfamiliar with weather and local factors influencing fire behavior. Some 
people knew of the high wind forecast. The tight canyon funneled the wind so 
that when it crossed the canyon the winds pushed it even more. 

5 Uninformed on strategy, tactics and hazards. Strategy and tac~ics were 
known, but not the hazards. 

7. No conununication link with crew members/supervisors. The IC did not 
conununicate. 

8. Constructing line without safe anchor point. That is a very profound 
statement. 
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9. Building fireline downhill with Fire below. The trouble came from the 
bottom of the canyon. 

11. Unburned fuel between you and the fire. That was not the case until it 
crossed the canyon. 

12. Cannot see main fire, not in contact with anyone who can. I was the 
first to see it cross the canyon. I should have seen the problem earlier and 
made contacts then. 

13. On a hillside where rolling material can ignite the fuels below. It 
could be that rolling material ignited the bottom of the canyon. 

14. Weather is getting hotter and drier. 

15. Wind increases and/or changes direction. I do believe the change in wind 
speed happened quickly. Fire may have been in the bottom of the canyon for 
some time until the wind blew it up. 

17. Terrain and fuels make escape to safety zones difficult. Our escape 
route gained 500 feet in elevation over 500 yards. The fireline gained 400 
feet over 600 yards. 

18. Taking a nap near the fireline. Some of the jumpers from the first load 
were fatigued and dehydrated. 

Fire Orders 

Fight fire aggressively but provide for safety first. We were heavy on the 
aggression, but light on safety. 

Initiate all action based on current and expected fire behavior. No one 
expected the fire to run like it did, but some had an idea the fire behavior 
was going to increase. 

Recognize current weather conditions and obtain forecasts .. The only weather 
forecast received was from NOAA. No spot weather forecasts were done. No 
fire weather forecasts were given. 

Ensure instructions are given and understood. This was done. 

Obtain current information on fire status. This was not done until it had 
crossed the canyon. 
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Remain in cotmnunication with crew members, your supervisor and adjoining 
forces. Communication goes both ways; up and down. 

Detei:mine safety zones and escape routes. Not done well. 

Establish lookouts in potentially hazardous situations. This was not done. 

Retain control at all times. We did that well in the morning, but not at 
1600. 

Stay alert, keep calm, think clearly, act decisively. We did these except 
stay alert. 
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.USDA -· 
Forest Service 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

1. CASE NUMBER 

.STATEMENT ---
fReterence FSH 5309.11} 

3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last, First, Middle) 4. SOCIAL SEC. NO. 5. 008 6. SEX 

p . 
7. HOME ADO RESS (SI., City, State, ZIP Code} 

10. EMPLOYMENT (Occupation and Location} 

12. LOCATIONSTATEMENTTAKEN 

Hilton Hotel 

15. STATEMENT 

Format: 

8. DRIVER'S LIC. NO. 9. PHONE (HJ (Area Code) 

11. PHONE (WJ (Area Code} 

13. NAMEOFOFFICERTAKINGSTATEMENT j 14. OATE!TIMESTARTEO 
Roy Johnson, Sue Husari, 
Paul Werth, & Paul Bidwell (OS A) 7/8/94 101~ 

of 

I have read the foregoing statement consisting ot-12.. pages. I fully understand this statemenl and declare that the foregoing is true, 
accurate, and c·omplete to the best of my knowledge. I have signed or initialed each and every page and have been given an opportunity to 
make any corrections or addilions. 

I made this stalement freely and voluntarily, without threats or rewards, or promises of reward having been made to me in return 

'"n. I ~- j k-
srGN~RsoN GIVING STATEMENT 

l 17. OFFICER'S SIGNATURE 
; 

16. OATE!TIME ENDED 

7/8/94 1200 

18. WITNESS' SIGNATURE {II Applicable} 

FS·5300-1 II (4/115) 

4• 



-USDA 
Forest Service 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

South Can on Fire 
3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last, First, Middle) 

Prineville Hot Shot Crew 
7. HOME ADDRESS tSt .• City, State, ZIP Code} 

10. EMPLOYMENT (Occupation and Location) 

.STATEMENT 
(Reference FSH 5309.11) 

4. SOCIAL SEC. NO. 

8. DRIVER'S LIC. NO. 

12. LOCATION STATEMENT TAKEN 13. NAME OF OFFICER TAKING STATEMENT 

15. STATEMENT 

/-
1" / 
'j/ 

I 
j. 

. ,,. 

--- --- --... -- .. r-~~A.::..:.. 

•'1 1-,. .....,.,.. 

.. runs 
71) 

<'\1s-t-

. 2 f 12 Page __ o __ 

1. CASE NUMBER 

5. DOB 6. SEX 

9. PHONE (H) (Area Code} 

11. PHONE (W} (Area Code) 

14. DATE/TIME STARTED 

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of __ pages. I fully understand this statement and declare that the foregoing is true, 
accurate. and c·omplete to the best of my knowledge. I have signed or initialed eacn and every page and have been given an opportunity to 
make any corrections or additions. 

I made thi!l statement freely and voluntarily, without threats or rewards. or promises of reward having been made to me in return 

SIGNATUR::: OF PERSON GIVING STATEMENT 

16. DNTE71ME ENDED 

J"/IL '/{ 

for ii. ' 

/ c~ sL'-
17. OFFICER'S SIGNATURE 18. WITNESS' SIGNATURE (If Applicable) 

FS-5300-111 (4/85) 



-USDA ·· 
Forest Service 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last, First, Middle) 

7. HOME ADDRESS (St., City, Srare. ZIP Code) 

10. EMPLOYMENT {Occupation and Location) 

.STATEMENT -·· 
{Reference FSH 5309. 7 t) 

4. SOCIAL SEC. NO. 

8. DRIVER'S LIC. NO. 

12. LOCATION ST A TEM ENT TAKEN 13. NAME OF OFFICER TAKING STATEMENT 

;;,P 
ov 

15. STATEMENT e. 1-:> 
-t )o'"~ \. 

\::, 1:' 

~ 
\ ,e 

1400 quad 1)+ Supt :~. ~2 
uc ke t to ad . ·- -. ···"'··-.I... . .. ... ·~··"~·· ·r~ \:, .. :~~:fJ'~ ... 

No column on ari{val':,:at, :'f.J:."'ifHt'""l1p i·· -pe winds . 
.::~/ ,, <~ ;:-~:~;·~ .:· ~:·~/'; f• ··">· ~~· 

1530 - 1600 Lo)'i? ::f(J~'tJi··got ,.~p-a1"·~e~J~b~ 
at ib.ase ~ Straiit~t out wirtdp~ock. 1500 

Page -3.... ot ..l.2.... 
1. CASE NUMBER 

5. 008 6. SEX 

9. PHONE (H) (Area Code) 

11. PHONE (W) (Area Code) 

14. DA TE/TIME STARTED 

Brian Sholes"ca'l:lecii"tT¢.m s.he-Pfj;n:fr.i 
ThunderstodH to ~:isoQ;.i.ft[;<;:- ~¥ed' rlarth &· disappeared . 

• . i } ; -: .. ' ..... '!'.. .... • . •.: . . "" .. ~i 

1340 

1530 
1535 

Southwest: cl)·tnef pf'itH~ii;l:':tg up:_.:;~;,.. t~ 
; '·~ I " . -. ' •· '~·-':;;·~ ':- \:, .,.\. 

or later:· : .. -: : , /:;:·;~."' -~ c'"> 

Second 19act·;'g9tJ;'t,:fri:§:lj~ 1;:~"~~-Y :;~·. 
------· ...... -·· ~> ,;:,:·· :.~j) 

Told f in~·:f ighers t0·d;~-to t.he :PJ!qi?,k. Heli 
~1 

t ~ 1604 

Q
As st Brfah) . .Sc. \\ob... . ,::.:,. ~-q 

' * ..i- I ""~'\"'\'"I' (• -'°: 

Took cubi_cs/~ .. ~ j-~P~~ ~',~~:1v~··'-:f5·.: 
~-300 .up; ~d' rl6.Wn.·'<t~~l;.~~;'J'1Umpers. 
/surf ace gro'Und:''.'ffr~~-:-.qn:lfi:/--·;·an.opy intact all a 
{ line. No good safe6y ·zone 
~Area where lities occurred. 

the 

- Spo across the draw to west or slopped. 
Kelso called tom and said it had spotted. ~om (supt at 
H2) coul·dn't see it:. "Jumper saw spot" Missoula jumper. 

Instructors '::olct-1\·elscrto· go into the black at Hl. 
Back at helispot. Did not make it to the black. 

I have read the foregoing statement consisting ol __ pages. I fully understand this statement and declare that the foregoing is true, 
!i!CCurate, and compiete to the best of my knowledge. I have signed or initialed each and every page and have been given an opportunity to 
make any corrections or additions. 

I made this sta\ement freely and voluntarily, without threats or rewards, or promises of reward having been made to me in return 

loril. ;L S ~"'-
16. D~TE/TIME ENDED 

I\ z.) '1 Y SIGNATUR:: OF PERSON GIVING STATEMENT 

17. OFFICER'S SIGNATURE 18. WITNESS' SIGNATURE (II Applicable) 

FS·5300-HI (4/85) 

4-f d 



. USDA -
Forest Service 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

.ST.ATEMENT -- . 
(Reference FSH 5309.11) 

3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last, First, Middle) 4. SOCIAL SEC. NO. 

8. DRIVER'S LIC. NO. 

1 o. EMPLOYMENT (Occupation and Location} 

12. LOCATION STATEMENT TAKEN 13. NAME OF OFFICER TAKING STATEMENT 

15. STATEMENT 

Brian - SB ISO below H2 ? along-·Tine. 

Page _4.._ of -l.2.. 
1. CASE NUMBER 

5. DOB 6. SEX 

9. PHONE (HJ {Area Code) 

11. PHONE (W) (Area Code) 

14. DATE/TIME STARTED 

93 Romeo - drop or flare-up "Cranky" 1600 As drop 
··occur-red, ·blow-up- -Ciccurred·. -· 

I have read the foregoing statemenl consisting of __ pages. I fully understand this statement and declare that the foregoing is true, 
accurate, and c·omplete to the best of my knowledge. I have signed or initialed each and every page and have been given an opportunity to 
make any corrections or additions. 

'" n.' made 1 '""m•· '"C"""'"· wilhoot '"'"'' o• "wud•. o• p<emim ol "w"d ha>iog beeo made to me to "'"'" 

.. / • ......-.=-=- j . 16. DA JE!TIME ENDED 

' SIGNATUR!: (.::PERSON GIVING STATEMENT ~/ IL-}t::;~ 
17. OFFICER'S SIGNATURE 18. WITNESS' SIGNATURE (II Applicabfe} 

FS•5300-1IS14/8!1) 



Page~ot~ 

1. CASE NUMBER 

-USDA .. . ·- .STATEMENT -· ·- . 
Forest Service (Reference FSH 5309. 11) 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

..s..o..u.t..h . C_a.nYO.n_ .EiJ::.e. 
3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last, First, Middle) 4. SOCIAL SEC. NO. 5. DOB 6. SEX 

~ Hr>+- ShoJ:.. .l:r...ruiL 
7. HOME ADDRESS (St .• City, State. ZIP Code) 8. DRIVER'S UC. NO. 9. PHONE (H) (Area Code) 

10. EMPLOYMENT (Occupation and Location) 11. PHONE (W) (Area Code) 

-
12. LOCATION STATEMENT TAKEN 13. NAME OF OFFICER TAKING STATEMENT 14. DATE/TIME STARTED 

15. STATEMENT 

2nd degree burns . 

I have read lhe foregoing statement consisting of __ pages. I fully understand this statement and declare that the foregoing is true, 
accurate, and c·omplete to the best of my knowledge. I have signed or initialed each and every page and have been given an opportunity to 
make any corrections or additions . 

. ym~~e this sta!emenl freely and ~ntarily, without threats or rewards, or promises of reward having been made to me in return 

ro"t.~ '\ /:'. 4 • ....._ I>/ I"' L 
~ ~ . 16. DAliE/TIMEENDED 

siGNAUR8JFPERSONGIVINGSTATEMENT is---) I '-i"i'\ 

• 17. OFFICER'S SIGNATURE 18. WITNESS' SIGNATURE (If Applicable} 

FS•SJ00-1 e (4/SS) 

'*fi' 



South Canyon Fire 
·?rineville Hot ~hot Crew 

·---·---~ ----·--~----~ -~--- - . - -- ~~---~----

4i=M 
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-USDA ·· 
Forest Service 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

South Canyon Fire 
3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last, First, Middle} 

Prineville Hot Shot Crew 

Page_7 __ of 

1. CASE NUMBER 

.STATEMENT 
(Reference FSH 5309.11 J 

I 4. SOCIAL sec. NO. 5. DOB 6. SEX 

! 

7. HOME ADDRESS (St., City, State, ZIP Code} 8. DRIVER"S LIC. NO. 9. PHONE (H} (Area Code) 

10. EMPLOYMENT (Occupation and Location} 11. PHONE (WJ (Area Code} 

12. LOCATION STATEMENT TAKEN I "' NAM EOF OFFICE A TAKI NG STATEMENT 14. DATE/TIME STARTED 

15. STATEMENT 

Time period was very short beginning wi!h the realization that 

:::: t:e :: 
5 
::s: :oub 1 ::~·~ •" ;'., }f'.;~~:~~~~:':~~;!?~.·· 

- r "~,,... ( i :~'fl ). .... t. .. "'.. "" ·~. --~ ~ ~ ~ , ·.• ; . tA .,,., ~ 
- Clouds in ··'-. .,t ~ ,:·. · -~ :;,Li_:: ,f~· 

- Wind ;;.___:.::\. .t / 
- On 1 ine ' ~'."""; :<ril ':~ ., . .:.>~'Jti .t!;I 
Back to line, ;sP~:,~, ~ucf2~~(~<,,bl~~;:-up.~_A 
Running. · ' f:; ): ::)}:;_,._;:::. '''";::~~"': .. i.;'.:~ 
600 yards down. hiJil fr~.#t·:.~th~{:::loca~-:1/pr(~.where swing squad was. 
covered ground extr.~'me17Yi. :cit.B-:ok! // .:~. ( 

No o traff.i.c. ·L··~ibora J(elso-'. +'':·,f :a;:,~~o traffic on road) . 
. :f ~:-: ~ .... ,·{.:~,').,,_ ;~:·:~ ;t1 

Wh~J -~'~J;.~rted the run? ¥,~::\.~~-;.<Ti 
No '·t:-imef JU? t~i.,~·aw:-~Jtt:~lf.~nO:\~.Started blowing in 

Questions? 

I 

earri"e.·s·t:-: .. ;, 7';~:;;·,;;, .. :. ~.,1 ~ ~-~:~;~-~~;:;:::~;::V 
Information about briefih$t"td~-tsh0t Supt: 

Q. Weather Forecast? 
No briefing from anyone on 
No briefing. 

. l ?>-·-· !(.. \._ 
the weather . ..$<> l'U.. e..'f~1~) 1 · ~J 1 

No fuels information gave 
Tied in with IC ( anco). 

no food, nothing provid~. s~-w ~ 
to the crew. 

· .. Butch.- gave No briefing-on weather forecast·,, j_ . 
. ~,;:::._,~ :'\.... /1+-rk .:;.I>--,. fr.- o ... k;v.: • ..._ +L r>c._, .. ..,,,J ~7 · 

I have read the foregoing statement cons1shng of __ pages.. I fully understand this statement and ceclare that the foiegoing is true, 
accurate, and c·omple!e to the best of my knowledge. I have signed or inilialed each and every page and have been given an opportunity to 
make any corrections or additions. 

17. OFFICER'S SIGNATURE 
l 

18. WITNESS' SIGNATURE (II Applicable) 

M-i=" 
FS·Sl00-18 {4/85) 



-USDA -· 
Forest Service 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last, First, Middle) 

~ ..H.n..t. ShoJ:. .CreJ.v:.. 
7. HOME ADDRESS (St .• City, State, ZIP Code) 

10. EMPLOYMENT (Occupation and Location) 

.STATEMENT -·· 
(Rele ·'nee FSH 5309.11 J 

1 •· SOCIAL sec. NO. 

8. DRIVER'S LIC. NO. 

12. LOCATION STATEMENT TAKEN 13. NAME OF' OFFICER TAKING STATEMENT 

15. STATEMENT 

PIHSC 

Page _a_ of -1..2.... 
1. CASE NUMBER 

5. DOB 6. SEX 

9. PHONE (HJ (Area Code) 

11. PHONE (W} (Area Code) 

14. DATE/TIME STARTED 

I have read the foregoing statement consisting ot __ pages. I fully understand this statement and declare that the foregoing is true. 
accurate, and c·omplete to the best of my knowledge. I have signed or initialed each and every page and have been given an opportunity to 
make any corrections or additions. 

I made this statement freely and voluntarily, without threats or rewards, or promises of reward having been made to me in return 

,,,;i~L . L 
....,, ...... .< .I 

' 'SiGNATUR!: OF' PERSON GIVING STATEMENT 

16. oyE/TIME ENDED 

f?)l( .. )qi 
17. OFFICER'S SIGNATURE 18. WITNESS' SIGNATURE (II Applicable) 

FS·5300-1 a (4/8!!) 

W-i=M 



-USDA -· 
Forest Service 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

South Canyon Fire 
3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last, First. Middle) 

Prineville HQt Shot Crew 
7. HOME ADDRESS (St., City. State. ZJP Code} 

10. EMPLOYMENT (Occupation and Location} 

.STATEMENT -· 
(Reference FSH 5309.11) 

1 4. SOCIAL SEC- NO. 

8. DRIVER'S LIC. NO. 

12. LOCATION STATEMENT TAKEN 13. NAME OF OFFICER TAKING STATEMENT 

15. STATEMENT 

Crew 

Page ..9..__ ot .L2_ 

1. CASE NUMBER 

5- DOS 6. SEX 

9. PHONE (H) (Area Code} 

11. PHONE (W) (Area Code) 

14. DATE/TIME STARTED 

l have read the foregoing statement consisting of __ pages. I fully understand this statement and declare that the foregoing is true, 
~ccurate, and complete to the best of my knowledge. I have signed or initialed each and every page and have been given an opportunity to 
make any corrections or additions. 

i for it.I made this Lstatement frejly and voluntarily, without threats or rewards, or promises of reward having been made to me in return 

-7 J ~ . 16. DATE/TIME ENDED 

SIGNATUR: OF PERSON GIVING STATEMENT !</ /L/&f( 
, 7. OFFICER'S SIGNATURE 118. WITNESS' SIGNATURE (If Applicable} 

FS·!S:J00-111 (4/8!$) 

'4i=P1 



Page --l..(l.. of l-2--
1. CASE NUMBER 

.USDA .. .51 ATEMENT -· 
Forest Service (Rete imce FSH 5309.11 J 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

South Canvon Fire 
3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last. First. Middle) 4. SOCIAL SEC. NO. 5. DOB 6.SEX 

Prineville Hot Shot Crew 
7. HOME AO DRESS (St., City, State, ZIP Code} 8. DRIVER'S LIC. NO. 9. PHONE (HJ (Area Code) 

10. EMPLOYMENT (Occupalion and Location) 11. PHONE (W} (Area Code) 

· 12. LOCATION STATEMENT TAKEN 13. NAME OF I 1FFICER TAKING STATEMENT 14. DATE/TIME STARTED 

15. STATEMENT 

Interview taken by Paul Wert :1 ~· 
.. ~ ·': :.~~:';/.~~·:·~~;:":~" •"·:· ~I' • - ,.,. '~l"od.'~-~·.t~~'.~~~;';;;!~~• • 

Fri AM INTERVIEi'ij':,.' P~·in·e'i/ i·fl"'~~·'Hs'"'·" '-.['). 
winds o1J, ... :,7 o~t.-.·''.~ ... $.--~:: ~- <l~·~t¥r· .:1'19'>. ;;f;~". ge ,- . ~'f). ""'-p ... . .... • .._J ·• ; \· • .... I · l' ..... ~ 
Extreme'l:y ~tee~, c u,~neys · .: .'J;;_#f:· it 
Side slo.pi;:. est. %4 ),;:,.,/ . ., l:i 
16 jumpers ~ :f.'4~E .'b~::a fi;r.s·~';'H::iafl, 8 ::ond day. 
Arrived ~tj ~~li~i3.s ~~di:?:~:d2.~tO.: h t/\-1-.. 5 v,;,--r_ 

sp/air 

s First 9 f:lew'1up U l! ilt::al:i:ties:/~, 2~ to top ( l 
was un-burn?d, sol: ~hertt\Hel f:g_P'.pf:·).burned survivors flew
up later_'.anCi:l;~t.Ar..:f &'d .iF1ne) sou!1'.Ph :Q.f helispot 
activity:;peaI'.:i~w, :t2oo, ~~rii8k~~~~£~te. ~ 1340 winds 
pick-up/ t'til:].underst ,:ffir~;·1cell to ~~,'.~.)moved North and 
dissipa;.tid{";·~ome c,; .isty wind.~,~o~-;~st. 
No belt "wi'tt{ fk~t°7J; D~P~.':" ~,~.':.:.~~.·:40·v'.,{,;t 

~~t g~~~e~1-i~tt~;~~~ ~~~('.~~~~~~~-;~~J;r;;'Y'. 
* spotted to west ::.cross draw (other-side cf canyon) 
probably fishhooke1 and crossed bottom of draw end up 
west aspeci:. 
* run t: k only a ninute 
front t~ ~ast - e~tremely clear to southwest 

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of __ pa 1es. I lullyunderstand this statement and declare that the foregoing is true, 
accurate, and complete to the best of my knowledge. I have sig1 ed or initialed each and every page and have been given an opportunity to 
make any corrections or additions. 

' I made this Ltal ment freely and voluntarily, without th re its or rewards, or promises of reward having been made to me in return 
for it. 

1 s. ~;TT/~l/ME:~DED 
IGNATUR= OF PERSON GIVING STATEMENT ~1 c- / ( 

17. OFFICER'S SIGNATURE 18. WITNESS' SIGNATURE (II Applicable) 

FS·5:300-1 e (418!5) 

r&i=" 



1. CASE NUMBER 

.USDA -· 
Forest Service 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

South Canvon Fire 
3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last, First, Middle) 

Prineville Hot Shot Crew 

.STATEMENT -· 
(Reference FSH 5309.11) 

4. SOCIAL SEC. NO. 5. DOB 6. SEX 

7. HOME ADDRESS (St., City, State, ZIP Code) 8. DRIVER'S LIC. NO. 9. PHONE (HJ (Area Code) 

10. EMPLOYMENT (Occupation and Location) 11. PHONE (W} (Area Code) 

12. LOCATION STATEMENT TAKEN 13. NAME OF OFFICER TAKING STATEMENT 14. DATE/TIME STARTED 

15. STATEMENT 

* 
* 
* 

* 1604 time when major run occurred -1530 winds very 

str?ng - ~~,t:W~:~.r.-:-~P·~·,-~~9~H-~:'·ir.~~~,ew up - hard to stand 
against th.e wind·. ·· ... , · ·:_.., __ . ·3-. 
- . Wind ~~.St ~~:fl_~9Cf1~/\·E~~~·:J!.Ot\;.~ch wind, and strong 
winds ut( t 1~ 'tlfien t)-!-rnel:f· 'w.i,;::i_qty ~l over 
* -1600.bu-... .2t dro:p;~:~n flare-Up~·"\in ridge 
- Maj or ·:run., ~aS'ra r'~~~rn .~.Jd'~'trncMed across slope 
flanking,~i~'~ ~( '~::;;:,l> .. (~},._ " ~:;? 
- fa tali tie~:; foiiihcf.\ipc··:lnorlhJ... ri.om where they were. 

' ;·. ""·:·· . . ·. -·'.' · .. ,:;;" \ ... \ 

1604 headed: ~ack1 rl-ow.:t} .bJ,11 ·-=-::~; i:·J 
173 0 on toact2: in61.d€-r\E -'.:&V.-e;t _;-:.; :_·_:. 
- fuels·. ~~re'· i~·u.rning ,; tha r-<rt6¥~1~t:f d_on' t burn. 
- FL -10,q:-::feet, ve4'·~<~abnormal SE~~f:·=! 
- Visua;t ·t:P,ctica tors, Clouds irf··~4 ('(::(winds. 

, .. ·. ·.or-: ~. ,•( ... ,1 ~~ 

- fire 6~.7-0.}J'}'Ya~~~,·cf9,~9:~~;~~-~i.)W,~5!~! t~ey ran f?r safety 
- no know:l'ed.gj:: '-0f 1 b~.st..-~tli~r:Jzfr fire behavior. 
- .o brief.:Lhg·:\:..tiat::·soUi~~::;~~,~~~ \,,,c~._-5 1 ~1<- pl"H.. l:. ... t /Ll 

- instruction was t tie with IC \iJ ....-._f..l,..- if\.~ <. JC-c. 4J , 
- Met with IC at he~~base 
- sudden calm -1600 (smoke pulling west) Bill Baker, 
Byran -foreman . 

.$ "~''-

I
. Sat AM Interview: BLM office Glenwood Springs (Butch/Jim) 

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of __ pages. I fully understand this statement and declare that the foregoing is true, 

1
1. ~ccurate, and c·omplete to the best of my knowledge. I have signed or initialed each and every page and have been given an opportunity to 

make any corrections or additions. 

I made this statement freely and voluntarily, without threats or rewards, or promises of reward having been made to me in return 

forit. _) L 1~ -. ./ ~ 16. D~TE/TIME ENDED 

/ SIGNATUR: OF PERSON GIVING STATEMENT Y/Jz....)'i{ 

17. OFFICER'S SIGNATURE 18. WITNESS' SIGNATURE (If Applicable) 

FS-5300-18 (4/85) 

+i=H 



Page ...12._ of ...12_ 

1. CASE NUMBER 

-USDA .. .STATEMENT -· 
Forest Service (Reference FSH 5309.11) 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last, First. Middle) 4. SOCIAL SEC. NO. 5. DOB 6. SEX 

P..r.ineri lle_ H n..t. Sh n t. r r P w 
7. HOME ADDRESS (St., City, State, ZIP Code) 8. DRIVER'S UC. NO. 9. PHONE (HJ (Area Code) 

10. EMPLOYMENT (Occupation and Location) 11. PHONE (W} (Area Code) 

12. LOCATION STATEMENT TAKEN 13. NAME OF OFFICER TAKING STATEMENT 14. DATE/TIME STARTED 

15. STATEMENT 

- detected night of 4th of July 
- met Tue ~<,mp:~~ce.J .. ~.~.~J.~,,.tg.,,,.~:~~;tit~l attack 

5th - Jumpers· ;.showea-··u-p·::,a-:ffur-!ith \!:ti.rth of 2nd HS 
- Fire ~f¢1Pe,,?~:Hi~§fa ,::··:~-:i;}-~~J~}lf.t\~tch built 
- Fire )':~st:-.:: . .§t'e~pln'o -25A> .: .1;;,J~:· Ji) 
- problem·. with bothi:·:;i,aws, refrtt'~d 5 saws that: evening 
-F t". ct" ,...... '~ .• :::·:. -~··.- .... 'I-"":"' ~: "

4 

.1.or nex a~--· !f.:~'1 ·'"' -·.. .« ,·-- .. ,., r-:-1 
- strong ,win4 p~~v~b:~~ed. 11.~~ictrop iqp fire - dropped 

~ I f .~ ~ • .• •• ·• a"• • • • ' • ·•• ""' • '4-

instead on ll4ghwa:z,::S::J:·tl~:. ·<:.:/!.,:. \''.--.\ 
- requested: :!if.ore; r~:~Q.u,i~es, ·.IJdp$;·}.bly HS crew & 

Helicopt~r ':'.l;_ J; .. '?·\\ ~-:~;:·'·~ 1;'.: .. , j/ :;~·: 
6th - early-.mqrrilhg" (8-9)' hik°E:'d':·:o~~~:~p and +:ied in with 

Mackey ·StJ'.:,: .Sj had .-buf1·4 line ffiIQ:ni~:! 
- talked' 't·if);:h Mackey & Rich arfoutj"'.:(what they were doing 

·,. :': '-'.-'. ;. - r"I~ '"'- {' -:":j 

- Mackey,.· Y{/l(~a ·: cttr~ ITT.J:-cil,tt,;aql~\jiri'.>;°f;·~ ad of l ndi rec t ~ 
dropping ···rt·ne; 6ic 0e~·t1siti~~.,':d._~,~~::i'm~3--'. < -Mackey sp.ff t''.$8~'·':-_ ... ~~'.."':::·:-;·J,-···-"· 

\. ~,..vi ,Y -------- :_-.· ~ 
\ -'('-'' / s::iJ - HS crew came in, foreman aqreed to split ~ 

;'\j\\f _..\1 / 1 - turned on NOAA weather radio and listened to v (., •C, \... 

~ ~ broadcast, thought about winds & cold front passage 
_C/'f" ;\Y...·".Y'" punch~d in on radio and wrote down forecast (just 

~(\I 1""" afternoon) 

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of __ pages. I fully understand this statement and declare that the foregoing is true, 
~ccurate, and c·omplete to the best of my knowledge. I have signed or initialed each and every page and have been given an opportunity to 
make any corrections or additions. 

1 statement freely and voluntarily. without threats or rewards, or promises of reward having been made to me in return 

16. D"f,E!TtME ENDED 

Pjlz..-f ~ SIGNATUR!: OF PERSON GIVING STATEMENT 

17. OFFICER'S SIGNATURE 18. WITNESS' SIGNATURE (If Applicable) 

FS·5300-1 8 (4/85) 

Gti=M 



I 

.usoA -
Forest Service 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

South Can on Fire 

STATEMENT---
<Reterenee FSH 5309.11) 

3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last. First, Middle) 4. SOCIAL SEC. NO. 

Johnson, Ton 
7. HOME ADDRESS (St .• City, State._ ZIP Code} 

10. EMPLOYMENT {Occupation and Location} 

12. 1 OCATION STATEMENT TAKEN 

~HC Trailer 

15. STATEMENT 

Tony Johnson 

IHC 
July 4. 
day. 

8. DRIVER'S LIC. NO. 

Dick Man an 

1. CASE NUMBER 

5. 008 6. SEX 

9. PHONE (H) (Area Code} 

11. PHONE (WJ (Area Code} 

14. DATE!TIME STARTED 

7 18 94 

The helicopter was 93R, which had been allocated 4 ~ours of 
flight time for the South Canyg~_ Fir~-~ Qpon arrival at_ the 

1 have read the foregoing statement consisting of __5__ pages. I fully understand this statement and declare that the foregoing is true, 
accurate, and c·omplete to the best of my knowledge. I have signed or initialed each and every page and have been given an opportunity to 
make any corrections or additions. 

I made this statement freely and voluntarily, without threats or rewards, or promises of reward having been made to me in return 

for it. ~ v::f:·~, 
/ ~,·. 

~-t z_,:..7'-j 16. DATE/TIME ENDED / ~ // 

' ...-"' ~ ·• ~-: ,_____..--
~NAI.!JR!: OF PERSON GIVING STATEMENT 7/18/94 

17. OFFICER'S SIGNATURE 18. WITNESS' SIGNATURE {ff Applicable) 

FS·5J00-1 e (4/B~) 

t4i=H 



1.. .USDA .. 
: Forest Service 

: 2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

south Canyon Fire 
1. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last. First, Middle} 

Johnson,. Tony 
7. HOME ADDRESS (SI., Cily, State. ZIP Code} 

!O. EMPLOYMENT (Occupation ana Location) 

.ST.ATEM ENT --
tRelerence FSH 53_09.11) 

4. SOCIA!.. SEC. NO. 

8. DAIVEA"S !..IC. NO. 

l 2. LOCATION STATEMENT TAKEN 13. NAME OF OfflCERTAKING STATEMENT 

15. STATEMENT 

Page_?_ ct 4 

l. CASE NUMBER 

s. 008 S. SEX 

9. PHONE (HJ (Area Code} 

111. PHONE (W} (Area Code} 

14. OATE/TfMESTAATEO 

.... ····i.. ~ ' ,-~;;~, -- ~ ~ """' 
Ten members rrom IflO.;·;~'l:~;;::~~~g,f:,.:Sg':'.T±:::~i'""'~~re flown_ ~o r:~ ~ wn~re \ LP"'-' 
they met with IC. ~~;anco _,,c;.~?::,~nt¥· ~,?~n o~:~~o ~he r7re l.i.ne in l-,,-- i&io'-" 
support of sr.ioke~.~t?ft..i..~ ... (<E.:.9j}:S.tr.uc.t~~~W~9;i.f. ,,lding ~ine. T~e I 
remaining 10 memli:i~rs~\o~ the I}{:f: stayed.J•atc,~e helibase while 93E) 
reswned making bu·?;·~~t drops -dt-:~il 15}.5 nqi/rs. -While w9iting at"" Do ~1-"' 
the helibase, crew ;s~~'ije_r~.fso.~~hd ~-!.>'.fr(~ t'~lked. with BL.'1 ,~~ 
fire~i~hter Janr_ii7~;P'Cff:fetl'.~ )~~:{f'?~i~~4J_:,g ~~ weather or fire -rc.Jli.. i, k,V-

condi ti on was gi v~~. i\~ ti ~~t~5;~J:~j~. ,., ·~{~B ~~~~ , 
At about ~430 ho17~,5, ~r·~.9.lfz'·~.:~~.-:"ti.~-:~:~iib4-~·e and noticed an --.:; , 
increase in smoke"'f;nd some to,:q:;:ning or ~.e,~~$ on the lower part or \..- C;..c.."" 

the fire. Ee radirii::.P Shepa·t:"cr:.::a:'fui notif.i;~~~im. Thev also talked) ~"'i'-'1"'"~ 
about the increa·5'~Ii-g;1;s_trong, gusty win¢i:i.? X# . - / 

... ,':) .. ~ J ,... . ·1 .. '·"'" ·~· ........ ~ ... # , •• 
... • • f' • •. ;. ~· , •• - ;. !O. •.• """ ,._ t ,.,...... ' ~ . t u ' . ,!•'= f 

Scholz and re·~~i·~J:~J.~~i~.~3~e)~~~;m·t~~~f~e IHC flew into H2 at""') 
about 1515 hours. Shepati::F?5a~'.t.b~ferrwatching the fire from Hl ana1 .::·.:.... ... 
came down to talk w~th Schul~:i··~ IC Blan:<? ca~e t? E2. T~eir . )"--- ~..J'.·-·-
assignment was t:o c.Lear brusr.. along rireline .oe;::;..,·ee!1 E2 ana 
El. 

Scholz call sauad leader r<:elso to inform hin the:. t remainder) D:,...,_ 
of the IHC was·- ~n the fire ·.--·-Blanco; -Scholz and Sheoard discussed)-

I have read the foregoing statement ccnsis:ing of __ pages. I fully understand this statement and cec!are that the foregoing is true 
31ccurate, and c·omplete to the best of my knowledge. I have signed or initialed each and every page and have been given an oppor.uni:y t~ 
make any corrections or additions. · 

- I made this sta;ement freely and voluntarily, without threa:s or rewards, or promises of reward having t::eer. made to me in re:urn 

fer it. _ -- , ,/ / ,.?' / 
// /-;/ // 
/'/~~ - '6'-/2_-t"!. . 16. DATE/W.1EENOEO 

L/ ~GN.;.IUP.!:: OF PERSON GIVING STATEMENT 

· 7. OFFICER'S SIGNATURE 18. WITNESS' SIGNATUR:: (II Applicable} 

tiii=M 

t_.,._.. 



1. CASE NUMBER 

.USDA -. . -- .STATEMENT -- - . 
Forest Service (Reference FSH 5309. J 1) 

?. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

south Canyon Fire 
1. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last, First, Middle) 4. SOCIAL SEC. NO. 5. DOS 6. SEX 

Johnson, 'I'.on_y" 
·• HOME ADDRESS (St... City, State, ZJP Code) 8. DRIVER'S LIC_ NO. 9. PHONE (H) (Area Code} 

o. EMPLOYMENT (Occupation and Location} 1 1. F» ONE ('NJ (Area Cade} 

.. . -

2. LOCATION STATEMENTTAXEN 13. NAME OF OFFICER TAXING STATEMENT 114. DATE/TIME STARTED 

5. STATEMENT 

building a co'1tingen.<::.Y fireline to the __ -florth, parallel to 

existing line. .:·(>.:':;.:::··~;,;~~~:-~~~~;•,}?~';'5iB~~:~~\:~t~~ ·':-

~~~~a~~n!~ou t -~r ;;';)1~(.tP"~,{{cn,~Q<}]<{:t~ near the smokejumper; 

Squad Boss Bickett \~C.io~ S.~ffq1.z ti?~?'.t6~ smokejuff,pers were out'/ 
of water. Scholz t:aitf-;fed.;2_~1ihti!-talliars tihwn the line to them, .(.__ 
and left thE!TL wi ur.:a f~ingie~#fu¥;*~jwtP'~~-- \?\hrash?) . .f..s he walked I 
along the f irelinE(he,::;frecpggfi~.¢/ttl}e i~1?li'~ potential of the ) 
under burned oak ~1~~h/:;::::// '·':':> _H_· -': .. i t~·:~:,;:;/~1'~/..}\ 

Winds along the -~~i~~iine we-:r-e~~:r-.tat stronq'.::0~1 gusty 
ridge top. Eack:~'~Jl'.lr~~~h_e ridge t:.op, th~,'.Q.:J:T\~ were 
steady from t!'.e ...;'e'st:;( Be):n:i€t:it11;w1J.§1¥;r~hl·'t::h~lridae. 

like on the . 
c:- rona -na· J:)-v'\ ~ '-- ~ c. • ~ , I' .._:.... .. r 

/,,.,.-- ______ "·.::~c~~:./:~.~~;;:,~.:~\~~.;:~~;: ··:ff:~~C~----···""' 
( soot fires c::::-oss the lih·e·~'c}p:~tb-e'-tcp, and sent r::c members to 
1 help the BLM firefighters. Bfr:1 Squad Boss Ryerso:-: =::-equested and 
1 received bucke::: drops from 93::?.. The Pilot. did nc _ r an:: \ - r in the bottom. 

/When Kelso radioed Shepard th~t a-spot. fire 
. ', ther '-e w·as toid by° shepara-·to gef ou-i. 

--------

··~ .. -"" ' 

c:-cssed below.•_ vr:i..,;; 
_.......--·· '/ 

"'"-"\OW 

I have read the ; . .:;regoing statement consis:ing of __ ?ages.! 1.ul!~ understand this statement ar.d cec!a~e that the lore;oing is true, 
:;.ccurate, and c·omple!e lo tne best ol my kncwledge. I have signed or in1t1aled each and e'lery page and have teen given an opportunity :o 
01ake any corrections or additions. 

I made this s!atemenl freely and vcluntarily. without threats or rewards, or promises cl reward havir.g t:een made to me in re:urn 
~; 1t. 

i6. DATE/TIME ENDED 

. OFFICER'S SIGNATURE 18. WITNESS' SIGNATURE (II Applica ~le) 

'ti=i' 

i '- ... 
.....-o~ .. t 

0~. 



i 
I 

Page_4_ of --4,_ 

1. C.ASE NUMBER 

I •. ·USDA ·· 
Forest Service 

.ST.ATEM ENT --
<Reterence FSH 5309.11) 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

South Canyon Fire 
3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last, First. Middle} 4. SOCIAL SEC. NO. 5. 008 6. SEX 

7. HOME ADO RESS (St_ City, State. ZIP Code} 8. ORIVEA'S LIC. NO. 9. PHONE (H) (Area Code} 

10. EMPLOYMENT (Occupation and Location} 111. PHONE (WJ (A:ea Code} 

12. LOCATION STATEMENT TAKEN 13. NAME OF' OFFICER TAKING STATEMENT 114. DATE/TIME STARTED 

15. STATEMENT 

---... 
Extreme fire behavio:r; began occurring <!.cross the fire area and \ 
the crews on the to.P>~r:e-.""'d~r.~st.~.::::t:-O~;~ye to the safety zone at ) 
Hl. Fire crossed ;t:p:e 1{;;9-):l,et~.e"'~J}°the f:,~;re fighters and Hl, so / 
they ran back to .A-2' .. ;,;s~i'!:PJ~] a~~%J1~~~r.J, ~~ajar f~re ru:l, aI}-d ('-- Cl<.~ 
dropped off the E~dge....,l:L-"rlto th~;maJor .. tlrei~ge leading down hill p,....+~~ 
to I -70 -:;·:·:~ ;: ii:"'i .•• :":/ 

• ': • ',;.:,.!'· .. # ..\~·: 

Shepard, Blanco and~ ~~me ~pt.M~%~/tef~ifl±i:!~r~/were with the 
Prineville IEC at Pfl~~ 'i:i~e .:~~~'t,.:;~. ~~{;:-... ~A 

: :·. 

I have read the roregoing statement consisting or __ pages. I fully understand this statement and cec!are that the roregoing is true. 
:accurate, and c·omplete to the best ol my knowledge. I have signed or initialed each and e'lery page and have been siven an opportunity to 
ma.ke any corrections or additions. · 

I made !his statement rreely and voluntarily, without threats or rewards, or promises or rewc ·:1 havir.s been mace to me in return 

for it. --/ / ;1, 
/,~A/~- &'-/ 2-9'~ 16. OATc/Tl~.1:: ENDED 

""" ~N,~fR!:: OF PERSON Gl'llNG STATEMENT 

7. OFFICER'S SIGNATURE 18. WITNESS' SIGNATURE (II Applicable) 



·USDA .. .STATEMENT --
Forest Service <Reterence FSH 5309.11 J 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

South Canyon Fire 
3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last. First, Middle) 4. SOCIAL SEC. NO. 

Navarro, Louie 
7. HOME ADDRESS (St~ City, State, ZIP Code) 

10. EMPLOYMENT (Occupation and Location) 

H 
12. LOCATION STATEMENT TAKEN 

lHC Trailer 

, 15. STATEMENT 

~On July 
_t regon. 

8. DRIVER'S UC. NO. 

R 
13. NAME OF OFFICERTAKJNG STATEMENT 

l'll f J smokej umpers from 'New: '*exi.Jc~t)<;~We'f;e:'"mpvi~9,! 

. 1 4 Page __ of __ 

1. CASE NUMBER 

5. DOB 6. SEX 

9. PHONE (H) (Atea Cocte) 

11. PHONE (W) (Atea Code) 

14. DATE/TIME STARTED 

7 18 94 

Aircraft and 
to initial 

~attack fires in c_o.;iora:,P.~.-.-:'.; .,'.:'.''• ·~; • ,f;•r ~~:"::s:J?; I l~~ 

f 1:" After breakfast 6,-4, ~:i~ 6 in Grl3:A~';·,::runctiorL·:;~:~e IHC drove to 
'<l f Glenwood Springs '·Ff~)-~;;~-s~2~ent on ~.h.:.1·~?.Q.~!1i cai:yon re. ~here 
~ ,J :4as, only one persb~· J;n! ;t~~?P. ,fl.mW.~~.~ ·t~~iY;~ office upon their 
.~ .jj' arrival at about 12QO~~;~···.;'f'.8.~~)?-_:'r~.~~J.~i'.;Ji&t know the status of 
~~- supplies for the IHC incru.·a:i-r:l.g:_:.'~oo1s, saw gas, or fusees. On 

, <:> their way into town for lunch,,_. the crew was diverted to the 
helibase inunediate transport to the fire. 

j •. -

The licopter was 93R, which had been allocated 4 hours of 
flight time for the South Canyon Fire. Upon arrival at the 
helibase, .. they -found .93R doing buc.ket-°drops, waited· until 1400 

I have ~\!1cfihei:f.frW'l:>~~f1tiffJ:?,tAAs1sting of--4- pages. I fully understand this statement and declare that the foregoing is true, 
accurate, and c·omplete to the best of my knowledge. I have signed or initialed each and every page and have been given an oppor1unity to 
make any corrections or dditions. 

I ~ade this sta men r y /. volu i!hout threats or rewards, or promises of reward having been made lo me in return 
for ii. 

16. DATE/TIME ENDED 

7/18/94 
17. OFFI 18. WITNESS' SIGNATURE (If Applicable) 

FS·5300-1 Iii (4/851 



-USDA ·· 
Forest Service 

.ST.Al'EMENT -·· 
(Reference FSH 5309.11) 

Page_2_ ot_4_ 

1. CASE NUMBER 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

South Canyon Fire 
3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last, First. Middle} 4. SOCIAL SEC. NO. 5. 008 6. SEX 

Navarro, Louie 
7. HOME ADDRESS (St., City, Stat&, ZIP Code) 8. DRIVER'S LIC. NO. 9. PHONE (HJ (Area Code) 

10. EMPLOYMENT (Occupation and Location) 11. PHONE (WJ (Area Code) 

12. LOCATION STATEMENT TAKEN 13. NAME OF OFFICER TAKING STATEMENT 14. CATE/TIME STARTED 

15. STATEMENT 

Ten members from IH~·:A~w~;;.~l\lil~~f~~;t-:Ji:~H~~re flown to H2, where 
they met with IC. ~):~nco .,a;i~):WJ¥.~?;;S~V-:.n o~1;~o ~he f ~re line in 
support of smokeJ.~P.~P~rA,?..:t~t$t:n.i .. cd!:J.~5\1~M. -.. ding line. The 
remaining 10 me:m.De,rs: .. b.f~ l:he Iijf; stayea.• ... rt , : e helibase while 93R 
resumed making buc.ket drops ~l 1515 ho.Eis. While waiting at 
the helibase, crew $ttger./f~o~Yand ~-::.:r~i t('~lked with BLM 
firefighter Jannie ;Ja~red; .~{f:iriJti:i,.r}g. df! weather or fire 

·condition was gi vefr~ 1::-'_; t:· Jj:.::1 1<-.<\·· ... ,.:,:;fff;. ~\\ ~ 
. . ; J ~; .. :'.\'..~f,;;;;-:,:~. • ····~?~ ·~~,~~ 

At about 1430 hour.s, S£::P.0:ilitZ'''·'.'fas'.-iiti~:~e-~i'ba~e and noticed an 
increase in smoke\· ~.nd some to:i;:,<:;hirni' o':f t"trf.~:a on the lower part of 
the fire. He ract,:~~:~d. Sheparcl'!.·afld: no f~~ \~im~ They also talked 
about the increaai'.-ni};:~ptrong, gusty wi_11de~~·''/W :, ''.;·. :· :'( r.: r;:j.[i' .n~:- ff f;n\t\j\~,.:;J)l 
Scholz and the rema:in:±.1_?.g;};¥~X:.'m7~,~~~~~,:~he IHC ew into H2 at 
about 1515 hours. Shepard· ·hagy5een watching the fire from Hl and 
came down to talk with SchOltz'( IC Blanco came to H2. Their 
assignment was to clear brush along the f ireline between H2 and 
Hl. 

Scholz called squad leader Kelso to inform him that the remainder 
of the IHC. was ·an the fire .---··Blanco, - Scholz and Shepard discussed· 

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of __ pages. I fully understand this statement and declare that the foregoing is true, 
!iccurate, and c·omplete to the best of my knowledge. I have signed or initialed each and every page and have been given an opportunity to 
make any corrections or additions:_// 

for it. 
I made this st ~ e {y and voJu · • without threats or rewards, or promises of reward having been made to me In return 

18. WITNESS' SIGNATURE (II Applicable) 

FS·5300-1 II (4/115) 

4-f M 



Page ot-4__ 

1. CASE NUMBER 

-USDA .. .STATEMENT-· 
Forest Service (Reference FSH 5309.11) 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

uth Can on Fire 
3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last, First, Middle) 4. SOCIAL SEC. NO. 5. DOB 6.SEX 

varro Louie 
7. HOME ADDRESS (SI., City, State, ZIP CodeJ 8. DRIVER'S LIC. NO. 9. PHONE (H) (Area Code) 

10. EMPLOYMENT (Occupation and Location) 11. PHONE (W) (Area Code) 

12. LOCATION STATEMENT TAKEN 13. NAME OF OFFICER TAKING STATEMENT 14. DATE/TIME STARTED 

15. STATEMENT 

building a contingency reline to the north, parallel to the 
existing line. 

Shepard scouted 
drop zone. 

• .:,.:';,)'···~·!-:<--:··· ., .. , - .. , . .,... .. ,,,~,:~~~;-~~' 
- · ir~ ''i'6~¢af~~:~C.'·,~egin~g near the Smokejumper 

• ·::-*'; • - '"~~\..: . ~~= ... (,i/\ ;". * "':~\ ,,....,, ....... ;t'f i..- ~ ... _,... ... .._,. ... _J ~ .. , ~ ·• ~.; ~·c.., ....;~.~ 
~~~·~~.) ~ ~ ·:;. . .~ :i'~~J~: ,~?;! 

Squad Boss Bickett.radioed sohiilz that the/smokejumpers were out 
of water. Scholz car';tf~ed'r~ cj1.:fiata~4~?!~'. c("$Jn the line to them, 
and left them withU~. ~~ngi~ ~~k~juUlp~r r.~1irash?). As he walked 
along the fireline,. hef;·fec9'g~~~·ed\J:he'''.rl~Ru~ potential of the 
under burned oak brushi.':;'. ' 1 '<;c, -,:· .. :·:.'::· . "',:·,'! '? 

Winds along the i·d~:-"'~er~ ti,~~ ~~:~-i'6g~il.e!h~~. ty like on the 
ridge top. Back '.Qi;l;~the ridqe·<·tO'p, the v-i-t~c!:'~ were strong and 
steady from the we~)15.2erpencticu1ar tq,,:tite.,Widge. 

·· : . . :='r:r\1-;;· n~:- r~~.~-f~t\J\::::f? 
Spot fires cro~sed ''tll~~-·~:~~;~~.J:'.2it ''.~J\~~j~Jfi!-t:and sent IHC members to 
help the BLM fire ghters. ·-~.gUi!~~ .. squad Boss Ryerson requested and 
received bucket drops 93R'.: The Pilot did not radio any 
extreme fire behavior the bottom. 

When Kelso radioed Shepard that a spot fire had crossed below 
th~m he was tol_d by Shepar~- t_o ge_~-- o_u~_. 

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of __ pages. I fully understand this statement and declare that the foregoing is true, 
accurate, and c·omplete to the best of my knowledge. I have signed or initialed each and every page and have been given an opportunity to 
make any corrections or additions. 

voluntarily, without threats or rewards, or promises of reward having been made to me in return 

16. DATE/TIME ENDED 

18. WITNESS' SIGNATURE (If Applicable} 

FS·5300-18 (4/85) 

tfrjffi 



USDA 
Forest Service 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

South Canyon Fire 

STATEMENT -· 
(Reference FSH 5309.11) 

3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last, First, Middle} 4. SOCIAL SEC. NO. 

Navarro, Louie 
7. HOME ADDRESS (St .• City, State. ZIP Code} 8. DRIVER'S LIC. NO. 

10. EMPLOYMENT {Occupation and Location} 

12. LOCATIONSTATEMENTTAKEN 13. NAME OF OFFICER TAKING STATEMENT 

15. STATEMENT 

Page_4_ ot _4_ 

1. CASE NUMBER 

5. DOB 6. SEX 

9. PHONE (H) (Area Code} 

1 1. PHONE (W} (Area Code) 

14. DATE/TIME STARTED 

Extreme behavior began occurring across the fire area and 
the crews on the top were directed to move to the sa zone at 
nl. re crossed the;.'l,.i•n,e ... b.e:.:n-.1_e.~J1.,.,t.h:S/.:.~i:re ghters and Hl, so 
they ran back to H2,:.sa.:; fhe: jpp~'q~ch of\,a-. major fire run, and 
dropoed off the ridge .im:6 :th;e .:JJT4j ~ .,q.:q;i.ih:~l(e leading down hill 
t 0 I: 7 0 • ..., .. ~=·~. ·-.:-~~-) j ·~ 3-•" ·-· /'. ~ ~ ~\ ·.~· ,~ .. L ... ~:J c,Y 
Shepard, Blanco aiid some i3LL'1 .. :t:iref ighter·s /'!ere with 
Prineville IHC at that:'.:tHne. ::: :: ' .,'.'/::.:.~-::~ ;-/ 

': }.··.~.-~.t .· ( ·--·~: .1~~· ,.. ~.:~·~..... :·. ~'~ .. : 
• ~· ~ . . ' - :" :! 

L:··.J .. . :_. , ·:_;~.. t.:··:\ 
.·.' ·.:. .... :•'. :.· ..• : "·,, •• • .. :. .., .i' 

·'~··;. 
·.'..; . ~: ' 

':.' 

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of __ pages. I fui,,. :.mderstand this statement and declare that the foregoing is true, 
~ccurate. and complete to the best of my knowledge. I have signed or initialed each and every page and have been given an opportunity to 
make any corrections or ad itions . 

.y;/~ 

en~·,,and vo~!l r : without threats or rewards, or promises of reward having been made to me in return 
,...; ,// /,,,. ~' ,..~,,,.. 

, .&.-· ~?' 
16. DATE/TIME ENDED 

- ( 2 --ft 
1 7. OFF! 18. WITNESS' SIGNATURE (If Applicable} 

&iii' 
FS·530C>-1 ll (4/811) 



·USDA .. .STATEMENT -· 
Forest Service (Reference FSH 5309.11) 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

South Can on Fires 
3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last, First, Middle) 4. SOCIAL SEC. NO. 

Rambo, Tom 
7. HOME ADDRESS (St., City, State, ZIP Code) 

10. EMPLOYMENT (Occupation and Location) 

12. LOCATION STATEMENT TAKEN 

lHC Trailer 

15. STATEMENT 

Tom Rambo 

8. DRIVER'S LIC. NO. 

13. NAME OF OFFICER TAKING STATEMENT 

Pa'ge __Lot _4_ 
1. CASE NUMBER 

5. DOB 6. SEX 

9. PHONE (H) (Area Code) 

11. PHONE (W) (Area Code) 

14. DATE/TIME STARTED 

7 18 94 

... · '/::~/::·;::;,:r ;:; '! ··i--;.-~:,-:··~~':-51.:;~~:";Z~:., .... 
The IHC had been ~/a f_~ri,::~J;'.''~:~p~q~~-in~·;~~~egon from June 30-
July 4. The wor~\fll~?.~'/}1'H.Y .. ~£a~~¥·1'-.q':ft~;:i1~·f~ averaged 12 hours p:r~ _;_\.-! 
day. · .. ::"... . ..... ,.;~·} ,~-... ~~v .. .,. ~ 
on July 5, er~~~: tJ:~wi<ro .~~~d ~1:1.~~i$~ from Klamath Falls, !'; ~ ~-
Oregon. The aJ.r... c,t;bt{lkf ~~n~'$~~'.:?.~ ·!St,~~ag:Ai fj eld inf~~n ; ~~ 
Scholz of the level· .~ '.~ ... ~: .. _ ... ;·.... ''.'.:.... ~_lora~o. Air~r~ . d ,..!:'.:; 
smo eJumpers from New,·:·}1ex'.);c.q~~~:t~t:n.:iovi~.9 ~O miles to initi ~::ri. 

k f . . c 1 . •J.J~ : ' ........ r· .... ···i •·· .! i' :i::- "' ~. at tac ires in o.• orq:~_,',· . . r.; f":,;;•;:e~··_ f?~ 1' t 
. '',•,io •· -:+~ ... :\::-:: ~ 

After breakfast E;;N~:916 in Gr'iihfr''"Junctio&r:·~ iUhe IHC drove to ,.i. 

Glenwood '.,'fc-?(";a:?signment on th~·i'S.¢n~1<it.:h Canyon fire. There _ 
was. only on)! pers'~.:· tii(tp~\q1~~€R~'WP;~-:~k9£r off ice upon their &.;,;;-l~ ,, :~"'t''~ 
arriv~l at about 120.0f~:··.~~~~':·-~~.t:,9~9~]#~.:~-ot know the status of,-1.1,-;;r;e' ...,.,, 1'c- _. 

supplies IHC incl ud'.tng?_~:tools, saw gas, or fusees. On/'111!: !. k. · , •. , -
their way into town for lunch,'·' the crew was diverted to the ;..h,s .1.; -r •• ~·,·.:.' 
helibase for immediate transport to the fire. 1'1~•'1 S" 

The hel was 93R, which had beeL ~llocated 4 hours of 
fi~ght t the South Canyon Fire. Upon arrival at 
helibase, they found. 93R do-ing buc.ket-·drops, waited ·until 1400 

I have rt.Qlhe kf~~ilf J;,~;l;~/J;i'!;ting pages. I fully understand this statement and declare that the foregoing is true, 
accurate, and complete to the best of my knowledge. I have signed or initialed each and every page and have been given an opportunity to 
make any corrections or additions. 

I made this statement freely and voluntarily, without threats or rewards, or promises of reward having been made to me in return 
for it. 

--£~ -/ ~ 16. DATE/TIME ENDED 

7 SIGNATUR!::OFPERSONGIVINGSTATEMENT 7/18/94 

17. OFFICER'SSIGNATURE 18. WITNESS' SIGNATURE (JI Applicable) 

FS·5300-111 (4/85) 

4i=M 



-USDA ·· 
Forest Service 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

South Canyon Fire 

.STATEMENT -·· 
(Reference FSH 5309.11 J 

3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last, First, Middle/ 14. SOCIAL SEC. NO. 

Rambo, Tom 
7. HOME ADDRESS (St., City, State, ZIP Code} 8. DRIVER'S UC. NO. 

10. EMPLOYMENT (Occupation and Location} 

12. LOCATION STATEMENT TAKEN 13. NAME OF OFFICER TAKING STATEMENT 

15. STATEMENT 

Page -2.__ ot .A._ 

1. CASE NUMBER 

5. DOB 6. SEX 

9. PHONE (H) (Area Code) 

11. PHONE (W} (Area Code} 

14. DATE/TIME STARTED 

Ten member~ from IHp;.:t~~·J~~,5l::F8'~!:tr~~fJ~_~re flown ~o H2 ~ wh7re 
they met with IC B.:l,.anco a!i~·:.ui.oy.S,.Q:. cfown Ot'h to the fire line in 
support of smoke~wn:t;~1~~~(?t2:slr.u~tf~Vi'ii9ni?. '%1ding ~ine. T~e 
remaining 10 me~·~s··~gfl ~the IK,-C stajYe<djati,'.,fhe helibase while 93R 
resumed making buc:'ltet drops -qntil 1515 ficJijrs. While waiting at 
t~e h~libase, cr7w ;s~:e;er~~"so;.~/:~:hd. ~?~ ~plked with BLM. 
firefighter Jannie;;)Jq{;lre-q~ '.ltf#~:t>-ri~~-:i:ng Qll weather or fire 

condition was gi v~n'. r::~ r: ~1::.:~t:::::?::;~. ;,~~~:·.\\A_ 
At about 1430 hou:r;,s, 's·ch,t'iti''-\tii"S':·:.itt-."hef;i.b~,S.e and noticed an 
increase smoke· ;'and···~·c)rne top~hin~ · 6:.f' t.r.~~s on the lower part of 
the fire. He rad~o-i::d Shepa-rd!::·~ notifi:e:'B~.~:him. They also talked 

• ...... • .... ...... ..... ."'..a•i 

about the increa~~!l.:(;f1;.strong, gusty wi!l;~~-~·«·Ij 
:,··"' .. /t/'~.._:.":·1~· ... ;..~~~:· ~r- .,,.r!~~f'\)·\, .. .-' .. ~~~~:., 

Scholz and the rerriai~irief r~t~iJ..l'fueTI!H~'.t~;.><:f!Ythe IHC flew into H2 at 
about 1515 hours. s·i=;~'P«·rHf'.~~"Q/}5e~ti'"\~a't~hing the fire from Hl and 
came down to talk with Schul t'Z.·: IC Blanco came to H2. ir 
assignment was to cle·- brush along the fireline between H2 and 
Hl. 

Scholz led squad leader Kelso to inform him that the remainaer 
o the IHC was on the fire:- - ·Blanco; -Scholz and Shepard discussed 

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of __ pages. I fully understand this statement and declare that the foregoing is true, 
; ?Ccurale, and complete to the best of my knowledge. I have signed or initialed each and every page and have been given an opportunity to 
i make any corrections or additions. 

I made this statement freely and voluntarily, without threats or rewards, or promises of reward having been made to me in return 
for it. 1 / A , 
~A"'...- L #~ 16. DATE/TIME ENDED 

7 SIGNATui?!iOFPERSON GIVING STATEMENT (-/ d. -1 t:/ 
17. OFFICER'S SIGNATURE 18. WITNESS' SIGNATURE (If Applicable) 

FS·.5300-111 (4/85) 

4i'I§ 



-USDA ·· 
Forest Service 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

.STATEMENT -· 
(Reference FSH 5309.11) 

3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last, First, Middle) 4. SOCIAL SEC. NO. 

_Ram.ho_ Tom 
7. HOME ADDRESS (St .. City, State, ZIP Code) 8. DRIVEA·s UC. NO. 

10. EMPLOYMENT (Occupation and Location) 

12. LOCATION STATEMENT TAKEN 13. NAME OF OFFICER TAKING STATEMENT 

15. STATEMENT 

Page -d-- ot -4-
1. CASE NUMBER 

5. DOB 6. SEX 

9. PHONE (HJ (Area Code) 

11. PHONE (W} (Area Code) 

14. DATE/TIME STARTED 

building a contingen9y fireline to the ,...porth, parallel to the 
. t. l' . , ... ''··-. . .. t~;~·~'';'. exis ing ine. .. .. ,. .. ,~·~>.-:-:<>::·,, .... ,,.,. , .. ,, •• ~·' .. "'·~:;J:.;.1' ,,·-\~,,. 

',.-;; ~ '.'!!-.)• •. r'._ .. "'.. :.~;~:':" •. ·:..:...:·!;\::!:. ·~~:! .. ,. 

Shepard scouted -~~- .J.\1~f:~~~~i:ii~°J(\:;.~~~~~1g near the Smokej umper 
drop zone "·'·· ·~~ '· ;•: ""•·'"' /!it 

• • "; .. :.'.} • ,J" ~:·~,·~:·~£:;. . .. f l·~ !/ 
Squad Boss Bickett. ·f~~. ·~ o¥f ~~~~z t;¥ifJ'.t~f smo~eju1:1pers were out 
of water. Scholz Pii~fjied,; 2 .. ·~~~ta~:e.rs Si5>wn the line to them, 
and left them witti<a l·S.ingi·1e-;:.int~·~jum#~. ~~hrash?). As he walked 
along the fireline .·h~':.;!reajc;:i.i;}.Z;e.¢/•tl]e ~~u~ potential of the 
under burned oak brush• ... ~: .... > ·f· :·::: \:,- ··: ·r fr~ .. ~ .•. ·~~l :.,.;'. >. ;·:.:... ., ·.t-.......... .:•;~~... .~ .•. :~.~.:- ~~~-.'!~~;\ ~ 

Winds along 
ridge top. 
steady from 

the fitt~.:line weri!..:rf<tt strong1;::@t:':! gusty like on the 
·• • •• • . .r ) 

Back' .. ·.{;)n.~;:~P.~e ridge top, tl:i~-~Q:±' were strong and 
the w:e,~~:~( f¥M~~q1~s:urt-taJ;.~t..~Y!Jl ridge. 

•· • . :. ';:~ ".:~::~~~;;,,~ .•• ,.,1 ., ' ~.:~~;::-.:~2-J;j:;;}.':;,·f 
Spot res crossed the 11he·~-Ohr~:'t-hlr·top, and sent IHC members to 
help the BLM firefighters. BM1 Squad Boss Ryerson requested and 
received bucket drops from 93R. The Pilot did not radio any 
extreme fire behavior in the bottom. 

When Kelso radioed Shepard that a spot fire had crossed below 
them he was tO.Ict by. Shepara-·to get Ou-t. ·- -

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of __ pages. I fully understand this statement and declare that the foregoing is true, 
accurate, and c·omplete to the best of my knowledge. I have signed or initialed each and every page and have been given an opportunity to 
make any corrections or additions. 

I made this statement freely and voluntarily, without threats or rewards, or promises of reward having been made to me in return 
for ii. 

_/~ ~...--/'- 16. DATE/TIME ENDED 

;;- SIGNATuA!; OF PERSON GIVING STATEMENT :J.,,.1)-C/t/ 
17. OFFICER'S SIGNATURE 18. WITNESS' SIGNATURE (II Applicable} 

F5·5300-10 (4/85) 

tii1i=H 



·USDA -
Forest Service 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

South Can_yon Fire 

.ST.ATEMENT -· 
(Reference FSH 5309.11) 

3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last, First, Middle} 4. SOCIAL SEC. NO. 

Rambo, Tom 
7. HOME ADDRESS (St .. City, State, ZIP Code} a. ORIVER·s LIC. NO. 

10. EMPLOYMENT (Occupation and Location} 

12. LOCATION STATEMENT TAKEN 13. NAME OF OFFICER TAKING STATEMENT 

15. STATEMENT 

Page ....4_ ot _A.. 

1. CASE NUMBER 

5. 008 6.SEX 

9. PHONE (HJ (Area Code} 

11. PHONE (WJ {Area Code} 

14. OATE/TIMESTAATED 

( I have read the foregoing statement consisting ol __ pages. I fully understand this statement and declare that the foregoing is true, 
! ~ccurate, and c·omplete to the best of my knowledge. I have signed or initialed each and every page and have been given an opportunity to 
i make any corrections or additions. 
l 

I made this statement freely and voluntarily, without threats or rewards, or promises of reward having been made to me in return 
tor ii. 

-:d"~- · _/:..--?~ 16. DATE/TIMEENDEO 

;;;::- SIGNATUR!: OF PERSON GIVING STATEMENT f/''l ..,2.. - ft/ 
17. OFFICER'S SIGNATURE 18. WITNESS' SIGNATURE(// Applicable} 

FS•5300-1 II (4/85) 

W-i=l:i 



-USDA ·· 
Forest Service 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

.STATEMENT --
fReterence FSH 5309.11 J 

3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last, First. Middle} 4. SOCIAL SEC. NO. 

Scholz Brian 
7. HOME ADDRESS (St., City, Slate, ZIP Code} 8. DRIVER'S LJC. NO. 

10. EMPLOYMENT {Occupation and Location} 

12. LOCATION STATEMENT TAKEN 13. NAME OF OFFICER TAKING STATEMENT 
lHC Trailer 
Prineville, OR Dick Mangan 

15. STATEMENT 

Brian Scholz 

Page --L.. ot -L 
l. CASE NUMBER 

5. DOB 6. SEX 

9. PHONE {H} {Area Code} 

11. PHONE {W) (Area Code} 

14. DATE/TIME STARTED 

7/18/94 

The IHC 
July 4. 
day. 

J. ·::.:~;:.:,:·~t;-:;. :"= ·!··;..-;.:::;;:,~i:;::~~;~;e~:_,. 
had been ~,~/a f ~,r~·~;:~~'~fiB~qi:~n~ "~egon from Cune 30-

The wor~\~a/~:{rft:q.2 .. ~asz.,. ... a\t(C\:tf{:~·f~ averaged 12 hours per 

• .;:.~: • •J° ~~~:·:~. ~~. f.~f-' 

on July 5, the. cre·w·~ f~¥w :<Bo ~f-~~.d .J~fi~'.i<f4 f:o~ K~amath Fall~, 
Oregon. The air c$.:l{l.t,q_;:- m11l:na~t"~:-;:~t VK'J..qmatJ\ field informed Brian 
Scholz of the leve'1 .. : oft'.{ fire Tu!:'ti~.i ty"'·~~\ C?J.orado. Airc::::-aft and 
smokej urnpers from 'fie~ '~exj.jctj'.~\'1~~~:t·m.Pvi11~ 5~0 miles to initial 
attack fires in Colorado)/,;'::> 1:>"'"'::.i ;~·,. .• . i.:/ ·~· 

: ; :.: • ., ... .. -.: ,i<~- ., ... :,~. :-' ~,~ .. ~ ~:~\ 
After breakfast ~~ ~jf 6 in Gr~'ncfr;:runctiori:,i~~tr;~e IHC drove to 
Glenwood Springs '~:f,ok~~~signment on th~,,:S{)ii~~ Canyon fire. There 
was only one pershi:<.fn(tfi:~,~,~il~'Vl~~r~.~·1-n.~ off ice upon t:ieir 
arrival at about i2·00 .. ~;~·.'.·.:~:~~:,~ElrsP,:O;;~~;-;ri&t know the status of 
supplies for the IHC incru:a:1.::a."9:ffdo'rs·, saw gas, or fusees. on 
their way into town for lunch,~the crew was diverted to the 
helibase for immediate transport to the fire. 

The helicopter was 93R, which had been allocated 4 ho~=s cf 
flight time for the South Canyon Fire. Upon arrival at. the 
helibase, ·they found 93R dol"ng bucke·t-·drops, waitecf ·unt.il 1400 ·· 

I have ~~he~J:;:@J61?i~fllit#e~ilc£Rststing of_4_?ages. I t.ul!~understand this statement and declare that the foregoing is true, 
accurate, and complete to the best of my knowledge. I have signed or in1t1aled each and every page and have been i;;iven an opportunity to 
make any corrections or additions. 

I made this statement freely and voluntarily, without threats or rewards, or promises of reward having been made to me in return 
for it. 

S!GNATUR: OF PERSON GIVING STATEMENT 

16. DATE/TIME ENDED 

7/18/94 
---------·-·----------1-::-:-'.::::-::=:::::-:-::::-:':'"'.":=-::::-::-::-:-"'.""~.i_---------I 
17. OFFICER'S SIGNATURE 18. WITNESS' SIGNATURE (II Applicable} 

FS·S::I00-1 & (4/8~) 

I~ 



·USDA ·· 
Forest Service 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

s_outh Canyon Fire 

.STATEMENT --
<Reterence FSH 5309.11 J 

3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last, First. Middle} 4. SOCIAL sec. NO. 

Scholz, Brian 
7. HOME ADDRESS (St •• City, State. ZIP Code) 8. DRIVER'S LIC. NO. 

10. EMPLOYMENT (Occupation and Location} 

12. LOCATION STATEMENT TAKEN 13. NAME OF OFFICER TAKING STATEMENT 

15. STATEMENT 

Page -2... ot _.4_ 

1. CASE NUMBER 

S. DOB 6. SEX 

9. PHONE (HJ (AtH Code} 

11. PHONE (W} (Area Code) 

14. DATE/TIME STARTED 

Ten members from :~H_c::.:¥.~~;;:·§1tEiP..Sl-:.t::s;it.~~~fJ~.fire flown to H2, where 
they met with IC Eil;a:-~co . a,_~Q;:,~n..... . ~o~n o~~~to ~he f ~re line in 
supp<:'r~ of smokel.WU~c~fli.S.i1t:.?n:S~tr.~ AJ.i~ft9'1.g ''-lding ~ine. T~e 
remaining 10 memlQ~rs~\o~ ~he r.~ staye(L;ati'.~e helibase while 93R 
resumed making bu~~et drops tilitil 1515 ~c/#rs. While waiting at 
the helibase, crew ~~Ber~fso.~{fC2-bd ~~_:;~ !!'~lked. with ELM 
firefighter JannieCP"~p~et{~ ...:::~~~~~pi\i~i.~g O::~ weather or fire 
condition was gi veh j/'j I;~ .:.:.· _,,.,:::·:',.. ..~~h ~':;\ 

.. : . : ~4 ~.'t ~<fr~~:·~·;~~:}:::i~ .. ,~·~:::?~ !~~~3. 

~t about ~430 hot;~':S, i:#~~-4,it~'-;~i§':.':Ag.: ... f:~~i~b~e and noticed an 
increase in smoke· ·and some to;cching or t.r~.e·s on the lower part of 
the fire. He ra?-~~~~P. Shepa·ri¥·-=~ftd notif~~~~im. They also talked 
about the increas-i.n.~:,;,?~trong, gusty w~nQ.'S,~ . ..; /W 

; ... ·:~ ..... t~"" t-; .. :J 5-;.. •. ·~;· ;"". r ..... ~. r ~!1~ ~ { u ,,~ .. , ~.f$::t 
S cho 1 z and the remaip*~·~z;~,¥,~~)fu. . :. ~.~~i~-!~flhe IHC f 1 ew in to H2 at 
about 1515 hours. Shepa":H:i';Wa~~l.)e·e watching the fire from Hl and 
came down to talk with Schul tL IC Blanco came to H2. Their 
assignment was to clear brush along the fireline between H2 and 
Hl. 

Scholz called squad leader Kelso to inform him that the remainder 
of the IHC was on the fire·:-··Blarico,· -Scholz and Shepard discussed 

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of __ pages. I fully understand this statement and declare that the foregoing is true 
i'Ccurate, and c·omplete to the best of my knowledge. I have signed or initialed each and every page and have been given an opportunity t~ 
make any corrections or additions. 

I made this statement freely and vo 1untarily, without threats or rewards, or promises ot reward having been made to me in return 
for it. 

16. DATE/TIME ENDED 

SIGNATUR!: OF PERSON GIVING STATEMENT 

17. OFFICER'S SIGNATURE 1 S. WITNESS' SIGNATURE (II Applicable) 

h+i1•1
•
1 



.USDA ·· 
Forest Service 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

South Canyon Fire 

.STATEMENT -·· 
(Reference FSH 5309.11} 

3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last, First, Middle} 4. SOCIAL SEC. NO. 

Scholz, Brian 
7. HOME ADDRESS (St., City, State, Z.IP Code} 8. DRIVER'S UC. NO. 

10. EMPLOYMENT (Occupation and Location} 

12. LOCATION STATEMENT TAKEN 13. NAME OF OFFICER TAKING STATEMENT 

15. STATEMENT 

Pa'ge ....3.._ ot ...A._ 

1. CASE NUMBER 

5. DOB 6. SEX 

9. PHONE (H} (Area Code} 

11. PHONE (W} (Area ieJ 

14. DA TE!TI ME STARTED 

building a contingen.~y f ireline to the_,..-£lorth, parallel to the 
existing line. . ,(· .... ~~-'.:·:"~:;,;~)'.~:~·.:t~~:::z~~Jgtz;~;~}';t~~;(1 __ 

Shepard scouted .~J~l,~,t;\~~f,t~~~:rb,~~{~AY3..~~;.~ near the Srnokejumper 
drop zone "···· ,~.._ '· ;-: ·'"•~;" !Y 

• • .;.'.::: : • .; ~~~~·:( ""• ~~~~l 

Squad Boss Bickett ·):-c\~lo~ s~{li{flz tl,iif?;t~~ smokejumpers were out 
of water. Scholz :ci3.:rtthed'(2 _'~~a.ta%:ers tlhwn the lir.~ to them, 
and left them witrC.:af;$!ingle:S~fu~·*~jurifp:~. ~J,hrash?). As he walked 
along the f irelinE(h9,':.~1red,q~~:z.eA.'.~tne r¥#uifi.i potential or the 
under burned oak br:ush;_~~' ... • ;_: ,,:: ··'· L: · ... ·t fr:--~ .. ... f~:-1 • .,.. 

, .. _:::: ····::· . ,; .. ~-. '-'·' .,;.~.:-· ~:~--~\~\ . 

Winds along 
ridge top. 
steady from 

the -~~~'e1ine we-r-e: .. :niJt stroni;:~;~;;:{ gusty like on the 
Backd:)n.~;:~h~e ridge top, thg,:\..(±1'1t~ were strong and 
the vlest)'p'eli1™~dtt:u.U~~\£A)''th~:~ridge. 

··.:: .:~=.':~<_~~t.;_:.~·-.;::: .. ~.-.1 ~. ~~:~~~~i;;:;I'r7-~~~-..-
Spot fires crossed the lih"e--'O)!,'~'.;ffJ.~ -top, and sent IHC members to 
help the BLM firefighters. ELM Squad Boss Ryerson requested and 
received bucket drops from 93R. The Pilot did not radio any 
extreme fire behavior in the bottom. 

When Kelso radioed Shepard that a spot fire had crossed below 
them he was tC>fct by. Shepara-·ta get Ou-t. -- -

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of __ pages. I fully understand this statement and declare that the lore!;;oing is true, 
_accurate, and c·omplete to the best of my knowledge. I have signed or initialed each and every page and have been given an opportunity to 
make any corrections or additions. 

I made this statement freely and voluntarily, without threats or rewards, or promises of reward having been made to me in return 
or it. 

16. DATE!TIME ENDED 

SIGNATUR: OF PERSON GIVING STATEMENT 

17. OFFICER'S SIGNATURE 18. WITNESS' SIGNATURE (If Applicable} 

FS·.5:100-1 e (4/8.5) 

W-i'·" 



-USDA ·· 
Forest Service 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

South Canyon Fire 

.STATEMENT-·· 
(Reference FSH 5309.11) 

3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last, First. Middle) 4. SOCIAL sec. NO. 

Scholz_L Brian 
7. HOME AOORESS (SL. City, Slate, ZIP Code) 8. DRIVER'S LIC. NO. 

JO. EMPLOYMENT (Occupalion and Location) 

12. LOCATION STATEMENT TAKEN T 3. NAME OF OFFICER TAKING STATEMENT 

15. STATEMENT 

Page -4_ ot -4_ 

1. CASE NUMBER 

5. DOB 6. SEX 

9. PHONE (HJ (Area Code} 

11. PHONE (W} (Area Code) 

14. DATE/TIME STARTED 

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of __ pages. I !ully understand this statement and declare that the foregoing is true, 
~ccurate, and c·omplele lo the best of my knowledge. I have signed or initialed each and every page and have been given an opportunity to 
make any corrections or additions. 

I made this stalemenl lreely and voluntarily, without threats or rewards, or promises of reward having been made to me in return 
for it. 

16. DATE/TIME ENDED 

SIGNATURE OF PERSON GIVING STATEMENT 

. 7. OFFICER'S SIGNATURE 18. WITNESS· SIGNATURE (II Applicable) 
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.USDA 
Forest Service 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

South Canyon Fire 
3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last, First. Middle) 

Shepard, Tom 

.STATEMENT -·· 
(Reterence FSH 5309.11 J 

r 4. SO~IAL SEC. NO. 

! 

Pa'oe-'-- of ::.L_ 
1. CASE NUMBER 

5. DOB 6.SEX 

7. HOME ADDRESS (SL. City, Slate, Z.1.P Code) 8. DRIVER'S LIC. NO. 9. PHONE (H) (Ares Code) 

i 0. EMPLOYMENT (Occupation and Location) 

Prineville lHC - Crew Supt., Prineville_, OR -
t2. LOCATIONSTATEMENTTAKEN 13. NAMEOFOFFICERTAKINGSTATEMENT 

lHC Trailer 
Prineville, OR Dick Manqan 

15. STATEMENT 

Tom Sheoard 

Tom brought the Pri9'Ei:,;;~i'J:~~;.-~L~~,~~&,~€-~1f~~P f~om 
Oregon on July 5. .::·!f-here w~.$:,;:a.·::T9l~ of cors~sion 
(4 crews, 1 bus) .-~~d~?~ff>i~S<i ~ii-t:e~~~f-~;>f:~'hat 

11. PHONE (W) (Area Code) 

14. DATE/TIME STARTED 

7_1_18194 

a fire in Central 
at Grand Junction 
the crew intended 

to do. "'<:~~ ;,~ -.d • f~f~i. ... ~-:. /~· 
on the morning of 7 i: Gj-?~he'f~w~e:~:,as&:f'.~rre?~ ~lo the South Canyon Fire 
at Glenwood Spring9'_;~ t~he~ d~f~t.t&.~tP:e B~ office but were not 
expected. Tom had':::to~;:'.¢al~; ~~tlt;;trunct{~n~~~ispatch for 
information on tool's,; ':$up:@!l:ife"6.~:•.;a~d ra~p '\;':frequencies. The IHC 
had 6 radios (Sh~p.?.rdi.~\s.9.lidri):~1K£·1rs'~;,.,, .. ~i'ckg):t, Simmons, and 
Alexander) . 1:·::~·· '--·" >:L ~· ...... L"--~·t:;. ·. 
The crew was di ve.'Jit;:~:d from l''rin'efi' ... to the ~~:b~ase, then waited 
until helicopter iL'9..3lY)tJnished making 1:2µ,ci.{ceR°1drops at 1400 hours. 

'..~.··~.;;\JI ;.-;,,~Zl:"·-;,..,#" .. Jll!'tl!f'"- ., A~~ .. :;~f·~~-... '\ :, lJt:',/ 

Tom plus 9 IHC we;~·::ti~W~:~±i~&~~H~~:<~~f~~:ai~;co was in a hurry to 
get them on the line "wi t:}{'tM~ .. sitl{fi~"j'Gmp~~s. At the time the fire 
was innocent looking, but not ·'~ead. Shepard and Blanco went to 
Hl to talk strategy; tie off west end, don't worry about the 
east, take the line to I 70 and burn out. Avoid building 
underslu.ng line. 

_ I have read the foregoing statement consisting of -2_ ?ages.11.ul.l~understand this statement and declare that the foregoing is true, 
~c~urate, and C'o":plele to ttu~ best of my knowledge. I have signed or mihaled each and every page and have been given an opportunity to 
make any corrections or additions. 

I made this statement freely and voluntarily. without threats or rewards. or promises of reward having been made to me in return 
for it. 

SIGNATURE OF PERSON GIVING STATEMENT 

117. OFFICER'S SIGNATURE 

! 

16. DATE/TIME ENOEO 

7/18/94 
18. WITNESS' SIGNATURE (II Applicable) 



1. CASE NUMBER 

.USDA .. 
Forest Service 

.STATEMENT -·· 
(Reference FSH 5309. 7 IJ 

2. NATURE OF INVESTIGATION 

South Canvon Fire 
3. PERSON MAKING STATEMENT (Last, First, Middle) 4. SOCIAL SEC. NO. S. DOB 6. SEX 

Sbe:i:>_ard, Tom 
7. HOME ADDRESS (SI~ City, State, Z.1.P Code) 8. DRIVER'S LIC. NO. 19. PHONE (HJ (Area Code) 

10. EMPLOYMENT {Occupation and Location) 11. PHONE {W) {Area Code) 

12. LOCATION STATEMENT TAKEN 13. NAME OF OFFICER TAKING STATEMENT 14. DATE/TIMESTARTED 

15. STATEMENT 

Tom tried to get a recon. flight, but 93R had returned to_making 
bucket drops. It wa~ .. after 1500- before_. the- last 10-IHC-were 
fl the hill t!:i'·. ·HZ":·.-.. _ _, .... ~~·tS:'·':'.. 1 own up ... :i/· · ,. ·:,i,;t~:-?.;}";f;\~;::~:::rJ'~"~:.-"" · ':.(fa ..• 

Tom and IC Blanco/~~~e~S:.~iiol:iE~l\q'~ r.:. ... ~~~~-:" brushing line between 
·~ri/"' .... . : ..... ~ J.•"" i''\ ... u~~t. ·."" 

Hl and H2. Shepar:d =b'eqan recql;l. on a:''new r:· ne to the north. He 
... ·• .. :....: .,., .... /1 . 

could look down intid the fir~~~om that 1)6cation. 
·: ~-z:r l<i? :·fr;~: (~_:;~!: t! 

Squad Leader KelsoC·¢~~~edf,~t~~i~ s~Q}... .. ha(¥!crossed the draw below 
them. Tom told thein !E:P cpm~?~Q~t(~~· gg.::{~~~~o sense of urgency 

from kelso. . ./ ~;?; ...... .V .. ;~~f~1.~:'./f?~ i~:.~ ...... ::~} ~[~-. 
Shortly after tha:tf1:··fir·e".actifr:~.ty inc'r·eas.e'Ci~.7. on the upper portion 
of the fire due t5:6t .. ~n increa::S~~.i''t:'Jind sPe~d \f~nd· direction change. 
Tom ordered Schoi~.-~~~--;~?.:. 9 IHC ~o H ;tf..~':tr_ffjy. we~e cut off by ~he 
fire, returned tO'·tr.~·-~ ~A~Y;"~.}'{~~ ~ t.-~-~~:main araw to I-70 with 
Blanco Shepard, and··:BLi,'{.;':efref.f ;·:~\:;.::&-

, .... ·• --··· ~.!·((:~f[~~·:""':"".-i ~,...;,_1• ·-"'--

When Shepard arrived at H2 at·'::1'4oo, he talked brie::ly about the 
weather and fuels. There was no mention of red flag warnings. 
Tom asked about line fuel moistures, and was told they were low, 
but no specifics. There was no mention of reburn potential. 

I have read the foregoing statement consisting ol __ pages. I fully understand this statement and declare that the foregoing is true 
!l-CCurate, and c·on:plete to th: ~est of my knowledge. I have signed or initialed each and every page and have been given an opportunit t~ 
ma_ke any corrections or additions. y 

. I made this statement freely and voluntarily, without threats or rewards. or promises or reward having been made to me in retur 
for it. n 

16. DATE/TIME ENDED 

SIGNATURE OF PERSON GIVING STATEMENT 

17. OFFICER'S SIGNATURE 18. WITNESS' SIGNATURE {II Applicable) 

FS•530Q:J I ('4111:!) 

f&i'·§' 
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Appendix 6 - The Investigation 
Team Fonnation 
The following chronology shows how members of the South Canyon Fire 

Accident Investigation Team and cooperating investigators were notified of 
their selection to serve in the investigation. 

July 6 
6:45 p.m. 

10:00 p.m. 

11 :00 p.m. 

July 7 
6:30 a.m. 

7:30 a.m. 

8:00 a.m. 
9:00 a.m. 

10:30 a.m. 

Dick Mangan, Ted Putnam, and Jim Kautz received a 
resource order from the Northern Region Coordination 
Center to investigate the fatalities. 

Mark Reimers was notified by J. Lamar Beasley, Acting 
Chief of the Forest Service, that he would be the Chief's 
representative on the Investigation Team. 
Mike Clarkson and Roy Johnson were notified by Al Dunton, 
BLM Chief of Fire and Aviation, that they would serve on 
the Investigation Team. 

Les Rosenkrance was notified by Al Dunton, BLM Chief of 
Fire and Aviation that he would be the Director's represen
tative on the team. At 7:00 a.m. BLM Deputy Director 
Denise Meredith confirmed his selection via telephone. 
Sue Husari was notified by Dave Aldrich of the Forest 
Service Washington Office. 
Paul Werth was notified by NIFC BLM. 
John Graber was notified by the Forest Service Washington 
Office. 

Jim Webb was notified by the Forest Service Washington 
Office. 

The team first met on July 7 at 10:00 p.m. Rosenkrance, Reimers, Johnson, 
Clarkson, Husart Werth, and Webb attended. At 11 :00 p.m. BLM Director 
Mike Dombeck and Forest Service Chief Jack Ward Thomas arrived at the 
meeting, and the charter for the joint Bureau of Land Management/Forest 

Service lnteragency Investigation Team was discussed. Les Rosenkrance 
was designated team leader. 

Observers 
July 7 
early 
morning Bill Baden arrived at the headquarters of the National Fire 

Protection Association INFPAl and was requested to call 
National lnteragency Fire Center (NIFCl by his supervisor 
and offer his assistance on the investigating team. Steve 
Robinson, NIFC Assistant Director, responded that NFPA's 
assistance would be greatly appreciated. Bill Baden and 
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mid

morning 

Mike Isner, NFPA fire investigators, joined the team in a 

support role. 

Bobby Glover, Area Manager for the Occupational Safety 
and Health Administration (OSHA) was notified by Caroline 

Sullivan, Department of Agriculture, and Ronald Wilson, 

USDA Forest Service, that several fire fighters had died on 
the South Canyon fire. Later that morning Glover dis
patched Paul Bakewell, Stephen J.Yellstrom, and Pete Dailey 

as compliance officers for the investigation. The OSHA rep
resentatives participated with the team as observers but 
reported that they would be required to conduct a separate 

investigation and prepare a separate report. 

Investigation Sequence 
The following chronology presents the main events in the investigation of 
the South Canyon fire. 

July 6 and 7 
July 7 
4:00 a.m. 

11 :00 a.m. 

8:00 p.m. 

11 :00 p.m. 

July 8 
9:00 a.m. 

4:00 p.m. 
July 9 
7:30 a.m. 

Team notification and travel 

Johnson arrives in Grand Junction to establish investigation 
facilities, obtain support, and get information to brief the 
team. 

Putnam, Mangan, Kautz, Isner, Martinez, and McShane 

arrive at fatality site. 
Team's first meeting is attended by Rosenkrance, Reimers, 
Johnson, Clarkson, Werth, Webb, and Husari. 

Organizational assignments are made and agreed upon. 

Team presents functional charter to Mike Dombeck and 
Jack Ward Thomas for their approval. Dombeck and 
Thomas agree that this investigation will be a joint effort 
between the USDA Forest Service and the Bureau of Land 
Management. Rosenkrance is designated team leader. 

Team holds organizational meeting to determine who will 
be interviewed and in what priority. Putnam, Mangan, 
Kautz, Isner, Martinez, and McShane continue their investi
gation at fatality site. Team receives a signed copy of its 
charter. First press conference is held in Grand Junction. 
Public affairs, clerical, and recorder support are ordered. 

Team meets to request more equipment and to follow up on 
assignments. Clarkson and Webb visit fire site with smoke

jumpers, while Johnson, Husari, and Werth visit site with 
ground crews. Rosenkrance, Reimers, Mangan, Chief 

Thomas, and Assistant Secretary of Agriculture Lyons attend 



July 10 
7:30 a.m. 

7:30 p.m. 

July II 
7:30 a.m. 

7:30 p.m. 
July 12 
7:30 a.m. 

July 13 
7:30 a.m. 

7:30 p.m. 
July 14 
7:30 a.m. 

July 15 
7:30 a.m. 

July 16 
7:30 a.m. 

July 17 
7:30 a.m. 
4:30 p.m. 
July 18 
7:30 a.m. 

July 19 
7:30 a.m. 

South Canyon Fire 

press conference in Glenwood Springs with Secretary of 
Agriculture Espy. After press conference Rosenkrance and 
Reimers fly over fire site. Putnam, Isner, and Martinez con
tinue investigation at the fatality site. 

Team meets to discuss progress. Putnam, Isner, and Martinez 
continue work at fatality site. 
Team interviews continue all day. Progress on gathering 
information is going well. 

Team meets to discuss progress. Putnam, Isner, and Martinez 
continue their investigation at fatality site. Interviews to con
tinue all day. A proposed interagency alert is sent to NIFC 
to be issued. 
Team discusses interviews. 

Entire team travels to Glenwood Springs to visit fireline, 
escape routes, fatality sites, deployment areas, safety zones, 
blowup area, and Helispots l and 2. Putnam, Isner, and 
Martinez complete site analysis and join team in Grand 
Junction. 

Team meeting. Interviews and analysis continue all day. 
Team meeting. 

Team agrees to meet formally only once a day. Interviews 
and analysis continue. 

Team meets to assess programs and clarify assignments. 
Team also develops report format and tentative deadlines. 
Second interagency alert is sent to NlfC. 

Team discusses sequence of fire events. A draft of sequence 
is due for team review by noon on July 16. Mangan and 
Baden are scheduled to conduct more interviews in 
Prineville, OR, on July 18. A partial draft of the findings 
section of the report is due at 7:30 a.m. on July 17. 

Team meets and reviews findings. 
Mangan and Baden leave for Prineville. 

Team meets to assess program and review work assign
ments. l nterviews continue. 

Team reviews sequence of events and continues to work on 
report sections. 
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July 20 
7:30 a.m. 

July 21 
7:30 a.m. 

July 22 
7:30 a.m. 

July 27 
8:00 a.m. 

July 28 
8:00 a.m. 
August 9 
8:00 a.m. 

August 10 
7:00 a.m 
August II 
7:30 a.m. 
August 17 
10:30 a.m. 

Photos are reviewed and logged. Final interviews are com

pleted. Team continues to draft and review report. 
Mangan and Baden return from Prineville. 

Team meets to discuss remaining tasks and establish draft 

report timeframes. 

Final team meeting in Grand Junction. Investigation files to 
be temporarily housed at BLM Arizona State Office in 
Phoenix. 

Rosenkrance, Johnson, and Clarkson meet with some sup

port team members in Phoenix to work on Incident 
Overview. 

Meeting continues in Phoenix. 

Team meets in Phoenix to complete investigation report and 
transmittal letter. 

Team meeting in Phoenix continues. 

Team meeting in Phoenix concludes. 

Rosenkrance and Reimers present the team's reports to the 
Director of BLM and Chief of the Forest Service in 
Washington, D.C. 

Team Members 
The following list gives the names and titles of the members of the South 
Canyon Fire Accident Investigation Team, observers on the investigation, 
and the Principal Support Team. 

South Canyon Fire Accident Investigation Team 

Les Rosenkrance 
Arizona State Director 
Bureau of Land Management 
Phoenix, AZ 

Mark A Reimers 
Deputy Chief-Programs and Legislation 
USDA Forest Service 
Washington, D.C. 



Roy A. Johnson 

Fire Management Specialist 
Bureau of Land Management 
National lnteragency Fire Center 
Division of Fire and Aviation Policy and Management 

Boise, ID 

Jim Webb 

Forest Supervisor 
USDA Forest Service 
Monte Vista, CO 

John H. Graber 
Safety and Health Manager-Union Rep. (NFFE) 
USDA Forest Service 
Milwaukee, WI 

Mike Clarkson 

Bureau of Land Management 
National lnteragency Fire Center 

Division of Fire and Aviation Policy and Management 
Chief, Branch of Smokejumper Management 
Boise, ID 

Paul Werth 
Fire Weather Meteorologist 
National Weather Service 
Boise, ID 

Sue Husari 
Assistant Director for Fuels 
Fire and Aviation Management 
USDA Forest Service 
San Francisco, CA 

Dick Mangan 
Fire and Aviation Program Leader 
USDA Forest Service 
Technology and Development Center 
Missoula, MT 

Ted Putnam 
Equipment Specialist 

USDA Forest Service 
Technology and Development Center 

Missoula, MT 

South Canyon Fire 
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Observers 

Paul Bakewell 
Assistant Area Director for Safety 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
Denver, CO 

Peter Dailey 
Safety Compliance Officer 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
Denver, CO 

Stephen J. Yellstrom 
Industrial Hygienist 
Occupational Safety and Health Administ, ·tion 
Denver, CO 

Principal Support Team 

George Jackson 
Equipment Specialist 
USDA Forest Service 
Technology and Development Center 
Missoula, MT 

Al Martinez 
Regional Safety and Health Manager 
USDA Forest Service, Region 2 
Golden, CO 

Dave Goens 
Fire Weather Forecaster 
National Weather Service 
Salt Lake City, UT 

Jim Kautz 
Audio Visual Production Specialist 
USDA Forest Service 
Technology and Development Center 
Missoula, MT 

Elena Miller 
Information Receptionist 
USDA Forest Service, Boise National Forest 
Lowman Ranger District 
Lowman, ID 



LuAnn Waida 

Agreements Specialist 
USDA Forest Service, Region 2 
Lakewood, CO 

Bill Baden 

Senior Fire Service Specialist 
National Fire Protection Association 
Quincy, MA 

Mike Isner 
Fire Investigator 
National Fire Protection Association 
Quincy, MA 

Beth Roetzer 
Visual Information Specialist 
Bureau of Land Management 
Arizona State Office 
Phoenix, AZ 

Joanie Losacco 
Deputy State Director, External Affairs 
Bureau of Land Management 
Arizona State Office 
Phoenix, AZ 

Lucy Ontiveros 
Staff Assistant 
Bureau of Land Management 
Arizona State Office 
Phoenix, AZ 

June Clay 
Staff Assistant 
Bureau of Land Management 
National Training Center 
Phoenix, AZ 

George Nelson 

National Training Coordinator 
Bureau of Land Management 
National Training Center 
Phoenix, AZ 

South Canyon Fire 
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Ken McGinty 

Writer-Editor 

Bureau of Land Management 
National Training Center 
Phoenix, AZ 

Daniel James Jiron 
Public Affairs Officer 
USDA Forest Service 
Pueblo, CO 

Rem Hawes 

Public Affairs 
Bureau of Land Management 
Arizona State Office 
Phoenix, AZ 

Ken Smith 
Public Affairs 

Bureau of Land Management 
Canon City District 
Canon City, CO 

Trey Holt 

Garfield County Coroner 
Glenwood Springs, CO 

Terry McShane 
Carbondale Fire Department 
Carbondale, CO 

Other Contributors To The Investigation 

The Investigation Team wishes to acknowledge and thank the following 
people for contributing to this investigation their photographs and video
tapes of the fire. 

Photographs 

Sabinio Archuleta 
Missoula, MT 

Bill Baker 
Prineville, OR 

Gary Benavidez 
Missoula, MT 



Debbie Dinelh 
Glenwood Springs, CO 

Sarah Doehring 
Missoula, MT 

Bruce Meland 
Bend, OR 

Tony Petrelli 
Missoula, MT 

Jo Temple 
Glenwood Springs, CO 

Video Tape 

Allen Bell 
Glenwood Springs, CO 
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Appendix 7 - Firefighters 
Assigned To The South Canyon Fire 

On July 6, 1994 
Smokejumpers Jumped 7-5-84, Aircraft 490as 
1. Don Mackey Jumper in Charge 
2. Sarah Doehring Crew Member 
3. Keith Woods Crew Member 
4. Quentin Rhoades Crew Member 
5. Sonny Soto Crew Member 
6. Sabinio Archuleta Crew Member 
7. Eric Shelton Crew Member 
8. Kevin Erickson Crew Member 

Smokejumpers Jumped 7-6-94, aircraft 117BH 
1. Eric Hipke Crew Member 
2. Bill Thomas Crew Member 
3. Tony Petrelli Crew Member 
4. Dale Longanecker Jumper in Charge 
5. Michael Cooper Crew Member 
6. Mike Feliciano Crew Member 
7. Roger Roth Crew Member 
8. James Thrash Crew Member 

Prineville lnteragency Hot Shot Crew 
1. Tom Shepard Superintendent 
2. Jon Kelso Squad Leader 
3. Kathi Beck Crew Member 
4. Scott Blecha Crew Member 
5. Levi Brinkley Crew Member 
6. Bonnie Holtby Crew Member 
7. Rob Johnson Crew Member 
8. Tami Bickett Squad Leader 
9. Doug Dunbar Crew Member 
10. Terri Hagen Crew Member 
11. Tom Rambo Crew Member 
12. Alex Robertson 
13. Kip Gray 
14. Mike Simmons 
15. Bill Baker 
16. Brian Lee 
17. Tony Johnson 
18. Louie Navarro 
19. Kim Valentine 
20. Brian Scholz 

Crew Member 
Crew Member 
Squad Leader 
Crew Member 
Crew Member 
Crew Member 
Crew Member 
Crew Member 
Crew Member 
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Firefighters Dispatched From Grand Junction Dispatch 
1. Butch Blanco Incident Commander 
2. Derek Brixey Crew Member 
3. Brad Haugh Crew Member 
4. Todd Abbott Crew Member 
5 Eric Christianson Crew Member 
6. Loren Paulson Crew Member 
7. Brian Rush Crew Member 
8. Jim Byers Crew Member 
9. Mike Hayes Crew Member 
10. Neil Shunk Crew Member 
11. Michelle Ryerson Squad Leader 

Helitack Crew 
12. Rich Tyler Helicopter Mgr. H-2 
13. Robert Browning Crew Member H-2 

Firefighters Stationed At South Canyton Estates Helibase 
14. Bruce Dissell Crew Member 
15. Steve Little Crew Member 
16. Pat Medir1..::i 
17. Brian Cardoza 

Interstate 70 - Guard 
18. Janie Jarrett 

Crew Member 
Crew Member 

Crew Member 

BLM 
BLM 
BLM 
BLM 
BLM 
FS 
FS 
BLM 
BLM 
BLM 
BLM 

BLM 
FS 

BLM 
FS 
FS 
BLM 

BLM 
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Appendix 8 - Firefighter 
Qualifications 

Name 

BLM/FS Firefighters 
Butch Blanco 
Brad Haugh 
Loren Paulson 
Brian Rush 
Jim Byers 
Mike Hayes 
Neil Shunk 
Michelle Ryerson 
Rich Tyler 
Robert Browning 
Bruce Dissell 
Steve Little 
Pat Medina 
Brian Cardoza 
Janie Jarrett 

Smokejumpers 
Don Mackey 
Sarah Doehring 
Keith Woods 
Quentin Rhoades 
Sonny Soto 
Sabinio Archuleta 
Eric Shelton 
Kevin Erickson 
Eric Hipke 
Bill Thomas 
Tony Petrelli 
Dale Longanecker 
Michael Cooper 
Mike Feliciano 
Roger Roth 
James Thrash 

*Qualifications 

ICT3, STCR, CRWB, ENGB 
FFT2, ENOP 
FFT2, FALC, SQDB 
FFT2, SQDB 
ICT 4, STDZ, STCR, CRWB 
FFT2 
FFT2 
FFT2 
F FT 1, SQDB, EMTB 
FFT2, ENOP, ENGB, HECM 
ENGB, HESM 
FFT2, HECM, ENOP 
FFT2, HECM, HESM 
FFT2, CRWB 
FFT2 

CRWB, FALC 
SQDB 
SQDB 
SQDB, FALC 
SQDB 
STCR, HESM, HEB 1, HEM 1 
ICT 4, SQDB, FALC 
CRWB, FALC, SMJ 
FFT2, SMJ 
DIVS, EMTl 
CRWB, FALC 
STCR, TFLD, FALC, FELB 
ICT 4, CRWB, FALB, SMJ 
FFTl, FALB, SMJ 
FFTl, FALB, SMJ 
ICT 4, CRWB, FALB, SMJ 

·see the following listing of ICS positions. 
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Prineville lnteragency Hotshot Crew 
Tom Shepard DIVS, STEN, FALC 
John Kelso FFT 1, SQDB 
Kathi Beck FFT 1, SQDB 
Scott Blecha FFT2 
Levi Brinkley FFT2 
Bonnie Holtby FFT2 
Rob Johnson FFT2 
Tami Bickett FFT2 
Doug Dunbar FFT2 
Terri Hagen FFT2 
Tom Rambo FFT2 
Alex Robertson FFT2 
Kip Gray FFT2 
Mike Simmons CRWB, ENGB, FFTl, FALB 
Bill Baker FFT2 
Brian Lee FFT2 
Tony Johnson FFT2 
Louie Navarro FFT2 
Kim Valentine FFT2 
Brian Scholz CRWB, SQDB, FFT 1 

List of ICS Positions 

ICS Positions and Mnemonics 
Area Commander IACDR) 
Area Command Logistics Chief IACLC) 
Area Command Planning Chief IACPCl 
Agency Representative [AREP) 
Air Operations Branch Director IAOBD} 
Air Support Group Supervisor (ASGS) 
Air Tactical Group Supervisor [ATGSJ 
Air Tanker/Fixed Wing Coordinator [ATCOI 
Base/Camp Manager (BCMGI 
Claims Specialist ICLMSI 
Commissary Manager ICMSYl 
Communications Unit Leader ICOMLJ 
Compensation/Claims Unit Leader !COMP) 
Compensation-for-Injury Manager [INJRl 
Cost Unit Leader [COST) 
Demobilization Unit Leader !DMOBI 
Display Processor IDPROI 
Division/Group Supervisor [DIVS) 
Documentation Unit Leader [DOCL) 
Equipment Manager IEQPM) 
Equipment Time Recorder (EQTRJ 
Facilities Unit Leader IFACL) 



Field Observer !FOBSJ 
Finance/Administration Section Chief Type 1 {FSC 1l 

Finance/Administration Section Chief Type 2 {FSC2l 
Food Unit Leader IFDUL) 

Ground Support Unit Leader IGSUL) 

Helibase Manager 1-3 (HEB2J 

Helibase Manager 4+ {HEB 1 l 
Helicopter Coordinator {HLCOJ 

Helicopter Crewmember IHECM) 
Helicopter Manager (HEMGl 
Incident Commander Type 1 (ICTl) 
Incident Commander Type 2 (ICT2) 
Incident Commander Type 3 (ICT3l 
Incident Commander Type 4 (ICT 4) 
Incident Communications Manager (INCM) 

lnteragency Resource Representative !IARRI 
Information Officer Type 1 llOF 1) 
Information Officer Type 2 llOF2] 
Information Officer Type 3 (IOF3J 
Liaison Officer (LOFRJ 
Logistics Section Chief Type 1 (LSC 1 ) 
Logistics Section Chief Type 2 [LSC2) 
Medical Unit Leader (MEDLI 
Operations Branch Director (OPBD) 

Operations Section Chief Type 1 (OSCl J 
Operations Section Chief Type 2 (OSC2l 
Ordering Manager (ORDMJ 
Personnel Time Recorder (PTRCJ 

Planning Section Chief Type 1 [PSC 1 I 
Planning Section Chief Type 2 [PSC2J 
Procurement Unit Leader (PROCl 
Receiving/Distribution Manager [RCDMJ 
Resource Unit Leader [RESL) 

Safety Officer !SOF 1 l 
Safety Officer (SOF 2] 

Security Manager [SECMJ 
Service Branch Director (SVBDI 
Situation Unit Leader (SITU 
Strike Team Leader Dozer !STDZJ 
Strike Team Leader Crew (STCRJ 
Strike Team Leader Engine (STEN) 
Strike Team Leader Tractor/Plow (STPL) 
Staging Area Manager !STAM! 
Status/Check-in Recorder {SCKNJ 
Supply Unit Leader !SPUL) 
Support Branch Director {SUBDJ 
Task Force Leader (TFLDl 
Time Unit Leader !TIME) 

South Canyon Fire 



South Canyon Fire 

Skill Positions and Mnemonics 

Wildfire Skill Positions 
Advanced Firefighter/Squad Boss IFFT 1 l 
Crew Representative ICREP) 

Crew Boss [Single Resource) [CRWB) 

Dozer Boss !Single Resource] [DOZBl 

Engine Boss (Single Resource) !ENGBJ 

Felling Boss (Single Resource) [FELBI 

Firing Boss !Single Resource (FIRBI 

Fire Behavior Analyst [FBANJ 
Firefighter [FFT21 

Infrared Interpreter !IRIN] 

Tractor/Plow Boss !Single Resource) (TRPBl 

Training Specialist !TNSPl 

Expanded Dispatch Skill Positions 
Coordinator [CORD] 

Dispatcher Recorder (EDRC] 

Supervisory Dispatcher [EDSPl 

Support Dispatcher [EDSDJ 
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U.S. Department of the Interior 
Bureau d t.ancl Management 

Washington, D.C. 20240 

July 12, 1994 

SOurH CANYON FIRE 

Accident Investigation 

U.S. Department of Agriculture 
Fgl88t Servfca 

Wastin;ton, D.C. 2CO&O 

This letter supersedes our direction of July 7, 1994. The designated. Interagency 
Accident Investigation {Review) Team of Les Rosenkra.nc:e, BL.:M (Leader); Mark 
Reimers, USPS; Roy Johnson, BLM; Jim Webb, USFS; John Graber, USFS; Mike Carbon, 
Bt:M; Dave Goens, NWS; Paul Werth,.NWS; Sue Husari, USFS; and other 
~epresentatives are delegated the authority to ~uc.t a joint investigation of tf1e 
injuries and fatalities that occurred on the SOuth ~yon Fire. The Investigation Team 
shall serve as 'boa.rd of investigation under Department of the lp.terior Department 
Manual 485, Chapter 7. The team shall: 

1. Identify factual data associated with the c::irc:u.mstances relating to the 
incident. 

2. Accurately and objectively record the fi.ndings. 

3. .A.ztalyze the £i:ndings to identify the significant factoq involved and their 
relationships. 

4. As appropriate., recommend actions that should be implemented 
i.a:i.mediately to prevent similar future occurrences. 

5. Develop and submit a fadual report and an investigative report to the 
Director of the Bureau of Land Management and the Chief, U.S. Forest 
Service within 45 days of the accident 

A separate Management Review Team will be appointed jointly by the Agency heads to 
review the accident reports and to dev:elop proposed corrective actions that should be 
implemented by the agencies to reduce future accidents of this nature. 

This action will take· place immediately. 

~ 
Director .. Bureau of Land Management 

PWt-8 

:ACK WARD 'IHOMAS 
Chief, US. Forest Servi.ce 
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INTER.AGENCY ALERT - SOUTH CANYON FIRE 

WILDLAND FIRE SUPERVISORS: SHARE THIS INFORMATION WITH ALL EMPLOYEES AND DISCUSS 
CRITICAL ITEMS AS TO WHAT EFFECT THEY HAVE IN YOUR GEOGRAPHIC AREA. 

The 1994 fire season is only half over and there have been at least seven 
separate entrapments on wildlaud fire incidents. Prior to the South Canyon fire, 
firefighters involved in entrapment~ have experienced relatively minor injuries. 

The South Canyon fire tragedy h.:::: resulted in the deaths of 14 wildland 
firefighters. Nine Hot Shot Crew members, three Smokejumpers and two Helitack 
crew members were killed on the inc' Jent. 

~RITICAL FACTORS 

FUELS AND WEATHER 
1. Extreme weather conditions consisting of high temperatures and low relative 

humidities. 
2. Low dead fuel moisture, and extremely low live fuel moisture. 
3. Strong wind events. Pay attention to "RED FLAG WARNINGS". 

FIRE BEHAVIOR IS SO EXTREME THAT THE TIME FRAMES FOR DECISION MAKING ARE VERY 
SHORT. 

STRATEGY AND TACTICS: Remember the basics, establish a secure anchor, and flank 
your fire from your anchor. FRON'lr~ ATTACK IN THESE CONDITIONS IS TOO RISKY! 

If you can't clearly s~~ the fi~e edge, assign a lookout who can see all areas of 
the fire with potential. 

Communications are critical. Yc-1..1 must be able to talk with your crew and 
adjacent . crews. Each crew must hav·e access to operational and fire weather 
information. 

Designating your fire lines as an escape route is not enough. Factor your travel 
time in escape situations. Steep slopes and loose soil ?n many fire lines slows 
your escape. Ensure your escape ro~t~ will get you out ·of potential trouble in 
time. 

The safety zone you select m"t;st offer protection from direct flames and high 
levels of radiant heat. Be ~ure it is big enough for everyone who intends to use 
it. Medium size heliports are often not adequ~te. 

Consider the potential for reburn in areas that appear black and safe. 
area doesn't have a good safety zone, either build one or don't go in. 

REVIEW AND IMPLEMENT 

10 FIRE ORDERS 

18 SITUATIONS THAT SHOUT "WATCH OUT" 

L. c. E. s. : l!ookout, ~omm•mications, .;;.scape route, §.afety zones 

WORK/REST and LENGTH OF ASSIC~ENT GUIDES 

PERSONNEL NUTRITION AND WEATHER REQUIREMENTS 

If an 

NO WILDLAND FIRE, EVEN THOSE THAT THREATEN STRUCTURES OR IMPROVEMENTS, IS WORTH 
RISKING DEATH OR INJURY. 

h''·M 



INTERAGENCY ALERT-SOUTH CANYON FIRE 

The interagency team investigating the South Canyon fire tragedy will release a report to the Chief of the 
Forest Seivice and the Director of the Bureau of Land Management in August. The primary purpose of 
this Alert is to provide information that will help other firefighters avoid similar situations. In light of 
this, the interagency team strongly recommends that each fire manager review the four major common 
denominators of fire behavior on tragedy fires: 

1. Most incidents happen on smaller fires or on isolated sections of larger fires. 

The South Canyon fire was initially a small, relatively inactive fire. 

2. Flare-ups generally occur in deceptively light fuels, such as grass, herbs and light brush. 

The fuels on the South Canyon fire were either pinyon-juniper with a grass understory or oak 
brush. These fuels are light and reacted quickly to an increase in wind speed. Very rapid 
intense spread occured in underburned oakbrush. 

This is an active fire season. It is essential that firefighters dispatched to fires in areas of the 
country far from their homes be provided with information about the burning characteristics of 
fuels in the local area. 

3. Most fires are innocent in appearance before unexpected shifts in wind direction and or speed 
result in "flare ups". In some cases, tragedies occur in the mop-up stage. 

The South Canyon was relatively inactive until the wind speed increased. At this time it 
became active quickly and reached "blow-up" intensity very rapidly. The South Canyon fire 
moved up-slope in some areas as rapidly as 18.5 miles per hour. 

4. Fires respond to large and small scale topographic conditions, running uphill suprisingly fast 
in chimneys, gullies, and on steep slopes. 

The South Canyon fire moved rapidly upslope. The most extreme fire behavior occurred 
where wind was channeled by saddles, gullies and other topographic features. 

The South Canyon Fire at the time of the "blow-up" affected 50 firefighters in several separate locations. 
All were in very hazardous situations. Those firefighters who died were directly in the path of the flames. 
Other fire fighters were able to use escape routes and reach safety. Eight fire fighters deployed fire 
shelters within the fire area and survived their entrapment. 

CONTINUE TO STRESS 

10 STANDARD FIRE FIGHTING ORDERS 
AND 

18 SITUATIONS THAT SHOUT "WATCH OUT' 

rii1·¥1 
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JUL-1'3-1994 15:31 LOWM~N RANGER DISTRICT 20E 259 3366 P.02 

United St.at.es 
llepartment: of 
Agriculture 

Forest 
Service 

Vashingt:on 
Off iee 

14ch &.Independence SV 
P.O. Box 96090 
Vashinctou. DC 20090-6090· 

Reply to: 5100/6700 Dace: May 24, 1993 

Subject:: Fire Suppressions Activity ~ork-Rest Guidelines 

To: Regional Foresters and Area Director 

Enclosed are the Work-Rest Guidelines to be used for fire suppression 
act.ivicies. Fire suppression is an emergency activity. but Forest Service 
policy sets the first priority for the safety of tile individuals involved. Ic 
is imperat.ive that Forest Service and ocher applicable standa:rch; are not 
violated or compromised. The guidelines are consistent with existing 
standards, and t.hey generally provide a margin of safety for extended 
operations and physically and mentally demanding situations. Used in 
conj~nction with the other applicable scandards, they provide line officers and 
supe"i:'"visors w1~h room for making decisions based on the specific sit:uacicns 
that provide for safety. 

P+ease see thac ~hese gu1~elines are given broad distribution ~o all employees 
vho may be involved wich fire suppression activities. 

/s/ John U. Ch.ambers (fer) 

RICHARD ADAMS. Accing Director 
Fire and Aviation Management 

Enclosure 

ec: Dick Stauber 
Ron wilson 
Bill Bradshaw 
Fire Operations 
Engineering 

I concur: D.Aldrich OS/17/93! concur: N.Steward 05/17/931 concur: R.Joens 
05/17/931 concur: Z.HU!ltes 05/19/93 

FS:SPF:F&A..~:D.ALDRICH:nms:!Correspondence Operation:05-17-93:202-205-l489 

07-19-1994 04:27PM 208 259 3366 

Hi IE 
P.02 

Q 
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FIRE SUPPRESSION WORK-REST GUIDELINES 
MAY 1993 

,- • lfJ._; 

Work-rest management of crews, overhead and support personnel to assure saf'e, 
productive fire suppression accivities is a basic responsibility of fire 
management personnel_ Utilize the following guidelines in decision mak~ng to 
assure adequate rest for fire suppression personnel: 

l. Plan for and ensure a 2 to 1 work-rest ratio. Provide l hour of 
sleep/rest for every 2 hours of work/travel. 

2. Plan for a minimum fire assignment length of 14 days within the "Lower 
48", and 21 days going to or coming from Alaska. MaximWI length assignmen~ 
will not exceed 21 days, unless justified in writing by the Incident C01111Dander 
and approval for further involvement is received from the firefighters home 
unit. Tile maximum assignment for.certain State crews is limited through 
agreements to 14 day£ plus travel time. 

3. Provide a minimum of 1 full day's rest in every 14 day assignment, and 
2 full days' rest in every 21 day assignment to continuous supp~essiou 
activity. If AD crews are released at the end of a 14 day assignment, rest and 
recuperation (R&R) will not normally be provided. 

4. Provide personnel a minimum of 24 hours of rest for sleep and personal 
services following extended fire suppression assignment before mobili~ing to 
another fire. 

S. !Jhen dispatched er assigned to emerg~ncy situations the following 
driver restrictions applies to the first day: 

Personnel having driving responsibilities will not exceed a shift 
length of 15 hours of which no more than 10 hours may be actual 
driving time. All work shifts must be followed by a minimum of 8 
consecucive hours in non-duty status. 

6. Driving associated with ~n emergency situation after the initial 24 hour 
period should be in compliance with the Forest S•~vice Health and Safety Code 
Handbook (FSH 6709_11). 

7. \Jllen days off arc planned, arrange for R&R facilities that pro•:ide for 
the following: 

a. Eight (8) hours of uninterrupted sleep. 
b·. Facilities for showering and "'1ashing clothes. 
c. Commissary or other sources of essential items. 
d. Access to a public telephone for personal calls. 
e. Recreational opportunities such as television and video movies may 
be provided where practical. 

8. Rest: and recuperation sites that provide the above needs ac the least 
cost to the government should be selected. 

9. Performance evaluations and ratings of overhead, crews and support 
personnel should ev~luate performance of work-rest responsibilities ad defined 
by these g.uidelines. 

TOTAL P.03 

fjifi 
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NATIONAL WILDFIRE 
COORDINATING GROUP 

Memorandum July 27, 1993 

To: NWCG Members 

From: Chair, NWCG 

Subject: Fire Entrapment Investigation and Review Guidelines 

At the January, 1993 meeting, NWCG approved the Fire Entrapment 
Investigation and Review Guidelines prepared by the Safety and 
Health Working Team, ~ubject .to some editorial changes. ·Those 
changes have been ccmpleted as attached. The intent of the 
Guidelines is to obtaiJ:'! standardized data to assist in identifying 
trends and determining preventative measures for the benefit of 
all~ They are. not intended to replace agency protocol or to 
compromise any agency prerogatives. 

NWCG recommends that each member review existing direction 
regarding - investigation procedures . and subsequent sharing of 
informati9n resulting f%'0m investigation of fire entrapments, then 
incorporate the guidelines below to the extent possible. 

These Guidelines recommend: 

A standard interagency investigation process, 
procedures and composition. 

Interagency,participation on investigation teams. 

Identified channels to communicate findings and 
mitigation measures·. 

These g&tidelines recommend the establishment of Entrapment 
Investigation Teams. Because of the short time frames to organize 
such Teams., potential members should be pre-determined by the 
various Geographic C09rdination Groups and reflect interagency 
composition so far as practicable. 

The guidelines also indicate that the Safety and Health Working 
Team will review each entrapment report and distribute a 
"sanitized• summary of applicable findings and recommendations to 
NWCG and the National Fire Protection Association within thir~y 
days of receipt of the investigation report from the appropriate 
agency administrator, via the "SafetyGram". 



Portions of these guidelines, specifically the "Management and 
Command Responsibilities" and the t1Entrapment Investigation Element 
Matrix 11

, will be added to Chapter 4 (Firefighter Safety) of the 
NWCG 410-1 11 Fireline Handbook 11 upon its next revision. 

NWCG feels that these guidelines will be a viable and useful tool 
for all participating members. 

Elmer Hurd 

Enc. 

•+' 



FIRE ENTRAPMENT :INVESTIGATION AND REVIEW GU'IDELINES 

PROBLEM STATEMENT: 

Since 1976, over 300 shelter deployments and 30 entrapment 
fatalities have been documented in wildfire suppression 
operations.· In reviewing available injury and fatality 
investigation reports, it is clear that there are common 
circumstances that are causal factors throughout the entire 
wild.land fire management community.chain of command. 

NWCG recognizes that some agencies do an outstanding job of 
investigating entrapments, implementing corrective 
recommendations, and distributing findings. However, in some 
cases, .improvements could be made by implementing and following 
clear investigation criteria, using consistent entrapment review 
elements, and by wide distribution of findings and 
recommendations. 

These key improvements would noticeably further the prevention of 
these tragedies arid near-miss incidents; without correction of 
these deficiencies, fire behavior-related injuries and fatalities 
will continue to occur. 

STATBMBNT OF Ptr.RPOSB: 

NWCG hereby recommends. guidelines for investigation and review of 
fire entrapment situations. These guidelines are not intended to 
~~place agency-specific investigation protocol. 

The intended purpose for.developing these guidelines is to 
provide standardized data to assist in identifying and analyzing 
trends. From those trend analyses, preventative recommendations 
may be made. 

These inV1!stigation and review guidelines will': 

a. outline investigation elements, and 

b. Clarify management and command responsibilities. 

Through the NWCG Safety and Health Working Team, the review 
process will: 

c. Provide an effective distribution mechanism of 
findings, and 



d. Develop a framework for implementation of 
recommendations. 

DEF.IHITI:ONS: 

Agency Administrator: 
That lead employee having responsibility for management of land 
and/or resources on an organizational unit, and having 
accountability for overall results of management actions. 

Entrapment: 
A situation where personnel are unexpectedly caught in a fire 
behavior-related, life-threatening position where planned escape 
routes or safety zones are absent, inadequate, or have been 
compromised. An entrapment may or may not include deployment of 
a fire shelter for.its intended purpose. These situations may or 
may not result in injury. They include "near misses•. 

Blft'lU\PMBRT XRVBSTJ:GA.81'l:OR BL'BM'Rm'S1 
The following elements most commonly contribute to entrapment 
situations. As ·a minimum., each of these elements should be 
addressed·in an entrapment investigation and subsequent report, 
even if the investigation indicates that the element did not 
contribute to the entrapment. · Exbibit I, •Entrapment ·· 
Investigation Element Matrix•, may be utilized to expedite· the 
process. 

I. FIRE BEHAVIOR 
Fuels 
Weather 
Topography 
Predicted vs. Observed 

II. ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS 
Smoke 
Temperature 
Visibility 
Slope 
Other 

III. INCIDENT MANAGEMENT 
Incident Objectives 
Strategy 
Tactics 
Safety Briefings/Major Concerns Addre~sed 
Instructions Given 

Mt# 



IV. CO~'TROL MECHANISMS 
Span of Central 
-Communications 
Ongoing Evaluations 
"10 Standard Fire Orders/18 Watchout Situations" 

V. INVOLVED PERSONNEL PROFILES 
Training/Qualifications 
Operational Period Length/Fatigue 
Attitudes 
Leadership. 
Experience Levels 

VI • EQO'IPM:El\"T 
Availability 
Performance/Non-performance 
Clothing and Equipment 
Used for Intended Purpose? 
Etc. 

Incident Cozmne~der Responsibilities (in addition to those 
identified in %CS·410-1, •Pireline Bandbook•): 

Upon notification of an entrapment the Incident Commander should 
consider: 

1. Removing involved personnel from the fireline, ensuring 
appropriate medical attention as necessary. When 
hospitalization or fa~alities occur, relevant 
facilities and organizations should be advised to 
preserve all involved personnel's protective clothing 
and equipment. 

2. Ensuring that the entrapment or deployment scene is 
secured and that all pertinent evidentiary items are 
secured (in place if possible), particularly fire 
shelters and personal protective equipment as required 

~by the Occupational Safety and Heal~h Act. 

3. Immediately notifying the Agency· Administrator and 
providing details on the incident status summary (ICS-
209). 

4. Initiating a preliminary investigation of the 
entrapment or deployment to determine the facts of the 
entrapment, insofar as possible. The initial 
investigation will be completed within 24 hours of the 
entrapment. 

tiitl'd 



5. Relieving involved supervisors from fireline duty until 
the preliminary investigation has been completed. 

6. Ensuring that personnel and supervisors are readily 
available for interviews by the Entrapment 
Investigation Team (EIT, below defined). "Available 11 

means present at the incident base or nearby R&R 
center. 

7. As soon as possible, providing the results of the 
Incident Commander's preliminary investigation to the 
Entrapment Investigation Team. Ensure preparation of a 
roster of individuals involved in the entrapment. The 
roster must minimally contain their names, employing 
agency, genders, ages, addresses, incident position 
titles, and appropriate employee identification 
numbers. 

Agency Administrator Reaponsihi1itiea: 
Upon notification of an entrapment or deployment, the Agency 
Administrator should assure that the following activities take 
place within 24 hours of notification: 

1. Convene an Entrapment Investigation Team (EIT) to 
investiga..te the entrapment. It is recommended that the 
EIT be interagency in nature and should include 
personnel with the following skill. areas: 

a. Incident Commander or Operations Section Chief 
(Type I). 

b. Fire behavior analysis, qualified in the specific 
fuel type. 

c. Safety officer, with investigative expertise. 

d. Wildfire operations, with expertise at the peer 
level of the person(s} directly involved. 

e. Agency representative of involved.person(s). 
t-

f. Employee representation .... (union, peer at operations 
level) 

g. Fire weather meteorology. 

h. Personal protective equipment specialist, from a 
lab such as the USDA-Forest Service's Missoula 
Technology and Development Center. 

2. Instruct the EIT to arrive on scene within 24 hours. 

it+ 



3. Advise the Incident Management Team of the EIT's time 
of arrival and team composition. 

4. As required by the Occupational Safety and Health Act 
of 1970, advise the nearest office of the Occupational 
Safety and Health Administration (federal or state as 
applicable} if the entrapment involves a fatality or 
the hospitalization of 5 or more personnel. Advise 
OSHA off ice that a formal investigation is being 
conducted by a designated Entrapment Investigation 
Team. 

5. Arrange for a critical incident stress debriefing team 
for the personnel involved in the entrapment. 

6. Notify the home unit agency administrator of all 
individuals involved in the entrapment/deployment. 

7. Submit a copy of the EIT's final.report to the NWCG 
Safety and Health Working Team within 60 days of 
receipt from the EIT. 

Bn.trapment l:nveatigation Team Reaponaibi1ities: 

l. The EIT will conduct the investigation, identify causal 
factors and list findings for the entrapment situation. 
Recommendations for corrective actions should be 
included in the letter of transmittal. 

2. The EIT will brief the Agency Administrator and the 
Incident Commander of their preliminary findings prior 
to leaving the incident. 

3. Within 30 days of the EIT's dispatch, the EIT's final 
report and recommendations for corrective actions will 
be submitted to the Agency Administrator. 

NWCG Safety and. Bea1th Working Team (SBW'l') Reapm111ibi1itiea: 

l. "Within 30 days of receipt of each entrapment report, 
the SHWT will distribute a summary of the applicable 
findings to NWCG agencies and the National Fire 
Protection Association, per the NWCG •safety Gram". 
This summary will not include any incriminating agency 
references or information identified as sensitive by 
the agency. 

2. The SHWT will periodically review all entrapment 
reports, determine trends, and incorporate findings to 
develop specific prevention recommendations for 
implementation by NWCG agencies. 



ENTRAPMENT INVESTIGATION ELErvtENT l\1A TRIX 

FIRE BEHAVIOR 
Fuels 
Weather 
Topography 
Predicted vs. Observed 

ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS 
Smoke 
Temperature 
Visibility 
Slope 
Other 

~ INCIDENT MANAGEMENT 
Incident Objectives 
Stmtegy 
Tactics 
Safety Briefings/Major Concems 

Addiessed 
Instructions Given 

·.CONTROL MECHANISMS 
Span of Control 
Communications 
Ongoing Evaluations 
·10 Standard Fue Ordets/18 

Watch-out Situations" 

, INVOLVED PERSONNEL PROFILES 
TraininglQuals.IPhysical Fitness 
Operational Period Lcngth/Fatique 
Attitudes 
Leadership 
Experience Levels 

(;.EQUIPMENT 
Availability 
PerfoIID.ance/Non-Perfonnance 
Clothing and Equipment 
Used for Int.ended Pmpose? 

Element items must be~ with wri.ttcD documc:ntmion. 



El'ITRAPMENT INVESTIGATION ELEMENT MATRIX 

L FIRE BEHAVIOR 

Fuels 
Weather 
Topography 
Predicted vs. Observed 

II. ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS 
Smoke 
Heat 
Other 

III. INCIDENT MANAGEMENT 
Incident Objectives 
Strategy 

Tactics 
Safety Briefin1s1Major Concems 

Addressed 
IV. CONTROLMECHANISMS 

Span of Control 
Communicatio:ns 
Ongoing Evaluations 
"l 0 Standard rue Orders/18 Watch

out Situations." 

V. INVOLVED PERSONNEL PROFILES 

Training/Qualifications/Physical Fitness 
Opetational Period Lengthl.Fatigue 
Attirudes 
Leadership 
Experience Levels 

VI. EQUIPME.1'IT 

Availability 
PcrfOilllancc 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

* Element itemS must be suppotted. with written documentation.. 
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South Canyon Fire 

Glossary 
Aerial Fuels: All live and dead vegetation in the forest canopy or above 
surface fuels, including tree branches and crowns, snags, moss, and high 
brush. 

Air Tanker: A fixed-wing aircraft equipped to drop fire retardants or sup
pressants. 

Anchor Point: An advantageous location, usually a barrier to fire spread, 
from which to start building a fireline. An anchor point is used to reduce 

the chance of firefighters being flanked by fire. 

Aramid: The generic name for a high-strength, flame-resistant, synthetic 
fabric used in the shirts and jeans of firefighters. Nomex, a brand name 
for aramid fabric, is the term commonly used by firefighters. 

Aspect: Direction toward which a slope faces. 

Backing Fire: Fire spreading against the wind or downslope. A fire 

spreading on level ground without wind is a backing fire. 

Behave: A system of interactive computer programs for modelling fuel and 

fire behavior. BEHAVE consists of two systems: BURN and FUEL. 

Blowup: A sudden increase in fire intensity or rate of spread strong 

enough to prevent direct control or to upset control plans. Blowups are 
often accompanied by violent convection and may have other characteris

tics of a fire storm. See FLAREUP. 

Bucket Drops: The dropping of fire retardants or suppressants from spe

cially designed buckets carried by helicopter like sling loads. 

Bumpup Method: A progressive method of building a fireline on a wildfire 

without changing relative positions in the line. Work is begun with a suit
able space between workers. Whenever one worker overtakes another, 
all workers ahead move one space forward and resume work on the 
uncompleted part of the line. The last worker does not move ahead until 
completing his or her space. 

Burning Index: A relative number related to the contribution that fire 
behavior makes to the amount of effort needed to contain a fire in a spec

ified fuel type. Doubling the burning index indicates that twice the effort 
will be required to contain a fire in that fuel type as was previously 

required, providing all other parameters are held constant. 



South Canyon Fire 

Burning Out: A type of suppression fire used to widen control lines during 
line construction or to eliminate unburned fuels inside the control lines after 
containment. 

Chain: A unit of linear measurement equal to 66 feet. 

Cold Front: The leading edge of a relatively cold air mass that displaces 
warmer air. The heavier cold air may cause some of the warm air to be 
lifted. If the lifted air contains enough moisture, the result may be cloudi
ness, precipitation, and thunderstorms. If both air masses are dry, no clouds 
may form. Following the passage of a cold front in the Northern 
Hemisphere, westerly or northwesterly winds of 15 to 30 or more miles per 
hour often continue for 12 to 24 hours. 

Contain (Confine) A Fire: To take fire suppression action as needed, 
which can reasonably be expected to keep the fire within established 
boundaries under prevailing conditions. 

Control A Fire: To complete a control line around a fire, any spot fires 
therefrom, and any interior islands to be saved; burn out any unburned 
area next to the fire side of the control lines; and cool down all hotspots 
that immediately threaten the control line until the lines can reasonably be 
expected to hold under foreseeable conditions. 

Control Line: All built or natural fire barriers and treated fire edge used 
to control a fire. 

Crew: An organized group of firefighters under the leadership of a crew 
leader or other designated official. 

Crowning: The movement of fire through the crowns of trees or shrubs 
more or less independently of the surface fire. 

Deployment: See FIRE SHELTER DEPLOYMENT. 

Direct Attack: Any treatment of burning fuel, such as by wetting, smother
ing, or chemically quenching the fire or by physically separating burning 
from unburned fuel. 

Dispatch Center: A facility from which resources are directly assigned to 
an incident. 

Dead Fuels: Fuels with no living tissue in which moisture content is gov
erned almost entirely by atmospheric moisture {relative humidity and pre
cipitation, dry-bulb temperature, and solar radiation). 
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Energy Release Component (ERC): The computed total heat released per 
unit area (British thermal units per square foot} within the fire front at the 
head of a moving fire. 

Engine Crew: Firefighters assigned to an engine. The Fireline Handbook 

defines the minimum crew makeup by engine type. 

Entrapment: A situation in which a fire traps people in a life-threatening 
position with no, inadequate, or compromised evacuation routes or safety 
zones. An entrapment may or may not involve deploying fire shelters. 

Equilibrium Moisture Content: Moisture content that a fuel particle will 
attain if exposed for an infinite period in an environment of specified con
stant temperature and humidity. When a fuel particle reaches equilibrium 
moisture content, net exchange of moisture between it and it environment 
is zero. 

Extended Attack Incident: A wildland fire that has not been contained or 

controlled by initial attack forces and for which more firefighting resources 
are arriving, enroute, or being ordered by the initial attack incident com
mander. 

Extreme Fire Behavior: A level of fire behavior that ordinarily precludes 
methods of direct control. 

Fingers Of A Fire: Long narrow tongues of a fire projecting from the main 
body of a fire. 

Fire Behavior: How a fire reacts to the variables of fuel, weather, and 

topography. 

Fire Behavior Specialist: A person responsible to the Planning Section 
Chief for establishing a weather data collection system and for developing 
fire behavior predictions based on fire history, fuel, weather, and topogra
phy. 

Firefighting Resources: All people and major items of equipment that can 
or potentially could be assigned to fires. 

Fire Front: The part of a fire within which continuous flaming combustion is 
taking place. Unless otherwise specified, the fire front is assumed to be the 
leading edge of the fire perimeter. In ground fires, the fire front may be 
mainly smoldering combustion. 

Fire Intensity: A general term relating to the heat energy released by a 
fire. 
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Fireline: A linear fire barrier that is scraped or dug to mineral soil. 

Fire Load: The number and size of fires historically experienced on a 
specified unit over a specified period (usually 1 day) at a specified index 
of fire danger. 

Fire Perimeter: The entire outer edge or boundary of a fire. 

Fire Shelter: A personal protection item carried by fire fighters that, when 
deployed, unfolds to form a tent-like shelter of heat reflective materials. 

Fire Shelter Deployment: The removing of a fire shelter from its case and 
using it properly for protection against fire. 

Fire Weather: Weather conditions that influence fire ignition, behavior, 

and suppression. 

Flame Depth: The depth of the fire front. 

Flame Front: See FIRE FRONT. 

Flame Length: The distance between the flame tip and the midpoint of 
the flame depth at the base of the flame (generally the ground surface), 
an indicator of fire intensity. 

Flareup: Any sudden acceleration of fire spread or intensification of a fire. 
Unlike a blowup, a flareup lasts a relatively short time and does not radi
cally change control plans. See BLOWUP. 

Fuel Moisture {Fuel Moisture Content): Water content of a fuel expressed 
as a percentage of its ovendry weight. 

Fuel Type: An identifiable association of fuel elements of distinctive plant 
species, form, size, arrangement, or other characteristics that will cause a 
predictable rate of fire spread or difficulty of control under specified 
weather conditions. 

Fusee: A colored flare designed as a railway warning device and widely 
used to ignite suppression and prescription fires. 

Ground Fuel: All combustible materials below the surface litter (duff, tree 
roots, punky wood, organic soil, sawdust) that normally support glowing 
combustion without flame. 

Handline: A fireline built with hand tools. 

Head Of A Fire: The side of the fire having the fastest rate of spread. 
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Helibase: The main location within the general incident area for parking, 

fueling, maintaining, and loading helicopters. The helibase is usually located 
at or near the incident base. 

Helispot: A temporary landing spot for helicopters. 

Helitack Crew: A group of firefighters trained in the technical and logisti
cal use of helicopters for fire suppression. 

Hotshot Crew: A highly trained firefighting crew used mainly in building 
firelines by hand. 

Hotspot: A particularly active part of a fire. 

Hotspotting: Reducing or stopping the spread of fire at points of particu
larly rapid rate of spread or special threat, generally the first step in 
prompt control, with emphasis on first priorities. 

Incident: A human-caused or natural occurrence, such as a wildfire, that 
requires emergency service action to prevent or reduce the loss of life or 
damage to property or natural resources. 

Incident Commander {IC): The person responsible for managing all inci
dent operations. 

Initial Attack (Action): The first suppression action on a fire. 

Lead Plane: Aircraft with pilot used to make dry runs over the target area 
to check wing and smoke conditions and topography and to lead air 
tankers to targets and supervise their drops. 

Light (Fine) Fuels: Fast-drying fuels, generally with a comparatively high 
surface area-to-volume ratio, which are less than 114-inch in diameter and 
have a timelag of 1 hour or less. These fuels readily ignite and are rapidly 
consumed by fire when dry. 

Line Scout: A firefighter who determines the location of a fireline. 

Litter: Top layer of the forest, scrubland, or grassland floor, directly above 
the fermentation layer, composed of loose debris of dead sticks, branches, 

twigs, and recently fallen leaves or needles, little altered in structure by 
decomposition. 

National Fire Danger Rating System (NFDRS): A multiple index scheme 
designed to give fire suppression people and land managers a systematic 
means of assessing aspects of fire danger on a day-to-day basis. 
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Nomex: See ARAMID. 

Overhead: People assigned supervisory positions, including incident com
manders, command staff, general staff, directors, supervisors, and unit lead
ers. 

Perimeter: See FIRE PERIMETER. 

Radiant Burn: A burn received from a radiant heat source. 

Radiant Heat Flux: The amount of heat flowing through a given area in a 

given time,usually expressed as calories/square centimeter/second. 

Rate Of Spread: The relative activity of a fire in extending its horizontal 
dimensions, expressed as the rate of increase of the perimeter, rate of 
increase in area, or rate of advance of its head, depending on the intend
ed use of the information. Rate of spread is generally expressed in chains 
or acres per hour for a specific period in the fire's history. 

RAWS: See REMOTE AUTOMATIC WEATHER STATION. 

Relative Humidity (Rh): Percentage of the actual vapor pressure of the air 

to the saturation vapor pressure; the ratio, expressed as a percentage, of 
the amount of water vapor in the air compared to the amount the air can 

hold under the same conditions. 

Remote Automatic Weather Station (RAWS): An apparatus that automat

ically acquires, processes, and stores local weather data for later transmis
sion to the GOES Satellite, from which the data is retransmitted to an 

earth receiving station for use in the National Fire Danger Rating System. 

Reburn: The burning of an area that has been previously burned but that 
contains flammable fuel that ignites when burning conditions are more 

favorable; an area that has reburned. 

Red Flag Warning: A term used by fire weather forecasters to call atten

tion to weather conditions of limited duration that may result in extreme 
burning conditions. 

Red Flag Watch: A term used by fire weather forecasters to notify using 

agencies, usually 24 to 72 hours ahead of the event, that current and 
developing meteorological conditions may evolve into dangerous fire 
weather. 

Resource Order: An order placed for firefighting resources. 

Resources: See FIREFIGHTING RESOURCES. 
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Retardant: A chemical having a retarding action on fire. 

Run (Of A Fire): The rapid advance of the head of a fire with a marked 
change in fireline intensity and rote of spread from that noted before and 
ofter the advance. 

Safety Zone (Area Or Island}: An area used for escape should the fire
line be outflanked or a spot fire cause fuels outside the fireline to make the 
fireline unsafe. 

Scratchline: An unfinished preliminary fireline hastily established or built as 
an emergency measure to check the spread of fire. 

Sizeup (Or To Size Up}: The evaluation of lor to evaluate] a fire to deter
mine a course of action for fire suppression. 

Slopover (Breakover}: A fire edge that crosses a control line or the resul
tant fire. 

Smokejumper: A firefighter who travels to fires by aircraft and parachute. 

Spot Fire: Fire set outside the perimeter of the main fire by flying sparks 

or embers. 

Spotter: In smokejumping, the person responsible for selecting drop tar
gets and supervising all aspects of dropping smokejumpers. 

Spotting: Behavior of a fire producing sparks or embers that ore carried 
by the wind and start new fires beyond the zone of direct ignition by the 
main fire. 

Spot Weather Forecast: A special forecast issued to fit the time, topogra
phy, and weather of each specific fire. These forecasts ore issued upon 
request of the user agency and ore more detailed, timely, and specific than 
zone forecasts. 

Strategy: The science and art of command as applied to the overall plan
ning and conduct of on incident. 

Suppressant: An agent, such as water or foam, used to extinguish the 
flaming and glowing phases of combustion when directly applied to burn
ing fuels. 

Suppression: All the work of extinguishing or confining a fire, beginning 
with its discovery. 
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Surface Fuels: Loose surface litter on the soil surface, normally consisting 

of fallen leaves or needles, twigs, bark, cones, and small branches that 
have not yet decayed enough to lose their identity; also grasses, forbs, low 
and medium shrubs, tree seedlings, heavier branchwood, downed logs, and 
stumps interspersed with or partially replacing the litter. 

Tactics: Deploying and directing resources on an incident to meet objec
tives determined by strategy. 

Timelag: Time needed under specified conditions for a fuel particle to lose 

about 63 percent of the difference between its initial moisture content and 
its equilibrium moisture content. If conditions remain unchanged, a fuel will 
reach 95 percent of its equilibrium moisture content after 4 timelag peri
ods. 

Torching: The ignition and later flareup of a tree or small group of trees, 
usually from bottom to top. 

Type: The capab:lity of a firefighting resource in comparison to another 

type. Type I usually means a greater capability due to power, size, or 
capacity. 

Underburn: A fire that consumes surface fuels but not trees or shrubs. See 
SURFACE FUELS. 

Vectors: Directions of fire spread as related to rate of spread calculations 
(in degrees from upslope}. 

Western Slope Fire Coordination Center: An interagency organization 
serving western Colorado and eastern Utah that coordinates the acquisi
tion of firefighting resources; helps establish priorities for these resources; 
receives and disseminates fire information; calls for and pre-positions 
smokejumpers; and manages a 500-person fire cache, an air tanker base, 
a helicopter and a helitack crew. 

Wildland Fire (Wildfire}: Any fire occurring on land that is essentially 
undeveloped except for roads, railroads, powerlines and similar transporta
tion facilities. 

Wind Vectors: Wind directions used to calculate fire behavior. 
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U.S. Department of the Interior 
Bureau of Land Management 

Washington, D.C. 20240 

Memorandum 

To: Claudia P. Schechter 
AUG l 9 1994 

U.S. Department of Agriculture 
Forest Service 

Washington, D.C. 20090 

Designated Agency Safety and Health Official, 
Department of the Interior 

Wardell Townsend 
Designated Agency Safety and Health Official, 
Department of Agriculture 

From: Acting Director, Bureau of Land Management 
Chief, Forest Service 

Subject: Joint Report of Investigation of South Canyon Fire 

In accordance with the safety investigation procedures of our 
respective Departments, we hereby transmit to you the attached 
Report of the South Canyon Fire Accident Investigation Team and the 
Team's Letter of Transmittal/Investigative Report. We have 
established an Interagency Management Review Team to serve as a 
steering group to review the findings and conclusions of the 
Investigation Team, review and refine the Team's recommendations, 
and propose a plan for corrective action. A copy of the corrective 
action plan will be submitted to you upon its completion. In the 
meantime, we have adopted the Team's recommendations as interim 
measures. 

We have decided to release both parts of the Investigation Team's 
Report publicly for two reasons. First, after reviewing the 
findings and conclusions in the Report, we have adopted the Team's 
recommendations as interim measures, subject to further refinement 
by the Interagency Management Review Team. Second, the intention 
of both the Bureau of Land Management and the Forest Service from 
the outset was to release the Report in its entirety to the public, 
and the investigation was conducted with that intention in mind. 

You will find that some information has been deleted from several 
of the witness statements included in the report. We have removed 
personal privacy information (home addresses and telephone, social 
security and driver's license numbers, and dates of birth) provided 
by several witnesses on their statement forms. Any deletions from 
the body of the statements reflect the witnesses' own corrections. 

D~,tfk;J ief, 
Bureau of Land Management crest Service 

HIM 
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Letter of Transmittal/ 
Investigative Report 
South Canyon Fire 

Summary 
On July 2, 1994, during a year of drought and at a time of low humidity 
and record high temperatures, lightning ignited a fire 7 miles west of 
Glenwood Springs, Colorado. The fire was reported to the Bureau of Land 
Management on July 3 as being in South Canyon, but later reports 
placed it near the base of Storm King Mountain. The fire began on a 
ridge, which was paralleled by two canyons or deep drainages, called the 
east and the west drainages. In its early stages the fire burned in the 
pinyon-juniper fuel type and was thought to have little potential for spread. 

Dry lightning storms had started 40 new fires in BLM's Grand Junction 
District in the 2 days before the South Canyon fire started, requiring the 
District to set priorities for initial attack. Highest priority was given to fires 
threatening life, residences, structures, and utilities, and to fires with the 
greatest potential for spread. All initial attack firefighting resources on the 
Grand Junction District were committed to the highest priority fires. In 
response to a request from the Grand Junction District, the Garfield 
County Sheriff's Office and White River National Forest monitored the 
South Canyon fire. 

Over the next 2 days the South Canyon fire increased in size, the public 
expressed more concern about it, and some initial attack resources were 
assigned. On the afternoon of July 4 the District sent two engines. 
Arriving at 6:30 p.m. at the base of the ridge near Interstate 70, the crew 
sized up the fire but decided to wait until morning to hike to the fire and 
begin firefighting efforts. 

The next morning, a seven person BLM/Forest Service crew hiked 2 and 
1/2 hours to the fire, cleared a helicopter landing area [Helispot l I and 
started building a fireline on its southwest side. During the day an air 
tanker dropped retardant on the fire. In the evening the crew left the fire 
to repair their chainsaws. Shortly thereafter, eight smokejumpers parachut

ed to the fire and received instructions from the Incident Commander to 

continue constructing fireline. The fire had crossed the original fireline so 
they began a second fireline from Helispot l downhill on the east side of 
the ridge. After midnight they abandoned this work due to the darkness 
and the hazards of rolling rocks. 

On the morning of July 6 the crew returned to the fire and worked with 
the smokejumpers to clear a second helicopter landing area IHelispot 2}. 
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Later that morning eight additional smokejumpers parachuted to the fire. 
They were assigned to build the fireline on the west flank. Later, 10 
Prineville lnteragency Hotshot Crew members arrived, and 9 joined the 
smokejumpers in line construction. The remaining members of the hotshot 
crew upon arrival were sent to help reinforce the fireline on the ridgetop. 

At 3:20 p.m. a dry cold front moved into the fire area. As winds and fire 
activity increased, the fire made several rapid runs with 100-foot flame 
lengths within the existing burn. At 4:00 p.m. the fire crossed the bottom 
of the west drainage. It spread up the drainage on the west side. It soon 
spotted back across the drainage to the east side beneath the firefighters 
and moved onto steep slopes and into dense, highly flammable Gambel 
oak. Within seconds a wall of flame raced up the hill toward the firefight
ers on the west flank fireline. Failing to outrun the flames, 12 firefighters 
perished. Two helitack crew members on the top of the ridge also died 
when they tried to outrun the fire to the northwest. The remaining 35 fire
fighters survived by escaping out the east drainage or seeking a safety 
area and deploying their fire shelters. 

Findings and Recommendations 
The South Canyon fire at the time of the blowup affected 49 firefighters in 
several separate locations. All were in very hazardous situations. 
Firefighters who died were directly in the path of the flames. Other fire
fighters used escape routes to reach safety. Eight firefighters deployed fire 
shelters within the fire area and survived their entrapment. 

Twelve Fatalities on Southwest Flank Line 
The twelve fatalities resulted from a combination of factors. The crew was 
building a direct attack fireline downhill in Gambel oak. Surface fuels had 
been burned, but aerial fuels were still present and unburned. The investi
gation found that many of the .18 Watch Out Situations and the 10 
Standard Fire Orders were either compromised, not recognized, or proper 
action was not taken. 

Critical changes in weather and fire behavior were not recognized and 
not acted on soon enough for firefighters to escape. Firefighters did not 
receive or request spot weather forecasts from the Grand Junction District 

Dispatch. 

Even though some of the firefighters expressed concern that they were at 
risk building the fireline downhill, they had enough confidence that they 
could stop the fire near the bottom of the canyon. Some firefighters knew 
a cold front was approaching and thought that they could line the west 
flank before the cold front arrived. Unfortunately, the cold front arrived 
before the fireline was completed. 
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Two Helitack Fatalities 
The two helitack members were managing helicopter operations at 
Helispot 2. The escape route to the designated safety zone at Helispot 1 
was blocked by the rapidly moving fire. Therefore, crews were directed off 

the ridge into the east drainage. The two helitock members ran north up 

the ridgeline to escape the fire. In this attempt, they were overcome by 
the fire. 

A. Weather, Fire Danger, and Fire Behavior 
Critical fire behavior and fire weather indicators of blowup conditions 

were not recognized by either fire managers or firefighters. Fire weather 
forecasts were not effectively communicated to the 

firefighters on the fire, and no system was in place to alert people on the 

fire of significant weather changes. Although o fire weather meteorologist 

at the Western Slope Fire Coordination Center was available to give fore
casts and briefings for specific wildfires, he was not used on the South 
Canyon fire. Within the firefighting organization there was also consider

able confusion about the difference between what is meant by o red flog 
watch and o red flog warning. 

Recommendations: 
1. A notional interogency review should be conducted of the National 

Weather Service's Red Flog Program, with emphasis on the number of 
watches and warnings issued. Distinguish clearly between red flogs for 
cold fronts and high winds and red flags for lightning. 

2. A fire behavior analyst should be available or requested whenever a 
fire weather meteorologist is requested for a fire coordination center. 

A fire behavior analyst can relate the weather forecast to how fires 

burn in terms of rote of spread, flame length and fireline intensity. 

These ore terms that firefighters understand. An alternative is establish

ing regional centers for consolidating and interpreting fire behavior 
and weather information during periods of high fire activity. 

3. Fire weather forecasts must be communicated to firefighters on initial 
attack and extended attack incidents. 

4. Spot weather forecasts should be requested for fires that hove poten
tial for extreme fire behavior or exceed initial attack or ore located in 

areas for which red flog warnings have been issued. 

5. NOAA Weather Radio forecasts should not be substituted for fire 
weather forecasts. NOAA Weather Radio does not broadcast fire 
weather forecasts, but forecasts directed to the general public. 

6. A national interagency strategy and implementation pion should be 
developed to improve technical transfer of fire danger and fire behav

ior technology. 
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7. The National Weather Service fire weather program is a critical part 
of the lnteragency foe Management Program. It is essential that it be 
maintained at present levels to ensure firefighter safety. 

8. An organized live fuel moisture sampling network should be established 

for Gambel oak. Strategy and tactics should be adjusted on the basis 
of this information. 

Note: The Gambel oak fuel type has been directly responsible for 17 fire
fighter fatalities since 1976 on the BLM Grand Junction District. 

B. Leadership, Attitudes, and Training 
A common response to situations of this nature is to recommend additional 
training. Although there are several specific training needs related to fire 
shelters, we believe that training is not the core issue. Rather it is one of 
implementing the training all firefighters receive. 

Attitudes and leadership set the tone for execution of the training received. 
There is a dire need to create a passion for compliance with the basics of 
safe fire suppression. This will occur only if leadership sets and demon
strates a clear commitment to safety. 

Recommendations: 
l. Attitudes and leadership are universal factors that influence safe fire 

suppression. The lnteragency Management Review Team should 
explore actions that will strengthen sensitivity to basic safety standards 
so they permeate every fiber of our strategy, tactics, and basic fire 
operations. 

2. The lnteragency Management Review Team needs to evaluate current 

training to assure emphasis is placed on the basics of fire behavior, 
firefighting strategies and tactics, the 10 Standard Fire Orders, and the 
18 Watch Out Situations. 

3. The South Canyon fire incident should be used in the development of a 
training exercise for use by agency administrators, fire managers, dis
patchers, and firefighters. The training exercise should be developed 
by field level firefighters. 

4. The Investigation Team recommends that the National Wildfire 
Coordinating Group develop mandatory fire shelter training courses 
and implement them prior to the 1995 fire season. The main course 
should be required every 2-4 years with yearly refresher training. 
Courses should emphasize timed practice deployments, proper deploy
ment practices, deployment in high winds, and site selection. 
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5. The lnteragency Management Review Team should charter a group to 

develop guidelines for adequate deployment sites and safety zones in 

different heat and flame scenarios to show the value and the limitations 
of the fire shelters. Followup training should include recognition of sur

vivable shelter deployment sites and safety zones. 

6. Fire behavior and fire weather concepts should be reviewed in training 
each year for all fire managers. 

7. "Standards for Survival" and 'look Up, Look Down, Look Around" train

ing materials were developed in response to previous entrapment 
investigations. The Team recommends that all firefighters be required 

to take these subjects and review them every 2 years to maintain fire
fighting qualifications. 

8. Fire shelter training materials should be revised to stress discarding 

packs and equipment when escape is questionable and that it is no 
longer acceptable to take packs and equipment into fire shelters. 

C. Management Support and Dispatch Coordination 
The Investigation Team concentrated on the direct causes of the fatalities 

on the South Canyon fire. We identified a number of findings related to 

management support and dispatch coordination. We also identified inci
dent management, control mechanisms, and support structure as contribu

tory causes. 

Recommendations - Management Review 

1. We recommend a management review of the Fire and Aviation 
Programs for the BLM State of Colorado to address policy direction; 

accountability mechanisms; training and qualifications of personnel; and 

staffing, including budget, workload, and FTE controls. 

2. The review should also address the implementation of National Wildfire 

Coordinating Group's work, rest, and rotation guidelines. 

D. Mobilization Planning for Above Average Fire Seasons 
Droughts are part of the climatological pattern, particularly in the western 

United States. Colorado's West Slope was in extreme drought as deter

mined by the Palmer Drought Index. Glenwood Springs has had 8 straight 

months of belownormal precipitation. Precipitation since October 1993 

had been 58 percent of normal. 

The Grand Junction District was experiencing a severe fire season. Fire 
danger indices in early July were at maximum recorded levels in 21 years. 
As of early July the number of fires were twice the annual average. Type I 

and Type 11 incident management teams had responded to five times the 

number of fires that they would respond to in a normal year. 
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Recommendations: 
1. As port of the management review, special attention should be given 

to analysis of how all federal, state, and local firefighting organizations 
pion and conduct fire operations to respond to wide variations in fire 
severity from season to season. 

2. Procedures should be established to monitor the level of drought at rep
resentative fire weather stations. Present fire danger levels should be 
compared to historic overages and worst case conditions, and the 
selection of appropriate suppression response should be adjusted on 
the basis of this information. 

Conclusion 
Firefighters and fire managers ore engaged in o complex business with 
inherent risks , which requires skill, good judgment, and the ability to make 
difficult decisions. The South Canyon fire tragedy resulted from o series of 
judgments, decisions, events, and actions with serious cumulative impacts. 

No one person or unit recognized the interaction of all factors on the inci
dent that resulted in the entrapments. Firefighting safety fundamentals 
were compromised during o period of extreme weather and fire behavior 
in a highly flammable fuel type. This situation, compounded by failure to 
provide critical fire weather and fire behavior information to the firefight
ers, was the primary cause of the injuries and fatalities. 
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